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It is with great pleasure that we print the four following
64
stills" from Bed and Sofa, the new Russian production by

Alexander Room. This is undoubtedly the most significant

film since Potemkin, though of quite a different order, being

non-propagandistic from any political point of view.

We believe these to be the first photographs that have

appeared of this film outside the actual countries where it has

been, or is being shown. Bed and Sofa was fully reviewed in

the December issue of Close Up. We are certain that these

"stills" will be of the greatest interest to our readers.

(Photographs by courtesy of EMELKA

)





Ludmila Semenowa as Vera, the young wife. Bed and Sofa is valuable
for its uncompromising treatment of life as life is, as well as for its

distinguished and beautiful settings and lighting effects. Ludmila
Semenowa gave a brilliant performance. Her personality is insidious

and yet completely assertive.



Woldemar Fogel as Fecior. His part in the domestic drama is

curiously potent as a completely cynical, selfish 3'oung man, who
does not hesitate for one moment to take on the wife of. his best

friend. This film has been tagged "Morals in modern Russia". It is

however much more wTide in its application, and might almost better

be described as "Morals in modern consciousness".
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AS IS

BY THE EDITOR

1927 has added a few excellent films to an unreasonably

scant proportion of excellent films garnered from other years,

and has marked definite progress in experiment and discov-

ery. What is 1928 going to do for us ? Each new year does

seem to begin something, though nobody has found out quite

what, and it is natural to start off with new hope and new
impetus. We cannot do better than to begin to hope right

now, for 1928 will definitedly begin and definitely end things.

At this moment the situation stands roughly thus :

—

American predominance throughout the world. Also Amer-

ican panic, and the financial situation in dire straits.

Germany coming second, trying to be Americanised, trying

to make films with an "international appeal", also financially

harassed but keeping its head above water.

Russia, with hardly any money at all, but being the fore-

most country to deal with the cinema artistically and edu-
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cationally on a wide scale, and as the rule instead of the

exception. Definitely forming links with certain sections

of Germany.

France going ahead slowly but surely, rising at its commer-

cial highest to the German forms of the year before last and

the year before that, and sinking at its lowest to sterility.

England on the upgrade. Money being thrown about.

Determined on efficient mediocrity.

Austria. Trying. Poor, lovely country, we would help

you if we could. It has great richness of thought and feeling,

and would be great, but it is still stricken.

SwTeden. Chaotic. And too cramped out of things. But

not infrequently gives the intellectual integrity of Northern

races to its films, as it gives to the screen its Garbo and its

Henning.

Italy. Dormant or dead. Or at any rate out of the run-

ning.

Japan. Makes hundreds of films per year. But makes

them for Japan. Which is natural enough. Yet it is almost

impossible to see a Japanese film in Western Europe, and

some of them would be of the greatest interest.

# # *

Probably 1928 wil lresolve one way or the other a great many
problems. America is very much a question just now. While
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it buys and builds giant theatres in various parts of the world,

and owns more than literally it knows what to do with, it

appears that film magnates of eight producing and distribut-

ing concerns have been meeting to discuss the reorganisa-

tion of the entire industry, with the prominent, if not ini-

tial purpose of further cuts in salaries all round.

x\t the first meeting were Adolph Zukor and Jesse Lasky,

the president and vice-president of Paramount-Famous-

Lasky ; William Fox and W. R. Sheehan, president and gener-

al manager of the Fox Film Corporation ; Nicholas Schenck

and J. Robert Rubin, on behalf of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

and Loew concerns ; Richard Rowland, head of First Nation-

al ; Robert H. Cochrane on behalf of Carl Laemmle and the

Universal Film Company; John J. Murdock, president of the

Pathe, de Mille and Stanley Theatre interests
; Joseph Ken-

nedy, president of F. B. O., and Abraham Warner for Warner

Bros.

The representative power of this group is self-evident,

amounting to over three quarters of the motion picture pro-

ducing interest, and to as much as 90 per cent of the theatres

and theatre-chains, while the actual assets involved amount

to 400,000,000 dollars. A New York newspaper designates

the new scheme as a plan for Fascismo Control, but points

out that the new institution is not intended to supplant the

Hayes organisation (The Association of Motion Picture Pro-

ducers, headed by William H. Hayes) but "to expand, streng-

then and solidify the powers and activities of the present

rather loosely organised association."
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Of course, what happened was that on the crest of a kind

of gigantic inflation, salaries were demanded and given that

were and are out of all proportion to corresponding returns,

outlay out of all proportion to income. While the crest of

the wave splashed out, it also sucked up, and making hay

while the sun shone was not without recklessness. It is true

that on the crest, if one may continue mixing the metaphor,

huge monies were made, and at the surface of things it seemed

logical that huge monies could be paid. But every wave

must break, and the wild passing of money became a passing

out instead of a passing in. Rivalries and personal jealousies

had to a large extent been the cause, hence it became plain

to somewhat impoverished magnates that rivalries and per-

sonal jealousies must be scrapped, and there must be co-ordi-

nation. Salaries, it was decided, must be cut. Therefore

an immediate reduction of ten per cent was decided on all

round. Result : rebellion. Protest meetings became the

order of the day, and the magnates were forced to rescind

their decision.

Meanwhile the undisputable fact faced them that 1926 had

been financially the most unsuccessful on record, and that

1927 had seen no improvement. Careful investigation reveal-

ed the fact of enormous wastage amounting to many mil-

lions of dollars per year ; that nearly every production cost

up to forty per cent more than reasonably it should do. Xo
average net profit could possibly be counted on, and the bank-

ing companies behind the various organisations were becom-
ing restive. The situation sifted presented a loophole.

8
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The stars and star directors, alluded to as a vicious circle,

whose salaries ran from 5,000 dollars to 10,000 dollars per

week did not amount to more than about one hundred. It

was a situation biting off its owTn tail. Most of them had been

starred on a pure publicity basis, and the publicity had cost

more than it was worth. The obvious solution was to shift

the publicity elsewhere by degrees, and to produce a new crop

of stars at a reasonable figure. The four figure stars would

then slowly die out. It is noteworthy that nearly all the im-

portant studios are training young men and women ; names

now familiar to all, but unheard of a year ago. There are

long term contracts, and salaries will be generous but not

insane. If this scheme works it may not. It has to be

submitted to the Attorney-General of the United States who
with a staff of legal authorities will present the scheme finally

to the Department of Justice. We can only watch carefully

at the moment. It may mean a definite shifting in the indus-

try or it may cause little outward change.

Germany too has been weathering storms. In 1926, Ufa

secured a loan of / 800,000 from Paramount-Famous-Lasky,

but this was absorbed into the Deutsche Bank, which had

backed the company very heavily. There is a fairly full

account of the story in Mr. L'Estrange Fawcett's book Films :

Facts and Forecasts. Against the American loan. Ufa had

offered security of its offices and headquarters, which early

in 1927, owing to the critical state of their financial position,

they vacated and sold for £ 1,000,000. Further negotiations

with America secured better terms of agreement, and Paru-

9
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famet became a name familiar to all
;
being a working com-

bination of Paramount, Ufa and Metro Goldwyn Mayer.

Herr Hugenberg, the newspaper proprietor, heads the new

business section of Ufa, and under his direction it is expected

Ufa will prosper. The general principle will be Internation-

al appeal, and to this end, Erich Pommer, who has been in

Hollywood, and who formerly was the managing director

of Ufa, is returning to Germany to make four films this

year.

The primary concerns, naturally of these two countries

during this year will be financial stabilisation. It will also

be the primary concern of most other countries too. Prac-

tically all the different industries are halt or lame, for the

simple reason, as I said last month, that Europe divided

against itself cannot stand. To ensure, however, a success-

ful European industry (as against national industries) the

difficulty is not finding subject matter or methods of treat-

ment that would appeal to all nations, but the fact that you

cannot safely build up an industry among nations who may
go to war among themselves when that industry is beginning

to flourish. Certain links are being formed. The new Rus-

sian films, for instance, with German}', and Sweden with

Germany. This is certainly to the good. England too has

formed certain connections, and has certain definite arrange-

ments with Germany (i), but nothing much has been done in

(i) The latest being a quite significant agreement between UFA and the

Gaumont British Film Corporation.
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the way of making real business connections and combines.

The net result of a well organised, well developed Pan-

European industry would be stability first, balance second,

progress third. I do not mean that a European industry

should be built up to choke out the American industry, for

that would be foolish and probably impossible, but it would

cause the proportion of American films to diminish in Europe,

and increase the proportion of European films. There can

be no question that things are horribly lop-sided now. Take

Parufamet, for example. The working arrangement is that

Ufa (Ufa alone, remember) shall take fifty American pictures

per year for Germany (this is by no means all) in return for

ten German pictures for the whole of America. Supposing

we sent fifty pictures per year, say to the state of Carolina or

Dakota and had in return ten American pictures for the

whole of Europe.

A European combine could come to much more reasonable

terms, and such hard-worked shots in the dark as the Films

Bill could become a large and comforting assurance of secu-

rity. But would they ?

I only know that if I w^ere a philanthropist I would back

the Pan European combine when it came along ; if I were a

magnate I would not. Not, anyway, until I had seen that

there had been a general, complete and final disarmament.

Import and export industries can survive wars, but a combined

film industry would shatter the moment it started. The

consequences and chances of risking it might, however, be

worth debate. Some safeguarding working agreement might
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be evolved whereby at the outbreak of war industries auto-

matically split up within their national limits, but it would, of

course, be much more reasonable and simple and decorous to

scrap war. A commonwealth principle would be another

solution, but that would be still more difficult to arrange.

It would be pleasant, however, to see 1928 beginning to

resolve this problem, for a Pan European basis is the ideal one.

Kenneth Macpherson.

A HOLLYWOOD CLOSE-UP

(Note. Last month you were promised an article explaining the process

of making films in Hollywood. Contrast this with the article then given

on the making of Die Liebe Der Jeanne Ney. Intrinsically, says Mr. Howard,
the cinema is not art. After a long experience in Hollywood there would
be nothing else to say ! Certainly the American problem differs vastly

from the problem in Europe. For the sake of our beliefs, we can only hope
that it remains so. Editor).

This is written by one of the hired hands in a Hollywood

movie factory.

Commonly such a factory is known as a studio, and its out-

put is labeled art. But this is merely part of the make-be-

lieve that gives so engaging a color to Hollywood.

Nevertheless, these terms are accepted at their face value

by many otherwise discerning intelligences.

Moreover, because the chief elements of the cinema are

12
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pictures and dramaturgy, and because these two elements

connote art, the cinema product is itself defined as such.

Perhaps this is not inexcusable. The mind works that

way—drawing conclusions from an association of ideas.

But at the same time it often leads to bewilderment and

misunderstanding.

Certainly it has done so in the case of the cinema.

Any amount of good print and much precious intellectual

energy are daily being wasted in discussing the movies on the

assumption that they are art. Cinema critics are futilely

declaiming and thrashing about in a fog of mumpsimus, to

the incessant accompaniment of emotional pain at the vulgar

and incorrigible shortcomings of the screen.

Motion pictography is an industry-—a business—a trade.

Movies are manufactured.

In the beginning motion-pictures producers frankly called

themselves manufacturers. They had then, and have now,

no illusions regarding their craft.

The Universal Film Manufacturing Company only recently

changed its name to Universal Pictures Corporation. But

that has not changed the character of its output.

Like all the rest of the cinema producing companies, it

is still an industrial organisation, turning out a commercial

product in the same spirit and for the same business purpose

that the Ford company turns out motor-cars and the Hearst

syndicate turns out newspapers and magazines.

True, all of the picture companies in the making of their

13
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product employ art—literature, drama, painting, music,

architecture.

No form of art is unappropriated.

From the glyptic forte of Phidias and the craft of Shake-

speare to the charivari of Paul Whiteman, they buy it, hire

it, levy upon it in wholesale quantities—abundantly, insatia-

bly. They need it in their business.

But their product, even when artistic, is not art.

No amalgam of the arts and crafts, ground out at so

much a foot for the greedy masses, can ever possibly be.

Creative art is essentially individual. Non-synthetic

Diana a la Biche—Last Judgment—Hamlet—In Memoriam
—Taj Mahal—Sonata Pathetique. . . . Imagine if you can

an expression of the soul emerging from a conference of

business heads and licked into shape by a corps of hired talent.

Yet it is thus that a "Scarlet Letter", a " Don Juan", a

"Ben Hur" is germinated and fashioned for the screen. A
compound of multifarious brains. Acorn posite of diversified

tastes, opinions, abilities.

As an insider, let me illustrate :

The primarj^ requisite is a story—something to be put into

pictures. Hence the author is the first contributor to the

eventual composite production.

But even before this contribution is fed to the hopper it

must pass thru the hands of a reader, an editor, a supervisor,

14
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a director, the studio manager, and frequently, also, the par-

ticular star for whom it is intended.

Having successfuly met the test of these various appraisers,

with their often diverse judgments and widely separated

levels of education, the story is passed on to the treatment

writer.

The job of this employee is to dissect the story and write

a screen treatment of it. Which means, speaking non-tech-

nically, that he reconstructs the story with a view to its pic-

turization.

It is a thoroly ruthless and profane process, from the stand-

point of the art of literature.

The author has attained his effects thru language, thru

literary style, thru an individual method of story building.

All of this, however, is sheer excrescence to the treatment

writer. He views the story, not as a word picture, but as

a kinetic picture.

Also, he views it with an eye to the special requirements

and conditions of his own studio, as well as to the general

rules of the cinema industry governing the making of a finan-

cially successful, popular, non-censorable picture. To this

end the story must have drama, heart interest, " comedy-

relief ", "menace", "punch", triumphant virtue, and a happy
ending.

If the author has omitted any of these ingredients, they

must be supplied.

Accordingly, in the process of treatment the author's list

of characters may be added to or subtracted from ; his plot

15
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may be altered ; his realism may be ignored ; his locale and

time may be changed.

In short, anything is permissible which in the opinion of

the treatment writer will make a good movie out of the mate-

rial in hand, plus the stock material of the cinema warehouse.

Sometimes nothing is left of the original story but the title.

And even that may be changed at the last moment, in defe-

rence to the demand of the exhibitor for something snappy

—something that will " bring 'em in ".

When the treatment is completed it is submitted to the

supervisor charged with the production of this particular pic-

ture, and to the studio business manager.

This usually results in the calling for further changes. These

may be inspired by personal bias, studio policy, box office

considerations, cost of production, the desire to introduce a

trick dog or a monkey—who can tell ?

It is customary, also, at this stage to call for a conference

on the story. Three or four persons may take part in it. And
out of such a conference come further ideas and suggestions

for the treatment.

Not infrequently the story will pass thru the hands of sever-

al treatment writers before those in authority are satisfied

with it. Sometimes as many as ten different treatments are

written in an effort to meet varying official moods, whims,

and exactions.

When the treatment is finally approved, it goes to the con-

tinuity writer—sometimes called the scenarist.

He is the man (or woman) who translates the story treat-

16
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ment into scenes—sequential blocks of action. A separate

scene for every change of camera set-up.

Xo literary skill is required here. We are passing now to

the department of picture mechanics.

The primary requisite for preparing a continuity is the abil-

ity to visualize a story in a series of camera shots, interior

and exterior, and to transfer this mental visualization to pa-

per
;
indicating the range of each shot—close-up, medium,

long, "pam",—and describing with telegraphic terseness the

action that takes place in each scene.

This is a highly specialized craft, and is only mastered by
those gifted with picture sense and possessing a practical

acquaintance with cinema technique.

Sometimes the continuity writer collaborates with a fellow-

scenarist ; sometimes with the supervisor ; sometimes with

the editor ; sometimes with the director. Sometimes, also,

a "gag-man" is called in, to supply the "gags", the corned}7

relief, the bits of business designed "to get a laugh".

If a scenarist fails to produce a satisfactory continuity, it

is turned over to another scenarist. And from him, in turn,

it may go to another, and still another—until an acceptable

result is obtained.

The continuity (known in movie parlance as the script)

is then read}' for the director. It is to him what an architect's

plans are to a builder—with this salient exception, however
;

a director is not obliged to follow plans. He may eliminate

scenes called for by the script, and he may add scenes that are

not in the script.

17
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Thus the original story, or what is left of it, undergoes fur-

ther changes at the hand of the director. He is held respon-

sible for the success of the picture ; so that if he is moved
to deviate from the continuity, there is none to gainsay him.

A "program picture" is limited to five or six reels. A "fea-

ture picture" may run ten or twelve, or even fourteen. But

no director ever keeps within these bounds in shooting a pic-

ture. Invariably the original footage runs many reels over

the limit.

Consequently when the director is thru, the picture goes

to the film editor.

In conjunction with the director or the supervisor, this

artisan shortens the film to the required length.

It is in the cutting room of the film editor that the picture

is actually constructed. For "cutting" a picture means more

than is literally implied by the term. It involves the assem-

bling and the fashioning of the product into a marketable

commodity, after it has been chopped up, pruned, and trim-

med.

This is critical work. A story that has been told in cellu-

loid by the director in fifteen reels must be reduced in the tell-

ing to less than half that length.

Always more film is thrown away than is retained.

It is a marvel that any coherency is left in the story. But
the whole picture industry is a marvel.

Then the title writer is called in.

The main purpose of his job is to supply coherency, plausi-

bility, explanation.

18
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The titles that have been written into the script by the

scenarist are largely tentative. "Working titles" is the term

applied to them. It is known in advance that many of them
will not be used and that others will have to be altered or

replaced, to meet the changes that will inevitably be made by

the director and the film editor.

Xot until the film is cut to length can it be determined defi-

nitely where titles will be needed or how they shall be worded.

Brevity is imperative in the writing of titles. Two feet of

film for every three words quickly runs into footage, and means
the sacrifice of a corresponding amount of action.

Nevertheless, except in a very simple, single-thread story,

titles are indispensable. And to keep their footage to a min-

imum and at the same time make them effective, requires

both skill and cleverness, as well as a modicum of literary

taste.

Cut to length and titled, the picture is now read}' for the

market.

A score of different specialists have contributed to the com-

position of its story alone. And the story is but the core of it.

Xo account has yet been taken of the actor, the cameraman,

the art director, the production manager, the technical en-

gineer, the musical supervisor, and, beginning with the prop-

man, the interminable list of smaller fry inherited from the

theatre, all of whom have had a hand—and a necessary hand

—in the making of a mile of film designed for the initial pur-

pose of affording seventy-five minutes of passing entertain-
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ment to you and me, and for the ultimate purpose of swelling

the bank account of a Mr. Lasky.

As to the relative importance of the various and multi-

tudinous contributors to the making of a movie

—

quien sabe ?

In some instances it will be agreed that the actor takes

precedence. Emil Jannings in The Way Of All Flesh or in

The Last Laugh, is the whole picture. So is Adolphe Menjou

in Evening Clothes, and Nazimova in An Eye For An Eye.

Again, it may be the director

—

-vide Seventh Heaven, The

Marriage Circle, The Volga Boatman.

And once in a very long while it is the author, as in The

Big Parade ; or the scenarist, as in The Gray Horizon.

Pictorially, the camera-man outranks them all. The fate

of every film—as a picture—rests in his hands.

Light is the soul of the picture. And the camera-man is

the god of light.

His knowledge of the values and effects of the "arcs", the

"spots", the " Kleigs", the " Cooper-Hewitts ", and their prop-

er combinations, ineluctably carries with it conceded sover-

eignty. The greatest director, the most exalted star, the

hulkiest producer are at his mercy.

And next to him in the scale of technical importance is the

art director.

This fellow is popularly unknown. He belongs to the mys-

terious innards of a cinema studio. His work is taken for

granted by the outsider, and is rarely translated into public

consciousness. Yet it is a vital factor in the composition

of the picture.

20
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It is he whose corps of architects, designers, decorators,

sculptors, painters and kindred artists, creates the sets, the

backgrounds, the mise en scenes.

And he, too, is responsible for the "glass shots", the "mi-

niatures", and other scenic effects and illusions, which, tho

not duly appreciated even when recognized by the beholder,

contribute in large measure to the value and the appeal of an

enjoyable picture.

Xor must the musicians go unmentioned. No worthwhile

cinema is ever made without their assistance. Ranging from

a trio of stringed instruments to a full orchestra, they accom-

pany the action of every scene.

We see none of their work, of course, upon the screen. It

is invisible, intangible. But its effects are there—its emotion-

al effects upon the actors.

Frequently a certain definite motif accompanies the work
of a particular actor. Handel's Largo was the sustaining

inspiration of H. B. Warner's performance as the Christ in

The King of Kings.

Thus do the arts pay tribute to the cinema.

It is understood that in this discussion we are speaking

specifically of the photoplay. Such pictures as Chang, Moana,

Grass, Nanook of the North belong to a different and separate

category. To the trade they are knowTn generically as
i4
sce-

nics", and are obviously produced under quite different con-

ditions from those governing the making of photoplays.
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Yes, certain motion pictures deserve to rank as works of

art because of their peculiar excellence —Broken Blossoms,

Variety, The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari. But they are excep-

tional, accidental. Intrinsically, the cinema is not art.

Clifford Howard.

ORCHESTRA 5o : BALCONY 35

(Note. By way of comparison with Mr.. Clifford Howard's article on
American films considered intellectually from within, here is a viewpoint

from without. The two dovetail very neatly, and afford an interesting light

on the American problem as it affects those whose interest in the Film is

damped by mass production. Editor.)

For a long time I have said only contemptuous things about

moving pictures, avoided them as much as their omnipresent

insistence permits, gone to see them only when I was bored to

the point of having to do something and there appeared to be

nothing else to do : not the best condition for fair judgment.

About 1902 in La Crosse,, Wisconsin, at the Grand Opera

House, I saw the hrst moving pictures that were circulated

in the middle west. There was a film about Happy Hooli-

gan which was not so amusing as the funny papers, a film

about a bill poster who tacked up the letters Boston Pills-

when the police officer came along changed them about to
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read Post no Bills, and then when he had passed changed

them back, and a scenic strip alleged to have been taken from

the cowcatcher of a locomotive. I had grown up on a num-
ber of railroads, and cared more about locomotives than hor-

ses, so I liked that one. My experience of the movies began-

therefore, with a prejudice in favor of scenery and a mobile

camera, against comics. Those prejudices persist, except

that I like animated cartoons.

After that I saw very few movies for years except on vaca-

tion at Frankfort, Michigan, where a small theater showed

westerns and Fatty Arbuckle, of which I have the vaguest

recollections. My most vivid impression of that theater is

one evening when Grace Griswold came up on a lark from

Chicago and was persuaded to put on a one act skit with her

boy friend. The skit was dull, but she sang Yip Ay Addie

most charmingly. On those vacations I used to debauch my
soul with reading the Argosy and All Story magazines, which

were then distinct. I remember The Hindo Mystic and The

Gateway of Swords well enough to be sure that the movies

must have been very bad by comparison. One increasing

prejudice.

At the moment I remember perhaps half a dozen more

movies : a pie throwing imitation of the early Charlie Chaplin,

done I think by Richards in a Chaplin makeup, of which I

remember only the characteristic mannerisms borrowed from

Charlie
;
Mary Pickford in The Bishop's Carriage, from which

I remember Mary's curls and frilled pants
;

Cabiria, from

which I remember that they fed the same baby to Molloch so
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many times that I lost count ; The Birth of a Nation, from

which I remember the scene that was cut to please the negro

population of Dorchester ; and Carmen, of which I saw the

first night at the Boston Opera House. I do not remember

the picture at all, probably because I put all my impressions

into a review I wrote that night, but I do most vividly re-

member watching Geraldine Farrar, who was watching the

picture. Her cloak was peacock green and her face was a

very smooth and lovely yellow. I resent the absence of color

in the movies. x\nd I detest colored photographs.

More recently I have lived two years in a very- small town

about the size of Frankfort, and have seen a number of very

bad movies, including John Barrymore's unnecessarily cruel

and horrible mangling of Mobie Dick, and a very bad English

film. During this film I took several naps, in spite of the lady

at the untuned piano. Every time I opened my eyes I saw

the same thing : an empty room, different room each time ;

somebody opened a door and came in ; close up of a man
;

close up of a woman ; different man and woman each time
;

same film ; he made love to her because she was some one

else's wife ; I fell asleep. There was a little variety introduc-

ed when they registered wealth by means of decking one of

the wriggling women in a slinky gown and much bad jewelry

and walking her down a staircase in what appeared to be a

particularly vulgar and baroque hotel but was supposed to

be The house of the rich man. I believe an aeroplane was
alleged to have fallen into the vicar's garden, and somebody
got run over by a motor. Thus saving one virtue at least.
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You follow me, I hope. Aside from the impossible plot and

hideously sentimentalized behavior, unmotivated by any

recognizable emotions known to man or woman, the trouble

with this picture was a plethora of interior stage sets, photo-

graphed as if from the orchestra, and interminable stage busi-

ness that was not action. It is one of my prejudices that

moving pictures should move, that movement is their special

material. It is another that interiors in the movies should

never look as if they had been taken from the orchestra, and

should preferably be the sort of interiors that one could not

imagine set on the stage. It is another that exterior locations

impossible to the stage are the best settings for the screen.

En fin, I see possibilities for the moving drama of the screen,

but I am disgusted not to see them on the screen.

Opposed to me in opinion are some ninety-two millions

of persons in this country who get what they want on the

screen. I say ninety two millions because the population

of the States used to be the same as the distance to the sun

when I went to school so I prefer to disregard recent immi-

grants and keep the nation that convenient size. It is possi-

ble that I am an antisocial being who should want what the

screen gives to the satisfaction of my compatriots. But it is a

principle of democracy, in which I do not believe, that the

minority has a right to express a dissident opinion. I there-

fore dissent.

But I also dislike reformers, and have hitherto confined

my detestation of the movies to private grumblings, wailings

and sardonic laughter in camera. Then H. D. wrote me about
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Close Up and suggested sensibly that I look at a few pictures

and relieve my feelings by telling Close Up what I thought.

I passed through the emotions of horror, fear lest the grandeur

that was Greece might be H. D. no more, and personal shy-

ness. Escaping from the small town to Washington a little

later, I dutifully saw a fair sample of what Washington saw

on the screen this autumn, and then settled down into the

uncomfortable state of mind of one who has been asked to do

something disagreeable and is putting it off as long as possi-

ble. This is it.

I saw somebody or other in Max Power (i). Not being a

movie fan, I have not memorized the names of stars. I rejoi-

ced that the picture began with railroad trains and automo-

biles out of doors, continued in a manufactury of tractors

largely out of doors, and ended in a progress of a tractor train

through storm on such a road as I have not seen since the

armistice to a cracking dam and threatened flood. I was not

much moved by the great big beautiful strong young man ex-

tank-corps wrho perfected her father's tractor and won the

heautiful daughter of the usual baroque rich man's house.

Incidentally I observed that the explosion of the tractor in

the main street was delicious farce material that distinctly

did not belong in a drama the subject of which was the terrible

power in man and machine fighting the terrible power in wrater.

But the setting was right for the cinematograph, and that

is rare, damnably, pitifully rare.

(i) Richard Dix, Ed.
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I saw a vexatious thing that was supposed to be a social

comedy and was really an anti-social farce. The twin bro-

thers, one vicious and one virtuous of course, were played by

one man, i. e. he-fashion-plate. It has been sufficiently de-

monstrated that the movie camera can do this sort of thing,

and that it should not. It is bad enough to have the star

hog the close ups in one character, without having him inter-

* viewing himself in this silly bi-focal narcissistic fashion. This

film tried to be artistic by having the scene go round like the

hands of a clock to indicate the passage of time. It was the

only thing the director seemed to have done on purpose and

was in so far laudable. The yest was traditional. The Wash-

ington Post said the only distinguished acting in the film

was the impersonation of a little blond gold digger such as

gentlemen like by a girl named Gwen Lee, whom I suspected

of being someone else whom I used to know, so perhaps I am
prejudiced here also, but I agreed with the Post. It was one

good bit of acting, but it might just as well have been done

on the stage or in real life. The picture had no movie value.

I saw Emil Jannings in the unexpurgated Berlin version

of Variety and in a Workingman's Day, or some such title.

I refused to see him in The way of all Flesh because I have

a rooted dislike to theft and false colors of that sort. I am
sure the play must have been false that paraded under But-

ler's title and an alleged quotation from his book. The im-

pressive thing about the two Jannings films that I did see

was the composition. For several days I had been bothered

by Washington because there it seemed impossible to see
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anything. It is a city that does not compose. It is full of

very bad enormous things and insists on great spaces in which

the sense of frame and content is lost. I found myself visually

stupified and observing only what I did not wish to observe.

When I came out of the Jannings picture, I suddenly saw the

pictorial values of Washington and caught from the picture

(Variety) the trick of looking at it. Washington is a gallery

of fragments, fascinating lovely fragments. In that gallery*

nothing must be looked at as a whole. The secret of the com-

position in the Jannings picture was the fragment caught

from an eccentric angle. The ordinary film gives you whole

interiors, whole landscapes, full length portraits, and perfect-

ly conventional threequarters, busts, and portrait heads.

The fragment is almost wholly neglected. It is obviously

the way to do still life and the way to get contrast with occa-

sional landscapes, interiors, and conventional moving por-

traits, all of which need to be minimized not only because

the}' are most likely to be bad compositions, but because they

have been overdone. The fragment convinces that it is part

of a larger unseen reality. The whole stands in a void where

the imagination figures only the illusion destroying walls of

the studio or the ropes and mechanical contraptions back

stage.

Aside from this photographic success, the Jannings pic-

tures give a great deal of verity in acting that is unusuaL

Good character types fortunately are the rule in the movies.

It is one thing they habitually get. But intelligible portrayal

of human character I find very rare. They run to an increas-
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ingly unintelligible portrayal of pseudo-emotion and pseudo-

behavior which is not characteristic of the human race

except in so far as the race increasingly imitates the emotions

and behaviour of the robots of the screen, a new race, manu-

factured by the Hollywood camera, which not only misrepre-

sents humanity in general, and the American people in par-

ticular, but has a perceptible influence in perverting both.

The large trouble with the Jannings films seems to be that

this human acting is distorted by the general artificiality and

inhumanity of the whole story and theme. The strain to

fit a realistic actor into a story which is supposed to be realis-

tic but essentially is not distorts the actor and points up what

is tawdry in the whole.

At the Little Theater in Washington, which is specializing

in revivals and what the Moving Picture Guild thinks is the

best of the new work, I saw also Wild Love, said to represent

actual life among mountain folk in the lower Alleghenies and

to have been acted entirely by untrained mountain people.

I doubt it. I have directed stark amateurs and know some-

thing of what they will do and won't do. The point is unim-

portant, except that the salient note of all the movies is the

false. I am not arguing for the realistic to the exclusion of

the artificial. In fact I am not sure that this sort of authenti-

city, which is important in science, if science is important,

has anything to do with art. But I detest the artificial that

pretends to be real as much as the artificial that is spoiled

by intrusions of reality and common sense. Melodrama is

good, but not melodrama presented as real life. Contrast
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Wild Love with Merian Cooper's Grass and the Hollywood

ideas and behavior at once swamp whatever is authentic

in Wild Love. There is an essence of screen material in the

settings of Wild Love but in story, acting, and photography

it is straight from the Hollywood studios and locations, no

matter where it was taken, how they live in the Alleghenies,

and who acted the roles.

Now you wT
ill all faint with horror. I have a good word for

Clara Bow in Hula ! The story is competently written sen-

timental-farce-melodrama, to borrow a category from the

notebook of Polonius. And that is the sort of thing that can

be done by the Hollywood technique. The characters are

all well made screen robots who cannot be mistaken for real

people any more than the present government of Russia can

be mistaken for communism or socialism except by those

whose ideals of life and human nature are derived from the

silver screen. For others there is no jarring note of reality

to break the illusion of authenticity. The sex appeal is mod-

erately frank and pleasantly vulgar. The setting is almost

without exception screen material. The photography is as

good as conventional technique can make it, and I believe

that in this sort of film, eccentric angles or anything like

Jannings composition would spoil the essential artificiality

by selective intelligence, which could not look upon life and

see anything like Hula. The thrills of melodrama are effec-

tively obtained. The circus laughs of farce come sponta-

neously at situation, character, and action, as well as at the

sure fire smartalec leaders. The falseness of the fife, which
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falseness is the essential verity and charm of farce, melodrama,

and sentimentalism, is not broken as it so easily might be by

any intrusion of morals. The sensuality is a little timid, but

so is the audience at a burlesque show. With less timidity

there might have been the impertinence of real truth and

beauty. Besides, the censor has to be placated. On its level,

I know of no better made picture than Hula.

One other curious point. The note of cruelty attains the

greatest success in the movies. I think that there is some-

thing in the lives men live that craves cruelty. The late war

either gave us all a taste for it, as Lawrence persuades me
shatteringly in the mob scene of Kangaroo, or the war did

not give enough scope for our natural cruelty, or modern

humanitarian civilization does not, or it is a necessary con-

comitent of our Roman luxury, or it is creeping out with the

release of pent up lust unlocked by the breaking of Victorian

restraints and the preaching of Freudian philosophy, the

return to the healthy beast. Whatever the cause, cruelty

along with the other lusts of the flesh has broken the bonds

of shame and colors our passionate material progress. I like

the beauty that is born of art, the artificiality that is born

of intellect, the accomplishment that is under control, the

truth that is not distorted by desire. The people want cruelty,

Hollywood knows it, the screen is giving it. Look at Lon
Chaney, John Barrymore, and Sabbatini. There are lots

of other places to find it, but it is an insistent note on the

screen. As presented, it is destructive of the beauty of arti-

ficiality and the truth of realism so long as our imaginations
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remain generally under the restraint of humanitarian laws

and conventions.

I call the moving picture world false because it does not

seem to me to represent either life as it is or the inspiration

and the poet's dream. I hate it, and therefore suspect that

I fear it. Looking inward I try to find the danger. It is

possible that prophetic Hollywood is an expression of life as

people in general want it to be. There are signs that the life

of the screen is appearing in real life. This may be purely

imitation. Perhaps I fear that the screen shows something

real, maybe the life of the future as the robots of the future

will live it. God forbid.

These are wild and whirling words, my lord, but you asked

me for them, and now my conscience is clear.

Grant Hyde Code.

THE LATEST BRITISH MASTERPIECE

A Swedish film called Matrimony followed The Ring at the

Astoria in London. This no doubt allowed a lot of jollity

about international nuptials in the trade, for The Ring, as

will be seen, is British. It ran for or fortnight and received,

besides hilarious publicity, unusual attention (seeing that it

was a film) in the journals described as "leading". Now the

run was pre-arranged (and was actually shorter than was
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desired because the Capitol refused to pay £ 2000 for having

it for three weeks) but the criticisms caused a number of peo-

ple not ordinarily interested in films to visit this one. I know

this. For there is a sincere wish on the part of the public to

have a British cinema, and this word "masterpiece", which

has been so enthusiastically given ot The Ring, is an instance

of the wish being father to the quite honest hope, also, of the

press. We Want good British films. If being British means

anything, it means something that can best be expressed on the

screen by British films. Certain characteristics foreigners

(excuse the word) cannot hope to interpret, even though they

may realise them. There is the British outlook and, whatever

it thinks of it, the public prefers it to be British-made than

American-mimicked. It believed that The Things That Have
Made us—well, What We Are might to a certain extent give

the films something they have hitherto lacked. Restraint,

for instance, reason, taste possibly and tradition. It believed

we should not do better what Hollywood does, but what it

fails to do. So, a larger and more trusting public than usual

saw The Ring.

And what did it see ? A story in which a Chit of a Girl

forsook her husband and her lover according as each won or

lost. This was what wTe had, to tell the world. Here was the

British outlook, the fresh viewpoint. But The Ring wras a
44 masterpiece", so it could not rely on its story. The direc-

tion must be very good. Let us wTatch it.

What has Mr Hitchcock done ? Well, he has opened with

shots of roundabouts and swings. Swings with the camera
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swinging too, roundabouts from below. Clever angles—the

audience say'
4

as good as Vauedville" That is what he wanted.

But why "as good" ? Why not, please, different ? Never
mind. We don't want originality for its own sake. Next
comes a boxing booth. How popular boxing is. Knock-out

Reilly, Battling Butler, The Patent Leather Kid, Rough House
Rosie. These things go in cycles. We don't want origina-

lity (for its own sake)—and we don't get it, even for art's.

Art, old boy is long, and films are business, and must be

quick.

What else has Mr. Hitchcock done ? He has chosen for

his evenly matched boxers one expert and one novice. This

whim (was it really necessity ?) resulted in dainty paragraphs

extolling his cleverness ; for the novice fought, under guidance,

in slow motion, which was then speeded up. Who'd have
thought it ? Who'd have thought the camera could alter his

footwork or make his body look anything but flabby and
untrained, so that we never felt he was a match for Carl Bris-

son ? We are a sporting race and this is how we stage a big

fight. It is not good enough. The cinema is cutting its own
throat if it first accustoms us to Tunney-Dempsey fights and
then gives us bad fakes. The old device, so popular in bull-

fights, was better,—doubles in the distance, with occasional

separate close-ups. Yet, why not drop mock representation

and, greatly daring, try expressionism ? That's what you
did with the early fair-scenes, though I don't believe you knew
it.

Then, for the girl, the director had Lilian Hall Davis, an
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actress of hard efficiency and no charm. She cannot help

failing to appeal to you, to me, and it's to her credit that she

is efficient. It saves hundreds of pounds. She knews her job,

and thus allows time to be spent on stage importations who
must learn theirs ; and time is the bugbear of British produc-

tions. You must finish to time, whatever else you do or do not

do. Miss Davis enables films to be made quickly and cheap-

ly even if she has not the personality wrhich will fill the cine-

mas when they are shown. So for box-office appeal Carl

Brisson is brought in, and he needs time. Here we go round

the mulberry bush ! This is the wTay we make films. What
can come of such a way ? Why, The Ring.

How is this story treated ? Well, it is treated visually,,

but then its merit ends. Mr Hitchcock's method is to depict

one simple fact, that a sub-title could have got over, by a long

sequence or a number of elaborate tricks. This is worse than

a photographic rendering of a story, for it is pretentious. The

way the boxer's name mounted to the top of the poster before

our eyes, for the time and expense were out of proportion to

the effect, The only way to have lent any interest to this

novelette was, for once, to stress the sex. If a woman alter-

nately desires and deserts two men, there must be some rea-

son. Let us have it. If it is not solely sex-hunger, give us

the other reasons. Sex has mental as well as physical reactions

Give us some mind, some inner conflict, some, I beg you, psy-

chology, if that is not too hard a word.

This is what we were given. Carl Brisson won a fight : his

wife was not at home to welcome him, being out with his rival.
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When she returned there was a scene. Miss Davis bit her lip

and stamped her foot. Carl Brisson tore her dress off her

shoulders and, after she had made an exit covering her shame

with the rival's fortunately large photograph, he thrashed

the rival in a night-club. Of course a note was on the mantel-

piece wrhen he got back. The Great Fight came on, against

the rival. He was losing, but his wife came round. Little

Wifie. . .do you hear ? Jack, Jack, you must hear...here in

Your hour of Need. . .He won the fight.

Barbaric, isn't it ? We ought to have got beyond this. If

the director had been a little less busy demonstrating that the

British studios are the best in the world, he might have given

us a little characterisation. It would not have been so spec-

tacular, but it would have avoided, as Matrimony did, much
of the vulgarity inherent in the story ; it would have shown

a definite conception, and a lack of conceit. There is no lack

of conceit in this film. Mr Hitchcock shows what he can do,

and he often does it very prettily. But it is not a question

of technique. Touches and angles a la Ufa are nothing with-

out the inspiration of a Pick or Murnau. There is good enough

technique in any Clara Bow comedy, while that of the Russian

films, whose sincerity and force is so striking, is frequently

dreadful. Mr. Hitchcock's touches and angles misled the

public, which had noticed them in German films. And Ger-

man films are good. Look for the trade mark. Yes, look—
don't have someone else's thrust at you. And if you have

followed me, you will have found Mr. Hitchcock's trade

mark.
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The Swedish film ran for a week and received little notice-

Perhaps the whisky ran out ? Its story was as unpromising

as the Rings. A rich Englishwoman lost her money. She

determined to marry her creditor, a Swede. On the journey

she fell in a river and was saved by a man whom she married.

He was, naturally, her creditor. But life was dull, and she

pined for London. He let her go, but when he followed, dis-

gusted with her "set", he broke with her. But Love Proved

Stronger Than Hate. The usual stuff ! Yes, but the direction !

When Love Proved, etc., each set out to return to the other.

They met at a half-way station. Instead of forgiving, em-

bracing, shoulder-patting, their Pride Intervened. They sat

apart, cutting each other. Nervous. You felt that at any

moment he or she would go in opposite directions, not a word

would be spoken. You felt the hopelessness. Then a waiter

came in. He looked funny. She smiled
;
the}' both smiled

—at him.

By the way each responded to that symbol, you saw how
each became—both. The boredom of the wife came over too.

She was Lil Dagover. She picked up Vogue, looked at pho-

tographs of restaurants, ball-rooms. The figures swayed

before her eyes, swayed, began to dance (a trick justified)

on the page. She burst into tears.

This director knew how the banality he was given could

mean something, so that that banality, instead of being all he

had, was a piece of glass between us and the minds he revealed.

Better if the glass had not been there, but, thank heaven !

there was a room beyond, and we saw through. Thank hea-
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ven he didn't spend his energy on decorating the glass, frost-

ing or staining it (with paper—to look like the real thing) so

that never once did we see through.

Robert Herring.

boo
(Sirocco mid the Screen.)

"They boo him." "Do they ?" "They are boo-ing him."

"Are they ?" "They will boo him." "Will they ?"

So strophe. So antistrophe. Mr. Xoel Coward looms im-

pertinent, important. His subtlety has, like the proverbial

Caesarian ambition, d*er leapt itself and so delicately has he

portrayed character in his new pla}^ Sirocco that, character

looks upon itself as in a glass, not at all darkly and proclaims

this is us, nice husband, nice girl, these are ourselves, this is

our home, god bless it, this is me and you and this is cousin

Gladys (onty it happens to be Lucy). Well says character

(the critics) here we are gathered together from the four cor-

ners of the earth, at home with ourselves, sufficient unto our-

selves (Auntie Johnson has come with us) held together by

some common fear, some alliance against the unknown, the
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unforeseen, the unforetold. Here we are, certainly here we

are, nice army man, mother to match, outsize mother and out-

size British military county-military, outsize in the living

room, the salon of the Palace Hotel Bellagualia, Italy as else-

where all over the earth with the one exception of their own

bovine county marshes. We speak, we commune one with

another, we utter commonplaces such as "we" utter. We
talk of the heat, the small entertainments the place offers, our

dead relatives. We knit jumpers. All this is a prelude to

the unknowT
n, the unutterable. We are gathered together

from the mist and utter outer purlieu of London, of Clapham,

(from that island of the blest), that island of nurse maids and

caps that sit on parlour maids' heads "like birds". We are

here, somewhat at home since "we" carry with us importance,

omnipotence, the British Empire. When two or three are

gathered together there is the empire with us. So Miss

Johnson purring mildly over tombstone cameo, so this other,

her foil, the jumper knitter (wThy have I mislaid my program-

me ?) member of the old guard. So in Bellagulia as in Clap-

ham, we talk, we knit, we are sufficient unto ourselves, unto

all emergency, un-seeing, not knowing as the passengers in

"Outward Bound", why we are here, missing the great joke,

the gigantic clue to the wdiole matter, that we are already else-

where, are already dissevered from our earthly Clapham, are

perhaps dead already. The joke is that "we" (one or two

of us here or there) know that "we" (the rest of us) are already

beyond good and evil, beyond heat and cold and the insuffer-

able commonplaces of our fellow passengers. Bellagulia
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stands four feet like an apocryphal beast, firm planted (like

that famous Nepenthe of Norman Douglas) in eternity.

I speak a little madly as do the captious critics. They
exaggerate. We exaggerate. For we and they see alike our

own side, must make our own plea and make it in our own
language. Mr. Coward in Sirocco, it seems to me has surpass-

ed Mr. Coward. There is wit, there is subtlety, there is the

usual bright play and counter play of bright metal. Mr. Cow-

ard, the adroit young Mercutio of letters is still playing with

his wit, is still making little thrusts and parries to show how
fine his blade is. We know his weapon is a fine one, have

known it for a long time, but did we know until wre saw (some

few weeks ago in London) his Sirocco that it was a firm one ?

Mr. Coward proved beyond argument in Sirocco that this

sympathy is not local nor provincial. It is broadly univer-

sal. Contrary to the "captious critics" I would like to make
my little statement. I would like to make it in plain language

like any sincere Salvation Army convert.

I should like to preach on the highways Mr. Noel Coward.

One, because he has delineated his fellow countrymen with so

rare and so subtle an irony, two because with that grace that

is singularly rare not only among Englishmen but among all

men, he has captured with charm and generosity the subtle

and evasive race characteristics of others. Of in fact two

other countries. The critics one and all seem to have missed

the whole point of the drama, at least seem to have missed

one of its most exquisite qualities. Mr. Noel Coward had been

generous as only an Englishman can be.
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I make that rabid statement bravely and with real Salva-

tion Army sincerity, illiterate if you will, captious critics,

in my religious conviction. "Out of the greatest darkness

comes the greatest light" as a German critic said recently of

another of our young English men of letters. Certainly I

have always maintained and shall do to the end of time that

the worst and the best (I speak as an " American' *—I should

perhaps qualify it, a "north American") comes out of Eng-

land. With that particular serious and heavily lyric Ger-

man (he is as a matter of fact an Austrian) I maintain and

have done that out of England is and is to be exquisite crea-

tion. "Out of the greatest darkness comes the greatest light"

pronounced sonorously and with no arriere pensee seriously

as a fact proven, has given me worlds of courage. Nations

see England as Mr. Xoel Coward sees it, and let us give Eng-

land O Germans, O Americans, O Latins, in turn our sincere

appreciation. Not as captious critics, not as the mob acclaims

but with our highest intellectual acumen. Let us be illiterate

and wordy and fly off on mystical untutored tangents as well,

if we must, but let us say what we can say. Let us try to

get Mr. Coward and his English outlook into proportion

as he so adroitly has got not only Italy (in Sirocco) but

America.

"One drop of the ocean tastes of its whole salt" should be if

it isn't a Hindoo proverb. Certainly we have heard words-

like it. Into the stuffy atmosphere of dead relatives and some-

what thwarted boredom and the monotony of knitting need-

les (in Bellagulia) tap, tapping their eternal coffin tap tap,
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their eternal tic tic that marks time, that must at all costs

sever time from eternity, blows! . . the West Wind. Furtive

glances from the two old dames who sit like symbols of time

versus eternity with tombstone brooch and symbolic needles

knit knit knitting. Almost the young figure of the tourist

American child, is clothed with a short peplum. This crea-

ture has blown up from the blue-blue lake or sea outside the

window ; water that has (in the excellent scenery) stressed its

too-blue Italian quality outside taken form. It speaks, it

talks, it chatters, O isn't everything lovely, O isn't every-

thing too, too just too too exciting, isn't it beautiful ? 01 am
in Italy. Some spirit of antiquity has blown back from

somewhere into its own milieu. For the first time

we realise that someone realises that this is. . . .Italy.

Outside the window a blue blue lake has served as

background for old wives chatter, old crones chatter,

gnome-like Clapham chatter. Gnomes from the far island

have invaded. . .Italy. For the first time we realise a spirit

of its own has realised its spirit. This says Mr. Noel Coward

is America.

Chatter, chatter, chatter, talk, talk, talk. The talk of the

little American flapper contains the germ of all America. She

blows fresh West Wind, she moves like the west wind dancing.

She has no consciousness of boredom, boredom is vaguely

here, vaguely in her swift impersonal staccato, she will rush

past it, brush it away, swirl it up like dried leaves, make
it dance anyway. Little Miss America wants these old things

to dance, not because they bore her, or try her, she is beyond
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boredom, she is so, so happy. O isn't Italy too wonderful ?

O isn't it just too wonderful to be here ?

There is all the tribute to freshness, to that child-like nai-

vete and generosity that has for so long been the model for

caricature on the English speaking stage here and in America.

Mr. Noel Coward has got the thing into consciousness, has

personified that spirit. O isn't Italy too, too wonderful ?

Into this clash of currents, this almost oriental indifference

(though speaking the same language) to each other's race

consciousness, cuts like some clear ice-berg the more than

racially conscious boredom of poor Lucy.

Now Lucy is English. And here is where I pick my quar-

rel with Noel Coward. We all know this story, the wife who
is bored simply and who leaves her husband. Lucy does that.

But here is where I am almost at one (though from an opposite

angle) with the critics. Lucy, say the critics, as a nice Eng-

lish girl would have kicked her Italian (her "dago" they say)

downstairs. Lucy and her beef-eating brothers would have

(say the critics) done so. Lucy is left hanging somewhere.

The critics attacking her from so to speak the rear, unfairly

gouge and gore their repression on what they choose to call

an "adultress". Turned around the other way, the super-

critics (myself and the other Coward fans) would have Lucy

some rare product, would have wished to see Mr. Coward sur-

pass himself, would have really liked some wonder-woman
to have emerged from the stiff supressed little lady, Lucy
Griffin. Lucy Griffin is true to type, is in all particulars

true. But just as Mr. Coward made a sort of super-Amer-
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ican of his little Francescia (was it ?) saw her as an outsider

might see her, any day off any boat, in St. Mark's square or

the Coliseum or the Boboli gardens or the Vatican or the

Forum, so I an outsider, feel that he himself has a little let

down his own countrywoman. Just as little flapper Frances-

cia (but that wasn't quite her name) is seen as fresh and out

of the way by her English creator, so I wish he could have

got outside his English-ness and have seen Lucy from the

outside. O isn't love too wonderful, I wish had been Lucy's

last word, or let me help God not "help me god." Lucy should

have been a goddess, in scale with the little flapper who was

a mere little nymph or naiad. The American girl at her high-

est is an embodiment of child-like naif joy, a sort of sprite or

little mountain spirit. So in scale Lucy should have been

some nordic Aphrodite. The pedestal seemed to me exquisite,

the proportion of the play beyond criticism, but somehow the

base with its design of water sprites, Francescia upon Fran-

cescia, old gnomes or old wives or choros of old grotesques, the

two old ladies and the comic clergyman and the god himself

Dionysos (Indeed Sirio had reminiscence of the richness of

the wine god) so all this, I feel was just a little wasted. I

mean, for myself, speaking as an outsider I should have liked

Mr. Coward to have shown this English girl as capable of some

great moment, some cold and clear realization it is true of

her predicament but with it all, the sort of rare courage that

you get sometimes in that cold supressed type of English-

woman. I should like all the array to have been for one pur-

pose, for the so to speak decorating of a little shrine or cella :
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Love garlanded with white roses while the meadow flowers of

the nymphs and the grapes of the broken Dionysos wither at

its pale feet.

Well what has all this got to do with the moving pictures ?

What has all this got to do with criticisms of the film art ?

It has this to do with film and moving pictures. The excel-

lent arrangements of the scenes of the cabaret, the dance in

the second act was stimulating as rarely stage scenery has

been. The art of the stage, I felt, is not lost, there is effect

here such as the best German artists of the film portray it.

There was circle of circle, not one flat stage surface. Dance

wound within dance and cross currents ran and played as

effectively as light and shadow in some orgy depicted by the

greatest German producers. I was hypnotized as in the cine-

ma. The thing presented was suggestive, held possibilities

of other things. The drama of Mr. Coward is at times thin

but this recent production was rich and flowing with wine

and light and music. Mr. Coward with his love of Italy, with

his sheer joy in life, got that joy and sincerity across in almost

hieratic circles of dance and in fantastic counter-current of

music and singing. He (and Mr. Basil Dean) played with

effects as the camera now does. The dance moved within

itself as light and as spiritual as the cross flickers of shadow

and interspaces of light and shadow and more light of some

exquisite colored projector. Mr. Coward did not make this,

nor did Mr. Dean. Between them they have projected (as the

best camera men) their vision. There seemed no possibility

of improvement, of alteration. Those figures move before
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me and are remembered as the outstanding figures and faces

on the most subtle films, for their reality. This is dramatic

craft and stage craft carried to its logical conclusion. The

critics cry out in one body. . .one pack of blood hounds chas-

ing their elusive quarry.

Is this as it should be ? It is time something should be

done in England. It is terrible for an outsider, one of its

own tongue to realize its beauty and to realise its curious

intellectual nonentity. Among nations England as an art

producing nation is a mot, an occasion for ribaldry, or uncouth

gesture. Well thank goodness for Mr. Noel Coward. Out of

the greatest darkness certainly the light must soon be forth-

coming. England as a country of beef eating crude and sup-

pressed Mr. Griffins, of Mrs. Griffins (meres) has its bright stars.

Shelley, Keats, Landor. . . all this is stale comparison. Mr
Coward is not a Shelley or a Keats or a Landor. Thank
God for that. Nor is he a Middleton nor a Congreve

nor a Sheridan. Again devotedly we thank our Creator.

Mr. Noel Coward is Mr. Noel Coward, a product of his age as

was Middleton of his, as was Congreve and was Shelley. But

Mr. Coward sets the clue, gives point and makes perspective.

He shines like a pin point, a star against that odd incalcula-

ble intellectual blackness. So subtle is his irony that the

critics actually laud as commendable his brutish, criminally

stupid husband. After all Mr. Griffin (say they) was a gen-

tleman. A gentleman, was Mr. Griffin and a cad the other.

The seducer, the Anglo-Italian boy was certainly (say they)

a bounder, a cad and certainly no gentleman. The same
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critics would have had the same opprobrium, I feel certain,

for any of the young Johns or the young wine-gods of a Tin-

toretto or a Leonardo. Mr Coward has managed to convey

all of that subtlety, all of that suavity and sensitiveness of

the Italian race in general in his characterization of Sirio.

Sirio it is true seduces Lucy but it is almost (in the beginning)

a young god arguing with some arrested, spiritually paralyz-

ed Magdalene. The converse obviously. . . counter clock-

wise, a spirit of pity, the god Dionysios wishes to awaken, to

light fire in the empty lamp of this married virgin. "I am
so sorry for you ", says Sirio "I am so sorry for you. " Pity,

tenderness, the utmost sensitive subtlety, "0 1 am so, so sorry

for you poor, poor little Lucy." These words are the wrords

of a cad, no gentleman would speak that way. Only a god,

an artist, or a Dionysios.

Sirio goes to bits in the end. Obviously. Lucy herself

is a little broken vessel, a ship battered in foreign waters.

Poor Lucy. She should have been an Aphrodite rising above

the waters, at least a mermaid clinging for a moment to its

rock, to be swept later into some greater cycle, some circle

of uttermost understanding. Perhaps Lucy was. . .but some-

how here wT
e are a little at odds with Mr. Coward. There

should have been some star on Lucy's forehead to show that

possibility. She seemed only broken, battered, defeated.

Sirio was consistent, the exuberance of bounty and of super-

human passion. Sub-human passion if you will, but some

spirit of earth, bound to be broken, broken as was Dionysios

in the end by very ecstasy of over-life. Mr. Novello was good
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as Sirio, the type was perfect. But contrasted to it, I should

have wished the Lucy to rise as I have said, Aphrodite from

the stormy waters to some star-like completion. . . .perhaps

that is to come. May the "adultresses" prove their divinity

in time and the "cads" their god-head.

If Mr. Noel Coward goes on this way, they will do. Art is

speeding up, the thing moves the precision of the inevitable

film reel. Act one, act two, act three, each with its elusive

something behind something that we get in the best (all too

few) cinema productions. There is mystery in the light and

flicker of Joyless Street, of Bett Und Sofa, of odd portions here

and there of the King of Kings. So here in Xoel Coward's

play is that subtlety, that feeling of something within some-

thing, of something beyond something. Thin and tenuous

and sometimes so near to breaking. . .the art of Xoel Coward

is a fine thread holding English letters to English letters as

Beowulf, merged with Middleton, as Spenser with Philip

Sidney. He gives me that rare excitement, that almost illit-

erate religious certainty. . . . "out of the darkness light."

I must thank the critics, the gorged bloodhounds for this

thing. Gorged on the body of Sirocco, they have not touched

the spirit. They do not even know it is there. So vicious

and so brutal an attack on this young artist must make in the

end for power. Mr. Coward's admirers too must stand togeth-

er, we must all stand for justice and discrimination and sym-

pathy. Art is a universal language and dissimilarity of lan-

guage is no barrier to understanding. Similarity of language

sometimes is a barrier as witness little Francescia with her
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wild-wind English, speaking so to speak into the void, having

no point of possible contact (and so escaping them) with the

English gargoyles.

And language ? Has ever anything in the world been so

utterly diabolically funny as the Italian speech of the English

clergyman ? And how exquisitely in Act two Mr. Coward

conveyed the utter racial breeding of the most "illiterate" Ita-

lian peasant. Lucy returns to the cabaret, to the masked

ball after her party are well asleep again back at the hotel

Palace. There is no flutter nor breath, nor slightest hint that

Lucy should or should net have done this. "Ah Lucy,"

cries Sirio, "ah Lucy" in subdued chorus of welcome cry his

fellows. Lucy becomes one of them, they continue dancing...

what would we have done, English or Americans at such an

impasse ? Nobody notices Lucy but everyone knows Lucy
is there, wondering what will become of Lucy. . .Lucy is in the

lift of elbow, in the bowed head asking for asti spumanti, in

the ruffle of harlequin brushing the ear of colombine, in the

skirts of Colombine shivering against her crudely russian-

balleted partner in the foxtrot. Lucy is there in those feelers

that exquisite spirits put out, tenuous as butterflies.

Butterflies are not gentlemen nor are dagoes always. Well,

Mr. Coward is perhaps dealing with a world of reality, a world

of initiation to which the "captious critic" has no right of

entry. Vaguely, captious critic senses something. He is

quite right. Step on the butterfly. The instincts of the crit-

ics are quite sound. Crush out the sensuous radiant but-

terfly. Step on the thing. It hints of world beyond a world
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as the light and nicker of the agony of Joyless Street, as the

turn of the Viking brow of the erst Garbo. The critic is right.

If we cannot clip this thing to vie with gutter sparrows. . .

kiU it.

H. D.

"WHAT THE CRITICS DON'T KNOW

'

In the past I have had many hard things to say against

British films.

I do not regret anything that I have said
;
Motherland, and

The Arcadians have been over-generous in giving me concrete

example ! But while I have said hard things, the daily press

has published columns of unbalanced rhapsody.

My friends ask me ; "How do you reconcile your criticism

with Mr. X's article in 'The Daily ' Is his taste so hope-

lessly at fault, or is yours ? Can he be so completely devoid

of discrimination, or are you ?"

A difficult type of question to answer. I have no doubt

that Mr. X himself, with his usual flair for the mot-juste, would

call me a "carping critic".

Mr. X drew on all the resources of his rhetoric to give The

Battle of the Coronet and Falkland Islands the ovation that
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his worthy patriotism dictated. I advised all my friends not

to go and see it. My reasons were aesthetic and would not

appeal to Mr. X ; but I could give Mr. X, andhis colleagues, one

reason which would make an immediate appeal to them.

The Battle of the Coronel and Falkland Islands was inaccurate.

Among all the critiques of this film which I read I did not

find one which stressed, or even mentioned, this point. Xow
I am not one of those obnoxious people who cry out that a

film is spoilt' because of some sill}7 little anachronism, but a

film which has the pretention of being an historical docu-

ment should at least be accurate. A drama can survive inac-

curacies, history can not.

The Battle of The Coronel and Falkland Islands was cram-

med with inaccuracies !

It is surprising that Mr. X did not discover any of them, and

some of them were so obvious. For example when a ship

was firing on a single target, all its guns were at different ele-

vations ! That means that only one gun would be finding

its mark, the rest would be firing wide by varying distances.

My naval friends tell me there are countless oversights, but

perhaps Mr. X is not a naval man.

Strange, though, that he should have been so enthusiastic

over The Fake.

Do the ladies in the world of Mr. X retire to bed wearing all

their jewels ? Do the ill-treated wives always bear up so

bravely, and appear so immaculate after rough handhng ?

Small artificialities like that, in my humble opinion, kill

the atmosphere of the film.
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Can it possibly be that Mr. X does not know ?

Mr. Y—yes the renowned Mr. Y—stated, in an article on

how films are made, that the film is perforated after it is devel-

oped !

I don't think Mr. Y will ever live that down !

Supposing that Mr. X did know everything externally ; that

he had read extensively, formed artistic convictions, and was

ready to pounce on the slightest breach of taste, convention,

or the truth, yet he knew nothing of films from within. Would
his criticism on these new British films carry more weight than

mine ? I have no qualifications, such as I have attributed to

Mr. X, but I have seen the pictures from within.

To begin with Mr. X is severely handicapped by not know-

ing what the film set out to be. Dorothy Mackaill made a

drama in America which was so bad that the studio committee

decided to turn it into a farce and added 'cod' titles. The
result ? The critics thought it clever !

Here is a recent example from a British film.

The acting of a certain member of the cast was forced and

stagey. The producer inserted titles throughout the film

saying that he was ill. The critic may think it a marvellous

achievement of naturalistic acting !

Sometimes the critics are invited to the studio. Parties

are made up, but the studio knows they are coming.

What happens ? They only see what they are meant to

see.

I know of one case where the director made exceptional

efforts to cater for the critic. He understood the mind of
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the critic, he knew what they would enjoy and he determined

to give it to them.

He hired a troupe of dancing girls and staged a daring tab-

leau. The costumes of the girls could not be described in

these chaste pages.

The critics were given a good lunch. Then warm with wine

and liqueurs, they wTere shown the spectacle which might have

troubled the conscience of a censor.

Did the film get good advance publicity ? . . .

Two cameras turned on that scene, but neither of them

contained any film !

OSWELL BLAKESTON.

LA FACE HUMAINE A L'ECRAN

v

CHEVEUX, XUQUE ET COU

Le cou et la nuque donnent a la tete ses mouvements d'en-

semble ; la chevelure lui donne son aspect d'ensemble. Cest

done moins des variations accidentelles des emotions que de la

tonalite generale des roles que traitera cette partie de notre

sujet.
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Chevelure brune ou blonde, chacun sait que les differences

d'aspect sont exagerees par le cinema ; il y a eu un temps oil

on n'accordait la photogenie qu'aux blonds et aux blondes
;

on est venu aujourd'hui a accepter et utiliser les differences
;

quant aux procedes pour passer de Tune a Fautre categorie,

il suffit de renvoyer aux coiffeurs, en avertissant d'ailleurs

que le reste de la physionomie ne sera jamais tout a fait en

rapport avec la teinte artificielle : il y a des disparates entre

tel genre de nez, telle allure de gestes, et telle ou telle couleur

de cheveux : souvent Tanalyste n'arrive pas a en decouvrir

la veritable raison, mais la personne la plus inculte, pourvu

qu'elle ait des sens fins, sentira ces dissonances ; on rencontre,

dans la vie courante, une foule de ces disparates produits

par le henne ou Teau oxygenee, et ils peuvent devoir a cette

batardise d'aspect un charme particulier, mais, pour Tins-

tant, le cinema ne peut guere montrer et faire evoluer que des

types bien nets : non seulement cette grossiere modification

du t}7pe vrai, mais une race trop melee, rendent comme confus

le jeu de certains acteurs, — qu'on ne s'attend pas a ce que

je nomme ici
;
je crois que certains arts, comme la danse plas-

tique, ont toujours ete soumis aux memes exigences, sans peut-

etre qu'on Tait remarque autrement que d'une facon empiri-

que, et sans aller jusqu'a la loi generale.

Pour les differences qui sont dues a ces varietes de types,

contentons-nous de remarquer en general que les chevelures

blondes, qu'on les dispose en largeur ou en hauteur, conti-

nued le visage : ainsi elles donnent les memes effets que I 'ex-

tension du visage dans le mime sens : des cheveux blonds dis-
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poses en hauteur vers le sommet de la tete feront paraitre

le visage plus maigre ou plus triste ; au contraire, places en

ordre regulier sur les cotes de la figure, ils tendent a lui donner

une apparence de prosperite ou de gaite. Les cheveux brans

au contraire s'opposent vivement au reste de la figure, en

durcissent et en delimitent le contour : ils servent de fond.

Pour les deux couleurs de cheveux, le volume et la disposition

de la chevelure determinent la forme de la tete.

Quelques acteurs, parmi lesquels il faut citer John Barry-

more comme le plus habile, obtiennent d'autres effets en modi-

fiant raspect des meches. Chacun connait raspect propre et

dur que procure une chevelure absolument lisse et nette,

puisqu'en ce moment c'est cet air de jeunesse, de froideur et

de rigueur que les coiffeurs tentent de nous donner ; on con-

nait aussi, par la coquetterie de quelques fernmes, Feffet leger

de la frisure, meme provoquee ; Ton sait aussi que c'est un

embellissement qui convient a peu de tetes, et qui a cause plus

de mal que de bien ; reste a etudier les effets que ni le coiffeur

ni les femmes ne considerent comme embellissants ; c'est la

seulement que nous aurons chance de trouver des auxiliaires

pour Texpression des emotions.

Les cheveux colles en meches epaisses, quand elles restent

disposees sur le sommet de la tete, durcissent rensemble du

visage
;
lorsque les cheveux descendent par masses, impression

de douieur ou de circonstances penibles
;
lorsqu'elles tombent

en petites ficelles eparpillees, impression de vieiUissement

peut-etre par ressemblance avec les rides. Peut-etre y a-t-il

une part de convention dans ces donnees ? Xous ne pouvons
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guere le deviner en ce moment, et il faudra attendre la fin

de la mode actuelle pour s'en rendre un compte exact, mais

je croirais assez que les differences de transpiration et de

secretion sebacee que determinent en nous Tage et les

souffrances ont pu etre mimees par les comediens d'une

fagon d'autant plus juste qu'ils etaient plus fins ; ce

n'est qu'aux imitateurs qu'on pourra reprocher des

outrances.

Ajoutons encore que, pour les cheveux tombants et en desor-

dre, toutes les emotions, c'est-a-dire tous les mouvements

meme legers de la tete sont causes d'oscillations qui ampli-

fient a l'oeil le mouvement premier et durent encore quand

ce mouvement a cesse ; des especes d'oscillograpfces. Ce pro-

cede peu usite jusqu'a present est excellent pour exprimer une

emotion qui se refoule et que, seul, ce faible mouvement pourra

trahir.

Le port de tete, dependant des muscles, manifeste, mieux

que tout autre signe, ce tonus, cette disposition a la force ou a

la faiblesse qui est comme le manometre de Taction physique.

Tete haute, tete basse, ces attitudes ne marquent guere,

comme le croient certains intefpretes naifs des emotions, une

disposition qui affronte le monde ou essaie de s'y derober, mais

bien la disposition presente de Tindividu a soutenir sa tete,

qui est une masse fort lourde. Comme ces expressions fonda-

mentales de Tenergie sont bien connues, chacun essaie de les

surveiller ; les reglements de Tarmee francaise prescrivent en

detail la maniere dont le soldat doit porter la tete. Or Teffort

volontaire de redressement est, d'ordinaire, assez naivement
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execute pour etre devine : un bon acteur saura done mimer
et le redressement ou la langueur naturels, et les affectations

de tete haute ou de paresse. La remarque essentielle en cette

matiere est que le tonus naturel agit sans gonfler les muscles

de Farriere du cou (complexus et splenitis) et surtout en lais-

sant absolument souples et allonges les muscles du devant du

cou : la contracture du stemo-cleidomasto'idien est au contraire

tres visible dans les contractions volontaires ou forcees, et

ce muscle forme une espece de cordage sous la peau ; de plus,

dans ces contractions forcees, presque toujours F effort fourni

est mal amenage et le menton se releve trop haut. En fin, chez

ceux qui affectent plus habilement une energie qu'ils n'ont

pas, et deguisent meme les signes que je viens d'indiquer, un

signe mieux cache reste encore : les muscles de la nuque ser-

vent, quand ils agissent ensemble, a lever la tete et quand ils

agissent separement a la faire toumer ; un tonus naturel don-

nera des rotations de tete tout a fait souples, tandis qu'il

restera toujours quelque raideur dans la rotation de tete d'un

homme qui voudrait cacher ses efforts de tension.

Ou'on ne dise pas que de tels effets sont inutiles a etudier

par les acteurs, parce que le public ne les comprendra jamais

a fond : Finstinct devine ce que Fanalyse explique, et ces

penibles tournements de tete ont ete deja employes pour signi-

fier une souffrance cachee. Qu'on ne dise pas non plus que

cela doit, ou etre devine par Finstinct, ou rester ignore : seule

Fanalyse permet le progres.

A peu pres toutes les inclinaisons de la tete d'avant en arriere

s'expliquent par ces differences de tonus ; les autres se rappor-
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teraient plutot a Taction, et surtout a Taction des yeux : le

redressement du menton, ou au contraire la tete baissee a

fond et avec effort, sont ainsi disposees pour les besoins du

regard. Quant aux inclinaisons de la tete sur le cote, une peu

marquee signifie Tetonnement ; une plus accentuee signifie

affectation d'etonnement, done ironie, et je suis un peu sur-

pris de voir qu'aucun artiste de Tecran n'ait encore use d'un

effet si net, et si frequemment rencontre dans la vie. L'extreme

inclinaison sur le cote signifie une lassitude consciente d'elle

meme, car cette attitude, (ou la tete s'abandonne autant que

lorsqu'elle se laisse aller en avant ou en arriere), gene moins

la respiration. Mais la plupart des abandons de la tete s'ac-

compagnent dans la nature d'un appui sur la main, habituelle-

ment sur le cote — et alors, au cinema, le reglage des ombres

est difficile — soit sur le menton et en avant — et alors cette

mimique exprime plutot la suspension consciente de Taction

que la lassitude reelle. De plus, dans ce genre d'attitude, e'est

presque toujours la main qui exprimera le plus.

Vous savez que les signes de Tage sont particulierement

visibles sur la peati du cou : e'est par la que Ton reconnait

Tage des vieilles femmes bien conservees. Le trait essentiel

en est la flaccite, facile a imiter par la distention momentanee

d'un bain chaud, ou par un fard assez gras ; ma is ce dernier

moyen ne conviendrait guere que pour un role de femme, et de

femme riche : il y manquerait ce grain trop epais, ce hale ine-

gal des hommes et des pauvresses ; le maquillage le plus natu-

rel et le plus general serait sans doute un brun mat, et raye de

traces plus claires a tous les plis naturels du cou ; mais Tim-
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perfection de la plupart des pellicules actuelles fait que ce

genre de maquillage paraitrait insuffisamment photogenique.

Dans la nature, il existe un grand nombre de mouvements

combines ; a la fois avant ou arriere et de cote, qui expriment

beaucoup
;
presque tout cela est perdu pour le cinema, ou

Tart de la perspective est encore dans Tenfance.

Jean Prevost.

CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE

VII

THE FRONT ROWS

As the heavy drops fell and the first cannonade rumbled

through the upper layers of the heat-wave I saw close at

hand garish placards and wide open doors. Entering, follow-

ing the torch on and on through the darkness until we could

go no further was for retreating and spending the hour else-

where. But as the torch-bearer stood aside for me to pass to

a seat, the light of the screen fell full upon the occupants of

the front row : three small boys, one collapsed in the attitude

of sleep, and indeed, I saw as I sat down, soundly sleeping,

propped against the shoulder of my neighbour whose thin
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face, sheened by nervous excitement, lifted a foolish gaze

towards the glare. Here was the worst. Here indeed was

"the pictures" as black villainy. I remembered all I had

heard and tried to forget on the subject of the evils of the

cinema, as it is, for small children and especially for the chil-

dren in the front rows. All the week these boys were penned

in stuffy class-rooms. And this was their Saturday afternoon,

their time to reverse engines and go full steam backwards

into savagery, make their street a jungle and learn from each

other the lessons of the jungle. Or perhaps their time for

becoming boy scouts. And here they were, "ruining nerves

and eyesight and breathing stifling air" and learning either

less than nothing or more than was good.

But the air was not stifling. In spite of the weather the

place had a certain coolness and when I raised my eyes to

the screen I had no sense of blinding glare or effort to focus.

There was indeed no possibility of focussing a scene so immense

that one could only move about in it from point to point and

realise that the business of the expert front-rower is to find

the centre of action and follow it as best he can. Of the whole:

as something to hold in the eye he can have no more idea than

has the proverbial fly of the statue over which he crawls.

But at least as far as I could tell there was no feeling of glare

or of eyestrain. Though it may be that the interest of mak-
ing discoveries put the censor off guard. It seemed at any

rate that unless it be bad for young eyes to gaze for three

hours at a large mild brilliance close at hand, the eye-strain

alarmists were disposed of. And if indeed it is bad, it is for
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the public health people to legislate for an increase of the dis-

tance between the screen and the front rows. But supposing

the worst to exist only in the imaginations of the officiously

fussy, what I wanted if possible to discover was just what it

was these three boys got from the discreet immensity so close-

ly confronting us. The one nearest to me certainly nothing

more than unhealthy excitement, but he poor soul whether

pent in school or ramping in alley, called for special help be-

fore he could get anything anywhere and was therefore dis-

qualified to act as a test. Left to himself the poor moth was

fated merely to gravitate.

The enormous bears moved in foolish gravity upon their

cliffs in a scene too dispersed to be impressive. But they

were of course bears, real bears. Bears in movement. They

passed and soon we were looking at the deck of a ship in mid-

ocean. Crew, deeds, drama, a centre of action moving from

point to point. Suddenly, before the weight of a funny man
in difficulties and at bay, a portion of the gunwale swung

round in the manner of a gate upon its hinges and held him

dangling in mid-air above the seething main. From the end-

most boy, the one beyond the sleeper, came a shriek I can

never forget. It filled the silent hall, one pure fuU high note

that curved swiftly up to the next and ceased staccato ; blissful

terror in a single abrupt sound. People behind craned for-

ward hoping for a happy glimpse of the face of a child in trans-

port. The man on the ship swung back to safety and out

again and again the cry pealed forth. This time I caught

sight of the blood-thirsty little villain. A perfect gamin,
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rotund. Clear-ej'ed, clean-skinned, bolt upright with pudgy

fists on knees to watch the event. We had that yell four

times, the outflung utterly unselfconscious being of a child

attained, the kind of sound Chaplin listens for when he is

testing a film.

It changed the direction of my meditation on the front

rows.

Since that far-off incident I have seen and heard a good deal

of the front rows and much as I should like to see widened the

gap between them and the screen I no longer desire to send

the juvenile front rowers to amuse or bore themselves else-

where. Thinking them back into a filmless world and par-

ticularly into filmless winters, I am glad of their presence on

the easy terms that are compensation for their inconveniences.

Presently no doubt there will be children's cinemas with films

provided by the good folks who like to believe they know
both what children need and what they like. Before this

prospect I hesitate thinking of the children's hour upon the

wireless. But such films, any films put together for children

regarded as dear little darlings, inviting their own fate will

have their little day and cease to be. Most children unless

forcibly excluded from all other films, will refuse to sit them
out. There are plenty of people about whose love for chil-

dren is tinctured with a decent respect. Let us hope that

some of them are even now meditating possible films.

Meanwhile the front rowrers of all ages, the All-out respon-

sive pit and gallery of the cinema are getting their education

and preparing, are indeed already a little more than prepared
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for the films that are to come. Anyone visiting from time

to time a local cinema whose audience is almost as unvarying

as its films, cannot fail to have remarked the development

of the front rowers, their growth in critical grace. Their

audible running commentary is one of the many incidental

interests of a poor film. It is not only that today the linger-

ing close-up of the sweet girl with tragically staring tear-

filled eyes is apt to be greeted with jeers, and the endless love-

making of the endless lovers with groans. It is not only

that today's front rowers recognise all the stock characters

at a glance and can predict developments. It is that the

quality of the attention and collaboration that almost any

stock drama can still command is changed. For although

attention never wavers and collaboration is still hearty and

still the sleek and sleekly-tailored malefactor is greeted at

his first and innocent seeming entry as a wrong'un and the

hero, racing life in hand through a hundred hairbreadth esca-

pes to the rescue is still loudly applauded and applause breaks

forth anew when the villain is flung over the cliff, the front

rows are no longer thrilled quite as they were in their earlier

silent days by all the hocus-pocus. They come level-headed

and serenely talking through drama that a year ago would

have held them dizzy and breathless. Even a novel situa-

tion does not too much disturb them. They attend, refuse

to be puzzled, watch for the working out. And films " above

their heads", if the characters are fairly convincing, the acting

fairly good and the whole fairly well-knit, do not bore them.

They see, possibly not all that is intended, but if quality is
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there, they see and assist. It is never the goodish to good

film that produces fidgets, giggles, audible yawns, waitings

and gnashings of teeth. Only to the film that is halt maimed

and blind, no matter what magnificence it may present, will

these tributes be paid. In the film as in fife, the what mat-

ters less than the how. All this of course within reasonable

limits. There are certain films the front rows prefer above

all others. And of some kinds they can apparently never

have too much. Comics for instance. And family drama of

all kinds. Family drama must be very feeble indeed to fail

to capture. This is hardly surprising. There is very little

about family life the front rows do not know. Animals too,

tame or wild, are greatly beloved though there is no longer

a thrill to be got from the seedy old lion trotting half-hearted-

ly from room to room after prey known to be in no danger-

And the American language. Once it was part of the puzzles

and bewilderments of "the pictures", but is there now a child

in London who cannot at the right moment say : "Oh boy"

and read and delightedly understand each idiom, and grin

through the Hollywood caption that is metaphor running

amuk and crammed with facetiousness ?

They are there in their millions, the front rowers, a vast

audience born and made in the last few years, intiated, discip-

lined, and waiting.

Dorothy Richardson.
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WHERE CREDIT IS DUE

Not the least important part of a photoplay, yet the one

least importantly regarded, is that long opening directory

exposing the names and respective capacities of technicians

engaged in the film's production. This roll of honour (or

dishonour, if you prefer to put it that way) has in truth be-

come subject for quite a good joke among the press and the

public, whose members are quick to chaff, as well as to chafe,

at its tedious retardation of the drama.

Even so, the joke may be on the chaffers. For if anything

proves the necessity for Credit Titles, it is in the reviews of

those critics who scoff at Credit Titles. In this mysterious

film world we need more enlightenment, not less. For exam-

ple, who actually are those authorities and experts who un-

doubtedly do supervise the historical or technical details of

a motion picture ?—and, what becomes of them when, as

invariably happens, the picture is riddled with criticisms

on historical or technical points ? — and still further,

against whom are these criticisms supposed to be directed ?

Another instance. It is common to read—not only in the

lay press, but in the trade press, and in even the American
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trade press — that the director of a film under notice has

"adapted freely from the novel", or, has "successfully trans-

ferred the novel", when actually the director has had little

or nothing to do with the novel.

Curiously, the director, once among the least acknowledg-

ed of film craftsmen,- is now enjoying most of the limelight

in critical circles, or critical circuses, as we may call them.

More than one director rises to fame on the tide of a famous

film. More than one gains a worldwide reputation for his

"imaginative touches", or his "subtle ironies", or his "inge-

nious symbolisms", or his "absence of sub-titles", or his

"rhythmic sequences"—and the rest of it. A keener inspec-

tion of Credit Titles might arouse at least a suspicion that

these remarkable qualities were in the script before it touched

the director's hands.

Still, if one director receives the laurels that are not rightly

his, another receives the wrong eggs, so all is fair. When
Griffith after eminent solo flights made a forced landing on

the Paramount flypaper, the critics, who had been shooting

at him without making one palpable hit in years gone by,

seized their chance to pin him down. Not their concern to

worry about his actual part in Paramount productions, but

to get readers to agree with them at last that his work was

obviously on the level of the ground. Obviously, yes, there's

the rub : there may be a great distinction between obviously

and actually.
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To the observer who has a profound, not merely a profes-

sed interest in motion picture art, there is in these Credit Ti-

tles a further monition : that is, a warning of the difficulty, if

not the impossibility, of criticising one department of film

production without sympathetic reflection on every other

department. A warning that no one element in the photo-

play—story, acting, direction, or any other one element

—

can be judged absolutely on its own faults or merits.

Reviewers, not out of heroism, but out of their enviable

innocence, will summarise a film's attributes under three or

four main categories, such as story, direction, acting, and pho-

tography, as if each could be measured in its own watertight

compartment. They do not comprehend that the values may
overlap, that direction may affect acting, the scenario affect

direction, the editing affect the scenario, and so forth indef-

initely. Here we are involved in a most intricate problem,

and one that has been too long neglected. Perhaps it will

awaken the interest of critical commentators and patrons

sooner if we emphasise that the problem concerns the appor-

tioning of blame for a pictureplay's qualities quite as much as

the apportioning of credit.

Granted, that after a certain point the divisions blend elu-

sively and it is impossible to give them a critical definition.

Nevertheless there are broad correlations that can be deter-

mined. When a common-or-garden picturegoer remarks of

a film actress that "all she can do is to stand and grimace for
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a collection of close-ups", the want of analysis is unimportant.

It is indeed quite proper, for the sake of necessary illusions,

that the public should see only the effects in any entertain-

ment presented, because the means of obtaining effects are

most potent when least apparent.

When, however, a supposedly critical observer makes pre-

cisely the same remark about the actress—that is to say,

notices only the effect or illusion of the histrionic performance

—it is one more reminder added to a thousand that the bulk

of our film criticism, be it amateur or professional, lowbrow

or highbrow, casual or deliberate, moral or artistic criticism,

is made on a sentimental instead of a scientific basis. A little

more science in the report just quoted would surely have dis-

covered that a director may have been to blame for the gri-

macing, and that a continuity-writer or an editor may have

been to blame for the collection of close-ups.

Let it be stated again, it is by no means easy to ascribe

effects to causes in a film production, still less to grade them

into a scale of relative values and comparative importance.

We cannot be sure, in the first place, that even the advertised

sources of inspiration are to be accepted as conclusive. A sce-

nario, for instance, may be influenced by directorial or editor-

ial authority, as well as by impromptu suggestions from

director, player, gag man, cameraman, and so on ; and fur-

ther, in the case of an adapted story, material may be designed

to some extent by the draft of an initiatory adapter.
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Even in the studio, although there are endeavours to assign

a nominal division of credit (hence the Credit Titles), there is

no rational effort made to assign a critical division. Yet this

has a practical bearing, on even box-office results. To esti-

mate that a star, for example, deserves a larger salary than

does the title-writer is only part of a scientific assessment
;

the other part is to estimate the value of a title-writer to the

star. The sub-title, like every other contribution in a pho-

toplay, must indirectly enhance (or detract from) the value

of a player's performance. Again, how many world-famous

screen comedians gain fortune and popularity by the merit

of their own acting ability ?—how many by the merit of their

gag staff's ability ? We may put the question in another wray,

by asking, Why do American-made comedies rule the screen ?

There is still the value of cast work to calculate. Minor

roles, entertaining types, policemen, urchins, flashes of pas-

sers-by with characteristic action or facial expression—not

an accomplishment of the leading player, not an accomplish-

ment of the director, not an accomplishment of the camera-

man, not an accomplishment of the author—simply an ele-

ment of everyday life into which dramatic action is plunged

and intensified. Is that important ? The answer again

may be found in American films.

We may infer quite reasonably that it is because the Amer-

ican film producer, disregarding even his own conventions,
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he has been more successful than his European competitors,

who, being more cultured and " steeped in tradition may
think instincts are indelicate.

Cast work (to use the term comprehensively again, as above)

is in its turn dependent upon the factor of Continuity. Con-

tinuity, an ambiguous term in the studio jargon, means here

the working scenario; the character and sequence of the sce-

nes, the pictorial conception of the story. Examine this one

factor alone, and we can see what a vast mess we are in

without troubling to examine the numberless other factors.

We might advance the opinion that Continuity is far and

away the most important value in a motion picture. If we
do, we shall inevitably collide with a leading school of thought

that holds Story to be the most important value, the cardinal,

all-highest value in drama, novel or film. In short, The

play's the thing !—a favourite quotation of literary people,

who know their Shakespeare backwards ; and in sooth they

must have read him backwards if they suppose he authorised

any such precept.

So long as his intellectual superiors are clamouring for
'

' bet-

ter stories to save the screen", we cannot wonder if the film

producer is pursuing the same will-o'-the-wisp. It has taken

literary and dramatic critics twelve years or so to learn that

the film medium is distinct from any literary medium, that

adaptation is beset with difficulties quite apart from the natu-

ral imbecility of the man in the studio. They still demand
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has obeyed some instinct in gauging comparative values, that

better stories, but their dictum now includes the clause,

"'written for the screen". Doubtless it will take them ano-

ther twelve years or so to tumble to it that the "original

screen story" is virtually no different from the stage story, or

the book story, or any other story. The story may be the

thing, but it is also the same thing, into whatever medium it

is put.

If motion picture art can be advanced only by better sto-

ries, then motion picture art is in for a long rest ; for where,

how and when shall we obtain stories better than those al-

ready written ? Meanwhile, to pass the long vigil, we might

well devote a little more consideration to the scenario-writer,

alias the continuity-writer, alias the man who imagines the

narrative in pictures. He does not usually invent his story,

but simply borrows one and arranges it in pictures. This

reduces him to the functional status of Shakespeare or Mil-

ton, for they did not invent their story either, but simply

borrowed one and arranged it in words.

For the time being he is a technician, of the staff, and his

species is deliberately limited. Just as it is true in one sense

to say that those outside the studio do not recognise this

official's importance, so in another sense it is true to say that

those inside the studio do not recognise his unimportance.

On one side, no understanding that in motion picture art his

function is the creative one ; on the other side, no understand-
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ing that an art cannot develop, still less flourish, on the

imaginative efforts of half a dozen specialists or experts.

This, then, must be the first step towards formulating a

truer ratio of values. Our cinema theorists, for their part,

must acknowledge that the Shaw, the Shelley, the Dickens,

the Barrie, the Arlen, the Hutchinson, or the Wodehouse

—

in fine, the personality of vision and depiction—is more vital

than the story ; and our cinema presidents must acknowledge

that if literature and the drama had closed the door against

anything more imaginative than a synopsis and had kept

a technical staff to adapt that synopsis, none of those geniuses

or best-sellers cited above could ever have come before the

public.

Erac Elliott.

VIE DU FILM ET VIE REELLE

Truth is very old, but the
merit of seers is not to

invent but to dispose ob-

jects in their right places.

Emerson

Le personnage humain n'est pas mu par une idee unique et

l'on ne remarque guere, dans la vie, d'existences paraissant
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obeir a un but fixe, etabli d'avance, auquel toute action

devrait converger. L'incoherence de nos sensations origine

la discorde de nos pensees et Thomme normal, celui qui s'ex-

pose, est le jouet du hasard.

Mais si telle est notre condition dans cette bizarre aventure

qu'est la vie, il semble que nos interpretes du film ont la bonne

fortune d'y echapper, pour la plupart. Scenarios-makers, qui

pretendez creer une vie identique a la notre, n'y avez-vous

jamais songe ? Vos hommes sont trop bons ou trop mauvais,

trop reguliers surtout, dans le vice comme dans la vertu. lis

incorporent trop rigoureusement ces deux antagonistes, et

vous ne leur laissez pas cette hesitation propice aux revire-

ments, aux diversions, qui n'est absente en aucune ame hu-

maine, blanche ou noire. Les etats d'ame de vos personnages

ne varient que dans un plan donne, ne refletent jamais, ou

tres rarement, Tinstabilite de notre nature. lis ont trop de

fond, ne sont pas assez nature, sentent sur commande, et

paraissent agir avec automatisme.

Vous repondrez sans doute que Taction du film ne s'accom-

mode guere des situations psychologiques delicates et que le

mouvement ne saurait souffrir de telles phases de repos qui>

outre qu'elles seraient tres malaisees a rendre, relacheraient

quelque peu Tattention. Mais nous avons deja vu, et souvent^

rouler quelques centaines de metres de pellicule pour n'expri-

mer qu'une nuance seulement, sur un visage, n'esquisser qu'un

geste parfois, mais un geste et une nuance qui enrichissent
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considerablement la valeur du film. Je songe en disant cela,

a quelques gros plans d'Asta Nielson, de Lilian Gish, et d'au-

tres actrices semblables, auxquelles cette finesse de jeu est

naturelle. Les yeux que vous nourrissez de vos visions ont

apergu, ici et la, quelques fragments de vie bien reelle. Les

sentiments de la foule se sont affines au contact de quelques

lines de vos creations... car ces creations-la etaient issues de

la vie, monotone parfois, mais qui a son cachet qu'on ne vend

jamais assez fidelement.

Vous avez aussi, generalement, la facheuse habitude de faire

evoluer vos personnages dans un milieu trop eblouissant, ou

s'etale un luxe trop evident. II est rare que Fun de ceux-ci

soit en prise aux difficultes materielles de la vie, aie a lutter

pour son pain. Tous, a de rares exceptions pres, paraissent

avoir un compte de depot pour ainsi dire inextinguible. Cest

une grave erreur, a mon sens, de ne choisir vos exemples que

dans cette societe privilegiee, et le succes formidable de Char-

lie Chaplin est du precisement au fait que ce genial artiste

place toutes ses creations dans un milieu populaire, qui est

la rue, avec ses coins sombres, ses barrieres, ses portes sales,

et le grouillement d'une foule sans noblesse. Les situations

evoquees sont familieres, les denouements sans eclat. D'idee

maitresse il n'est pas trace, mais quelle richesse d'observa-

tion.

Ne vous imposez plus ce Monsieur fort riche, impeccable-

ment mis, qui courtise une pauvre creature et lui ouvre un
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horizon demesure. Ce cas est trop pueril, outre qu'il est devenu

decidement trop commun. Songez a la monotonie qu'engendre

finalement cette uniformite de conclusions heureuses, et au

tort que vous pouvez causer a la cause du cinema.

Choisissez done un theme plus humble, plus humain, et

pour cela, sortez de votre cercle habituel de production, regar-

dez comment les choses se passent dans le monde reel qui nous

entoure. Mille visions vous frapperont alors, et si vous etes

artistes, hommes de gout, vous n'aurez aucune peine a iden-

tifier Tame veritable qui anime tous ces corps. Ce que vous

aurez appris de ce contact intime avec les choses qui obeissent

aux lois imperieuses de la nature vous permettra de creer a

votre tour des personnages et des situations si essentiellement

vrais que vous aurez atteint le but auquel i! faut aspirer :

l'Art !

La plupart d'entre vous pratiquent le genre roman a Teau

de rose, de cette litterature simpliste qui ne resiste pas a Tac-

tion du temps et qui echafaude des situations toujours tres

compliquees pour voiler la pauvrete du theme. Xe calquez

pas vos scenarios sur ce modele-la, car ce serait miner a plus

ou moins breve echeance Tavenir du cinema. Songez a satis-

faire Telement intellectuel, e'est de ce cote que se trouvent les

reels et les profonds admirateurs de votre art.

Si vous empruntez a la litterature, choisissez avec gout,

sans trop vous preoccuper si le texte Concorde avec le metrage
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du film. Voulez-vous reduire, ou etirer la trame, prenez garde

de n'enlever que le superflu, de n'ajouter que de rinsignifiant.

Vous avez parfois la fantaisie d'apporter une variante a Fhis-

toire. Mefiez-vous de vos innovations.

Dans des reproductions historiques, gare ! Soyez fideles,

scrupuleusement, a la version generalement admise. Votre

roi ne doit pas s'esclaffer s'il fut seulement souriant ; de cette

reine gracieuse et avenante, n'en faites pas une personne deci-

dement trop facile. Ceux qui ont vu Danton, interprets par

Jannings, n'auront pas manque de sourire, un peu, et de

s'etonner, beaucoup, a Tagitation de ce diable sensuel et goulu,

par trop truculent toutefois. Ne nous imposez plus de roi en

Transjordanie, avec des cours fastidieuses, des revolutions

et un branlement desordonne, d'ou s'echappe une princesse

qui finit couturiere.

Le temps n'est plus oil vous pouviez creer de but en blanc

une action sur quelque territoire etranger, sans connaitre

toutes les particularites de la region. Votre film va apparai-

tre sur Tecran du monde entier, c'est du reste votre intention

de lui faire faire le tour du globe, et c'est votre interet. Mais

la encore, attention, ne vous aventurez qu'a coup sur, et tra-

duisez fidelement les moeurs etrangeres. Sinon, je ne vous

invite pas a assister a votre « exposition » dans le pays qui en

a fourni le decor et Taction.

Verite ! Tout se resume dans ce mot. Vous avez la latitude

d'exercer vos dons d'imagination et de vous ebattre sans con-
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trainte dans les productions comiques, profitez-en, ce n'en

sera que plus drole. Mais de grace, respectez et la vie et cha-

que pays auquel vous empruntez la trame de vos oeuvres.

Freddy Chevalley.

COMMENT AND REVIEW

Ufa super films for 1928 will include the following :

Pioniere. (Pioneers) directed by Fritz Lang, with Willy

Fritsch in the cast.

Geheimnisse des Orients. (Secrets of the Orient) directed

by Wolkoff, who directed Casanova, and now being turned

at the Babelsburg studios.

Prinz Eugen, der Edle Ritter. (The Noble Knight, Princ

Eugen

)

.

Ungarische Rapsodie. (Hungarian Rhapsody) .

Zar Alexander 1. (From Tolstoi's War and Peace).

Vineta. (The downfall of a pleasure ridden city).

Henry Porten and Eichberg will both appear in new films,

but the titles for these are not yet decided upon. Others

will include.

. Pariserinnen, a Swedish and German film for Ufa-Svenska

directed by Gustav Molander with J. Julius as cameraman,
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and sets by Robert Neppach. Designs by Neppach for Am
Rande der Welt appear elsewhere in this issue. The cast for

this film will be very cosmopolitan containing as it does Ger-

mans, Swedes, Russians, Austrians and English.

Politik und Liebe (Politics and Love) and an historical film

from the time of Maria Theresa.

Among the Educational and Kultur films there are :

Milak, the Greenland Hunter, photographed under the direc-

tion of Dr. Asagaroff and Dr. Viliinger on their long Greenland

expedition. It is about to be released.

Natur und Liebe. Dr. Ulrich Schulz has almost finished

this film in the Neubabelsburg studios. Formerly this was

to be called Creative Nature. It is an interesting study of the

different ways and variations of love-life in nature.

A further film deals with a battle between an ichneumon

and a snake. The photography is by Paul Krien, and Doc-

tor Schulz again directs with W. Junghans.

First Aid In Accidents explains the right procedure to adopt

in cases of drowning, drunkenness and accident. Another

will show the dangers of the sea round the German coasts and

the rescue of shipwrecked sailors. This has been made for

the Sailors' Rescue Society of Germany.

The Cameraman in Aeroplanes. This has been made with

the co-operation of the Luft-Hansa. The technique of pho-

tography had to be revised to make much of it photographi-

cally possible.
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Arthur Robison is directing Werner Krauss in Looping The

Loop. Krauss plays the part of a clown, and yet again we
are to be treated to life in a circus before and behind the sce-

nes. Werner Krauss's latest film, Der Fidele Bauer, (The

Faithful Peasant) in which he plays so well is showing through-

out Germany with great success. This is a true piece of

folk lore, rare in film as in actual life. Both these films are

Ufa productions.

Die Liebe Der Jeanne Ney (The Love of Jeanne NeyJ the

new Pabst film was given its premier in Berlin on December

5th. It met with a deserved success, and much praise has

been accorded to it from every quarter.

Elizabeth Bergner is again working under the direction of

Paul Czinner. They will be remembered in Nju ; Czinner,

then as now, directing, Elizabeth Bergner starring. The film

bears the provisional title Dona Juana, and is being made for

Elizabeth Bergner's own company, The Poetic-Film Company,

in conjunction with Ufa. It is believed that Carl Freund will

photograph both the outdoor shots in Spain and the studio

sets, built by Kettelhut. Elizabeth Bergner will appear attired

as a Spanish gentleman in green velvet trousers. Walter

Rilla will play opposite her. The story is taken from the

Spanish of Tirso de Molina, entitled "Don Gil of the Green

Trousers."

Die Geheime Macht (Secret Power) a czech play has just

been completed by Waschneck for Ufa. Susi Vernon,
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Henry Stuart, Michael Bohnen, Walter Rilla and Paul Otto

are in the cast.

A word must be spoken in praise of the Emelka Company
(which made The Emden and Siurmftut, both of which have

been reviewed in Close Up) on account of the help they have

given to young actors and young directors from the Film

School at Munich. This school was founded in 192 1, backed

by many of the big German film concerns to combat the per-

nicious system of bogus film schools. A one year course for

actors and two years for directors is given at a cost of about

£ 25 per year for tuition, living expenses, naturally, being

extra. Free access is given to the Press to inspect any one

of the departments and annals, and to realise its problems,

which mainly consist in the difficulty of finding places for the

students as actors or to study beneath able directors. It is

in this that the Emelka have been so helpful, many students

having gained access to the film world through their assis-

tance.

Alfred Abel will appear in Gehimnis von Genf (Secrets of

Geneva) a new Emelka film from the novel by Oldfield. Gus-

tav Frohlich (The young man in Metropolis) in Wenn die

Schwalben Heimwarts Ziehn (When the Swallows Homeward

Fly) James Bauer was engaged on this in the deserts of Mo-

rocco for several weeks. The cameraman is Koch.

Werner Fiitterer, Erna Morena, and Evi Eva are playing

in So kiisst nur eine Wienerin, a light film taken in Venice,
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The set as built. See previous page. A comparison reveals a
fairly accurate adherence to the original, but much of the feeling
is lost, though the long curve of the shelter down to the left is a

definite improvement.

Compare this interior with original opposite. It is true one is
sunlit and the other lamplit, but where is the sensitive quality of
the sketch ? Effective as this may be in itself, comparison shows
how cramped and timid is the design where originally freeness

and unconventionally were the keynote.

Courtesy of UFA



Compare finally these two. Here is a deft and vivid effect of

lighting. The bulging wall with its mirror and postcards swerves

from the bed in dramatic and 'convincing manner. It looks like

a room in a mill, high up, poked away in some odd space.

But here, the best is the light from the unseen window on the right.

The small table with its somewhat stricken plant most certainly

does not ring true, and the large, heavy, beam is altogether too

dominating and flat, and casts an effective but misplaced shadow.
You will recognise Brigette Helm. The part of the miller is played

by Albert Steinriick.

Courtesy of UFA





Illustration for fantastic story called The Way, conceived and made by
Francis Bruguiere. A ghostly and tragic effect enhanced by wonderful

tone value and design.

Courtesy of Francis B ru guiere
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which promises a certain charm. This also is for Emelka.

It satirises the so-called City of Love in that love there is made
practically impossible except behind barred doors.

The Film Society : 18th Performance. November 13th.

1. ManhaTTA : This group of views by Charles Sheeler, experienced still-

photographer, was, I think originally known as Fumee de New York. It

was only later that the title was changed to that of the Whitman poem and
a part of the poem inserted in the form of sub-titles. It would probably

have been better if the original form had been adhered to because the titles,

which were shown exactly as received from the International Film Arts

Guild (X. Y.) are on cheaply drawn art backgrounds and in shaky thin and
spidery littering, which do not perhaps allow the cinematographic views

themselves an exposition to the best advantage. Even in the shots them-

selves Sheeler does not seem to have held his camera steadily and there is

a good deal of teetering. None the less their composition is often extre-

mely beautiful
;
especially should be mentioned the shots of roofs showing

ascending steam, evening views of the river, and one superb design show-

ing the bulging columns of some roof railings in the foreground and, far

below between their crevices, the street, traffic and pedestrians.

2. TECHNIQUE : Here are records, taken by the Institut fur Kulturforschung

iiin Berlin (Dr. Hans Ciirlis) of the methods of various painters, draughtsmen,

sculptors, wood carvers. Full marks must be given for each of these records

in which the preparations and movements of the hands of each artist are

shown from the inception of each design continuously it seems to its com-
pletion. Though the artists must in each case have worked fairly rapidly,

we clearly could not be shown in four minutes the whole of each piece of

work and it is therefore no mean feat so to select and record parts of their

labour as to give within a reasonable compass of time the impression that
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we have followed it all. Aside from the technical and historical value of

these records for art-students, the work is pleasant for the layman to watch.

Watching the wood carving is perhaps the greatest fun. All the other

media are constructive, synthetic, but there is a sort of destructive joy in

watching the Artist hack his wood about, seeing the chisel slide great curl-

ed grooves of matter off onto the floor, only to produce, magically, at the

end, a design instead of a disaster.

3. A Gi,ASS OF WaTKR : A picture so thin that after a time it gives inevit-

ably the appearance of being long drawn out. A hard picture to cut, all the

incidents are light and charming, all the decorations are pretty enough, no

sequence is easier to spare than another. It is just that the plot, this curious

make-believe intrigue of the peace-party and the war-party, this simpleton

boy tossed about between his three Constant Xymphs, is not solid enough.

It is a good enough plot in subject, but in treatment it does not progress, it

makes no advance corresponding to that of the unwinding of the footage of

the film. The situation of the Peace Party and the relationship of the four

lovers remain exactly the same from the first reel up to the denouement in

the last. That stationary plot is the reason why the antics of the actors

who do so much but never seen to get any further become a little, weell,

trying before they are finished. None the less the film is well worth seeing.

One of the first productions of the Berger-Bamberger team, some months
before Cinderella, it yet has settings equally exquisite and equally Echt-
Barock with those of the latter. The best, perhaps are those with the pud-
dles in the cobblestone streets near the beginning of the film. Poor Cinde-

rella, who plays a serving maid, is rather more inexperienced and so more
clumsy, alas too, less beautiful. The pretty boy hero plays very well

; Luise

Hifioch, who is hardly to be overestimated as an actress, does all that is

wanted with the Duchess of Marlborough. And Mady Christian's Anne,
while not so ravishingly naive all through, or so much of a four-dimensional

character as her Waltz Dream Princess, yet has an unforgettable moment of

charm when she gingerly approaches the window to answer the rioting

crowds. The Mozart accompaniment was perhaps on the heavy side but
excellently played and easy to listen to. (IVOR MONTAGU, 43, Leicester

Square, LONDON,W. I.)

'
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Christa Tordy bei der Emelka.

Bin schlankes, blondes, lebhaftes Geschopf, kaprizios wie ihre beriihmte

Base—Christa Tordy ! Bei der Emelka hat sie in dem Film Das Geheimnis

von Genf als amerikanische Journalistin Betty Marshall eine Rolle gefunden,

in der sie so selbstandig, verwegen und unternehmend sein kann, wie es sieh

eine " Miss np to date" nur immer wiinschen mag. Sie geht auf eigene Faust

auf den Fang eines Geheimdokumentes aus und ihre machtigste Waffe

hierbei ist.— diese Frauen !—natiirlieh die Koketterie. Im Atelier sehen

wir sie in einer Verfiihrungsszene mit Luigi Serventi. Es scheint aber nicht

der Richtige zu sein, denn der Held, der sie im gefahrlichen Moment rettet,

its zwar auch ein schoner Mann, aber weniger gefahrlich und heisst Bert

Bloem. Ausserdem wirken in dem Film mit : Alfred Abel, Eric Barclay,

Ernst Reicher, Carmen Cartellieri, Oily Orska.

Ein Kanal soil gebaut werden.

Kein Aermelkanal natiirlieh. Aber Wasser ist es doch und kalt ist es

auch und hinein muss man auf jeden Fall. Dafiir ist man eben Filmschaus-

pieler vom Beruf und der hat seine Tiicken. Vorerst liegt der Kanal halb-

verschneit auf dem Emelkagelande in Geiselgasteig und sieht aus wie eine

riesenhafte Spirale —-— . Er spielt aber eine gewichtige Rolle in dem gros-

sen Sensationsfilm der Emelka : Das Geheimnis von Genf Ludwig Reiber, der

Architekt, baut fur diesen Film ausserdem einen ganzer Strassenzug fran-

zosischen Stils, dem Alt Genfer Stadtteil nachgebildet, und—fur den gros-

sen Fremdenlegionsfilm der Emelka Wenn die Schwalben heimwarts zieh'n

ein pittoreskes altdeutsches Stadtviertel.
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OF BOOKS

Whatever may be the decision of a later

age, no one can think carelessly of a world

without Books. Too many may be printed,

but the Readers remedy is simple. Register

your preferences with John and Edward

Bumpus, who for the sake of your Reading
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LA MAISON
DES AMIS
DES LIVRES

Adrienne Monnier

LIBRAIRIE

SOCIETE DE LECTURE

(( L^ Maison des Amis des Livres is indisputa-

bly the founder of the present bookshop move-
ment. It introduced two great principles which
have now been established : the first, of a moral
order, demands that the bookseller be not only
cultivated but that he or she undertake the task

of a veritable priesthood ; the second, of a mate-
rial order, reposes on the practice of the sale and
loan of books.
The Library of the Maison des Amis des Livres

is today the most complete and the richest libra-

ry in existence. It possesses a great number of

works that are out of print. There one finds all

the Moderns up to the most extreme, and all

the Classics. »

VALERY LARBAUD
(La Revue de France)
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« I shall be doing a service in pointing

out the most complete and modern Anglo-
American libraries that Paris possesses. .

« It is Shakespeare and Company run by
Miss Sylvia Beach whose role as publisher and
propagandist in France of the most recent

English and American works assures her from
now on an enviable place in the literary history

of the United States , and who assembles the

elite among the young English, Irish and
Americans who are temporally in Paris. »

VALERY LARBAUD
(La Revue de France)
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' 'What part have civilians in war ?" It is this question asked by the author that makes one

realise here is not a searchlight merely, but an oxy-aceteline flame burning to the very heart of

Wartime England.

"So war began with cheering and ended with drunkenness. What about Berlin ? What of

the defeated ? What for all of to-morrow ? There was nothing to do for those not drunk but

to go to bed. As they had gone to bed on August the Fourth. There was a lot of ruin in be-

tween. Where did the old code lead ? Be a good wife, be a good mother, be a good citizen led

to this—drunken men cheering in a war, drunken women cheering out a war. Nobcdy caring,

nobod3T responsible. People dying, even civilians dying". Or again :

"Your King and Country Need You, screamed the posters. Well they were learning now
what king and country was. ' 'You bloody bastard..

.' ; the sergeant began, and the cane descend-

ed again, full between a horse's ears. The rest of the sentence -uas lest in the jingling of the reins.

Children in prams sat and watched "the soldiers"... "It's a stam.e," scmecne in the crowd

yelled... "Not so good for recruiting to do that in the open," an officer was saying. . . . The

recruits galloped along the Row. On hoardings black robed mothers with white hair prodded

their sons toward bayonets."

This is a vivid and remorseless book of the War, unique in every way. A great book. Price
7 shillings and sixpence.

WHY DO THEY LIKE IT

Other boo
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w new POOL books

ISLAND
Macpherson

A tale of the outer Hebrides, a small island "where things happen." "Fear struck a note in

him,—a treble clang. It was easy to apprehend a hand filling the dusk, stretched down to him.

It is not joy that waits for you liere.

Then he shook his throat from the upturned collar of his weatherproof and regained pride.

There was a club foot of rock and erosions had continued it in a leg. The family stronghold

was set on the instep, warjT with watchtowers. It was an attempt at shelter from Atlantic

gales, seen only obliquely from the sea, but the wind made arcs and tormented it with catcalls

Night set off across the sea like an expedition. Something would happen. Rising, he felt the

land shake under impact. Tide crashed against his feet "
. . .leads to an immense

climax :

"Get that woman out of here," said Mannering, "someone take her away and attend to her.'»

Mrs. Mannering bowed down her head and wept terribly. She gained control at once. Aggie

Scott was screaming down the corridor, more and more faintly, "it was an accident, my finger

nail. My finger nail. k .
." A grim impassivity fell upon the room. The candles guttered

frenziedly in strong draughts." an absorbing and tragic tale, capturing the true island

sense of sea and weather and emotions "on this island hybrid and unfeasible." Price

7 shillings and sixpence.

A hand. . . .<,eyes, .something,

By the same author
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JEANNE NEY
Jeanne Ney is now in London. Its title will be Revolution.

You have read of this exquisite film in Close Up ;
of its making, its beauty,

its technical perfection. You have seen the photographs we have published,

you know our opinions and the hopes we have entertained for its success.

Jeanne Ney has already suffered at the hands of commercial exploiters.

In Berlin deliberate attempts were made to destroy it. Thus a classic

instance arises that shows us all that something must be done and quickly

to put an end to this particularly pernicious form of vandalism.

The story runs thus : Jeanne Ney was passed intact by the censors, and,

more, Pabst was called before them in order to be congratulated on the beau-

ty of his work. While he was in Paris, the opportunity was taken to cut out

whole scenes from the beginning of the film, on whose authority nobody
knows. These scenes, being at the beginning of the film, were naturally

largely explanatory. Thus, in Pabst's own words, it became almost com-

pletely incoherent. All this was done without warning, and without even

letting him know afterwards, so that, except for a lucky chance, Jeanne Ney
would certainly have been presented in mutilated form.

News reached Pabst, however, by chance. He hurried back to Berlin,

and waged bitter war. But already the negative had been cut to pieces,

and there lay before him the heart-breaking task of patching the film togeth-

er again in its original form. Finally came the premiere, in a small, unim-

portant theatre, with completely inadequate pre-publicity, confined to one

w^eek only, and precluded from the chance of a successful run by the previous

booking of the film to succeed it. In spite of these crushing odds, Jeanne

Ney made a sensational and instant success among Press and Public alike.

Now it has been bought for English exhibition by Wardour Films, Ltd.,

and here is your opportunity. Help it by asking for it at the cinemas. Go
on asking. Tell your friends to ask. This will be a real service for film-

art. For although Jeanne Ney could triumph over all obstacles, it has re-

ceived a severe blow, and its fate still hangs in the balance. Your indivi-

dual interest will help to make it the success it deserves to be. Your apa-

thy may mean its loss to the cinema. Help its to help !

* * *

At the moment of going to press we hear Revolution has already been

mutilated in England.
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AS IS

BY THE EDITOR

One of the points that is repeatedly being brought forward

with all
.
portentousness is the precariousness of the cinema.

This giant industry, say the wise and the wiseacres, depends

solely on public support. If the public tires of the cinema,

as it is tiring of the theatre, as already it is tired of the radio,

doom in large block capitals hangs over the entire cinema

world. That is what they say. As if any industry of any

kind were not wholly dependant on public support.

There will probably always be war about the cinema, be-

cause each generation will bring a new series of developments,

and therefore each generation will possess a slightly different

consciousness of the cinema from the one preceding. First

of all, however, let us answer the pessimists.

What is it, let us probe, that is given as a reason for the

public to grow tired ? Sometimes it is the "dead level of
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mediocrity", sometimes it is the "mawkish sentimentality",

sometimes it is the "fickle nature of man" sometimes the

arrival of "a new craze which will supercede. . .etc." A more

detachedly reasonable note is struck when you get onto the

likelihood of financial failure, and one thing cutting another's

throat, as well as cutting off its own nose to spite its face.

Even so, before one branch could have withered, a new one

would be there to take its place.

A deal level of mediocrity has never yet and probably never

will disturb or alienate any public. When the public begins

to tire of mediocrity, it wont be only films that will have to

snap up. Much the same applies to mawkish sentimentality.

What mawkish sentimentality there is in the cinema plays

comes down to them, regrettably, from the mawkish senti-

mentality of the stage
;
impinged upon them by those mud-

dleheads who confuse the relations of stage and screen.

Time enough to worry about mawkish sentimentality in the

cinema when you're free of it elsewhere.. The fickle nature

of man is not so fickle after all when it comes to national in-

stitutions such as the cinema. We have had the theatre with

us for some considerable centuries, and it's not dead yet.

Newspapers, which present life with far less accuracy than

the films, are likely to remain popular. Motoring as a pleas-

ure is hardly likely to die out until aeroplanes are made

accessible to all, and even then will hold a certain ground.

No, certain forms of pleasure or comfort or convenience come

to stay. The cinema has more than the film in its favour.

Miss Dorothy Richardson in her excellent series of articles in
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this journal has given us many of these points. Among them,

the obvious appeal of three or more hours', warmth, music,

comfort and company at a negligeable price. I'm afraid I am
not among those who deplore the extravagant vulgarity of

the large movie theatre and its appurtenances. I approve

'of the elaborate lighting systems, the slick attendants, the

vastly popular (when not despised) Wurlitzer organ, the four

or five or six projectors, the trimmings and general parapher-

nalia. For these I hand it to the justly famous Roxy, who is,

we hear, to build a replica of his New York "Cathedral" in

New Oxford Street, in London. In these "Cathedrals" we
have warmth, large comfortable plush armchairs, thick car-

pets, the most up-to-date ventilation, and whether you like

them or whether you don't, pretty effects of lighting and decor-

ation, a sense of festivity, of being part of life, and in the pulse

of things, of not being lonely or cut off or friendless, and music

either sufficiently well played by an orchestra or by the

zephyr-suave insinuations of the Wurlitzer. Not that I care

about these things, although I do care, simply because they

are part and parcel of the principal interest of my life. Speak-

ing personally, I prefer to see a film in the unpretentious si-

lence of a common or garden projection-room, but I do not

advocate this by any means as a general principle. Roxy
is right when he builds his "largest in the world-s". People

are going to come for the warmth and comfort apd fun of it

if for nothing else. Add to the attraction in every possible

way, as a principle is sheer commensense, although you'll

find the precious and pretentious and the dull will devote

7
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most of their energy to repudiating it all, and so, as usual,

bicker over a thing that has nothing to do with final issues,

and is, in its own place, good sound business psychology.

The idea of "a new craze" to supercede the film need not be

worried about in this or the next few hundred generations.

Life isn't so prolific when it comes to finding out new ways of

artistic expression. It has given us, from the beginning of

time not more than six mediums. The change that may
come about is the installation of private projectors, and the

purchase of films (which will be printed, if present experi-

ments prove satisfactory, on special paper) for the home lib-

rary. Even that will not do away with the cinema, because

of its "vulgar and tawdry" urbanities, which will remain

popular.

The cinema has entered into modern consciousness, (and

by modern consciousness I mean the consciousness of the pre-

sent younger generation) and is part of that consciousness,

and to take away the cinema would be to leave an unbalanced

void in consciousness which could certainly not be filled by
trying to form interest in the other arts or "vulgar entertain-

ments". The cinema has become so much a habit of thought

and word and deed as to make it impossible to visualise mod-

ern consciousness without it. It is so much part and parcel

of development, so linked up consciously and subconsciously

with growing up, with learning, with this ,that and the other

thing, that one no more thinks of there being no cinemas than

one thinks of there being no museums or art galleries.

Looking back we can remember the beginnings, or, at anjr
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rate, the crude early stages. The 4

4

cathedrals" are still novel-

ties. The whole film world (industry, trade, art, what-

ever you choose to call it) for us is exciting still with growth

as wild as a March gale. What of the next generation, to

whom super-films and super-cinemas will be established

things, for whom the March gales will have died awa}' ? Ah,

yes, (I can hear the question in chorus, as from the Old Crones

in one of those dismal 1880 ish symbolic plays) what of the

generation to come ? After March, April. Some of our pre-

sent impasses passed, some more cropping up. In the con-

sciousness, very little difference. Children rarely go to the cine-

ma until they begin to grow up, except in England. So their

attitude to the cinema at say sixteen will be much what yours

or mine was. The English children who go as habitues should

develop a critical faculty, and be through with rubbishy stage

psychology by the age of ten, and demanding something bet-

ter, and something better too then than films recklessly dubbed

"suitable" for the young mind, such make-believe nonsense

as Peter Pan, which I believe bores every child I have ever

met, or The Thief of Bagdad ; when so obviously the films

suitable for children are those which will teach them some-

thing of the world going on around them, and what they can log-

ically expect from it, instead of filling their heads with hocus-

pocus and undermining their defences with what is sentimen-

tality if you will. If I had my way I would show such films

as The Love Of Jeanne Ney to any child, as being true to life

in every detail. Others like Bed and Sofa, or The Mother or,

Joyless Street, they might see and appreciate in early adoles

9
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cence, these being purely sociological problems. The indis-

criminate hurling of fairy tales and improbabilities and im-

possibilities at the child does nothing but engender that false

and barren attitude to existence, so often met with, where

everything concerned with actual existence, instead of being

recognised at its true value, is called squalid or material or

gross, and every natural beauty disqualified for trashy, un-

realiseable dreams. It will to a certain extent depend on

what sort of films are shown to people during their childhood

whether the cinema appeals to them as an artistic vehicle or

as a mere side issue to their artistic development.

And it is this question of artistic possibility that the pessi-

mists miss entirely. The cinema is more than a "whim", more

than "peoples' entertainment". Without question it is the

most forceful and dynamic means of artistic expression in

existence, artistic in its best and ultimate sense. I do not

mean by that precious or stylised or going off into fancy isms

which generally belong to the swan-song stage of an art or

art epoch, but straight-from-the-shoulder, vital slices of life.

Again I qualify, not spectacular slices of life necessarily,

but your life and my life. Competent direction can make the

most trifling incident poignant, provided that incident is

fundamentally true in itself and in its relation to the people

whom it concerns. The review of The Violinist Of Florence

elsewhere in this issue points out how the attempts of a girl

to walk over the border into Italy form an absorbing and pro-

found dramatic incident. Von Stroheim in his Greed was best

in the scenes where action was economised down to its merest

10



IMPORTANT

!

Orders are now being taken for

Anatomy of Motion Picture Art

by ERIC ELLIOTT

This fascinating book, shortly to be issued by POOL, is a

truly rewarding survey of the complicated and highly organ-

ised "anatomy" of motion photography, its bearing and
influence upon modern, existence, its future and its past.

We wish to bring this valuable book of reference early to the

notice of our readers, advising them strongly to secure a copy
by ordering in advance, as the edition, like all POOL books,

will be limited, and likely to be rapidly sold out.

Mr. Elliott's work is not unfamiliar to Close Up readers,

several articles from his pen having appeared in our pages.

In this longer work, Mr. Elliott has indeed achieved what many
other writers on the cinema have tried to do and failed. He
has condensed into two hundred pages the whole aspect of the

film world, its problems, its failures and its achievements.

Anatomy Of Motion Picture Art is uncommonly constructive

in its attitude, leaving no stone unturned, opening up many
neglected side-issues, and pointing out ways to improvement.
At the same time it is never prejudiced or dogmatic, though
its suggestiveness cannot fail to impress the reader with its

keen insight and stimulating soundness.

Anatomy Of Motion Picture Art is a book we are proud to

publish. It will be offered at the low price of six shillings.

Order now from POOL, or through POOL agents,

or through your bookseller, giving our address.
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suggestion. The breath taking moments in Jeanne Ney were

always the simplest ones. Yet minimised action has to be

so true, so devilishly cleverly done, or it becomes as dismally

lourd as friend Jannings in his Way Of All Flesh.

It would be a great pity for the effete or the tired out peo-

ple to come along and mess up the course of the film with

their tired out formulas, saying that this worn out thing and

that worn out thing were the artistic forms to follow. My
feeling is, and most will agree with me, the greatest hope for

swift expansion is to keep films free from formulas as much
as possible. Films need new blood utterly, as they have had

and must go on having. The jaded, faded and disillusioned

are no good and of no avail in this new world, and don't let

us listen to their proselytising or theories, their premature

attempts to sort out, apportion and stick on name tags, cata-

logue and standardise.

For the curious thing about the film is that its best and

highest attainment is not for the few but for the many. Here

is actually a great art for the multitude and for the few, ap-

pealing to both alike. But if this is to be so it is life that must

be reproduced. The films for specialised audiences are not

the greatest films, but the specialised films. A purely ab-

stract film appeals to the man or woman whose mind operates

in terms of abstraction, to whom abstraction takes on signi-

ficance or special meaning. It may in its special sphere be

perfect or otherwise, but unless I am very wrong, there is

actually no such thing as the pure abstraction, for humanity

at any rate, since the human mind is not abstract. It is doubt-
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ful if any two people will receive the same impression from any

abstract film, simply because their reaction is personal in-

stead of abstract. But, coming back to our point, there is

abstraction enough for the most abstract mind in any film

that is true to life and reproduces life, or suggests life. Pabst's

cheap hotels, or the mere fact of his rain sodden landscape in

Jeanne Ney are the nearest to pure abstraction that we have.

Because somehow they are so true as to cease to be objective

they become states of mind. The mind that sees in abstrac-

tions will see down endless vistas, layer on overlayer, and

state of mind on state of mind.

The mind that deals in concrete values will sort out that

which has special appeal for it, each individual mind will

select what it finds in and takes from life itself. To each the

film will have its different significance ; for those who probe

deep, whole areas and hinterlands of suggestion, for those who
do not probe at all its externals, its hero and heroine and its

story. Thus there is no reason in the world why the best

film made should not be in every way successful, and why it

should not completely justify itself commercially. So there

is no need to be dismal when reflecting that for some'years to

come the principal aim of all film companies will be to stabil-

ise themselves financially.

Two more points that are always cropping up are these :

1. The film being "mere photographic reproduction" is

not art.

2. A work of art has to be entirely individual.

Five minutes serious consideration is enough to prove that
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the former of these two objections is totally without founda-

tion. The idea that art is necessarily an individual person's

conception of a thing rather than the thing itself is obviously

unsound. Individual conception is right enough when it

is painting or sculpture or writing, for there you are dealing

with matter in itself unproductive and inert—canvas, stone

and paper. One mind only looking, say at a slab of marble,

can visualise what it desires to do with it. The only hand

that can reproduce the sculptured product as visualised is

the hand operated by that one mind. With film negative

you are not dealing with an inert thing. One turn of the

handle and a series of complete pictures is made, no matter

who turns that handle. Speaking personally I can honestly

say that I never received the slightest pleasure from any thing

in the way of art that was not purely photographic in form.

Stylised and stunted methods interested me sometimes not

for themselves, but because I am interested in psychology

and people's attitudes to existence.

The objection that when you photograph a thing you are

merely repeating mechanically what is already there bites off

its own tail, for surely the function of art is to produce what

is already there ? It links on with the instance already given

of false homage to unreality when more value is given say to

a landscape in oils with smears and splodges for trees and

clouds instead of reproducing as nearly as possible "what is

already there." To prefer smears and splodges and delib-

erately paint them, no matter with what skill, betrays almost

always—as I said before—a denial of the essential poetry and

13
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beauty of objective things, and a hankering after half worlds

or dream worlds which any sufficiently scientific analysis

would reveal to be inferior in every way to the world of fact.

Doesn't it seem to you splendid that there is a means of de-

picting life—actually of depicting it—mechanically or any

other way, of recording life, of watching life with an eye more

clear, and a mind more clear, and an attitude of greater un-

derstanding ? It seems splendid to me.

But for those who prefer art as a conception of a thing in-

stead of a thing, there is still this answer, that people have to

be grouped and moved and lights to be arranged and "sets"

to be built, fantastic and stylised, if you will, as those in Calt-

gari, camera angles (most important) to be chosen, meanings

to be stressed, etc., etc., or again, if it is preferred, dozens of

inventions for trick work, (mechanical, it is true, but no more

so than a brush or a chisel if it comes to that) and plentj' of

scope for experiment in trick work to create any effect desired,

down to (I say down to) sheer cubism or any other swan-song

ism.

The argument that a work of art has to be entirely individual

simply does not hold in the movies. I expect it holds in lit-

erature and painting and sculpture and music. As I said, a

slab of marble is a slab of marble, and is not representative

of anything but a slab of marble. It will more or less be a

slab of marble to every mind that looks at it except to the

sculptor's mind, which will see it in terms of something carved.

If he gets to work on it his chisel will do this and that, and

everybody but himself will probably wonder why and what
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he is up to until the final touches. Then if it is any good at

all they will recognise its application to life (to life, please

notice) and praise or condemn it accordingly. Naturally

they have had no say in the matter of its creation, because

they could not know the intention of the sculptor's mind.

The same principle holds in music, painting, poetry. It ob-

viously cannot hold either in films or the theatre because you

are not dealing with slabs of marble or sheets of canvas or

reams of typing paper, but primarily with people, with living

matter, with totally different planes and quantities and dim-

ensions.

Things do not develop except according to and in harmony
with their particular needs ; and to anyone who knows the

first thing about cinematography, or to anyone who bothers

to use his brain, it is quite clear that the creation of a film

is not and cannot possibly be one man's job. It is the job of

everybody concerned in it, from the director down to tha I

elderly person who keeps all but the duly authorised away

from the studio doors. The case for individual actuation in

the films is met sufficiently by there being the dominating

mind of the director, who, if you care to look at it that way,

chisels his material as the sculptor does his, whose approval

is the final word ; which amounts in the long run to exactly

the same thing as writing a book, painting a picture or carv-

ing a statue. The only thing is that his material is not fig-

ments and personal conceptions, second hand, so to speak,

but immediate contact with fact, with living forces.

The director depends on the cameraman, the cameraman
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depends on the electricians. So on and so on. But don't forget

that the director is the director. He may depend on everybody

concerned on his sets, but likewise they depend on him, and his

prerogative is to scrap the lot if they do not meet his require-

ments. But when things run smoothly, (happy, rare occa-

sions !) each and severally creates within his natural and ob-

vious limits. The director's creation dominates, and is ar-

duous and searing. The cameraman's is subtle, difficult, un-

cannily adaptable. The actor's exhausting, devoted...

So you can go on. The only place for individual work is in

the cutting room. European directors, naturally, cut their

own films. American directors don't. The process of cut-

ting is very much akin to other arts, which can be achieved

only by the individual. It is the only branch of cinema-

tography that you can reasonably relate to the other arts.

Should the question arise why all the insistence on depict-

ing life as life is, the answer is that hardly anybody sees life

consciously, (note consciously) as life is, and that the advantage

of having a means to show it to them is so profound, and at

the same time obvious, as to need no apologia.

Kenneth Macpherson.
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NOTE
By special request of many readers we are printing "stills"

from Potemkin, in its effect perhaps one of the most signifi-

cant pictures ever made. The story, if not the film, is familiar

by now to most followers of the cinema, being an account of a

revolution in Odessa in 1905, in which the revolutionaries were

joined by the Russian navy.

We are glad to announce that further " stills" will appear in

the March issue of Close Up.







The massacre. A terrible and relentless scene, magnificently screen-

ed. The rhythmic descent of the Tzarist soldiers down a lone-

broad flight of steps, firing a volley into the confused and terrified

rebels at each step, remains one of the most vital incidents ever filmed.

Late afternoon sun throws long shadows before the descending sol-

diers. Here a mother with the riddled and trampled body of her son

advances screaming toward the soldiers, in a distraught effort to stop

them shooting. She is instantly pierced by a dozen shots.



The beginning of the trouble. The meat on board the Cruiser Potem-

kin is shown to the commander, swarming with maggots : —a scene,

incidentally, that has caused much spilling of ink among censors.

Here the chief petty officer is ordering it to be made into soup,

whereupon mutiny breaks out.

The captain's method of checking the mutiny. A dozen sailors are

huddled under a tarpaulin and ordered to be shot ; some kneeling,

others standing. At the last minute the shooting party refuses to

shoot, and the crew turn on, and massacre the officers.





Mady Christians in Heimweh. Her latest film, The Youth Of Ouern a
Louise, also made for Terra Film (Max Glass Production) is directed

by Carl Grime, whose outstanding films are The Street and Am Rande
Der Welt (The Edge Of The World).

Photo : Tetra Fnm A. G.

From So Kusst Nur Eine W lenerin, a light satire on Venice, made by
Emelka. Here Brna Morena and Werner Fuetterer are still looking

hopeful in spite of the Lido.

Photo : Emelka





Gustav Frohlich again. For further particulars of Wenn die Schwal-

ben Heimwarts zieh'n, see the article by Frohlich elsewhere in this

issue. It looks as though the Frohlich with whom we are familiar

will he hard to recognise.

An effective long shot. Frohlich is second right. The heavy clouds

and bright sun give well an atmosphere of oppressiveness, while the

line of advancing men is dramatic and tense.

Photos : Emelha



From the beautiful Love of Jeanne Ney. Edith Jehanne. as Jeanne
Xey, before the Soviet Tribunal, following the death of her father.

.
Jeanne Xey was made, of course, for Ufa by Pabst.

In the Montparnasse hotel. Jeanne Xey on the trail of the murderer
A superb film that you must try to see if you have not already done so.

Phoios : UFA
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VISION D'HISTOIRE

"Turning !"

A quiet, casual voice ; no excitement. The actors have not

understood the situation. How could they when there has

been no rehearsal ? Very well, take it again. But film is

very expensive five pounds for hour hundred feet—to rehearse

while the camera is turning. . .it is ridiculous ! However, it

does not worry the little Frenchman with the "artistic"

beard and merry eyes. Sometimes, they tell me, he becomes

angry, but only in a civilised way.

"Turning," he says gently. Perhaps the actors do not hear

the first time !

When the scene has been taken to his satisfaction he mur-

murs "bon". In England, if a director is not pleased with a

'take' a board is held up with 'N. G/ marked on it ; the shame-

ful abbreviation for 'No good' which tells the laboratory hands

that the scene need not be printed. Too many N. G's and the

director may consider himself a failure, but here the sucessful

scenes are marked 'Bon' and the others discarded. I hope

it is not uncharitable to conclude that this casual but charming

director must be used to having more 'N. G' s' than successes.

This gentleman, with the sublime indifference to 'footage',

is Monsieur Leon Poiricr, who is producing, Verdun, Vision

d'Histoire for L'Alliance Cinematographique Europeenne.
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I have not seen any of Poirier's films, but I believe he has been

responsible for some exquisite fragments. His Amours Exo-

tiques ran for many weeks at the Studio des Ursulines in Pa-

ris and is shortly to be shown over here. I am glad that I

shall have an opportunity of judging his work apart from

Verdun, for the latter was conceived in desperation. Why, oh

why another war film ? Because France had not yet contrib-

uted a war document and the worthy sons of France were

indignant that America, German}' and even England should

hold the monopoly of more or less 'big parades'. They de-

manded, not war films, but one war film to appease their pa-

triotism and to show that they too could do it.

Yet the promoters of the enterprise must have been seized

with a last minute panic for there was a scramble at the ele-

venth hour to drag in Germany and England. Most of the

script was 'shot' in France, then the company went to the Ufa

studio in German}' and finally came to England for a week.

You see what I mean ? Facts that need not be stressed in

France but which help the foreign sales ; the patriotic peasant

is soothed and the usual aggressiveness of national propaganda

mitigated for other countries.

Except for international diplomacy it hardly seemed worth

while for Monsieur Poirier to come to London with his load of

special yellow and blue carbons. (The film was entirely taken

on panchromatic stock, and for interior work yellow and blue

carbons were used in the ordinary lamps ; the yellow for 'arti-

ficial' light and the blue for 'daylight'. Of course the camera

man used a Debrie). A short scene in an interrogation office,
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a shorter sequence in an estaminet set, a couple of street epi-

sodes, and some day and night shots in the trenches at Sand-

hurst ; all of them might have easily been taken in France or

at Ufa. In fact the extras employed in several of the French

scenes had to be Englishmen !

Those who have seen the sequences of Verdun taken abroad

say that they contain some of the most realistic and effective

reconstructions that have ever been introduced into a war

film. This is quite likely, but I fear that everything in the

film is sure to be tinged with that extraordinary French trait

—undue stress on insignificant detail. That expresses what I

want to say very badly, really it does not express it at all be-

cause the detail is never insignificant, only comparatively

so ; but the way in which they waste all their energy on a detail

and overlook or ignore the glaring solecisms is amusing or pa-

thetic, I am not sure which.

Let me give you an example from the scenes taken at Sand-

hurst on a pouring wet day, a day on which I sympathized

with Monsieur Prejean, crawling about with his face in the

mud for hundreds of feet of film, more heartily than did

with many heroes of more formidable exploits on the

battlefield.

There was some gorse growing by the edge of the trenches.

Naturally it must be removed. One little bit was forgotten.

Assistants waved their hands
;
everyone went on their knees

;

there was difficulty in locating it ; while those who saw it insist-

ed on bawling diffuse directions. Commotion and disorgan-

ization for several minutes. Then a piece of barbed wire. It
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must be moved a few inches to the left. . .no, to the right. . .now

back again. . .so.

The trench was in the front line. I know it was in the front

line because a British Tommy had just thrown an empty plum

and apple tin over to the enemy's line with a cockney witti-

cism on a dirty bit of paper stuffed inside. Yet (here is the

point if you please) the principal actor did not wear a gas mask

!

Oh ! yes, all the others did, and the gorse had been removed

and the barbed wire set (just so) but the principal actor did not

wear a gas mask ! Poor man he was in danger of all sorts of

dreadful penalties for such a serious breach of army discipline

but he came through smiling conscious that his face was ade-

quately registering on the screen.

That, I hold, is typical.

The humour was entrusted to Alf Goddard. Xo war film

seems complete without him
;
Remembrance, Carry On But

what is the use, obviously some one enjoys this sort of thing

(" 'Ere missus four children three when I left. . . Xaw,

you don't, that's the milkman's". ..!!!).

Now photographically. France appears to have gone

"pan" mad without understanding it. So much of it is self

deception. Look at Le Diable an Ccear, the camera man
brought it off once in twenty times ; the rest was amazingly

flat and dull.

The negative obtained with the yellow and blue carbons

seems rather hard.

Finally the Debrie. In spite of the intermittent movement
in the gate incorporated in the latest models, somehow or
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other over here we don't trust it. Visions comes before us

of dust in the velvet lips of the magazine boxes, and even the

most devout Debrie disciple would admit that the magazines

are the weakest part of the machine. I hope Verdun is not

all scratched. I am sure it won't be— but I feel certain that

some of it will ; a point which I might have used to strengthen

my argument about the queer French indifference to the real

defects.

O. B.

(This is one point of view. There is also the other. I have used a De-
brie, Model L. Camera for man}- months, with increasing admiration. Many
thousands of feet of negative have passed through it, and not once has there

been the slightest suspicion of a scratch. Moreover it has not especially

occured to me that the velvet lips of the magazines were particular dust-

catchers, and they have only received the merest suggestion of a brushing
on the somewhat too rare occasions when I clean and overhaul. The De-
brie magazine has not caused the least trouble,. I have tried several makes
of camera, and would, from my experience, recommend the Debrie always.

[Ed.]).

THE KING OF KINGS AGAIN

*We are glad to print this as a tribute to H. B. Warner and to Cecil

M. de Mille, feeling that the puerile and somewhat vicious attacks certain

critics have made upon a film that had passages of great beauty, have been
due mainly to their instructions from someone or other, and not altogether

necessarily from ill-breeding. (Ed.)

We are creatures of pitiful tradition. "Is God Catholic or

Protestant ?" I was once asked by an American-Italian
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child of the immigrant classes. Well, is he ? I am glad

to think anyway that Cecil de Mille is at least in part of Jew-

ish ancestry. But correct me in this. He may not be.

I should like to think that the product of this exquisite non-

partisan drama sprung from the same root-stock as that fig-

iire he portrayed so capably. The performance (as far as

the central figure is concerned) of Cecil M. de Mille is consis-

tentfy dignified. Sincerity, taste, courage, discrimination,

are all brought to bear upon this personification which we
from our earliest infancy have all half wittingly associated

with "say your prayer before you go to sleep" or "you can't

do that on Sunday." The Christ arises out of the present to

destroy the near-past, to re-create the far past and to re-in-

spire the future.

Moreover this King of Kings is beautiful. I am astonished

at the acumen of the producer, of the director. The actor

himself is some genius of rare order, H. B. Warner, quiet, tense,

intense. The drama centred about the central figure as it

should do. I mean it is so obvious in almost any great re-

naissance masterpiece that the decor and the attendent mul-

titude, mob of followers or intimate group of disciples is of

more importance than the central figure. Invention wore

itself out or some sort of devout inhibition held back the brush

of the painter, as in so many Last Supper scenes (with the

obvious exception of Leonardo's) or interiors of Marriage

Feast or Pentecostal Ceremonies. Not with this most mechan-

ically modern of creators. Cecil M. de Mille has toned down
his surroundings, almost as if some outer force directed him
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in his ambition to conceive convincingly that central figure.

Or was it simply that H. B. Warner held the centre of the

screen by sheer force of sincerity, sensitiveness and vibrant

magnetism ?

I will, be thou clean. . .thy sins are forgiven thee. . .render unto

Caesar. . .Father, forgive them. . .these time honored phrases,

mysteries like the Seven cryptic sayings on the walls of Del-

phi, take new meaning, new strength
;
flung into the very

maelstrom of present day fervour and activity, the words,

the Delphic utterances of the young Hebraic-sungod remain

true, hold power, intensity, meaning, reality. This is the

gift of Cecil M. de Mille. Spread the gospel is more or less the

fore-word of his drama. Regrettably or unregrettably the

familiar "texts" were rendered in our Lake Geneva small-

town, in French and German. The mind clicks to the inev-

itable translation and in that click records : the French has

fluency, perhaps some exquisite quality of the original New
Testament Greek, the German like the Elizabethan English,

power, reality. The German is naturally nearer the Ger-

man Lutherian sincerity growled so to speak, the draw-

back of great breakers, "I found my church upon a rock."

The words, the French and German of the familiar texts ham-
mered in, beat in that old truism to all nations. . ./ am the light

of the world, certainly for all eyes to see, mechanical invention

perfecting the image of the young man introduced in the very

act of healing a blind child. I must say no Eleusinian magic

or trick of ancient priest craft could more honorably and with

more divine subtlety have portrayed to the initiates its Earth
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mother or the mystery of Osiris. By drawing the Christian

tale and poetic drama right into line with the most modern

minute-after-next modernity Cecil M. de Mille has flung it

back spiritually into its own setting. The young man Is a

young man. He is no bearded and over-robed occult priestling

no over-ornate somewhat sheep-like mystic, he Is. The

Christ of the King of Kings fading out from the little room of

the last farewell into the roll of motors, the irregular jag on

jag of sky-scrapers, hulks of great boats lying at dry dock m
true to utmost convention yet stands unconventionally apart

a new reality to be grasped and gratefully re-instated. . .

"behold I am with you always."

I believe that last tableau was deleted from the London

production ; I know it was from the German. It seemed to

hold the crux and final reason for the whole matter. Christ

out of a gallery, Christ smelling of paint and with red scars

also smelling of paint and with exquisite but too innocent

forget-me-nots and briar roses springing from blameless feet

was not "with us always." Xor the Christ of terrible Flem-

ish outline, the figure that has roused in so man}' defence-

less children the phobias that in later life paralyze will and

being. Intellect and reason have tried to annihilate that

gruesome figure, have sometimes in part succeeded, where

pure mind fails, the}" charmed away prejudice and revulsion

by stressing (I refer particularly to the last Passion) the beauty

of harmony rather than the ghastly discord of subjection.

Charm with integrity, beauty remaining through mutilation...

there was harmony in that vision. Charm is what the great
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teacher pleaded. Saint Paul's Charitas. And though I

have all faith so that I remove mountains and have not Charm,

I am nothing. Charm held us. The figure as interpreted by

H.B. Warner charmed and remained consistently exquisite.

"You healed Mark's leg, mend my doll for me/' says a little

girl, one of a throng in a suffer little children scene that might

have been pitiful bathos ; the suave gesture of the young man,

reaching out toward the little girl, taking her doll from her,

made a lovely picture-card that went with that particular

text, illuminating comment on the Victorian Sunday School

elaborate tedious Sundays. The young master really did

care (really does care) about that particular doll, about any-

body's broken stuffed toy horse or camel. Well what can we

do for you . . . for you . . . for you ; his smile insisted, his glance

met the intense gaze of two of his followers, older men, watch-

ing, wratching. . .what is he up to now ? He will have his

little jokes.

His little joke was his own little joke, the hesitation, the

final technical revelation, see I break off an edge of olive twig

and this doll's joint fits like this and I fasten it here, here. . . .

that twirl of fingers. . .just as important to get this doll's leg

in as to get Mark's lame knee straight. A little joke amplified

by w7ay of Wamer or by way of de Mille or by way of one of

the immense staff of caption writers, scenario writers or gen-

eral staff critics. Perhaps that is what upset certain London

scribes and Pharisees, simplicity, naturalness, the thing that

made the thing. . .the Tightness of that sensitive mouth ex-

plaining without spoiling for instance, his little plan to Peter.
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O don't annoy them. . .it isn't worth it. . .get these policemen,

these Roman legionaries their little tribute money it's just

as easy to pay taxes as not to pay them. . .but no money in

the money pouch, says Judas. O well then. . .run along then.,

he seems to admonish Peter. . .go along pull a fish out of the

lake. All this pother about rates and taxes isn't worth our

trouble, and he goes on carving. The suggestion of the subtle

smile about the mouth endeared and illuminated, was lov-

able, endearing beyond words, that grace, that Hellenic charis.

And though I understand all mysteries and all knowledge and

have not a sense of humor, it secretly flashed at us, I am noth-

ing.

We secretly seemed to be sharing some little joke with

him, the whole time even up to the last perilous denoument.

Jolt, jolt of that hideous thing along crowded ways, up, up

the piteous ascent. . .the head bowed and the smile obliterat-

ed. . this won't do" and the young flaming Simon of Cyrene

is smiling into the wan face. Simon of Cyrene got the joke

too, suddenly. Funny, it's simply funny that such a thing

should happen. He has straightened the insulted body,

straightened it till it stands upright and faces him. Across

centuries the same smile. . .it's funny really. . .for they know

not what they do. . .

To day thou shalt be with me in Paradise Because you saw

my little joke, saw that the whole thing was tunny. The other

cursing and raving has no sense of humor. . .my mother there

she has a shadow of an idea and John. The thief cursing there

on the cross is a dull witted lout, he can't see the thing. . .
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takes himself seriously. The slow smile says this up almost

to the last. . .then why hast thou deserted me ?

So much for the lyric, the poetic side of this Hebraic Sopho-

clean drama, so tactfully personified in H. B. Warner. There

is obviously not so much to be said for the more lurid detail

of surrounding classic pseudo-high life. I refer specifically

to the Magdalene incident which in all fairness to all the anti

de Mille critics, and anti film critics in general, is all too likely

to do much harm, to prejudice the most open minded. This

coloured projection of a somewhat unconvincing pseudo clas-

sic interior is almost a personification of all the things for

which the ordinary critic blames the moving pictures and its

adherents. Why must a supposedly fascinating woman (put-

ting aside for the moment additional "religious" association)

for example find it necessary to stress and over stress and re-

stress all the vamp qualities of the most illiterate penny dread-

ful charmer ? Must Beauty always dress itself in scarlet, drag

sumptuous velours about apparently naked limbs, disclose

apparent nakedness unchastely half-revealed through appar-

ent black chiffon ? Did Mary Magdalene, Could she possi-

bly ever have worn tights. . . .and so on and so on, until no

one could blame the somehow luke-warm would-be open mind-

ed convert to film art from leaving the pictures with a nau-

seated determination never at any price to be lured back.

This Mary Magdalene is a blot on the whole production. . .

we are sorry for her, for ourselves, for Cecil M. de Mille, for

the chief lover of the moment (he happens to be Judas) and

the crowd of Wall Street Jews, her adherents, who mouth
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and simper under flaxen paper-rose crowned wigs or who lift

heavy stage ornament with obvious gesture. We were not

even spared the inevitable vamp tigress, panther, some leo-

pard-like beast whom Madgalene strokes with chic abandon.

Mary Magdalene is chic. . .she is smart. . .she is a chorus girl

who has it is most obvious, got on, she is the worst that can

be said for Elinor Glyn and the best that can be said (by

many) for the movies. Oh that is what You consider fine art ?

Well, de Mille remains in spots Cecil M. de Mille, the thing

we felt and inevitably recorded, gargantuan personification,

Mauvais Gout capitalized, Minotaur of Films, the thing we
used to feel when we said Cecil M. de Mille. We have modified

all that. And perhaps his very human quality and very ob-

vious Big Idea somehow or other helped in the finer instance.

He failed with Magdalene. His John, was a nimcompoop, his

Judas a ham actor. His devil savoured slightly of Faust and

had one rather distinguished gesture. . .but again the scene

of would-be glory that he pointed to, the temptation was any-

thing but tempting. Paper soldiers, rows of papier-mache

chariots, a square blocked in, out of some technical work on

classic street architecture, the columns all straight and made
of paper cardboard, no Christ would be so tempted. Behold

the powers of the earth was even better symbolized in an infe-

rior almost negiigeable Italian film I sawT recently, Christus,

where the devil offers simply a crown, reaching a bare arm
from some subterranean cavern. A crown presented from a

cave depth. . .symbolism. . .something that might mean some-

thing else. . .there was nothing in the de Mille picture of
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Christ and the Devil that excused its introduction at just that

exquisite moment. . .the Master has just overturned the money
tables. He appeared miraculously young and strong and

dynamic, those grey eyes lit with dynamic fire and wrath
;

none of the "turn the other cheek" mystic about the drama-

tic and beautiful bit of acting. Warner supreme maintained

the idea of the god in the man and the man in the god, at-one

for perhaps the last time, dynamic fury so soon spent. . .and

nothingness. The figure like a flower broken by white light-

ning that confronts Pilate.

Christ before Pilate was again a sustained and luminous

piece of acting and of screen craft. The Roman is all a Ro-

man, heavy yet intelligent, open minded yet conservative,

handsome yet limited. The limitless meets the limited, the

force of spirit meets the force of earth, earth power at its best

Roman law, justice personified in this Pilate, so graciously

portrayed by Victor Varconi. There is the familiar stage set,

the step leading toward the impressive Roman throne, the

heavy wings of the imperial eagle forming great wing back-

ground for the sturdy somewhat thick set richly robed am-

bassador of Caesar. Render unto Caesar indeed. . .the young

Master standing inviolate and proud renders. . .silence, just

tribute. "Do you realize ? I, I have powTer to crucify you ?

"

"You have no power." Christ answers, and Pilate, disillu-

sioned weary intellectual, knows perfectly how true this is,

Pilate no brute, justice, incarnate classic, knows he has no

atom of chance against the supernatural. Nevertheless his

job Is his job. "I come to witness the truth" says the young
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Jew, justice is on both sides, it is stale mate. Pilate facing

Christ is Rome facing Jew or Rome facing Greece, anyhow
power of autocratic world leadership contrasted with the

incarnate spirit of dispersed subjugated nations. The god

is secure but being a god and alone, utterly bereft of followers,

friends, associates, he has no chance against united, massed

materialism. He already knows his fate, it is not Pilate but

someone, something else that moves the pieces. Pilate's

wife interceding is again a fine piece of acting and sustainedly

Roman. The young teacher is removed to be flagellated

off. . .stripes such as are administered to any common stirrer

up of civic discord, obviously he is that. While Pilate dour-

ly ponders his late epigram.

What indeed is truth ? Though I understand all myste-

ries and all knowledge and have not. . .charm, I am nothing.

Again de Mille stresses the magnetic power of the young Jew.

The captain of the Roman body-guard is stricken, this pre-

sence, beaten like any flower branch in a black storm, the

hands pinioned and the symbolic reed placed upright. The

Roman is not brute, de Mille seems to say as the broad minded

say to-day with a little stiffening of muscles and stark bran-

ching of shoulders, "the Germans were not altogetherto blame."

De Mille says much for Pilate, much for the Roman
host, something for the throng and crowd who simply don't

know what the whole thing is they shout for. Crucify him

they sa}^ ignorantly, as more lately "we want war." Crucify

them, crucify him. . .forgive them for certainly they know
not what they do. De Mille's whole propaganda is explicit.
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See both sides, see all sides, he even has his last humane ges-

ture toward the evil and rapacious high priest
;
Caphais be-

fore the shredded veil of the temple cried out "let not my peo-

ple suffer for the crime of my own brutality." Father for-

give them. . .it were indeed better for Sodom and Gomorrah

in that day. . .for they know not what they do.

That seems to be the whole explicit meaning of this mod-

ern portrayal of the Master. Vulgarity itself is so easily

forgotten, well perhaps the Magdalene incident at the opening

is good for drawing the crowd, even perhaps de Mille believed

sincerely in it. Magdalene driving zebras fades out, there is

no chromo bright color, just this light and. interweaving light

and the eternal truism, the Delphic utterance, the voice in the

silence, the oracle on the hill top, all the machinery of the

mystics brought into everyday existence. The city set on a

hill, the light on a candlestick, the two sparrows for a farthing,

the render unto Caesar are explicitly stressed and emphasized.

Vulgarity of the boy Mark with his "overdone Jackie Coogan

appeal" (I purloin the excellent phrase, from Mr. Robert Her-

ring) the somewhat lax and devitalized mother, the inane

John, the beetle browed and unconvincing Peter, so swiftly

fade out. , .nothing matters but the smile that so supremely

matters. Why is it that that sensitive smile so touched us ?

Warner brought the most uncanny spirituality into the grace-

ful figure. His very robes seemed patterned to robust

lean Hellenic limbs, the frame so sparse yet so upright, so

stern yet so tender, so unassailable yet so approachable.

The Christ of Warner is a miracle of synchronization. Hellas
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of the Renaissance. The outline remains Jewish according

to conventional Christian pattern, yet the figure retains some

heightened sense of physical perfection, some convincing psy-

cho-physical emanation ; such a man could have done such

things.

H. D.

RANDOM REMARKS

ON TIME AND SMOKE TANKS

You have heard the whispered legends of the chocolate col-

oured guards who encircle his villa, of the cabalistic dwarf

(the royal jester) who is ever standing at his elbow, and of

many other things as strange and luxurious. You would

think that such a king had but to state his wishes to set in

motion an intricate machinery of assistants which would seize

and assimilate his desires, and quickly fashion them into deeds

and things.

But no one in his vast retinue of satellites could give Rex
Ingram what he wanted, and what he wanted was a beam of

light. A simple, single visible beam.

The serried camera staff, lined before the irate monarch

could only chant in unison : "Silver Dust ", but the stage
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hands had already, shaken out a miniature storm of silver par-

ticles which slithered over the glassy transparency to sink on

the ground useless and ineffective.

Here I must pause to say that I give no credence to the

rumour which tells how an English cameraman, who chanced

to be present, lost his reason
;
although I know that Stolls and

other British studios have sometimes to close for months

when the foggy atmosphere turns all the 'spots' and 'arcs'

into sharply defined beams. Neither do I believe that any

one suggested that the company should come to England to

take the scene !

Perhaps it was the dwarf who finally thought of painting

the beam on glass, and no doubt if it was the dwarf he was

fittingly rewarded. For that was a solution, but why did no

one think of a smoke tank ?

The smoke tank can give as many beams in as many places

as the camera man desires, besides being capable of many
other trick effects either beautiful or grotesque. The amateur

in search of new fields of experiment may be pleased to make
the acquaintance of the smoke tank ; at least I hope so, for I

have introduced it at some length in order that he may be

conscious of its practical, as well as its experimental, value.

Do not think that I offer him the smoke tank contumeously.

Have I not said fthat the camera-men of Rex Ingram

would have bartered their credit-titles to have remembered it ?

A spot light shining behind a small glass tank filled with

smoke throws a reflection of the smoke on to a sheet of glass

placed in front of the camera. Now, you want a beam of
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light coming from a window in your set. Place a 'sun' behind

the window (actintically necessary7

) and cover your tank with

a piece of black paper. Then cut out from the black paper a

tapering column to correspond with the beam that you re-

quire in the set, and if you have done this successfully the

beam thrown on the glass in front of the camera will coincide

(when you look through the glass from the camera's angle)

with the window in your scene.

Once more. The beam is not thrown actually on the set

but on a glass sheet in front of the camera ; neither is it paint-

ed on the glass but reflected from a tank, illuminated by a spot

light, which is masked by black paper so that the beam can

be of any shape or size, or in any place, as your set demands.

Naturally it requires time, and a certain amount of collab-

oration from the director who must play his action—as they

say in the studios—so that the characters do not remain in

the beam for any length of time. They may pass through it

but any dispensable dalliance will cruelly reveal the artificial.

Two adequate reasons wThy the smoke tank is discouraged

in the British studios.

"Cameras here,'"' yells the British director. "Lights, lights,

what am I waiting for, how much longer ?..."

Camera men in England have no time, even if they desire,

to experiment with effects, it would be too dangerous as retakes

mean failure from the British director's point of view.

Time, time. . .a perpetual rush and turmoil that would spoil

the artistic qualities of a scenario by Kyser. "Take," say the

studio committee, " and if it is not good enough we will take it
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again." But it is always good enough as money means so much
more than the reputation of the firm, director and camera

man.

Abroad they take a scene and retake it till everybody is

satisfied that the best has been got out of it. I am sorry to

have to come back to Rex Ingram, but do you remember the

scene in
k'Mare Nostrum" where the hand of Death wipes out

the name of a ship which is written across the wall of life ?

Ingram spent days on that scene and, in all, it was taken one

hundred and eighty five times !

However, amateurs are not hampered with any question

of time, and I commend the smoke tank to their notice, but

if they want to study the effect on the screen first I do not

advice them to select a quota picture in the hope of enlight-

enment.

OWSELL BLAKESTON.

WHAT NEXT, AND THEN ?

A Latin play, or a little reshuffled Seneca are fit occupation

for a gentleman and a scholar, said the early Elizabethans, but

as for plays to be acted in tavern yards,—leave them to brick-

layers and hold-your-horse-sir boys. How can anything be
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fine or worthy, said the grave clerks, that has to please the

popular ? So then : and to-day :

—
'Seriously, now/ our friends

put it to us, 'what hope for the cinema when films have to he

made with an eye to the factory girl and the coolie V
The theoretic position, that the cinema cannot be an art

because it has to cater for nincompoops, is, of course, absurd.

As it has been pointed out, Van Goghs and Christmas-card

designers exist side by side. But the practical difficulties of

producing a good film which is also commercially sound are

interesting, and worth a good deal of study.

The intelligentsia of the studios seem to the less clever to be

clutching at straws : it is as if they based their apologia for

films on some glimpses of absolute pattern, or on some chance

fragments of expressionism. It is of first rate and exciting

importance to the film artist to watch the rapid development

of the medium. Apart from minor changes painters and wri-

ters inherit arts which have already, somewhere or other, been

fully exploited. These new tricks are important, but it is

more important for us to recognise our public : we shall never

do anything if we leave the public to the mercy of the illiterate,

while we browse off the rare blossoms of the specialist's

closet.

What we must do, of course, is to use them, the common pub-

lic, as cooperators, not forgetting that however clever we may
be, they must be pleased. Later, perhaps, things may be

different : the 'improved' public is almost with us now, and

soon there will be films made for this public, just as there is

one sort of play for the West End, and another for the local
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hippodrome, and yet another for the little art theatres. Prob-

ably, for reasons inherent in the medium and economics of

the screen, there will never be the same gulf fixed between

the categories of films. The majority will always be equally

suitable for the people's palaces and the more expensive

houses. A few weeks after one class has paid anything up to

8 /6 to see The Student of Prague, another is paying anything

down to 9d for, and this is important, the identical film. And
this is all to the good : plays manufactured for a special class

are only too apt to be dull. And again, plays written down
often fail to please those w^hose mentality is prejudged. Strange-

ly enough in this art if we try and please everybody, includ-

ing ourselves, we shall please everybody, while if we have it

on our minds to please a section—high-brow or low—we shall

please nobody. We must insist that Shakespeare wrote for

a public duller and more brutish than any to be found in a

modern city. That the modern cit does not spontaneously

prefer Shakespeare to musical comedy is no true test : for

in these days it needs a certain amount of education and adap-

tability to suck from Shakespeare the emotions and pleasures

we desire. The Elizabethan porter, for his part, would have

been bewildered by the simplest film, because it is not at once

easy to jump to the conventions.

Very well then, we must please the public, both because

we need their monej~, and because it is our artistic safeguard.

What do they want ? Sex and thrills, probably, in the good

old style of Cymbeline and Romeo ; not to mention Hamlet,

bristling with all sorts of stock hair-raisers.
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"I like love tales because they give me a funny feeling..."

writes a pupil at an Evening Institute in a poor district.

And again :

The sort of book I like is a love book. . .it is since I

left school that I have took a liking to them, and now I

could not live without them. 'Peg's Paper' is my fa-

vourite. One day I was reading my novel, and when
I got up to page ten it was torn in half, and it upset me
very much, I could not get over it. It wras called,

'The Wife Who Could Not Stop at Home.'

And again :

The book I really like is a love story7
.

They are

most fascinating, I don't mean a book that is a redicu-

lous love story. (Take heed producer !) For instance

Ethel M. Dell, she is a writer that don't far fetch a thing.

She puts a story so that you can read it without mis-

understanding it. There are so many men's books
which consist of mystery, as Edger Wallace. He is

very clever, but I can't really follow his books.

I prefer a long dramatic tale of many romances.

Some books have no plot in them, and then they are,

as some people express it, as dry.

And here are two documents which, with the first quoted

remind us that art is as necessary to civilised man as food.
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I can sit for hours reading the book (a cheap maga-
zine) and I am very sorry when I have read it.

The love book is my best, that when I read this

book, it fills me full of love.

And this is the class we must cater for ! But before we

hold up our hands in horror and disgust, let us think what

sort of film already produced would satisfy this section of the

public, whose desires are so naively expressed, for these flock

in their millions and make it possible for the studios to exist.

Would Warning Shadows satisfy ? One imagines that as

a popular film it is before its time. "There are so many
men's books which consist of mystery, as Edger Wallace. He
is very clever, but I can't really follow his books." Xo, it

must be some time before the mind of the public will leap to

understanding such a play in the brief moments for enlighten-

ment which the screen affords. The Student of Prague is bet-

ter : unathletic minds heed not pant to keep up : but it is not a

film for every week : mostly we want common life and people

like ourselves.

In a naively illiterate but suggestive little book "The Mind

and the Film," by G. F. Buckle (Routledge 5/-) a problem

which occurs in all the arts, but is especially important in the

cinema, is aptly put.

Attention to the average reflex alone will not suffice.

If we ignore this (problem ?) altogether, the result

will be that to the quick witted (people with short re-
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flex) the story will lag, and to the slow minded (long
reflex) it will be bewildering.

Personally I think that the way to avoid this is not by slow-

ing down, but by repeating the important points from many
different angles : almost all films lag through the infertility of

the producer's imagination : almost always each scene should

have been broken down into smaller coal, which would have

flamed more immediately and more brightly. But this is a

subject for another paper.

To continue : after a little education (the best and natural

education rising from a desire to learn) films even more strange

in method than Warning Shadows will be readily gripped.

Whether the sort of subject will ever be popular is a different

matter.

Now take the film Love Life and Laughter, produced by
George Pearson and Betty Balfour. Anyone can understand

it immediately : it 'fills me full of love' it is not a 'rediculous

love story' and moreover, it is a delicate piece of workmanship

logically constructed, without waste, and strongly built on

the broad emotions of humanity : and, although it was pro-

duced so long ago, and the photography is no longer up-to-

date, it is a film of which no serious artist could be ashamed.

By the bye, why in all our chatter about films and film art-

ists, do we neglect George Pearson and Betty Balfour ?

To see one film produced by these two is not enough. For

some of them are rapidly put together and full of minor de-

fects : through haste and lack of time and money. Love Life
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and Laughter has never been repeated. But after seeing half

a dozen it is impossible to doubt that here, in spite of much
that is poor, is that blend of realism and fancy on which alone

good art can be reared.

Yet never are these two English artists (who are really one

artist) ever mentioned by serious critics. Perhaps because

they are English, but more probably because the films pro-

duced by them shew little appreciation of the pure medium :

as if any English artist was ever able to keep to the lines, Sha-

kespeare, vSterne, Gainsborough, or anybody else. They all

tried, to do ten things at once, and wrote poems when they

throught they were painting pictures, and (Shakespeare above

all) were postively slovenfy and uneconomic and perverse in

their use of the material. We are like this, and we can't help

it, but when the result pleases we wonder what the academic

are cackling about.

Not long ago a film of the Squibbs series was reported to be

on at a small cinema in a slum district. It was a rare chance,

and we went at once.

We wTere not disappointed : the film was English, with the

proper tang ; the tang of Fielding or Sterne. But it is not its

merits, but its reception that is important. The previous

film which we had to endure was a lively melodrama : seduc-

tions, faked marriages, bedroom scenes, desperate villains,

private yachts, burning houses—every sort of salt thrill imagin-

able. Now for this we clap, and even, when the fire-brigade

dashes up, we raise a cheer. But we clap ten times louder,

and stamp our feet and cheer ten times more vigorously for
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Squibbs, at each moment of her gay career. There was no

comparison : the better film although it provided not 50 % of

the thrills and pormography was clearly the most acceptable,

what everyone had come to see.

Statistics derived from another set of papers written by

the same class as those quoted above will give us another

point. The theme was "Where I hope to be in five years

time." In 6 % of the papers the desired thing was congenial

work : in 7 % wealth ; in 12 % a stage or screen career, in 20 %
marriage : in 55 %, which included the best written and most

vivid papers, a desire was expressed for travel, or some change

that would bring them into the country. In these papers the

words 'farm', 'garden', 'travel', 'Australia' occurred over and

over again. Perhaps in 60 % of the 55 % 'farm' was mention-

ed specifically.

These figures, of course, are not built on any broad basis,

but one feels more research would bear them out. If it is

granted that we tend to desire in art what we miss in our Jives

we see that among these poor town girls wealth is only in

the thoughts of 7 %, and the country in the thoughts of 55 %.
We know that producers are right (commercially) in providing

films of high life, dress clothes and champagne, but don't they

overdo it ? Isn't there an unrealised demand for films of

country life ? In America it may be different, wealth may
be desired acutely by everyone, but in England, and, one

would imagine in industrial Europe generally, there are things

more important than wealth to the urban population.

It has long ago been pointed out that Shakespeare's plays
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(and most plays of the first importance) appeal to a dozen

different levels of intellect : the philospher never feels that he

has come to the end of all the implications, the groundling

never feels that they are above him. The young man finds

that the plays develop and expand, as he develops, keeping

pace. Each reads in them, as in nature, as much as he

wants.

Now this is exactly what films must and can do : this is the

aim that the supreme film artist must bear in mind. Leave

the scientifically minded specialist to develop the medium-

useful and essential though that work is, there is already

enough to begin on. Begin then, and if you are English, be-

gin in England with the material available, even though it is

a degree behind the times. In due course you will be able to

add to your range the new experiments from abroad : at the

moment the world, and particularly England, wants sound

plays, decently photographed, logically constructed and true

to life, they must not 'far fetch a thing', and they must be

built both broad and deep, capable of pleasing both the phil-

osopher, and the factory hand. And it is all so possible.

Last year in Hindle Wakes it was done at least once : but we
want it done fifty times a year, or a hundred.

Then one day we shall suddenly discover that our public

of Hodge and Typist are demanding the best that the cinema

can produce.

The Shakespearian public was small ,and as soon as it grew

intelligent it was worsted by its neighbours, the Puritans.

Only the plays for the debased rich survived the tussle. The
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Puritan yoke has, for the common people, only been thrown

off in the memory of living men. The first step was the pop-

ular novel—Dickens. The next might have been a new stage,

the stage of the repertory theatre, but for some reason or other

the theatre did not take its chance, it had been too long dis-

credited, and out of touch with life
;
instead, the masses granted

their allegiance to the cinema. A large audience brings a

great artist : Shakespeare rose on the swell of one popular

wave, Dickens on the next, and soon there will be another

chance for someone as great, someone already born.

Roger Burford.

DEFENCE OF HOLLYWOOD

It grows increasingly tiresome to read in English news-

papers tirades against the falseness and sham psychology of all

American films. Fundamentally it is true of many—but then

it applies equally to most of the British films shown to date

—

and yet how far it is from universal application.

The fact is that not one person in a thousand cinema goers

in England understands American psychology or American

values. Because an event may be impossible in Devonshire

it does not follow that it is impossible in Arizona.
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American "comics" or American lighter comedies are true

in their settings to American life
;
they often fail when the

historic, the serious or the tragic are attempted. And there

is a curious cleavage in their films : the settings, the crowds,

the minor characters will emerge with a startling reality but

the hero and heroine are obliged to follow a preconceived
4

4

story psychology" that has little or no link with actual life.

The same phenomena may be noted in the American mag-

azines or commercial short stories. The standards of me-

diocrity are far higher there than in Europe : the commercial

distributor will not tolerate looseness of style or muddled

thinking. So that whereas a writer will find himself unable

to read (even in a railway carriage) what passes for magazine

fiction in England he can read and even to a point admire,

the similiar product in the States. Only sooner or later,

writer and cinema goer, come up against the blank wall of

"story psychology" ; a code that, far less than anything in

real life, may be broken or ignored.

It is too much to ask of the average cinema audience that

they appreciate differences between nations but one can ask

a critic to understand something of national psychology be-

fore he sweepingly condemns film after film. America sup-

plies most in quantity if not in quality and had it not been for

the commercial encouragement found in the States during

the past ten years, cinematography might still be in a very

backward condition. We are certainly agreed that American

domination of a European market is to be steadily resisted

but chaotic criticism of the kind scattered over newspapers
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and weeklies lately will only promote bad feeling and achieve

(on this side) no constructive end.

There is not, (we are told so often) any American producer

except Chaplin with an artistic conscience or a creative gift.

This is to be doubted. There was White Gold. (Directed

by William K. Howard.) This was not perfect but it could

be seen after many German films and still hold its own. The

psychology was right ; the grit of sandstorm and heat came

across authentically, tragically. There was The General with

Buster Keaton. Xo war film ever made has shown so per-

fectly the absurdity and yet the truth of war as the battle

scene at the finish of that film. When people shout and wave
flags and men rush into uniform they are preparing them-

selves for a conflict that reduced to its logical conclusions is

as aimless and as foolish as the men that dropped at their

guns like ninepins, one after the other. And battles too often

are decided by some twist of an event just as grotesque as the

sword blade dropping on the rival leader. There was truth

too in the scenes of the pursuit, the tossing of the wood over

instead of into, the carrier. And the scenes in the forest

where they stumble over creepers and into a bear were only

a physical representation of the mental happenings of most

heroics
; brave, uncomfortable, necessary perhaps, always a

little ridiculous. Then T must register personal opinion. I

have never been moved to either tears or laughter by any of

Chaplin's films. They strike me as being built up on an essen-

tial falsity ; that they represent what people think certain

types ought to feel rather than what they do feel. Artificiality
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is most out of place in a comic and Chaplin's films (whether

early or late in date) give the impression of heavily built up
pantomine ; effects are repeated over and over because last

year they got a laugh, until by a process of mob-hypnotism

people scream at a pantomine or laugh at Chaplin because

before seeing either they have worked themselves up into a

state when not to smile is to invoke sense of personal disaster.

It is so much the theatre in its worst sense and as I have writ-

ten previously, I feel the concern of the cinema is with actual

life.

On the other hand, Syd Chaplin at his most slapstick mo-

ments, does seem to have an individual and tragic quality

that because of its restraint (almost repression) reaches a high

point of art. Clara Bow is excellent, when allowed to be her-

self. Unhappily she is usually spoiled half way through the

film by having to pretend to be what she emphatically is not.

Dorothy Arzner should direct her. A film that brought across

only her "tough" amoral liveliness and cut out the beaded

dresses and the sentiment would be a joy to watch.

Then there was the larger version of Greed. Von Stroheim

being Austrian it may be objected that this is not an Ameri-

can picture but the train, the love scenes on the long sewer,

the curious lack of beauty in so many small towns merely, it

seems, through defect of planning, the arid terrifying quality

of the landscape got by one shot of the strange lizards pecu-

liar to the American desert, shows one side of the West as no

other picture has shown it. And the noise and jangle of that

beach town was perfect. For succeed or get out seems stamp-
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ed everywhere in a new community with less place even than

in Europe for misfits or failures. And it is easy in the West

really to get lost. Probably the space upon space of hills

make for the excessive community atmosphere of the Pacific

Coast. Agoraphobia drives people together until the young

Westerner is genuinely unhappy unless he is with a crowd.

And cannot understand that Easterner or European may not

share his feelings.

For to appreciate or judge American movies it is necessary

to understand something of American psychology and geog-

raphy. For there exists a conflict in the States between

West and East, between the Atlantic and the Pacific coasts,

as acute as that between any of the Border races of Europe.

Naturally this does not exist for the very intelligent but it is

clearly apparent to the bulk of the population. And West-

ern and Eastern Americans have an utterly different type of

mentality.

The average Easterner approximates to Europe, talks a far

better English than can usually be heard in London, and suffers

to the point of sterility from over-education. The Wester-

ner is child-like, impressionable, superficial to an alarming

degree and vigorous. He gets things done but is apt to be-

lieve the most amazing stories. And Europe, after all, is a

good fortnight's trip or more, travelling night and day, from

Hollywood.

Movies are made by the Western American (who controls

Hollywood and therefore the bulk of production) with a pre-

judice in favor of his own ideas but with an eye to an exten-
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sive Eastern market. Whenever possible therefore virtue

and triumph are going to be assigned to the West. Aren't

you tired of the spoilt Eastern girl who is saved from her own
individuality and made into the community standard pattern

by the Western hero from the out of doors ? One kiss, one

sentence, is cheerfully allowed to wipe out a character built

up by twenty years of a totally different environment. This

is false to psychological truth but not so different from actual

superficial happening as it might seem. There must be no

questioning in certain parts of America of certain American

institutions. The newly arrived European will be invited to

forego his modes of thought, dressing, eating, sleeping and

accept without protest and with enthusiasm the community

convention of those about him. He must talk, he must smile,

he must, at all costs, always be cheerful. If he does not, he

will be taken for a snob or a communist (no great distinction

is made) and he will have to suffer accordingly. So it is not

so much that American films are false (they are often pain-

fully real) as that they are true to a mob-psychology that is

unpleasing to contemplate to those outside it. But is England

free of the same charge ? The public school formula is as

narrow and as destructive as any small town American class-

ification. The Headmaster of one of the best known pub-

lic schools in England stated recently in print in the leading

educational journal that the intelligent boy should be encour-

aged rather to remain in the secondary school as there were

certain types that could not be successfully dealt with in pub-

lic school education. Nobody as far as I am aware made
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any comment upon this extraordinary statement. Even

though the Headsmaster went on to proclaim the training in

leadership his school gave to boys. But if intelligent boys

are to be encouraged to remain out of it (we quite agree they

should be) what kind of leaders, even what kind of men, are

being thrown out to face the complexities of modem civiliza-

tion ? Much the same types probably as emerge from a small

Middle West town, trained not to seek for psychological truth

but to regard their own convention as omnipotent and despis-

ing all those who do not fall into, or agree with it.

So it is not that American movies are false to outward life

but rather that the English have so trained themselves to

see only with the eyes of their own convention that they reject

as false what is but the obverse of their own existence. Per-

haps too they realise the falseness of this arid "think as your

school (or community) thinks" attitude, once it is shown to

them in a different set of clothes. Only the criticism should

be this is a wrong convention, destructive to life, not this is a

wrong convention because it is American. And there should

be discrimination between the spectacular historical film

which is almost sure to be wrong and the less pretentious mo-

vies that are so good a picture at least of the geographical feat-

ures of the States.

I am writing of the cinema and not of literature but as few

can afford a trip to the States and as it is important from all

points of view to have some knowledge of the important dif-

ferences which exist in the American temperament, it might

repay the student of American movies to read the following
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books (all published and easily obtainable in England) The

Time of Man, by Elizabeth Roberts, Palimpsest by H. D. and

Manhattan Transfer, by Dos Passos. They would then be

far on the road to understanding something of the differing

cultures and geographical conditions which build up Ameri-

can life and some aspects of which are faithfully reflected in

the mass of American movies.

Bryher.

DES TRUQUAGES

Le genial cineaste Jean Epstein a dit : « Avec le cinema

les hommes virent pour la premiere fois avec un oeil qui n'e-

tait pas le leur », ce qui signifie que le cinema en tant que tech-

nique nous permet de faire un bond hors de notre representa-

tion de rUnivers, de « changer de coordonnees ». Avec le cine-

ma nous pouvons faire d'un metre un kilometre ou un milli-

metre en changeant de longueur de foyer, mais nous pouvons

surtout — et cela est specifique — comprimer ou allonger le

temps. Enfant ,j e m'imaginais aux confms de TUnivers une cloi-

son noire. Son existence ne faisait pas de doute pour moi. J'igno-

rais a son sujet le Pourquoi ? du clown Grock et le Parce que

de Einstein. Je me la depeignais telle une etoffe tendue. Nulle
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part cTinterstices, mais on pouvait peut-etre passer les mains

dans des especes de manches et tater a l'aveuglette ce qu'il y
avait par derriere, au dela de notre Univers. (Depuis lors, la

Relativite m'a appris que par derriere, il y a... encore nous

et qu'un rayon lumineux partant en ligne droite dans TUni-

vers revient a son point de depart du cote oppose.) Mais j'ai

retrouve au cinema mes cloisons noires, tangibles. Et les man-

ches sont devenues lucarnes. Et sur Tecran je puis dans certains

essais d'avant-garde observer de notre Univers a cinq sens

notre Univers change de coordonnees.

Dans ce monde de Tharmonie cinegraphique, intuitive chez

certains, raisonnee chez d'autres, il faut faire, techniquement

parlant, une distinction entre les moyens d'investigation ou

<c d'expression » tels que angles de vue, surimpressions, acce-

leres et ralentis d'une part et les truquages proprement dit,

d'autre part. C'est de ces derniers que je veux vous parler

ici.

On peut, ce me semble, diviser les truquages en trois cate-

gories : les truquages photochimiques, photomecaniques et

mecaniques.

Je classerais par exemple dans les truquages photochimi-

ques Tobtention d'effets de nuit en plein jour avec de la pelli-

cule panchromatique et un ecran rouge. On en trouve dans le

documentaire en tous points remarquable de Moreau : « Vi-

sions de New-York », qui passe presentement dans les salles

parisiennes.

Dans la deuxieme categorie entrent les truquages obtenus

par combinaison de deux ou plusieurs negatifs distincts.
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Enfin j'appelle truquages mecaniques ceux reposant sur

une illusion d/optique independante de la pellicule et enregis-

tree directement par Tappareil de prise de vues.

D'une fax^on generate, ce qui caracterise les truquages cine-

matographiques, c'est leur extreme simplicity, leur naivete,

pourrait-on dire. Aussi allons-nous chercher dans cet article a

donner a nos lecteurs— ou a ceux qui ne Tauraient pas encore

— ce sens de la deduction, ce bon sens technique, qui permet

mieux que mille « recettes » de trouver un moyen possible de

realiser tel ou tel truquage vu dans un film, sans que ce soit

forcement celui qui a ete reellement employe par le realisateur.

Car il y a en general plusieurs moyens possibles de realiser un
truquage quelconque et seuls les essais de derniere heure en la-

boratoire permettent de trouver le plus satisfaisant pratique-

ment.

La premiere categorie de truquage reposant essentielle-

ment sur une etude approfondie de la sensibilite des diverses

emulsions et avant tout de la panch.ro pour des couleurs, elle ne

nous a fourni jusqu'a present que presque pas d'exemple, car

cette virtuosite photochimique necessaire n'est en general pas

le fort des realisateurs, gens plus ou moins d/imagination mais

fort peu de science. D'autre part les techniciens du cinema

n'ont jamais jusqu'a present fait preuve d/imagination artis-

tique creatrice. Les ressources de cette categorie de truquage

sont cependant immenses.

La seconde categorie n'est pas tres riche non plus en exem-

ples, car ces truquages photomecaniques sont d'une realisa-

tion assez difficile et avant tout parlent peu, de meme que les
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premiers, a la « visualite » des metteurs en scene. Dans un des

derniers films de Lubitsch le doux Monte Blue en tete a tete

avec son irascible femme. se voit dire par celle-ci : « Je t'ecra-

serai entre le pouce et Tindex ! » La scene se passe dans une

piece quelconque ; au fond une porte. La femme, de profil,

fait le geste du pouce et de Tindex. Et voila que son mari,

debout devant elle, diminue, diminue et ayant atteint une

vingtaine de centimetres de hauteur fuit a toutes jambes vers

la porte. Voici un moyen de realiser ce truquage : On tourne

normalement la scene de la dispute. Au moment du geste fati-

dique, on arrete de tourner et la femme se fige dans son atti-

tude. L'homme sort du decor, et Ton continue la scene : ]a

femme suit la diminution de son partenaire imaginaire, puis

sa fuite vers la porte. On place ensuite Thomme dans la meme
position de depart dans un champ « absolument » noir c'est a

dire dont le parquet et les murs sont tendus de velours noir.

L'homme est violemment eclaire, plus que dans la scene pri-

mitive. Par un rapide traveling-camera arriere on le fait dimi-

nuer en perspective de hauteur sans que rien ne decele le tra-

veling-camera. Lorsqu'on s'est suffisamment recule (en « tour-

nant »), Thomme fuit a toutes jambes vers le fond du champ,

dont les proportions sont exactement egales a celies du decor

primitif. On developpe normalement ce second negatif et on

en tire un contre-type extremement contrasts, representant

done une peilicule blanche avec une silhouette absolument

et presque uniformement noire. Ce contre-type va nous ser-

vir de cache au tirage, grace auquel nous eviterons Timpression

de surimpression, c'est a dire d'un personnage transparent.
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Nous tirerons en effet le negatif n° i (en lumiere parallele, pour

eviter un parallaxe qui donnerait une copie floue) en interca-

lant a partir du geste fatidique notre contre-type-silhouette

entre le negatif et la pellicule vierge. Si nous developpions

maintenant notre positif, nous aurions la scene voulue, mais

avec une silhouette absolument blanche de I'homme diminuant

a partir du geste dela femme. Xous allons done avant de deve-

lopper refaire passer notre pellicule vierge dans la machine

a tirer en lumiere parallele, a partir du repere designant le de-

but du truquage, mais cette fois avec notre negatif n° 2 et en

intercalant un contre-cache, e'est a dire un positif du contre-

type-silhouette. Et nous aurons ainsi apres developpement

notre homme en chair et en os devenant tout petit apres la dis-

pute et fuyant vers la porte. Seul pour un oeil exerce l'eclairage

de rhomme differera un peu de celui du decor et de la femme
en particulier, a partir du moment oil I'homme diminue de

grandeur.

Enfin la troisieme categoric, celle des truquages mecaniques

est la plus richement exploitee, car la plus... simpliste.

D'abord la famille des caches et derives.Est-il besoin de men-

tionner Les freres Schdlenberg joues tons deux par Conrad

Veidt ou Le fils de Zorro, oil le pere et le fils, tous deux joues

par Fairbanks, se rencontrent sur Tecran. Dans ces scenes; lors-

qu'un des personnages est de dos, e'est un a double » qui joue le

role et la scene est prise normalement, sans cache. Lorsqu'ils

sont tous deux de face vous ne les voyez jamais passer Tun
devant Fautre car Tacteur unique a joue tout d'abord dans une

moitie du decor, la partie de la pellicule correspondant a l'au-
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tre moitie etant cachee par une petite plaque de metal inse-

ree dans la « fenetre » de Fappareil et appelee « cache ». Puis

on obture Fobjectif et Fon remonte le pellicule en tournant

la manivelle en sens inverse du meme nombre de tours qu'a

dure la scene. On met un contre-cache dans la fenetre, decou-

vrant la partie cachee et cachant la partie qui etait decouverte,

puis Facteur passant dans la partie correspondante du champ

y joue son second role. — II y a egalement emploi d'un cache,

du reste assez mal reussi, dans Lcs trots Lumieres, lorsque le

magicien chinois marche dans un desert (qui n'offre pas de

reperes sur la grandeur absolue) a cote d'un cheval vivant

qui lui arrive au-dessous du genou. — De meme dans Jazz lors-

que le heros parle longuement a une dactylo dans son reve et

que celle-ci apparait et disparait subitement devant sa machine

maintes fois au cour de la conversation. On aurait pu tour-

ner sans cache le heros se figeant dans son attitude lorsqu'on

cesse de tourner pour que la dactylo s'en aille du c< champ »

puis continuant sa peroraison devant la chaise vide pour se

refiger lorsqu'on replace la dactylo, etc., mais cela aurait for-

cement occassionne des (( sautes » dans le jeu de Facteur. Au
lieu de cela on filme son jeu avec un cache masquant la place

de la dactylo. On remonte la pellicule, enleve le cache (qui

cette fois avait une forme epousant le plus possible Femplace-

ment de la dactylo, puisque Facteur se penchait sur elle), on

met le contre-cache et on filme la dactylo seule que Fon fait

disparaitre et reapparaitre en s'arretant de tourner chaque

fois. — Dans Entr'acte nous voyons encore une nouvelle utili-

sation du cache dans Fimage ou nous avangons sur une route
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dont les deux bords et les arbres s'incurvent Tun vers l'autre.

Pour ce faire on prit d'abord sur une moitie de la pellicule

un bord de la route, Tappareil avangant sur une auto au milieu

de la route et dans le sens de celle-ci, mais incline d'un certain

angle autour de l'axe optique, on remonta ensuite la pellicule,

puis on enregistra le bord oppose de la route apres avoir in-

cline l'appareil symetriquement a sa premiere position. —
Ici il me faut signaler un procede allemand recent, dont le prin-

cipe repose sur les caches et contre-caches, mais dont les pos-

sibility d'emploi sont beaucoup plus vastes. C'est le procede

combinatoire Schiifftan. On interpose entre l'appareil de prise

de vues et la scene a photographier un miroir vertical incline

a 45° sur l'axe optique : on re^oit ainsi dans Tobjectif un
« champ » lateral par rapport a l'appareil. Si maintenant on

enleve le tain du miroir, une portion correspondante de champ
de devant l'appareil se projette egalement sur la pellicule*

Bel avantage, direz-vous, que d'avoir a construire deux decors,

un lateral et un frontal, au lieu d'un seul et de les combiner

optiquement entre eux. Mais c'est que le decor lateral va pou-

voir etre une maquette, tres rapproch.ee et le decor frontal

un detail de cette maquette, realise en grandeur naturelle et

convenablement eloigne pour se raccorder avec l'image de la

maquette dans le miroir. Prenons un exemple dans Metropo-

lis, ou le procede Schiifftan fut largement mis a contribution.

Dans les ensembles de la scene d'inondation qui se passe dans

une des cours ouvrieres souterraines entouree de gigantesques

maisons de douze etages on a construit comme decor frontal

la cour, en son milieu le fameux gong et a l'entour les rez-de-
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chaussee des maisons, puis on enleva la partie correspondante

du tain du miroir, c'est a dire une bande haute du quart de

J'image environ, et Ton fit refieter dans les trois quarts supe-

rieurs une petite maquette representant les facades des maisons

a partir du premier etage. On evita ainsi des decors de 30 ou

40 metres de hauteur dont la construction et Teclairage eurent

ete fort dispendieux. Comme on voit, ce procedcn'est somme
toute qu'un systeme de cache et contre-cache simultanes.

Si maintenant , au lieu d'une maquette on met un petit

ecran sur lequel on projette (avec une source lumineuse tres

intense il est vrai) un bout de film representant par exemple

un monument historique disparu, meme avec des foules hu-

maines, on peut avec ce procede faire evoluer des acteurs dans

ce decor.

S. SlLKA.

(Continuation next month.)

A NOTE ON

HOUSEHOLD ECONOMY
(Here the problem of the film theatre is discussed. It raises points that

have probably occurred to all film goers. The solutions suggested have of

course been applied in many of the larger and more up to date cinemas in

England and abroad but the suggestion that the audience should enter from
the front, that is, from somewhere beside the screen instead of from behind
might prove anything but a remedy, Suggestions on this point are invit-

ed. [Ed.])
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Of the two lions upon the path of those using the film as an

art-form, the expense of production and the certainty of

mutilation, one has been tethered. Screen plays are being

made that both by reason of their subjects and the spirit in

which they are handled may be called relatively cheap. Sever-

al of these plays have been released, and most film-lovers

are under the impression that they have seen certain of them.

It now transpires that what has been seen is the remains of

the originals after they had been absurdly and pathetically

and shamefully mauled by lion number two who is being haul-

ed into the market-place in the hope of some kind of lynching,

in the hope that an indignant public will at least make an ef-

fort to capture and bind the beast, at least rise up and declare

that the mutilation of a film is on a level with the mutilation

of a picture or a statue and must cease.

Suppose it does. Suppose that in the fairly near future the

film as it stands, to be taken or left, is regarded as the sacred

property of its maker. Is the way then clear ? Is there not a

third lion waiting just round the corner and so far unperceived

because we have been thinking of the film-play in terms of the

stage-play ? Where are these hopeful films to be housed ?

How are they to gather profitably together the enormous pub-

lic that we know is ready and waiting for them. For it is not

waiting in a theatre. It is waiting for the most part in buildings

only half of whose seating capacity offers an acceptable view

of the performance. And while for a good stage-play the

theatre-loving public will sit or stand in any part of the house,

for a film they will take only those seats from which it is pos-
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sible to see. And in most cinemas such seats come to an end

about half-way down the hall. Can the new producer con-

centrating his attention on his business of turning out a good

film afford to ignore the front rows ? Big Business will never

consent to ignore them or any part of the economic problem

of film production that is so fundamentally different from that

of the producer of plays whose house consists of several parts

related to each other as good better and best. The film-pro-

ducer's house is sharply divided into two or at most three

parts, related to each other as good, fairly good, and impos-

sible. And thus it is that to date the economically sound films

are films capable of attracting together with those who pav for

good seats, those also who will pay for a view that relatively

is no view at all.

And to admit that good films if they are to pay their way
must either be subsidized or housed in halls all of whose seats

are good seats is not to admit that the front rows cannot assim-

ilate good films, will not pay for bad views of good films as they

pay for their bad views of the average film to date. They can

and will. There are good films whose appeal is universal and

safely collects those who customarily sit in front. But it is

probable that the averare good new film will tend for some

time to come to select its company from the habitual back

rowers. Which is to say that good films, if for no other than

economic reasons, need houses all of whose seats are decent seats.

Everything seems to point directly to the many-tiered semi-

circular auditorium, a disposition of the audience which for

reasons already noted elsewhere is vastly inferior to the rectan-
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gular disposition of the early, garage-shaped cinemas. The

alternative is lateral extension. A good side view is after all

a view, and anj- thing is better than being an inch too near.

In either case if the forward space is counted out, and in time

in all decently run cinemas it most surely will be counted out,

the utmost possible lateral extension becomes an economic

necessity. And it is only owing to unreflecting conformity

with theatrical tradition that the majority of our cinemas fail

to exploit the possibilities of lateral extension. The maj-

ority of our cinemas are necessarily oblongin shape. Wide
frontages, except for very big business are hard to come by and

expensive in the upkeep. But it is the unimaginative hand-

ling of these oblongs, relatively so easy to build or acquire,

that, in placing the screen after the manner of a stage upon the

narrower, end wall opposite the entrance instead of upon either

of the longer, side walls, has secured so high a percentage of

bad seats and sacrificed so many good ones. The extremest

side views from the middle and back rows of the average cine-

ma are excellent and an extension of these rows would yield

places with views vastly better than those to be had from any

part of the front rows.

There is a further possibility applying to every type of cin-

ema and whose neglect is directly due to thoughtless imita-

tion of play-house procedure. The theatre has its main entrance

and houses its general paraphernalia in the less valuable part

of the house, the part furthest from the stage. In the cinema,

though the relative values of the parts are exactly reversed

the disposition of the etceteras is not. They face the screen in-
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stead of being behind it or at its sides. Why should not the

screen be immediately inside the main entrance, either back-

ing or set sideways to it, and its attendant staff of torch -bear-

ers and other indispensables facing the house instead of occupy-

ing space that should be a solid mass of good seats ? ' The only

space needed by the management in that portion now so lavish-

ly and lamentably squandered is accomodation for the oper-

ator and his fire-extinguishers. No one leaving a cinema in

the midst of a play and pausing behind the end barrier for a

last glimpse can have failed to notice the excellence of his view.

Views almost equally excellent are to be had behind the side

back-rows where at present torch-bearers and attendants

hang about and chat. The greater part of that hindmost re-

gion of barriers, curtains, draughts, arrivals and departures >

that should be the ultimate, undisturbed wall-backed para-

dise of the film-lover, is sheer waste land.

Dorothy M. Richardson.

WHILE "TURNING" IN AFRICA

When I landed on the ground of Spanish-Morocco, where I

worked, under the management of James Bauer, for the Emel-

ka-film : When the Swallows Homeward Fly which occupied

us four weeks in the deserts of the foreign Legion, it seemed
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that the African conditions of life were not so different from

those of Europe. We enjoyed there, also, hotels, cars, elec-

tric light and agreeable temperature. One thing only provok-

ed suspicion, namely that in the first-class hotel of the town,

"running" hot and cold water did not run at all, but had to be

poured with a pot into the basin, and that this water, after use

in spite of its pretentious gurgling) did not run away, as sup-

posedly it ought, but simply fell into the bucket that stood

underneath.

Painful enough too was, during the night, the presence

of undesirable visitors in my bed, making frantic revels on

my breast and arms.

Slowly but steadily it became evident that we were really

in Africa, and what is more, in a territory only just benefit-

ing from civilisation since 15 years ago.

Books always dilated on the heat one has to suffer here.

Instead of that we had continual storms and rain fell all day

long. Sea-navigation in the Strait of Gibraltar had to be

stopped on this account. We began to feel so lonely and

cut off from the world ! Food and climate began also to have

an unfavourable effect on stomachs. As to the mind, it sank

into an emDty daze. What the apprearance of an 8 day old

Berliner Tagblatt meant to us you hardly conceive !

Some of us played cards until the cards literally refused ser-

vice. One of us, decidedly annoyed, walked to and fro in the

reading-room. After an hour or more of this exercise, an-

other, seemingly afraid, exhibited his browning which he

placed on the table before him. We could never be too cautious!
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A third ran away every day, no matter whether fine or

stormy, at the same hour regularly, to the Arabs' quarter and

there he used to stop before a painter's shop, with bewildered

eyes. The brown proprietor inside, became nervous, and fi-

nally, after a week, shut his shop, and his eyes too (for ever !)

God be praised ! Weather improved and the young man
with bewildered looks had not to hang himself. He happily

recovered lucidity of mind and could play his part success-

fully.

Gustav Frohlich.

COMMENT AND REVIEW

Now that Paul Czinner is making another film with Eliza-

beth Bergner ,in which she masquerades in male attire, it

would seem the right moment to recall that other film The

Violinist Of Florence, wherein again, during the latter half

of the film she wears the clothes of an Italian peasant boy from

the hills. For although this was, and still remains, an out-

standing and highly lyrical production, it is not nearly so widely

known as it should be, and might well, with the coming of

Don Gil Of The Green Trousers (from the Spanish of Tirso de

Molina) be brought to the notice of the public again, and to
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the notice of the many who have not heard of it ; and at last

enjoy a deserved popularity and admiration. Not that it has

not already been popular and widely admired. But for a

work of such singular distinction and poetic grace, its signi-

ficance among the few great films and pioneer films to-date

does seem to have been rather overlooked.

The title, of course, is against it
;
suggesting, as it does, a

rather cheaply sentimental romance of love and poverty (some-

how the word violin is fatal, being almost synonymous to

the initiated with orphan) but a joyous surprise awaits those

who go prepared for the worst.

The Violinist Of Florence was made for Ufa, and, like Nju
has Conrad Veidt in the cast. What a delightful film it is,

and what a brilliant combination is that of Paul Czinner and

Elizabeth Bergner ! How well they respond to each other,

and what amazing subtleties they manage to convey ! Here

Elizabeth Bergner, small, slender, hair cut in a kind of short

archangelic mane,—a child—is something utterly different

from the Bergner of Nju. She is not a child even, she is some

sort of little elfin half-creature, wide eyes, full of covert in-

tention, watching everything.

The film begins, and here apparently is a fairly normal

family scene. Evening sunlight, a dinner table, and a child

in simple school dress and archangelic mane fussing about

with a vase of blossom, almond blossom, or fruit blossom.

Standing back to look at it, diving forward to make readjust-

ments. ''My flowers are prettier," she says to (can this

young woman be) her mother, who wants to know why she
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has changed the table decoration. Into an atmosphere of

faint hostility steps Veidt, hair slightly grey at the temples.

Obviously the flowers aie for him. They are seated at dinner.

Conrad Veidt opposite the young woman, Elizabeth Bergner

between them at the side. Family atmosphere, yet family

atmosphere with an atmosphere, so to speak. Not quite the

family-at-dinner, apathetic every-day mood. Father cer-

tainly, daughter certainly, wife certainly. Something is

frigid and hostile. Something between the child, Renee, and
the young woman, glossed over by good breeding, but unmis-

takeably there.

What is Renee doing with her blossoms, poking quietly

at the vase, pushing it a little toward her father ? Soliciting

his appreciation perhaps ? Beautiful camera positions ex-

plain the situation. The blossoms are slowly being poked
between the father, and (it must be) the step mother. Renee
is eating her food with the wide eyed awareness of a young
deer. Nothing is lost on her. She is fighting some situation

;

her elklike glances are full of concealed determination.

A father-complex evidently and obviously. A tragedy of

adolescence, the slow restatement of values and increasing

loneliness. The father's hand has carelessly dumped the flow-

ers back to the side of the table, so that he can admire his

wife. Renee sees so carefully nothing. Presently the vase

begins to jerk across the table again. Dinner goes on. One
final jerk (how clever and piquant it was) has obstructed the

view again between husband and wife. This time the flowers

are exasperatedly dumped on a side table.
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Now Renee is smuggling morsels of food to her terrier under

the table. In this obvious disobedience she clearly takes

pleasure ; it is a gesture that expresses a whole attitude.

Her will against theirs. The step-mother's lap dog and her

terrier fight. Dinner breaks up in disorder. The father,

trying to separate the two animals is bitten in the hand.

Renee goes to her room, after a series of altercations with

her step-mother ; where she wanders about idly and a little

restless. She sees her step mother in the garden below, sit-

ting in the evening sunlight. Standing at the window she

pulls out her diary.

This diary, natural enough to a schoolgirl, is one of the

points one criticises in the film. There was altogether too

much of it. Sometimes it explained the action, and was an

obvious improvement on the more usual and tiresome series

of elaborate superimposed images, but sometimes it arrested

the action unduly, and made for impatience.

However now, we are shown, through her writing, the re-

trospect of her life. It seems her father showered love and

attention upon her. Then suddenly he married again and

neglected her. It was clever, the suggestion of weakness and

cruelty. Veidt is nowhere so good as in his Czinner roles,

and nowThere so tiresome as in his Brothers Schellenbergish

dual roles.

Seeing, from her window, her father join her step-mother

below, and sit beside her, holding her hand, she pulls the cur-

tains, turns on the light and prepares for bed. Presently

Veidt comes in. Her joy soon chills when she learns he has
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come to altercate with her about her rudeness to her step

mother. But finally he extracts a promise from her that

she will try to be friends, and leaves her cheered up with a

promise to take her to Florence if she is good. Her efforts

to please are revealed in the following sequence, where she is

seen tasting a mixed drink with her step mother, and helping

to improve the flavour. Here the two women are seen in a

somewhat hysterical reaction from their hatred. Their sud-

den enthusiastic acceptance of each other means clearly only

a graver danger. Left to themselves they might grow to

friendship, but it is evident this attitude cannot be main-

tained against so poignant a rivalry.

Then follows one of the greatest moments of the film, great

in conception of psychology and sublety and great in achieve-

ment of the effect intended. Veidt enters. Both the women
are gay with the drink they have mixed. They run up to

him each with a glass, and each offers him drink. His meth-

od of dealing with the so obviously delicate situation gave

the clue completely to his type. Instead of taking both

glasses and drinking from each, he almost ostentatiously

pushes back Renee's glass and takes that of his wife. Renee

holds hers a moment, looking speechless at the subtlety of the

betrayal, and the lack of recognition of her efforts, then dashes

the glass against her step-mother's legs. There is a petrified

moment, then the step mother hurries away, Veidt following.

Renee rushes after them and throws herself at her step-moth-

er's feet. It was extraordinary how one was made to feel

here that it was not her step-mother's forgiveness she cared
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for, or whether her step-mother was leaving or not, but that

the gesture was entirely toward her father. No notice is

taken of her plea except that her father hands her a paper

which tells her she is to be sent to boarding school.

The story goes on, showing her life there, with consummate

psychology and truth. Finally a letter comes to her from

her father. It tells her that he has decided it better for all

that she does not come home for the vacation. She walks

round in circles and zigzags between two tall trees on a slop-

ing lawn. Collapses finally in a little moaning heap on the

ground. What is this leading to, one asks. What a study

this of the tragic things that happen in the lives of only the

young, when there are no defences ready, and no cynicism

against such careless brutality. As she totters backward and

forward between the trees one is made to feel that the psychic

wound will never leave her, will create phobias for the rest

of her life. Is this story going to work itself out as some

monumental plea against those things it is impossible to

explain to people in wTords ?

Renee runs awTay. She gets on a train, sits wedged be-

tween slumbering, swart peasants. At the frontier, not having

a passport, she is made to leave the train. They go through

her belongings, and smilingly tell her she can go on when she

obtains her passport. Now comes the second great moment
of the film ;

— her attempts to cross the frontier. She tries

first to go over the bridge. She gets past the first guards.

It is a long bridge, and she struts jauntily. But they will not

let her pass at the other end. She argues, they regret deeply.
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But she has to come back again. She stops in the middle of

the bridge, completely disconsolate.

The leisurely treatment of these scenes, the value given to

detail, the steady, sure unwinding of her moods and impulses

cannot be praised enough. The attempted crossing of that

frontier bridge, with typical frontier scenery and types re-

mains a perfect cameo of lyric realism. She hangs about

until night, exploring the town, then finds notice of her disap-

pearance and a reward pasted all over a hoarding. Running

away toward the river, a voice, cleverly suggested as coming

almost from another world says "I am the person you seek ?"

A ragged boy steps forward, one of those peasant boys who
cross the frontier many times daily at their duties, on a don-

key. "What do you wish me to take across ?" he asks.

"Me," answers Renee. Money ends his demurring. He con-

trives to send her across on his donkey and in his clothes.

The ruse succeeds. Renee abandons the donkey and takes

to the roads. Her wandering alone in Northern Italy, among
hills, and sometimes among herds of cattle, sitting at the road-

side, idling, had the essence of poetry. Here again leisurely

action, minute followings out of such tiny incidents as trying

to find a comfortable position on the roadside stones to sit

on gave magnificent atmosphere ; this was like healing, it

seemed to say. Her joy in the sun and the empty scenery

was healing her from the pain and suppressions of the life she

had left.

At this point, or somewhere about this point, most curiously

and unexpectedly, realism ended, and poetry of a completely
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lyric, Elizabethan order took its place. She is mistaken for

a boy, and taken by an artist and his sister to Florence to be

painted. These latter sequences and the treatment of them

were beautiful and often inspired, but they were all divorced

completely from the beginning, which had been presenting

life with almost searing psychology. Here was the pure Eli-

zabethan cross-dressing comedy ; the Elizabethan complica-

tions. It might easily have been two films joined later into

one.

But, in spite of this inconsistency, it remains a gem among
films, and drenched with beauty. What a pity it is that it

has not been feted and seen by all
;
for, indeed, to see a film

like this is to experience that rare satisfaction that only the

best can give. The Violinist Of Florence is, in fact, a classic

among films, and should be known by all if only for its value

as a reference. We must hope, therefore, that the release of

Czinner's new film in due course will lead to a demand for

this other earlier one.

La Commission Scholaire of Zurich has issued a paper of

advice to parents of pupils resident in that town. With many
of the points nobody could quarrel but we begin to wonder

how far these welfare movements have value when we read

at the end of the report that parents are advised not to take

their children to the cinema.

There are a certain number of films (not alas those that
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would be chosen by the average censor) that we would willing-

ly forbid to youth. Those full of sentimentality and those

with a psychology that inexperience might think was true

and that was really false to everything in life. But great

films are no more to be forbidden than great books or a /isit

to a museum and what of the many excellent documentary

or travel films that do so much now to wTiden childrens' lives ?

It is the traditional attitude of the old to the young, of

the established to the new that has come out in this report.

The same attitude that wearies a child of French by making

it read Racine before it has mastered its verbs or that wearies

it with the influence of climate on rainfall before it is aware

of the different countries even of Europe. Instead of forbid-

ding the cinema we should insist that wherever possible and as

a part of education, the child should see a film each week. An
increasing standard of education is going to be demanded for

the whole civilized world. As day cannot be expanded the

only means to make this possible is to use the cinema more

and more widely in education.

NOTICES

COLD NIGHT IN MUNICH

My belief in St. Petrus of Wetterdingen afterhaving strongly

diminished last summer has again increased these latter days.
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The Violinist of Florence, Elizabeth Bergner and Walter Rilla. Another
Paul Czinner triumph. Conrad Veidt is also in the cast. Czinner, of
course, is now engaged on another film with Elizabeth Bergner, as noted

elsewhere in this issue.

Courtesy of UFA



Conraa Veicit, as the father, reproves Renee ior her atutuue to her siep-
rnother. Elizabeth Bergner as Renee gives an amazingly sensitive
and enchanting characterisation of a romantic, self-willed and lonelv

schoolgirl.

Renee's father refuses the drink she offers and takes his wife's instead.
For particulars of this scene, one of the screen's most subtle presentations

of dramatic psychology, see the notice on The Violinist of Florence in

Comment and Review.
kotos can rtesv of UFA



Renee gets herself into trouble. This scene explains itself. It also

explains.

The presence of her father at the school. Our sympathies are entirely

with Renee.
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He had prepared a scenario, one November night, just the

kind of scenario I would wish to my rivals.

As pleasure : frozen legs, temperature to make our flesh

creep, and as finale, some important colds.

A magnificent moon tempers the winter storm.

General coughing. Asthmatic noise of the lights, which

form a complex structure. Ludwig Reiber has disposed every

thing to obtain the best effect.

The film Secrets of Geneva is turned.

Scenario is adapted from Peter OldfiekTs novel, which has

been published in England and Germany. This novel con-

tains many acute observations about the League of Nations.

Here, too, under a flood of light, we may contemplate an

assembly of the League of Nations. Delegates of Italy, Eng-

land, Germany too, Munich, and Schwaling. Interesting

faces !

This assembly doesn't speak so much as that of Geneva, but

works more, it seems. Perhaps is it an effect of the cold ?

Why do they not hold assemblies of the League of Nations

in the open air, on a sweet November night, when the wind

blows all around ?

All the faces are red, look consequently much younger.

Ideal models of publicity for Lukutate !

Christa Tordy (the doctoress who studied a half-year in

Munich) and Carmen Cartellieri must often apply to the hair-

dresser for cosmetics as their noses can't endure the warmth
of the lamps.

But Franz Seitz seems to be at at ease. He is art director
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of the film (manager Willy Reiber) . He orders and thunders

as if he were at the head of four army-corps.

Alfred Abel and Ernst Reich er keep up their spirits (and

the others also) by fencing together during the pauses.

But a new scene begins. Ernest Reicher appears as an

international chief of police. The Swiss gendarmes come in.

Suspected persons are interrogated. Atmosphere becomes

nervous and vibrating. One of the cast takes fire —and we
have no Minimax at our service !

Alfred Abel plays a double part, that is why he is entitled

to have two cognacs also. I have mine prepared with warm
milk. Abel seeing that declares that it's the sole way he

can drink milk, to which I reply, to be sure, that it is my only

mode of drinking cognac.

So you see, there are difference of taste even in a cold

night in Munich.

As the title of the film contains the word "secrets", it

would be impolite to give any explanation of its content.

But what I am free to declare is that everyone of us is

exceedingly satisfied with the general conditions in which the

film has been turned, and all parts have been played very

well.

It's by no means commonly the case, you know !

(Secrets of Geneva, an Emelka FilmJ
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POINTS FROM LETTERS

Some Comments by Dr. Havelock Ellis.

(Note. False Shame, the film referred to in this letter, is an Ufa produc-

tion, directed against the evils and dangers of venereal disease, and freely

shown in nearly all countries.)

I am much interested in your account of the False Shame film (which I

have never heard of). Before I reached your comments on the film I had
already made about exactly the same comments myself. So I have little

to add. (The comment was that excellent as such a film is in intention, too

much care cannot be expended on the method of presentation, and that the

cases shown of venereal disease in its advanced forms should not be allowed

to be the impression received of the immediate results of infection. It is

true that it was explained that such cases as were shown were the result of

neglect, nevertheless the effect was frightening and quelling, and apt to be

destructive to the sex impulse of the young rather than helpful) I fear such

a film would prejudice the ordinary English mind against anything of the

sort. But of course it is quite possible, and on the film even easy, to sug-

gest all that is necessary without presenting horrors which can only have an

evil influence on virginal minds. There are now Health Weeks from time

to time in English towns. There happened to be one on at Ipswich when
I went there for a few days last month. I went to one lecture on Sunlight,

nakedness, etc. with film, all very good indeed.

I liked the December Close Up, and I hope it will go on hammering at the

same points. What I require, in the case of a new art like the cinema, with

so many untried possibilities, is a show place not for the general public but

for producers, critics, teachers, and others seriously interested in the pos-

bilities of this art, where anything can be shown, however outrageous,

however complete in its failure—for at worst it will be valuable as a warn-

ing. It is only by experimentation and discussion in this way that progress

is possible. In the early days of the Elizabethan drama they did this in

public
;
it was possible to do it so, and it was no matter whether the public

was present or not (evidently they were often not present, for so many plays

rapidly disappeared for ever) but as we cannot do it in public it seems

absolutely necessary to do it in private.
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From Miss Marion Fitz-Simonds.

A certain correspondent seems to have been enjoying himself hugely at the

expense of "cannibalistic tom-tom beaters", and presumably editors and

all who are foolish and cannibalistic enough to "rush about and dogmatise""

and "apply their half baked theories to the comparatively new Films".

So I trust we may be pardoned if we permit ourselves to enjoy ourselves

too at the expense of said correspondent, who first of all snubs us for dog-

matising, then gets his shoulders down to dogmatism with the unwieldly

heaviness of a tank.

This witty man, transported in a perfect frenzy of sarcasm, tells us we have

to wait 10,000 years before a super-producer is born. The greatest film, we
are told, will be made by a director "combining the geniuses cf. . . .Mozart,

Rembrandt and Tchekov". Imagine anything more dreary, stale and unap-

plied to modern existence, or the existence we can logically hope concerns

the future ! At least remains the comfort that the monster won't emerge

for centuries to come.

I'm sorry to be fierce. And cue doesn't have to love the films, I know.

But to fail to see their potentialities is surely a confession of failure that ren-

ders unsound deductions and too-glib pidgeon-holing a mere wasp in the

jamjar.

FILMS RECOMMENDED BY CLOSE UP

FIRST CHOICE

Die Liebe der Jeanne Ney (The Love of Jeanne Ney).

Ufa. Direction : G. W. Pabst. Manuscript : Leonhardt. Cameraman :

Wagner. Fitz Rasp, Edith Jehanne, Brigitte Helm, Uno Henning, Vla-

dimir Sokoloff in exquisite characteristic Pabst scenario. Superb technique,

acting, photography. Set in Crimea and Montparnasse. Should be seen at

any cost.
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Bed and Sofa.

Studfilm A. G. Iyudmila Semenowa, Woldemar Pogel and Nicolei Bata-

loff in new Russian film. The Potemkin method applied to domestic drama.
Amazing psychology. Uncompromising treatment.

The Mother.

Prom the story by Maxim Gorki. Meschrabom-Rus-Production. Direct-

ed by W. Pudowkin. The mother : W. Baranowskajas. The father : Lenist-

jakofT. The son : Nicolei Bataloff.

The Black Sunday.

Production Goskino. Directed by Wiskowski. A second Potemkin, con-

tinuing the story 01 the 1905 revolution. If possible more realistic in treat-

ment than Potemkin, though perhaps less masterly in appeal.

(There are further Russian films, of which particulars later.)

The Violinist of Florence ( Geiger von Florenz.)

Ufa. Directed by Paul Czinner. Elizabeth Bergner, Conrad Veidt,

Walter Rilla. An exquisite film, of which particulars elsewhere.

Voyage to the Congo.

Neofilm production. "Documentaire" by Marc Allegret.

Rien que les Heures and En Rade.

Neofilm productions. Directed by A. Cavalcanti.
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SECOND CHOICE

Kopf Hoch Charley (Bigamie)

Ufa. Ellen Richter in marvellous role. Directed by Willy Wolff. Last

third of picture falls off.

Am Rande der Welt, (The Edge of the World)

Ufa. Carl Grune directs. Brigitte Helm, Albert Steinriick.

Out of the Mist (Hagar's Sohn

)

Defu production. Mady Christians, Werner Fuetterer, Vladimir Soko-

loff in drama of the German mountains.

The Youth of Queen Louise

Terra film. Max Glass production. Direction ; Carl Grune. Mady Chris-

tians in title role.

The King of Kings,

Cecil M. de Mille production. H. B. Warner, Ernest Torrence, Jacqueline

Logan, Rudolph and Joseph Shildkraut, William Boyd.

Heimweh (Homesickness

)

Terra Film. Max Glass production. Mady Christians and Wm. Die-

terle. Photographs elsewhere in this issue.

(These recommendations are made as a random selection for the bene-

fit of our many readers who write for information as to what films the}' should

see. The list will be amplified next month).
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The first film Erich Pommer will make for Ufa this year, of the four under

contract, will be Ketten, from Leonhard Frank's novel Karl und Anna
Hans Szekely is collaborating with the author in preparing the scenario.

The second Pommer production will be directed by Marcel de Sano,

a young Roumanian, who has gone to Berlin from Hollywood where he

directed his first film.

Pariser Ehen und Pariserinnen . The new Swedish-German film of Isepa-

Ufa has been renamed Pariser Ehen. Directed by Gustav Molander, who,

of course is Swedish, and with the Swedish cameramen, Julius Jaenzon and

Dahlquist. Sets are by Xeppach. In the cast Ruth YTeyher, Louis Lerch,

Hans Junkerman (whose last part was in Tolle Lola (Crazie Mazie) Margit

Manstad. (Swedish) Karin Swanstrom, (Swedish) Miles Manner, (English)

and Alexander Mursky, (Russian).

Natur und Liebe, the Ufa Kulturfilm has been shown with tremendous suc-

cess at the Ufa Pavilion in Berlin. It was made by Dr. Ulrich Schulz and

ranks with Kraft und Schonheit in pomt of originality and interest.

The first film Terra will make this year is Hanneless Himmelfarht (Han-

neVs Journey to Heaven) from the story by Gerhart Hauptmann. The
same story was filmed by Terra seven years ago. Now every development

of modern technique will be used, and it is promised that some of the results

will come as a surprise. The name of the director will shortly be announced.

The Youth of Queen Louise, the new Terra film, Max Glass production,

directed by Carl Grune, is a triumph for Mady Christians who plays the part

of the Queen. She is supported by Anita Dorris, Adele Sandrock, HeJga

Molander. Hedwig Wangel, Charles Vanel, Matthias Thiemann, H. A. V.

Schelttow, Theodor Loos, Alfred Gerasch, and a large cast. Cameraman :

Arpad Viragh.
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"What part have civilians in war ?" It is this question asked by the author that makes one

realise here is not a searchlight merely, but an oxy-aceteline flame burning to the very heart of

Wartime England.

"So war began with cheering and ended with drunkenness. What about Berlin ? What cf

the defeated ? What for all of to-morrow ? There was nothing to do for those not drunk but

to go to bed. As they had gone to bed on August the Fourth. There was a lot of ruin in be-

tween. Where did the old code lead ? Be a good wife, be a good mother, be a good citizen led

to this—drunken men cheering in a war, drunken women cheering out a war. Nobody caring,

nobody responsible. People dying, even civilians dying". Or again :

"Your King and Country Need You, screamed the posters. Well they were learning now

what king and country was. "You bloody bastard..." the sergeant began, and the cane descend

-

ed again, full between a horse's ears. The rest of the sentence was lost in the jingling of the reins.

Children in prams sat and watched "the soldiers"... "It's a shame," someone in the crowd

yelled... "Not so good for recruiting to do that in the open," an officer was saying. . . . The

recruits galloped along the Row. On hoardings black robed mothers with white hair prodded

their sons toward bayonets."

This is a vivid and remorseless book of the War, unique in every way. A great book. Price

7 shillings and sixpence.

WHY DO THEY LIKE IT

By E. L. Black
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'O new POOL books

ISLAND
Macpherson

A tale of the outer Hebrides, a small island "where things happen." "Fear struck a note in

him,—a treble clang. It was easy to apprehend a hand filling the dusk, stretched down to him.

is not joy that waits for you here.

Then he shook his throat frcm the upturned collar of his weatherproof and regained pride.

There was a club foot of rock and erosions had continued it in a leg. The family stronghold

was set on the instep, wary with watchtowers. It was an attempt at shelter from Atlantic

gales, seen only obliquely from the sea, but the wind made arcs and tormented it with catcalls

Night set off across the sea like an expedition. Something would happen. Rising, he felt the

land shake under impact. Tice crashed against his feet "
. . .leads to an immense

climax :

"Get that woman out of here," said Mannering. "someone take her aviay and attend to her.'»

Mrs. Mannering bowed down her head and wept terribly. She gained control at once. Aggie

Scott was screaming down the corridor, more and more faintly., "it was an accident, my finger

nail. My finger nail. .
." A grim impassivity fell upon the room. The candles guttered

frenziedly in strong draughts.' ' an absorbing and tragic tale, capturing the true island

sense of sea and weather and emotions "on this island hybrid and unfeasible." Price

7 shillings and sixpence.

A Hand. . . .eves. .something,

same
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« La Maison des Amis des Livres is indisputa-

bly the founder of the present bookshop move-
ment. It introduced two great principles which
have now been established : the first, of a moral
order, demands that the bookseller be not only
cultivated but that he or she undertake the task

of a veritable priesthood ; the second, of a mate-
rial order, reposes on the practice of the sale and
loan of books.
The Library of the Maison des Amis des Livres

is today the most complete and the richest libra-

ry in existence. It possesses a great number of

works that are out of print. There one finds all

the Moderns up to the most extreme, and all

the Classics. »

VALERY LARBAUD
(La Revue de France)
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PUBLISHERS OF " ULYSSES

« I shall be doing a service in pointing

out the most complete and modern Anglo-
American libraries that Paris possesses.

« It is Shakespeare and Company run by
Miss Sylvia Beach whose role as publisher and
propagandist in France of the most recent

English and American works assures her from
now on an enviable place in the literary history

of the United States, and who assembles the

elite among the young English, Irish and
Americans who are temporality in Paris. »

VALERY LARBAUD
(La Revue de France)
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Whatever may be the decision of a later

age, no one can think carelessly of a world

without Books. Too many may be printed,

but the Reader's remedy is simple. Register

your preferences with John and Edward

Bumpus, who for the sake of your Reading

and their Reputation will keep you advised

of the absolute best.
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1

phone Mayfair 1223)

JOHN & EDWARD BUMPUS Ltd.

By appointment to His Majesty the King

At the Old Marylebone Watch House

350 Oxford Street LONDON W. i
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HOW TO GET "CLOSE UP

An extraordinary vagueness persists in England as to how books and

magazines not displayed in thousands upon railway bookstores may be

obtained. Well educated people come up to an author with the inevitable

question, <( where can I get your book ? » A blow to pride when the

volume has been issued by one of the do%en best known publishing firms.

It never seems to occur io them that they have only to order a book or a

magazine at the nearest bookshop and that they will then receive it (should

it be out of stock ) at the latest in a couple of days.

In order to get Close Up in England order it personally , by post, or

through another bookshop from Messrs ] and E Bumpus, 350 Oxford Street^

London, or send a cheque or postal order for fourteen shillings direct to the

Pool Publishing Co, Riant Chateau, Territet, Switzerland

.

American readers are requested to send money order to the same

address. Twenty five cents for single copy or three dollars fifty , cents per

year, including postage.

Subscribers in France should send direct to Librairie Gallimard, boulevard

Raspail, 25, Paris, Librairie Flammarion, rue Racine, Paris, or Shake-

speare and Co, rue de I'Odeon, 12, Paris. Five francs per single copy, or

seventy francs per year, including postage.

Manuscripts should be addressed to the Editor, Pool, Riant Chateau,

Territet, Switzerland. While all care will be taken with manuscripts

submitted no responsibility for them can be assumed. They will not be

returned unless accompanied with addressed envelope and must be type-

written.
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AS IS

BY THE EDITOR

Excitement reigned last month in respect of Jeanne Ney,

with which readers are nowr more than familiar. It will be

remembered that a long notice of admiration and praise was

accorded it in the December Close Up, parts of which Wardour

Films Limited printed in their Trade Showr programme. We
heard first that it had been bought for England, that its name
would be altered to Revolution. At the moment of going to

press we heard it had been cut so much as to be hardly worth

seeing. This, however, was an exaggeration. There were

some cuts, but worse might so easily have been done. At the

eleventh hour, so to speak, the name was changed again to

Lusts of the Flesh. Solemnly to that. Lusts of the Flesh

,

a title that has about as much application to the film as would

some such name as Long Pants Willie ! At the moment of
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writing, the re is a rumor that the title will be changed again (*).

Let us pray. It seems odd not to adhere to the original one.

Jeanne Ney is a good title, it suggests drama, it suggests char-

acter. Lusts of the Flesh clearly was meant to capture the

interest of the illiterate, and Jeanne Ney definitely is not a

film for the illiterate. By illiterate I mean spiritual and intel-

lectual illiteracy, which might and very often does, belong

to a nobleman or a prince. Whole sections of factory hands

and workers generally would understand the distinction and

the truth of the film. Other sections wouldn't, but that is

beside the point.

Leasts of the Flesh was meant to rope in those who go foi a

kind of meretricious aphrodisiac, for the sub-normal or dis-

mally thwarted. Jeanne Ney is emphatically not for these.

Thus the name gains it nothing, but rather loses it much, for

who would go in ignorance, and by chance to a film with a

name like that, suggesting Nita Naldi at her Naldiest, or Garbo

on a pinnacle of sexy fatuity, when even dirty little slapstick

comics have very often names with far more grace and wit ?

But, coming back to the waiting moutons
y Jeanne Ney was

given a licence
44
for adults only". And its release is provision-

ally dated for December 31st, 1928. And you wonder why
your editor is cantankerous !

However, there it is. The London trade show was marred

by the fact that the film was projected from behind the screen,

(*) This has now been done. The film will be called The Loves of

Jeanne Ney.

6
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and thus made the grain of the screen often visible. Other

parts were raced through much too quickly, and the music

was not all it should have been. All the same, remembering

trade shows in general, it might have been far worse. The

date of release, provisionally fixed for December 31st. next is

a great pity, for by that time the film will no longer be new,

and its methods may have been imitated. People who have

at last caught up with Joyless Street and make complaints,

forget it is five years old. In the cinema so much happens

in five days !

Altogether the story of Jeanne Key is one that leads the

way to discussion, among those who care
;
of what lines may

or might conceivably be followed in planning a system where-

by it would be possible to have films intact for the people

that want them so.

Pabst, writing to us, has some excellent suggestions.

"Certainly in Europe (I quote) there are, shall we say, thirty

million cinema-goers. Ts it not feasible to take out of this

thirty million only ten per cent ? Three million, then are,

of our opinion and our outlook in respect of good films. These

three millions are to-day without voice or shelter in the midst

of the manufacturers and the remaining twenty seven million.

They do not find good films, because, wThether born here or

there, no star leads them to the good films, and they resign

themselves, bury their love and their desire, and say at last,

films cannot be any good. Films are merchandise and will

never be the artistic expression of the world Would
it not be a life work for Close Up to give those who want good

7
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films the directors who are willing and able to make them,

and the theatres which are willing to show them ? Suppos-

ing a European company were founded for the creation and

production of good films. Somehow the three millions must

be reached. Let Close Up help in this, and let the three mil-

lions join the membership of this band of fighters and be

stockholders of the company. You pay ten marks per year

which gives you the right to see ten films in the year. The

Stock Company has now thirty million marks (one and a

half million pounds). They fill the excellent cinemas which

are specially built. All this costs twenty million marks in

organisation, losses, salaries, outlay, etc. Does it not leave

over every year ten million marks ? Well then, every year,

ten films by ten directors are made at a cost of one million

marks, which is quite a lot, and enough to show the world

what film ait really is when freed from commercial limitations.

These films will be made without concession, without com-

promise. Must these three millions therefore not be found
;

though it takes years of pain and battle is there not here a life

task for Close Up ?"•

Certainty and obviously here is the nucleus of a scheme, the

obvious and immediate difficulty being the collecting of the

"three million". But Pabst is certainly arriving somewhere

with this idea, and it is something along these lines, and only

something like this which will make conditions possible for

the artist producer.

How can the scheme be elaborated ? Each person, paying

ten marks, or ten shillings per year, as stated, becomes a

S



Janet Gaynor being good-natured and George O' Brien undergoin

a thought-process in Sunrise (photographed by Charles Roscher),



"When [you see Sunrise, you will see what can be done with new,
untried material, when controlled by the hands of an artist." (vide

publicity announcement).

The rescue of the Wife in Sunrise, the Fox film directed by F. W.
Murnau. Arc-lamp reflections lend interest to the scene.



Brigitte Helm in A Iraune (Mandrake) the new Ama-Film production,
directed by Henrik Galeen, from the sensational book of that name by
Hanns Heinz Ewers. Alraune deals with the life of a young girl,

played by Brigitte Helm, whose birth is the result of a scientific

experiment in artificial impregnation. See the notice elsewhere.

A grim moment in the film. A fantastic, rather than realistic setting,

which conveys the impression of malignity intended in respect of

the root mandrake. There is a distinguished cast, including Paul
Wegener, Ivan Petrovich, and Valeska Gert. Photographed by

Franz Planer.
Photos : Ama-Film G.m.b.H.



Schinderhannes, the new Prometheus super-film, directed by Kurt
Bernhardt. A notice appears elsewhere. What a charming picture
this makes, with its deftness of light and grouping. From left to
right, Hans Stiiwe as Schinderhannes, Lissi Arna and Fritz Richard.

A study in cruelty ! Vigorous, intensely alive and full of move-
ment. This might almost be Breughel ! Schinderhannes has a mag-
nificent cast, including Fritz Rasp, Frieda Richard, Albert Stein-

riick and Kowal-Samborski. Further photographs will appear in

our next issue.

Photos : Promethcus-Film





More types, the top picture being one of the sailors condemned to be

shot, the lower, one of the shooting party.



Incidents from the revolution. The end of the captain of the Potem-

kin, and below, one of the victims of the revolt.



A stately and dramatic camera angle, in which this film abounds.

The ship symbolically thrusting itself upon the spectator ;
an effect

to emphasise the strength and indomitable purpose 01 the rebels.

A curious effect of light and shade. Effects such as this used as

emphasis or symbolism occur constantly. The screen-craft of Potem-

kin alone makes it one of the most amazing films ever taken. Ike

director was S. M. Eisenstein.
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member of the
44
Joint Stock Company". How are you going

to get your members ? Only by extensive advertisment in

every European country. Let the link be extended, and a

twin company founded in America suggests itself at this point.

But to resume on the question of securing membership. The

first thing is to start a fund wherewith to advertise. Inter-

ested members of the public send their donations. Advertis-

ing is begun when the fund is large enough to permit extensive

measures in every country. For this some thousands of

pounds are necessary. Advertising is continued. Applica-

tions for membership begin to come in. Pre-advertisment

launches the project. Afterwards details are entered into.

Particulars of membership and the privileges and scope of

membership clearly explained. As outline, the suggestion

is that the directors shall be chosen by ballot, and the same

with cameramen, scenarists, artists, etc. The performances

of the company will not be open to the general public, but

strictly for stockholders and, by special application, their

friends. By this means censorship can be avoided. Seats

will be paid for at each performance and at varying prices.

Where it is impossible to have special theatres (for many mem-
bers will live in scattered districts) it will be possible to rent

them for one performance or two performances. The special

theatres would run the films for a season each. Much adver-

tising is done, and the membership increases. In the course

of a few years it has mounted to double. Thus the income

of the company is double, Out of this more films are pro-

duced and more theatres built. By this means a rival power
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builds steadily up, and presently the conditions governing
the film world of to-day are completely revolutionised by
new demand and a different scale of values.

Well, there's a scheme for you ! What do you think about
it. Certainly it is a rosy, rosy vision. Beset with difficulties,

needing superhuman power almost, yet not altogether Uto-
pian, for organisation plus support could do it. Perhaps organ-

isation plus support will do it
:

Kenneth Macpherson.

" MURDER IN THE DARK ROOM'"

44 You must see at the Regal."

"I should love to, but I think I will wait till it comes to

our cinema. It's just round the corner you know, and so

convenient !"

''But what about the print }"

Of course the local cinema is not so comfortable as the West

End palace ; of course it is humiliating to see the films long

after everyone else ; and the music. . . .well that is general!}'

bad in any case.

Oh ! all those advantages they weigh in the balance against

TO
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cheapness and lazy proximity
;
they realize that they are

sacrificing something, but what is this talk about the print ?

They will admit that the photography and lighting are tre-

mendous factors in the composition of a film, that the cinema

is primarily a visual art, and yet they are content to see pic-

tures under conditions that will never be anything but an

insult to the eyes.

All that the camera man has put into his negative will

rarely be seen at the cinema round the corner. All the atmos-

phere that has been so carefully created by the lighting lost.

All hypnotic illusion gone because of the dull aching pain

behind the eyes. Why I know of people who, li/ing in the

country, have never really seen a film, although they go to

the cinema once a week.

All this because of the print ? Well, nearly.

First of all there is the trade show. That is important.

The exhibitors come and if they like the film they book it,

therefore the shop window must be dressed. It is not an

easy thing to print a film nowadays, when moving camera

shots are in vogue with producers who like to be thought
46 modern". (Question. When was the first moving shot

taken ?). The light densities on the faces are continually

changing and developing and printing are work for the expert

of experts. Naturally a good print cannot be obtained with-

out a good negative, but a good negative will never yield

a good copy without expert help. 80 the studio retain the

services of a special gentleman who prints the
44
trade-show'

'

copy of the films. Yes, they speak quite openly of the
' 4

trade-

11
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show" copy. What manner of robbery is this, for the public

are being cheated of fifty per cent of the art in the film ?

The exhibitors are not buying what they have been shown

—

that was the "trade show" copy !

Then comes the first run in London. Once again impor-

tant. How long do you think a big London house uses a copy

of a film ? About a week, and then it is changed. What
happens to the copies no longer good enough for London, are

they thrown away or foisted on the provinces ?

Finally the film reaches the general public. What matter

now ? The money has been paid. The "tiade show" copy

was printed by hand, apart from various sequences printed

on coloured base which are done in the "works". (Blue base,

for instance, is considered by most experts to be too dense for

hand printing.) The general release copies are printed mechan-

ically ; turned out like any standardized commercial pro-

duct which indeed they are.

"Time is money" ; admonish the cinema magnates.

Film should be dried at a temperature of about seventy

degrees, otherwise the particles do not have a chance to reform

and the film suffers from "grain" (You know that rain effect ?)

Grain ? Heat the drying rooms twice as strongly, and revolve

the drums twice as fast and we will make twice as much mon-

ey !

Imagine just for a minute that you and I were drying film.

We would put the film on the drums, revolve them rapidly

to shake off all the water, turn off the heat and leave the film

to dry itself over nighx. There would be no grain, but a

12
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smooth even surface. Speaking ol grain many find that pan-

chromatic stock is more grainy than ordinary stock, but on a

large screen this should not show provided that the negative

and printing have been carried out (dare T say it ?) carefully.

I have seen a film at the principal cinema of a busy Port

where the print was so bad that the picture seemed to be con-

tinually going out of focus in the middle of a scene, while

some of the titles became so blurred that I felt dizzy. To
add to my misery the projectionist never centred his carbons

throughout the picture, and the left hand side of the screen

had a distinct discolouration. The contact in the printing

machine would have been a scandal even if the film had been

released by the smallest house in Wardour Street ; as it was

the film was rented by a reputable firm. In one scene white

houses in the background appeared to become black. What
chance did the film stand ?

Again the " release copy'' is not printed on the same grade

of stock a? the "trade show copy". Stress marks, static,

sparkles a snow storm is all the public get, and it may
be worse by the end of the week after it has been handled by

the local projectionist.

If I had chosen "projection" instead of "print" as a reason

why you should see films at the Regal I might have told you

of converted theatres where the "throw"—the distance from

the source of light to the screen—is too long for the power
;

or of places where the film is projected from behind the screen

and you can see the grain of the material, and probably an

arc light to catch your eye ; of houses where the film is run

13
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through too fast so that the exhibitor can benefit by another

showing.

After the print has been two weeks in the provinces it is

in a sorry condition. London operators are up to all sorts of

little tricks for preserving their film, but which local operator

takes the trouble to wax the perforations of his film ?

Years ago the producers of
44 The Hound of the Baskervilles."

wanted some shots of a mastiff, radiating a ghostly phosphor-

escence, running over the sand dunes at night. They tried

to paint the animal with luminous paint but the light it gave

off was not sufficient to obtain a picture on the screen. Com-

plicated expedients failed, everyone was in despair. Finally

a certain gentleman persuaded the cameraman to take the

dog by twilight, just sufficient light to give an exposure ; and

then scratched round the dog, on the negative, with a pen-

knife.

I am undecided whether the gentleman was a genius or a

patron of a local cinema.

Oswell Blake ston.
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EXAMPLES.

a) i st. Degree. Rhythmus. Symphonie Diagonale*

2 nd. )> Emak Bakia.

b) i st. Degree. Kriemhild's Dream of Hawks.

2 nd. » Knight's Rachmaninov film.

Bruguiere's The Way.

c) i st. Degree. Warning Shadows.

2 nd. » Greed. Jeanne Ney.

LEVEL OF MAXIMUM VALUE

OTHER BRANCHES.

d) i st. Degree. Prince A chmed.

2 nd. » Nibelungs.

e) Other sports and side issues.
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FROM ABSTRACT TO EPIC

The second phase of the apologetics of the cinema is about

to open : first of all.everyone was busy confessing their faith

in the cinema : it was a dusty fight, and it still rumbles on,

but any moment now the second battle will develop—I mean

,

having won a status for films, we shall have breath to argue

what films. There will be some fine muddled thinking.

Meanwhile let us do some sorting, let us attempt a basis

for criticism. I don't know that the material has ever before

been tackled and classified, except in a most general fashion :

it is all quite easy, and even obvious, but it may just as well

be written down in black and white.

Personalty I find it convenient to imagine this triangular

shaped scale : call it a pair of shears, fine enough to cut wire

near the handles, and wide enough to cut cheese further down
the blade. At the apex are what I call abstract films of the

first degree—geometric films which are built up of 'pure'

forms : for example, Eggeling's Symphonie Diagonals, and

Richter's Rhythmus, These may be very beautiful and excit-

ing, and if at the moment without colour (and I suggest that

it is in this direction that colour might first be applied with

complete success) they amply make up for the limitation by
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movement : and movement seems to make them much fuller

and more interesting than futurist paintings.

Emak Bakia, or the Berlin symphony film of Ruttman I

call abstract films of the second degree : real objects add

tinge of 'literary' interest, and, I think, of value, though it is

less easy to control the units with the same smooth perfec-

tion, and certainly the purer type had a very pleasing aus-

terity, which doesn't raise the question of 'meaning'.

The next step from the apex is into the film poem, and, as

the angle widens, the scope and diversity increase, and with

the scope for extra value, scope too for impurities and vulgar-

isms. In this category is Manhatta (Film Arts Guild) a topo-

graphical film on an improved pattern, with 'New York' as

subject. The method of this, applied emotionally, would

result in a film poem. We have not yet reached the old favour-

ite Warning Shadows, that is a film drama, and I can only

quote, for this division, a meagre stock of examples.

Mr. Castleton Knight's film based on Rachmaninov's Pre-

lude in C sharp minor is a true film poem, though not a very

beautiful one. Parts of the Student of Prague could almost

have been shown separately (like the Hawk-dream from

The Nibelungs) but I don't think that such passages can be

called film poems, though they have a high poetic charge, for,

after all, a poem must be an entity in itself.

The film poem corresponds to the lyric, or, say, the land-

scape, and a good film poem is more valuable than a good

abstract film because it contains a greater complexity in as

great a harmony. Hardly any attempt has been made to
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exploit this category, though some films poems would have a

commercial market. Character studies, landscapes, atmos-

pheric effects, emotional moods little decorative ballads—in

fact all the sorts of feelings which could inspire lyric poetry

lend themselves to treatment.

After the film poem the angle widens into film drama.

Warning Shadows is nearer to the poems than, say, Kindle

Wakes, just as a short story by Katherine Mansfield is nearer

akin to a lyric than to War and Peace. The film drama of the

middle class obviously corresponds to the normal novel, the

three act play, a Giorgione or a Tintoretto composition, in

which the elements of design and 'literary' emotion are exact-

ly balanced to produce a maximum density of value.

Somewhere about here I place the high water mark of value :

before this level nothing is of sufficient magnitude, beyond,

everything is too diffuse. Logically we can proceed, after

Greed, or Joyless Street, to a film of epic size, and I see that

some explanation will be needed for this choice of a high water

mark : certainly Matthew Arnold would not have stopped

here.

The level is not placed here only because the film, with its

pictorial element, cannot travel so far from the abstract apex

of the triangle as literature can grow beyond absolute poetry,

though this may be so : it is placed here because I believe that

with our present 'world picture' it is impossible to advance

the line further : w7hen an attempt is made the result may be

grandiose, but is not convincing. It seems probable that

in all the arts there must be contraction : novels draw in
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their horns, and large pictorial compositions are seldom, now,

quite 'serious'. The eighteenth century was only able to

achieve perfection in a poem of the scale of The Rape of the

Lock : we can absorb a great deal more of the universe, but

there is a limit beyond which our digestion would be strained.

"Super productions", with an exception to be made presently,

must fail, however great the artist, because of the art, be-

cause of the age. We are not in a social state that favours a

full length epic : there can, however, be epic suggestion in a

limited work : Mottram's Spanish Farm, or something like

The Passage to India are the vice-epics of the age : Roses of

Picardy notoriously lost Mottram's subtle feeling for the times,

but there is no reason why a film drama, which is by no means

a 'super production' shouldn't be lightly charged with epic

suggestiveness. Naturally I am not saying that 'super pro-

ductions' are bad because they last for three hours and be-

cause a lot of money is spent on them, they are only bad be-

cause they are so self-consciously magnificent, and nowadays,

as a rule, the fine artist can say what he has to say in a fairly

compact space.

To repeat : the high water mark of value lies somewhere

in the category represented by Warning Shadows, or New
Years Eve, or Greed ; this, for the present, is the saturation

point : beyond is deserts.

Now for the exception : super productions are only likely

to be valuable when they are purely decorative. Decoration

in any of the arts is not a 'growing point' of the age, it has

nothing to do with the emotional and intellectual battles
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being waged elsewhere. In my imaginary triangular figure,

after the Emak Bakia class, a branch sticks out from the main
stream and leads to meadows of delight : here are films such

as The Nibelungs, excellent decoration, but on a different

scale of value altogether.

I know that some writers on aesthetics would object to

my placing of a good film drama above a good film poem, but

I must insist on this point. I don't mean that critics should

make that weary old fauk of critics, and grouse that a film

poem is not a film drama when it is not meant to be, but the

critic who is not concerned with particular examples can, and

should, make it clear that a film drama is potentially more

valuable than a film poem, for a work of art is not an addition

sum, but an organic creature, and, other things being equal,

the more elements it reconciles into a harmony, the more

valuable it is. This is in the tradition of Aristotle and Cole-

ridge and Matthew Arnold, and, it seems to me, appeals to

the instincts of human nature. Or, anyhow, it appeals to

my instincts.

There are other side issues to consider. For instance,

what is the relation of comedy to this rule of thumb scale ?

Well
;
clearly some comedy has epic suggestion, and I should

place The Pilgrim high up among the film dramas : but also

a comedy may be mostly decorative, and not come into the

main scale at all.

To clothe the bones of this skeleton is the duty of the crit-

ic, I have made a diagram of it because I like to think in this

way : I believe it if flexible enough to accomodate any new
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material, but if it does burst, my argument still remains water-

tight : my hope is that it will prove a key-plank to quite a

considerable raft.

Roger Burford.

WHAT CAN I DO

What a pity it is that the type of letter most often repeated

is the following :

"Being alone here I should like to go often to the movies

but they show such dreadful rubbish that it is only once in a

while T make up my mind to go. How interesting Jeanne

Ney sounds from your description but I suppose it will never

be shown down here."

A lot of the letter is true. What one regrets is the attitude

behind it. Because it is precisely the sort of people who write

such letters who could do so much for the cinema.

But they say, what can we do ? How can we, a group of

three or four at most, help cinematography in a tin}/ country

town ?

Well, first they can keep in touch with the progress of the

cinema over the world. Close up will do this for a shilling
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a month. Then they can go regularly to the cinema even if

the films are bad. For one thing there is quite a lot to be

learned e^en from a bad film : how not to light a set, exactly

what not to do. But the chief reason for going regularly is

that the owners of most local cinemas are willing enough to

discuss their programmes with regular patrons.

If a copy of a good film is known to be in England, ask for

it to be shown. And as there is more chance of its being

rented if thirty people ask, interest your friends. Talk to

people about the cinema. In the bookstore, the station, the

post office, the bank, the grocer's shop, there will be film fans
;

people who have grown up with the cinema and are ready for

more than they are given only do not know what to ask for,

by themselves. A little propaganda of the right kind, a few

good films and there will be a demand (as there is now in Ger-

many) for the better, psychological type of picture.

Of course all this means trouble but it means interest as

well. I saw last summer in London so that they must be

showing somewhere in England, White Gold, Out of the Mist,

(a very beautiful film of the German mountains) Saucy Su-

zanne, (some amusing scenes with Ellen Richter) and Secrets

of the Soul (mutilated beyond recognition and yet here and

there with flashes of wonderful photography that all the cut-

ting had not quite destroyed.) If enough people in any town

ask for them, these films can be seen. And by way of arous-

ing more general interest why not form a cinema library with

books such as The Motion Picture Cameraman by Lutz, or

The Anatomy of Motion Picture Art by Elliott to explain the
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way films are made ; Robert Herring's Films of the Year to

remind them of what has been accomplished, and volumes

such as Grass to tell more fully the story of expeditions that

have brought back moving pictures of little known races and

customs. There are some excellent cheap French books on

different branches of cinematographic art and American mag-

azines such as Asia or the National Geographic, often have

articles on the taking of such pictures as Moana or Chang.

Then a weekly trade paper is helpful for it would make the

group realise among other things the average attitude of the

buyer of pictures in the cinematographic world. It need not

be an expensive matter, a library ; all that is required

is a few enthusiasts, a bookshelf, and two or three pounds

for books and magazine subscriptions, collected in small

sums.

From the library and discussion of films the next step would

be to organize a monthly showing of interesting but non-

commercial films. It is said that it costs about ten shillings

a head in Paris for a group of thirty to hire for a single showing

almost any Russian, German or French film, not of purely

commercial appeal. I have not been able yet to find out the

English cost. But there are fifty or more good foreign films

in Wardour Street that will probably never be shown generally.

There should not be any insuperable difficulty connected with

the hiring of them for a single showing. Possibly the groups

from several neighbouring town^ could unite for this purpose

once a month. The important thing would be to keep the

costs as low as possible for the enthusiast is likely to be some-
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one, schoolteacher, writer, or adolescent with much interest

but little money.

There are now several inexpensive projectors on the market,

mainly intended for school use. They usually need a slight

knowledge of mechanics if they are to be worked successfully.

And it is said that copies of old films can be bought quite

cheaply. These would have a certain interest but would be

too scratched probably, for serious showing and there are

regulations to be observed with regard to the storing of films

of an inflammable nature. (Most of the new films are printed

on non-inflammable stock.) In time no doubt some substance

will be discovered that will enable people to buy prints of

their favorite films at a reasonable cost, as now books are

bought.

Interest, enthusiasm, vitality ; these rather than money
are the chief factors. Suppose you take a hundred people

who all say "we would go to the cinema if there were better

films" and reply "there are better films and they can be shown

to you. Which ones do you want to see ?" How many
of the hundred would be able to give a single name in

answer ?

There are films now7 made. Psychological films. Films

of great beauty. Copies of them are in England. They

will be shown if people ask for them. When enough people

hold together against the mutilation of films and the re-titling

of them, these abuses will stop. Only it is realty time that

people stopped saying "I would go to the movies if
"
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because the matter, perhaps the very future of cinematogra-

phy, is in their own hands.

Bryher.

(I shall be glad to send lists of books or magazines dealing with the

cinema to anyone who sends nie a stamped (English) addressed envelope

with the request.)

LES TRUQUAGES
(continuation from February issue)

Un truquage dont l'essence se rapporte aussi aux caches est

celui de « L'etudiant de Prague » par Henrik Galeen, ou Thorn-

me qui a vend a son image au diable passe a un certain moment
devant un miroir au bras d'une dame. Nous voyons simulta-

nement les personnages et Timage de la dame dans le miroir :

celle de Thomme n'y est evidemment pas. Au heu d'un miroir

il y avait un trou dans le decor et par derriere un velours noir

tendu. On prend les personnages passant devant le miroir,

on remonte la peliicule sans bouger Tappareil de place, on

plonge le decor dans Tobscurite et on fait passer la dame seule,

eclairee et habillee symetriquement a ce qu'elle etait tout a
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rheure, derriere le « miroir », c'est-a-dire devant le velours

noir.

Le passage de la mer rouge dans « Les dix commande-
ments » est fait exactement de la meme maniere, quoique fort

mal reussi. Deux reservoirs dont les parois planes etaient

vaguement peintes en « murailles d'eau » furent etablis Tun

en face de l'autre en bordure d'un bassin dont le fond plat

fut tapisse de velours noir, jouant le ink de cache, puisque

n'impressionnant pas la pellicule. On filma cette sorte de rue

noire entre deux murailles, formee par les reservoirs, mais

en tournant a Venvers, cependant que Ton faisait deborder

impetueusement les reservoirs. En fin on enregistra sur la

partie de la meme pellicule qui precedait la cataracte (c'est-a-

dire en realite la « suivait », lorsqu'on considere le sens normal

de passage de la pellicule) de tres loin et de haut en bas le

defile des fuyards qui vint prendre sur le negatif la place du

tapis noir. Et comme resultat final on eut done la mer s'en-

tr'ouvrant impetueusement et se figeant en deux murailles

d'eau au milieu desquelles la foule des fuyards minuscules

pa^sait a pied sec.

Je crois que voila assez d'exemples de caches ou analogues.

Passons maintenant aux coprojections.

Soit par exemple la scene de Metropolis oil le Maitre, au

debut des troubles ouvriers, telephone au contremaitre et

le voit en meme temps sur le verre depoli d'un televiseur ins-

taUe au-dessous du telephone. On prit un gros plan du contre-

maitre parlant et on en projeta tout bonnement un positif

par derriere sur le verre depoli representant le televiseur dans
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le decor. Une difficulty de realisation saute aux yeux : il faut

surement que 1'intensite lumineuse de l'image projetee sur

le televiseur soit extraordinairement forte. On n'a qu'a songer

a l'intensite lumineuse d'une surface quelconque du decor telle

que l'exige la prise de vues en studio. Mais quelque chose est

beaucoup plus delicat encore : il faut que Touverture et la

fermeture de l'obturateur rotatif de l'appareil de projection

soient absolument synchronies avec l'ouverture et la fermeture

de l'obturateur rotatif de l'appareil de prise de vues, ou du

moins que la periode d'ouverture de ce dernier n'empiete ja-

mais sur la periode de fermeture du premier, faute de quoi

durant l'exposition d'une des petites images du film le tele-

viseur du decor serait obscur [ou eclaire durant une fraction

seulement du temps de pose (i/40e de seconde environ]. Ce

synchronisme de mouvement entre les manivelles de l'appa-

reil de projection et de prise de vues est obtenu soit par des

commandes flexibles, soit par un systeme de transmissions

rigides epousant les contours du decor a l'aide d'engrenages

coniques, mais c'est en tout cas le point delicat de ce genre

de truquages.

Un autre exemple du meme procede se trouve dans Le vio-

loniste de Florence oil la scene en wagon de chemin de fer est

prise en studio cependant qu'une bande representant le pay-

sage reel pris d'un train en marche est projetee sur le verre

depoli ou l'ecran remplagant l'ouverturc de la portiere. La

encore toute la difficulte reside dans le synchronisme entre

l'appareil de projection et celui de prise de vues.

Vous connaissez ces films americains oil le heros se promene
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en plan de pied au bord d'un toit ou sur une poutre surplom-

bant de cinquante etages la rue grouillante d'autos et de pas-

sants ? Cessez de trembler pour la vie de 1'acteur. La poutre

ou le bord du toit est construit a un metre du plancher du

studio et en ariiere plan se trouve Tecran ou Ton projette

synchroniquement une bande representant une rue reelle

prise d'un vrai gratte-ciel.

L'application la plus amusante du procede est certainement

fournie par la serie des dessins animes qui nous montrent les

aventures de Coco, ce petit clown sortant de Tencrier du des-

sinateur, son pere, evoluant, figurine sans ombre et sans pers-

pective, dans un decor reel, bureau ou genoux du dessinateur

ou meme dans la rue, pais donnant libre cours a sa gaite debor-

dante dans des scenes uniquement de dessins animes. - Qui

ne sait comment est installe un etabli de dessins animes ?

Une table quelconque, au-dessus, a un metre environ, un
appareil immuable et vertical et des lampes a mercure egale-

ment immuables. Une pedale placee sous la table fair faire a

chaque pression du pied un tour a la manivelle ae Tappareil

de prise de vues regie de facon que cela ne fasse avancer le

film que d'une seule image. Et le dessinateur dessine, coupe

et modifie ses figurines en papier et ses dessins en prenant de

chaqae mouvement elementaire une (ou pratiquement trois)

images. — L'etabli natal de Coco est le meme, mais la surface

de la table est un ecran ou un verre depoli sur lequel on pro-

jette d'en dessoas, image par image et synchroniquement

a la prise de vue des bouts de films (positifs) represen-

tant les decors et acteurs reels. Et e'est sur ce fond dyna-
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miqae et reel que se meut et se modifie la petite figurine de

papier.

Ces quelques exemples suffiront, croyons-nous, pour sortir

d'embarras nos lecteurs devant des trnquages courants.

S. Silka.

HOLLYWOOD

AND THE PHILISTINES

Hollywood is dedicated to the intensely serious business

of supplying the world with amusement. The five continents,

together with the islands of the seven seas, are greed}/ for its

product. Its market is unlimited. And herein lie its limi-

tations.

A business whose prime purpose is to please everybodyevery-

where, and lure the dollars, the shillings, the francs, the pesos,

the yen from the pockets of the cosmopolitan multitude, is

necessarily hedged about with multitudinous restrictions.

Indeed, no more difficult business can be imagined. Yet

Hollywood has made a bouncing success of it.

If for the most part Hollywood's photoplays are trite and

superficial, if they are uninspiring and meretricious, it is sim-

ply because that is what they have to be. There are so many
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worthier things they must not be if they are to fulfill the

obligations to the crowd and collect the shekels.

They must not stimulate controversy
;
they must not ques-

tion established superstition or convention
;
they must not

appeal to the intellect
;
they must not concern themselves

with idealism, philosophy, culture, esthetics
;
they must not

advocate nor enlighten
;
they must not be original, protestant,

high-brow, recherche, sophisticated. In short, they must

not be anything nor do anything beyond the limits of the Jack-

and-Jill level of human taste and intelligence.

This is something Hollywood has learned— -and she has made
a monumental fortune out of it. She dominates the world

because in turn she allows herself to be dominated by the

world's parochial partialities and exactions. Fair Hollywood,

with all her fortune, fame, and fancy, is bond-servant to Phil-

istia.

It has become a diverting sport on the part of the higher

critics to use Hollywood as a target for ridicule. In fact, there

are those who even lose their tempers over her gaucheries and

banalities. And in a way this is all very well. It serves

helpfully on the one hand as an emotional catharsis, and on the

other it increases Hollywood's self-satisfaction. She is always

eager for attention of any kind.

At the same time, however, she knows her business. Xo
criticism or advice makes any impression upon her except

such as comes thru the box-office. The box-office is the

mouthpiece, the loud-speaker, of the multitude ; and it

is the satisfying and the placating of the multitude that
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keeps Hollywood enthroned as queen of the cinema

world.

And if she boasts somewhat noisily of he^ exalted station, it

is not to be held too strictly against her. The tribute she pays

to the Philistines, in order to maintain her place, involves

enormous labor and tribulation, as well as enormous sums of

money. Her most intolerant critics would be stirred to ama-

zement, if not actual sympathy, could they realize the exac-

tions that are imposed upon her.

Hollywood is not all spangle and frivolity. Some very

serious burdens are hers. And the Philistine Mrs. Grundy

is responsible for a large share of them.

To the puritan all things are impure—especially Hollywood.

And the world's busy-body puritans, determined to keep

this California hussy in her place, have already secured movie

censorship laws in several of the American States and scores

of cities, as well as in nearly all foreign countries, and are e^er

zealously working toward the day of universal censorship.

What such a consummation would mean may be imagined

by noting some of the specific prohibitions that the already-

enacted censor laws impose upon the cinema—the exhibiting

of feminine underwear, whether on or off ; the showing of

baby dothes as evidence of expectant motherhood ; the wav-

ing of the United States flag (in Canada) ; the display of fire-

arms, either quiescent or in action ; scenes of drinking, of card

playing, of labor strikes, of gentlemen duelling, of ladies smok-

ing, and scenes of dancing if the picture is shown on Sunday ;

stories dealing with divorce, with companionate marriage,
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with insanity ; stories based on social, racial
,
political, or indus-

trial problems ; the use of the term "America" to indicate the

United States ; the characterizing of a villain or a simpleton

as a Mexican, an Englishman, a German, a Japanese (accord

ing to the country in which the film is shown)
;
anything

favoring pacifism, internationalism, universal brotherhood,

or other like social ideals fostered by Isaiah and Christ ; the

showing of snakes, humpbacks, cripples, freaks, anything

that might have a shocking effect on pregnant women—and

so in and so forth for a page or two more.

And these are merely some of the specific interdictions at

present prescribed by statute—interdictions based on provin-

cial ignorance, national sensitiveness, sectional bias, reli-

gious intolerance, and constituting just so 'many prickles

in the thorny hedge of official censorship that has sprung

up to harass and circumscribe the makers of moving

pictures.

Besides these, every hamlet, province, and commonwealth

already has its general laws against immorality, indecency,

sacrilege, sexuality, and the like ; all of them sufficiently

stretchable to fit any prejudice or psychological complex, and

all of which can be and are applied to motion pictures on the

most unexpected and astonishing interpretations.

There is never a film produced, from Sennett slap-stick

comedy to Sudermann tragedy, that does not somewhere en-

counter a censor's scissors, if merely to abbreviate a kiss or

annihilate a naked infant. And many a film, despite every

effort to forestall possible objections, falls under the com-
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plete ban of certain communities whose moral, religious or

racial sensibilities are peculiarly touchy.

Last year in New York alone the official censorship board

cut out thirteen hundred scenes and titles from various pic-

tures shown in that state. This is a big lot of film to go into

1 he discard on the say-so of a few high-minded men and wo-

men acting on behalf of a commomvealth of ten million av-

erage minds. Perhaps they were wholly justified in their

deletions. Who shall say ? At any rate, their action repre-

sented a cost to the Hollywood producers of over a million

dollars—and maybe there is some satisfaction to be got out

of that.

The mental processes of movie censors are the bane and

distraction of the movie makers. In White Gold Ohio took

exception to the scene of a man pouring a basin of water into

another man's trousers, and the scene was accordingly remov-

ed—whether on the ground of cruelty, vulgarity or undue

levity I don't know. Pennsylvania sawT nothing amiss in this

bit of rustic comedy, but it did feel called upon to eliminate

the entire sequence of scenes in which the villain debates with

himself whether to go to the girl's room. Maryland let that

incident pass, but refused to exhibit the scene of the girl being

kissed on her shoulder. Massachusetts, ieeling that some-

thing ought to be done to the picture somewhere, satisfied

itseif by trimming the bedroom scene to a mere flash.

In Manitoba, Canada, White Gold passed unchallenged

while such titles as these were eliminated from Fighting Love
—"Niceolini has refused us reinforcements", "Don't be alarm-
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ed, father" ; and an insert of a military telegram reporting

a siege was likewise snipped from the film, as was also a close

up of a revolver.

Although Ohio could not submit to the demoralizing effect

of an unexpurgated White Gold, it accepted without protest

The Little Adventuress, which Illinois found necessary to cut

or change in five different places, and which Pennsylvania

also snipped here and there in the name of decency.

Vanity got by unscathed in most of the States of the Union,

but across the border—in Ontario—it had rather a serious

encounter with the official shears, resulting in a dozen elimin-

ations and abbreviations. The scenes affected included a

view of the United States shield, and a woman displaying the

United States flag. Also the scene of a girl loading a revolver
;

of a man emptying a revolver of cartridges, and of a girl taking

a drink from a bottle.

Australia last year rejected in toto eighty-seven Hollywood

films and felt called upon to prune and revise three hundred

and sixty-nine others, to bring them into conformity with

Colonial standards of righteousness and good breeding.

In one American state a censor board was influenced by a

lawyer member to interdict all scenes and titles reflecting

upon the legal profession. In another, bathing beauties

were regarded as agents of the devil and were given no show

at all. In still another ,the lone woman censor consented to

allow Motherhood to be exhibited, provided the men and wo-

men sat in different parts of the theatre while viewing it.

The King of Kings was shown twice daily to crowded houses
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for six consecutive months in godless Hollywood, while St.

Paul solemnly shied at seeing it at all. Chicago for the past

ten years has kept its censors busy rejecting all scenes of mur-

der, holdups, bootlegging, burglary, and like criminal pleas-

antries—perhaps not so much because the city objects to

them on moral grounds, as because it has more than enough

of them in actual daily life to satisfy public interest.

At all events, these random examples of the vagaries of

censorship afford a faint conception of some of the difficulties

under which Hollywood labors. And they make plain, too,

why the movie producers are obliged to maintain an expensive

organization, with the politically astute and influential Will

Hays at its head, to light the spread of this sort of thing.

If allowed to increase and to fulfill its composite aims, cen-

sorship would reduce the photoplay to a state of anemia beside

which a Sunday-school tract would be dashingly virile and

daring. A dainty kiss on the forehead would be the limit of

sex suggestiveness, while the height of physical violence would

be a smart rap on the wrist.

So, on the one hand, Hollywood has this Pharisaic element

to contend with—the element that knows all too assurely

and abundantly what it does not want,—and on the other

hand that much larger, multitudinous element—the common
run of Philistine,—which knows what it does want, and which

it insists upon having if the producers are to win and hold

its profitable patronage.

The meeting of these wants is only next in difficulty to

satisfying the demands of the cinema prohibitionists
;
for, as
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already pointed out, these wants lie within very definitely

circumscribed limits ; and pictures that ignore them might

as well never be made if there is to be any return of the

money invested.

Every financially successful photoplay, therefore, bears

witness to the fact that it has met the approval of the multitude.

And the majority of photoplays are thus successful. Conse-

quently they are what the masses want. They represent the

taste of the proletariat. Wherefore, to criticize them or de-

plore them, is merely to take issue with the tastes of the com-

mon people—and that is both futile and unphilosophical.

Degiistihus non est disputandum.

Undoubtedly there is a demand for better and worthier

pictures. Tens of thousands of intelligent, cultured people

are asking for them. But these tens of thousands do not

interest Hollywood. Ninety millions of the ordinary variety

of humans flock to the movie theatres during each week of

the year, in the United States alone. And it is these tens of

millions upon whom Hollywood depends for its bread and

cheese, and its glittering fame and portly, bank balances.

It is not that Hollywood is without available brains and

skill to produce superior pictures—pictures appealable to the

intelligentsia. No one small spot in the world has gathered

to itself so comprehensive an arrav of artistic talent. And
Hollywood has had its fling with the exquisite and the beau-

tiful, the subtle and impressionistic in the making of moving

pictures, but with only a hole in its pocketbook to show for

it. Salome, for example, with Nazimova, was truly a rare
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picture ; but the art lovers of the world were neither numerous

enough nor prosperous enough to return the half million dol-

lars that it cost.

With each such unsuccessful ventiire into the field of pure

art, Hollywood has grown more cautious, more devoted to

the practical art of showmanship, and has tightened its re-

straining grip on the aspiring David of originality that would

hurl defiance at the Philistines.

Nevertheless certain directors are exhibiting a deft skill

in combining the art of showmanship with a very definite

degree of genuine cinema art, and are thus attaining results

which promise well for the development of photodramaturgy.

Marnau has done this in his first Hollywood picture, Sun-

rise. There is in it much beyond the appreciation of the

crowd, but at the same time it contains elements of strictly

popular appeal. Whether these elements are sufficiently

strong to overcome the dubious effect on the general public

of the picture's camera nuances and psychologic subtelties,

remains to be discovered. However, Fox, the producer of

it, has put a cool million into it—and Fox is a wise showman.

William K. Howard in his White Gold accomplished the

same happy combination of appeal to diverse elements of

mentality. Indeed, all of his recent pictures have shown

this rare directorial skill. Even in The Main Event, a con-

ventional prize-fight story, he succeeded in giving the pictare

a distinctive touch of originality thru his character portrayals

and a graceful ease and fluency of stor}, development.

In time such directors as he may succeed in raising the
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quality level of pictures by the more or less insensible piocess

of educating the masses to the appreciation of better stuff.

It is a ticklish undertaking, however, and somewhat Utopian
;

and meanwhile Hollywood in the main will continue to pay
tribute to Philistia in the established and acceptable manner,

and refrain from so much as molesting the goose that lays

the golden egg.

Clifford Howard.

SYNTHETIC DAWN

Here it is. At last. The screen's first international pic-

ture. Realise what that means. It means, apparently, it

comes down to, "a Song of Two Humans". And what are

humans ? Hearts or heads ? We shall see. And we will

try to rid our minds of all the publicity matter.

But it keeps on cropping up. They were so anxious we

should miss none of the Full Import of this picture. So we
have a right to criticise. "Sunrise has a new technique, a

new conception of the function of the motion picture, and a

new outlook on the depth of human nature." Oughtn't an

outlook on to be a penetrating gaze through ? And —but

here is the picture. "Summertime is vacation time." Some
trains and a bather reflectingly dissolving. Very pretty,
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this. And if this is the technique what will the outlook be ?

A lake, now. Not a very good lake. Rather cut-out and

stand-upy. It covered ten acres. Why ? Lakes do, you
know. Especially movie ones, and especially if Mr. Fox wants

art. Make me art : so they made a lake. Xo expense was

spared, no lavishness was too great : they even have O'Brien

and an ox in the same picture. That's when we are seeing

how fond the Man (with ox) is of the Wife (with baby) in the

Days That Were. Very wise face the ox had, knew what it

was up to. Can you lip-read ? The Man isn't happy any

more.

A Woman From The City has Entered Into His Life. All

in black. She slinks, with long satin streamers over her

shoulder. And she whistles, which the orchestra, picked up

very well. When she whistles, the Man obeys. And His

Loving Wife looks' sorrowful. But if she had any of the sense

she had in Seventh Heaven, when she changed her appearance

over-night, she would take off that wig. And probably that

apron. What is she dressed like anyway ? Opera—yes, this

is a Song. But she would sing (so to speak) better, if her ears

were able to hear. I don't like that wig. She weeps on her

Wee One's Pillow.

The Man is with the Woman. All very fundamental.

Out in the reeds by the river. He had first of all lurched like

a drunken sailor through the fields. This was meditation,

and they did it like the carpet journey in Faust, just to show

it's Murnau's trick, not Hoffmann's. 44 Come with me to the

city !" says the Woman. And the grass waves and waves
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and out of it the city rises. That is well done. What is well

done is worth doing. The Man gazes at the grass, thinks of

the City, and out of the wheat (?) comes forth wickedness.

But if the Woman is bad enough to deserve her capitals, she

should have plenty of men in the City. Why does she want

him, unshaved too (that shows the Depths of His Degrada-

tion) ? Can she love him ? Perhaps she is at that critical

age in a woman's life ? " My Wife" he says.
44 Drown her !"

she says. Are we seeing right ? Drown her ? Rather

violent. Ah—the Woman wants the farm. It is like one's

childhood's books. Masefield, I mean, and Xaboth. Drown
her "Right" savs the man. x\nd they arrange that he

shall upset the boat and escape on a bundle of reeds.

Well, now ! Are we understanding this Woman ? Do we
see into the depths of her nature ? Does she live for us ?

No, she moves. The Man—-why hasn't he got a name ? O'

Brien—lurches back. What is to become of the drunken

sailor ? A restless night.

Morning. Gaynor feeds chickens. O'Brien suggests a

day in the city. Gaynor puts on the most peculiar hat,

out of time—plaited from Time's beard—-and of no place

(the wig sees to that). She runs girlishly down to the

water. Little Does She Know. But the dog does. So do

we. We and the dog are winning. It barks, breaks

loose. Senses disaster. Swims to the boat. Gaynor, still

unhappy, pulls it in, pets it. O'Brien rows back. Dog is

landed. What we are about is no dog's business. Why
does Gaynor sense disaster ? Does one often take Alsatians
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Dona J nana (right) and Don Alfonso (Hubert von Meyerinck) settle

a difference.

Elizabeth Bergner and Walther Rilla, who plays the part of Don
Ramon. Walther Rilla played also in The Violinist of Florence.



A sufficiently compelling reason why you should ask to see Dona Juana !

The others are all equally beyond argument : lighting, story, technique,

direction, naturally, and last, but by no means least, photography by
Carl Freund,





Czinner, Elisabeth Bergner and the cameraman Freund, in Spain.

Note the reflectors, held aloft, and the spread sheet on the ground.



Ready to shoot. An ensemble in Spain, Needless to say, the

standard lamp will not appear in the film itself.



A scene from The Youth of Queen Louise, the new Max Glass Terra film.

Directed by Carl Grune from a manuscript by Iyudwig Berger, %vith sets

by Hans Jacoby and photographed by Arpad Viragh. Mady Christians

as Louise and Adele Sandrock as Countess Voss.
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for sprees in the City ? It is not, nor it cannot come to,

good. O'Brien has an Evil Impulse. He stands up in the

boat. We all know that is dangerous. He advances threa-

teningly. Rock, rock, Gaynor supplicates—you know, her

hands make a steeple. It is no good, I cannot do it.

But she won't risk it, either. She hops out (ah, you say,

in what contrast to her gay departure). And runs through

a Californian Wood. But the Man catches her up. For-

give me. Once again, this is rather good, though Gaynor

isn't herself nor anyone's self. She's Gaynor minus Gaynor.

The Girl Wife. Weighed down by the wig. Perhaps she too

wonders what a "human" is. Anyway, she runs. A tram

comes along, out of Time. She leaps in. Further on, he

catches it. They sit, Gaynor cowering. Fears flying over

and through her still figure are good against the moving but

unmoved scenery. And so is the descent, and change it imp-

lies, from wood to city. Mostly due to the camera-man. So

was Faust, when you come to think of it.

Gaynor tries to escape her husband. He lurches after her,

saves her from traffic, buys roses. Pleads forgiveness. Walks

with tears (salt) streaming. The life of the city is subordinat-

ed to these two. Xow this does not happen. We get no

feel of the city, because it has been given no life. My Best

Girl was better than this. Yes, but Pickford's an old star and

they're getting rid of them, so—ssh ! Possibly.

The "humans" are in a restaurant. Now I have it, humans

are robots. They do all they are meant to but they've no
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soul, no beings. They're just human. He offers her cakes.

She tries to eat, but bursts into tears. This, I believe, is one

of the high-lights, but if you've seen Sylvesterabend or Meml-
montant, if you remember the sausage in Nju, this food means

Clothing. It is used, not as symbols of what the food in those

films symbolized, but as symbols of that food itself. It work-

ed in Nju, let us make it work here. But Czinner can make
almost anything work. Murnau only occasionnally gets

across. The camera-man is Charles Roscher.

They move on. Find a wedding. Murnau ordered a

Noces Complets, and there is nothing behind it. That's it,

there's nothing behind—nothing behind the £ 200,000 city

set. It's built up, it hasn't grown. Gaynor and O'Brien

Realize What Marriage Means. They go out, Oblivious Of

All. That wedding was the turning point, so it ought to have

meant something to us and it didn't. Still oblivious, they

have caused a traffic block. Xot very well done, one felt the

cues. One remembered My Best Girl. Funny, but in that

film, if one took away what the Pickford stands for (Good

Wifehood, Little Lord Fauntleroy, Gladys Smith and her

Niece, and Arrested Development) one got, suddenly, a com-

mon couple, very happy, walking through the rain, slashing

across everyone's ordinary little bothers with their love.

And of course, all the Pickford stands for takes itself away.

There's something left. Here minus the technique there's

nothing left. One doesn't take away, one puts in. One

puts being into the "humans."

The rest of the d&y in the city shows them having a second
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honeymoon. The moods that, so far, all this might give rise

to are clearly intricate and delicate. They could have been

given beautifully, till the beam seemed not to throw them on

the screen but to be coming from it, charged and electric, to

us. Straight. Mind and mind. Gaynor' s mind and O'

Brien's mind and ours, all lifted beyond all three by Murnau's

mind. But Murnau's mind can't do it. So think for a mo-
ment of Nju, when Bergner returned from the dance, or stood

by the fireplace, after she first saw Veidt. The light-waves

there were thought-waves. Light was mind, and the figures

were quivering accumulations of light. That is what Sunrise

can't do, and wTants to do. And the way it tries is with comic

relief in photographer's and barber's shops. But Men and

Wives and Other Women don't matter except for the states

of mind they cause, the currents they control and diffuse.

They return re-united. Across the lake. Zig-zig goes the

lightning. If they are subject to storms, wThy don't they

carry a lifebelt ? Waves and waving masts and wreck. O'

Brien is saved. Boats with pretty lamps look for Gaynor.

Across a badly-lit wrater scene, some reeds drift. O'Brien

in the prow, looks out on the deep. Hope Abandoned. But

one old man still searches. The night wears on. O'Brien

heavily beside himself, Bodil Rosing passively consoling and

good. We have said ''good" a great deal. What does it

mean ? It means we are being fair, doing what we are meant

to, like the actors. This is the darkest hour. Then, one arm

over some reeds Gaynor trails across the screen. Very un-

comfortable, but her wig has kept on. They bring her in
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across the pier where yesterday she tripped etc. O'Brien

has been throttling the Woman. Darkest hour before the

dawn. Wife and Man are united. Storm dies down. Out

of time and out of place, sunrise. We leave the theatre feeling

(vide pamphlet) so happy.

A song of two humans. Heads or hearts ? Neither—hands

made this. It is very elaborate. There is no psychology,

no insight, nothing we have been waiting for. The technique

—Oh, damn technique. London twitters because a picture

had been made perfectly using the medium. i4 At last". But

at last belongs to them, there have been plenty, in the days

when we were trying to get room for the movies in columns

devoted to repertory theaties, hunt balls, and motoring notes.

Sunrise tries very hard and succeeds in providing A Happy
Hour For Housemaids. Which is all to the good and it is

good of Mr. Fox to spend so much on them. Itmay accustom

housemaids, among whom mentally are most of those who
employ them, to the films' particular methods : but the films*

material it doe^ not give them. The cinema should be the

means of this age to express what this age feels and there

is nothing of this age in Sunrise. Sunrise takes us back and

makes us unlearn. It is pre-Morris and mock-Morris. The
point is that literature did its job very well and the cinema

is not doing its own by repeating the process. There is a great

deal to be unloosed here, in each of us, and we wait and wait

and sometimes a film comes along, and sometimes Sunrise.

Trying as it sets out to do to be of no place and every place,

of all time and no time, it succeeds quite elaborately in repeat-
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ing the superficialities of every age whilst giving expression

to none of the complexities of this.

Robert Herring.

ALRAUNE AND SCHINDERHANNES

SCHINDERHANNES.

The Story.

In the year 1796, the French have occupied the left shore

of the Rhine. They are ruthlessly collecting taxes. If any-

body is unable to pay, his entire live-stock is confiscated.

Young men are forcibly being enlisted into the ranks of the

French army.

Three young men, the brothers Benzel and Hannes Buc-

kler, disguised as cripples, are trying to evade the French

recruiting officers. The mayor working hand in hand with

the French, is pursuing them, assisted by the French gendar-

merie. However, they succeed in escaping the pursuers.

The mayor enraged, takes action against young Buckler's

parents. The latter returns to help them but is seized and

overpowered by the gendarmes, and the following morning,

is publicly whipped in the market-place. Enraged, ashamed,

and in despair, he runs into the forest. There he drops down
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down on the ground, tormented in his helpless anger. While

there a number of bandits and cut-throats come out of their

hiding place in the bushes and seeing him, and his pain and

despair, make fun of him. Suddenly appears Leyendecker,

the lame boot-maker, who is the brain, the leader of the gang.

He reasons, that the young man would be a valuable member
for his gang, and succeeds in enlisting him. At night, Hannes

^oes after his friend Benzel, whose brother also agrees to join

the gang. On the same night, they stage a burelary in Sim-

mem, choosing the house of the mayor. The latter hides

himself on top of the church tower, but in vain, thev follow

him there. While trying to escape, the mayor misses his step,

and is swallowed by the dark yawning depth. Now, there

is no going back. There is a price on the head of Hannes,

—

Schinderhannes is being pursued all over the country. The

gang meanwhile is getting larger and larger and more power-

ful. The situation has become such that nobody takes the

chance of travelling through the country unless he is in pos-

session of a personal letter of protection, supposedly written

by Schinderhannes, but actually by Leyendecker who is

making ambitious and audacious plans ; that the entire Huns-

nick, the entire left shore of the Rhine, shall be armed and

put under command of Hannes. There is to be an open fight

against the oppressors. A flaming thought ! Hannes real-

ises but one thing, that he takes what he needs, that he is

powerful and feared by everybody. However, although he

has power he does not know enough to make real use of it.

Perhaps he is too young, perhaps he still lacks the necessary
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strength of character. Against Leyendecker's orders, he

attacks a court of debtors, arrests judges and plaintiffs, and

distributes the looted money among the poor. He is rather

vain, likes to be cheered, particularly since he has come to

know Julchen, the girl musician, who follows him. Leyen-

derker is unable to oppose Hannes, the people, the mob, are

enthralled with him and his joyful ways and they do not

understand Leyendecker. Hannes becomes captain and

more, a leader of the oppressed people, because he is loved and

idolised by them. All warnings of Leyendecker are in vain.

Regiments are being mobilized against Schinderhannes. He
is to be captured and to be destroyed, together with the pea-

sants whose movements are already tantamount to open

rebellion. Peasants flock from all sides to warn him. In

vain Julchen who not only as a woman, but also as a mother,

is more able to see clearly into the future, tries to bring Han-

nes to his senses, to restrain him. In vain ! On the same

night, he, together with his gang and the peasants, attacks

the strongest military post. He is being pressed hard from

all sides by the troops, and beaten, destroyed and pursued,

has to take to flight. Leyendecker
;
the former leader, per-

sonally covers his retreat and now the hoofs of the enemy's

horses are tramping over his mutilated corpse. Hannes

flies to the Prussians, on the other side of the Rhine. But the

brother of his friend Benzel turns traitor, and the Prussians

turn him over to the French. Schinderhannes, together with

his gang, is brought before a court-martial. In the wooaen

tower at Mainz, Schinderhannes spends his last night with
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Julchen. On the next day at Mainz, he, together with his

father and his nineteen men are to be executed. On the wax-

to his execution he is cheered as a national hero, who goes to

die for his people.

Comment.

Kurt Bernhardt ! His name has over night become signi-

ficant in the German Film industry. Nobody knew him, nor

anything about him ! Considering the tremendous success

of Schinderhannes one would expect to meet an old "Film

Routinier ' but to one's surprise, one meets a nice, jolly young

man, the director. — Kurt Bernhardt.

Yes, one does believe him when he laughingly begins his

tale :

;4 The film directors, the mightiest of the mighty, always

said the Schinderhannes ? Now, go on, young man, that's

no subject for us/ So I was always being turned down in

spite of the stage success of the same name. I was not even

allowed to go into details.*"

One sees this photo-play (a better has not been shown for

years) and one cannot help continually asking one's self the

same question : is this young man really it's director ? But

as he continues, one finds the same something in his speech,

which one has noticed in his film—his self-confidence, no

overbearing air at all. As a daily paper writes
—"There is

something fascinating in his ways, which probably accounts

a good deal for his actors doing their uttermost. Thus it

was possible to have Hans.Stiiwe (playing Schinderhannes)
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and Albert Steinriick (playing Leyendecker) put such artis-

tic consistency into the parts. The same applies to the acting

of the others. Lissi Arna, Kowal-Samborski, Oskar Homolka
and Fritz Rasp ; one notices the same directing hand. Above
all, Bernhardt tried to create the play outside a small national

tendency, to demonstrate the peculiarities and the historical

events of that particular period. And in this he certainly

succeeded ! There is a harmonious balance in the merging

of different characters, which makes the play a complete unity.

The parts are properly proportioned so that the play has

a smooth run all the way through. Let us hope that Bern-

hardt will succeed in keeping his position with the purely

artistic film. The unavoidable small technical faults do not

irritate, because the camera man Gunther Krampf has done

his very best.

Alraune.

The story Alraune by Hanns Heinz Ewers when first pub-

lished years ago, at once became a sensation.

Even though the theme is a rather risky experiment, in

which the author deals with a more or less fantastic-scientific

problem, it cannot be denied that H. H. Ewers has skilfully

introduced his sinister characters into suitable surroundings.

Alraune (Mandrake) concerning which an old legend states

that this
4; humanlike plant'' grows beneath gallows, is the

subject H. H. Ewers used for his story, weaving it in with a
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scientific significance. It is the result of a scientific experi-

ment which is found in the daughter of a hanged criminal and

a prostitute—a human-being born to destroy those near to her.

Thus H. H. Ewers trod new literary paths, going where few

were allowed.

Now the Ama-Film G. m. b. H. of Berlin has filmed the

story, and to a certain extent succeeded with it. The direc-

tor, Mr. Henrik Galeem however, is no Hanns Heinz Ewers of

the screen, so that the play lacks the fantastic quality of the

story. Tt is a play, however, which ranks above the average,

and the credit for this is due to the youthful Brigitte Helm

—

Alraune—whom we remember also in Metropolis. In her

acting she develops a talent akin to that of Ewers ; she under-

stood her part, and as far as possible gave the film new attrac-

tion, which covered up some of the faults the film had. The

acting is not only artistic, it is also as realistic as can be pos-

sible in such a film.

One wonders again and again how it is possible that a girl

so young as Brigitte Helm is able to play her part with such

highly subtle artistry—the character of the leading part

needing such spiritual and inner comprehension.

Just the opposite with Paul Wegener as Prof, ten Brinkem

Wegener's slightly exaggerated, yet still appealing acting,

attracts less attention—probably because the part of ten

Brinken is more or less a fantastic one.

The other parts are played by Ivan Petrovitch, Wolfgang

Zilzer, Mia Pankau and Heinrich Schroth, and they are in

accord with the pervading atmosphere.
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The photoplay Alraune could easily become a sensation we rv

only its name :

•

—

Brigiite Helm !—
Erich Hellmuxd-Waldow.

CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE

VIII.

(Animal Impadens....)

(Early Father, conditioned reflex of,)

Amongst the gifts showered upon humanity by the screen

and already too numerous to be counted, none has been more

eagerly welcomed than the one bestowed upon the young

woman who is allowed to shine from its surface just as she is.

In silent, stellar radiance, for the speech that betrayeth is

not demanded of her and in this she is more fortunate than her

fellows upon the stage. Yet even they—even those who are

mere stage effects, a good deal less than actors and, since they

are ambulatory, rather more than properties—are, for some

of u c
,
magical and songworthy. And to those film-stars who

are just ambulatory screen effects many of us have paid ho-

mage to the point of willingness to die for their sweet sakes,

and all of us ,partly on account of their silence but largely
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for the Film's sake, hasx suffered them more or less

gladly.

But it is not only upon the screen that this young woman
has been released in full power. She is to be found also facing

it, and by no means silent, in her tens of thousands. A hu-

man phenomenon, herself in excelsis
;
affording rich pasture

for the spiritual descendants of Messrs. Juvenal and Co. And
thus far the lad}' is beneficient. But there are others together

with her in the audience. There are for example those illog-

ical nice creatures who, while they respectfully regard wo-

man as life's supreme achievement, capping even the starfish

and the stars, are still found impotently raging when in the

presence of the wonders of art she remains self-centred and

serenely self-expressive. Such, meeting her at her uttermost,

here wrhere so far there is not even a convention of silence to

keep her within bounds, must sometimes need more than all

their chivalry to stop short of moral homicide.

I must confess to having at least one foot in their camp.

I evade the lady whenever it is possible and, in the cinema, as

far as its gloom allows, choose a seat to the accompaniment

of an apprehensive consideration of its surroundings, lest any

of her legion should be near at hand. Nevertheless I have

learned to cherish her. For it's she at her most flagrant that

has placed the frail edifice of my faith in woman at last upon

a secure foundation. For this boon I thank her, and am glad

there has been time for her fullest demonstrations before the

day when the cinema audience shad have established a code

of manners.
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That day is surely not far off. One of the things, perhaps,

so far, the only thing, to be said for the film that can be heard

as well as seen is that it puts the audience in its place, reduces

it to the condition of being neither seen nor heard. But it

may be that before the standard film becomes an audible en-

tertainment it will occur to some enterprising producer, pos-

sibly to one of those transatlantic producers who possess so

perfectly the genial art of taking the onlookers into their con-

fidence and not only securing but conducting their collabora-

tion, to prelude his performance by a homily on the elements

of the technique of film-seeing ; a manual of etiquette for the

cinema in a single caption, an inclusive courteous elegant para-

phrase of the repressed curses of the minority :

Don't stand arguing in the gangway, we are not deal.

Crouch on your way to yoar seat, you are not transparent.

Sit down the second you reach it.

Don't deliver public lectures on the film as it unfolds.

Or on anything else.

Don't be audible in any way unless the film brings you laughter.

Cease, in fact, to exist except as a contributing part of the

film, critical or otherwise, and if critical, silently so.

If this minimum of decent consideration for your neighbours

is beyond you, go home.

An excellent alternative would be a film that might be

called A Mirror of Audiences, with many close-ups.

Meanwhile here we are, and there she is. In she comes and

the screen obediently ceases to exist. If when finally she
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attends to it—for there is first her toilet to think of, and then

her companion, perhaps not seen since yesterday—she is

disappointed, we ali hear of it. If she is pleased we learn

how and why. If her casual glance discovers stock charac-

ters engrossed in a typical incident of an average film, well

known to her for she has served her enthraled apprenticeship

and is a little blase, her conversation proceeds uninterrupted.

And to this we do not entirely object. The conversation

may be more interesting than the film. But, so long as she

is there, gone is the possibility of which any film is so delight-

fully prodigal : the possibility of escape via incidentals into

the world of meditation or of thought. And, whatever be

the film so long as she is close at hand there is no security.

Odd fantasy, a moving drama well acted, a hint of any kind

of beauty, may still her for a while. But there is nothing

that can stem for long the lively current of her personality.

Her partner follows her lead after his manner, but quietly,

unless his taste is for commentary displaying his wisdom or

his pretty wit.

Let us attend to her, for she can lead her victim through

anger to cynicism and on at last to a discovery that makes it

passing strange that no male voice has been raised save in

condemnation, that no man, film-lover and therefore for years

past helplessly at her mercy, has risen up and cried Eureka.

For she is right. For all her bad manners that will doubtless

be pruned when the film becomes high art and its temple a

temple of stillness save for the music that at present inspires

her to do her worst, she is innocently, directly, albeit uncon-
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sciously, upon the path that men have reached through long

centuries of effort and of thought. She does not need, this

type of woman clearly does not need, the illusions of art to

come to the assistance of her own sense of existing. Instinc-

tively she maintains a balance, the thing perceived and her-

self perceiving. She must therefore insist that she is not

unduly moved, or if she be moved must assert herself as part

of that wrhich moves her. She takes all things currently.

Free from man's pitiful illusion of history, she sees everything

in terms of life that uncannily she knows to be at all times

fundamentally the same. She is the amateur realist. Not

all the wiles of the most perfect art can shift her from the cen-

tre where she dwells. Xor has she aught but scorn for those

who demand that she shall be so shifted. And between her

scorn and the scorn we have felt for her who shall judge ?

Down through the centuries men and some women have

pathetically contemplated art as a wonder outside themselves.

It is only in recent years that man has known beauty to em-

anate from himself, to be his gift to what he sees. And the

dreadful woman asserting herself in the presence of no matter

what grandeurs unconsciously testifies that life goes on, art

or no art and that the onlooker is a part of the spectacle.

Dorothy Richardson.
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LETTRE DE VIENNE

Tout d'abord, pardonnez-moi ce titre. car il est faux. II n'y

a pas de vie cinematographique a Vienne, mais precisement

a cause de cela, je tiens a en parler un peu.

Toute vie cinematographique suppose un interet actif pour

les films, des salles speciales oil Ton s'efforce de montrer des

bandes artistiques et non seulement de la marchandise cou-

rante, 1/existence d'au moins un ou deux journaux qui ont

pour tache d'aplanir le chemin au nouvel Art, et d'autres

choses semblables encore.

On ne remarque lien de tout cela, a Vienne.

Get etat de choses pourrait passer poar normal et excusa-

ble si Ton s'imaginait que Vienne, trop preoccupee par sa

situation politique et economique, trouvait a peine le temps

de s'occuper de questions artistiques ; mais ce n'est pas le cas.

Vienne est encore, maJgre tout, la vilte de la Musique (lorsque

je sejournais la-bas, toute la presse locale etait en emoicaron

venait de donner un premier opera-jazz a VOpera meme) et

par experience personnelle, je sais qu'il se trouve a Vienne

des hommes qui ont une idee assez nette de ce que pourraient

etre les films, et qui s'y interessent sincerement. Mais aucune

possibilite ne leur est offerte de faire entendre leur avis, aucun

journal ne met a leur disposition la plus petite rubrique de ses

colonnes, aucun groupement artistique, analogue a celui de
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Charles Legers a Paris, intitule : « Tribune libre du Cinema »,

pour donner ici quelques representations ehoisies.

A qui la faute dans tout cela ? Surement, tout d'abord, a une

certaine passivite du public a Tegard de l'Art nouveau. Et

puis, au systeme ridiculement enfantin des licences de cinemas,

car il faut avoir une licence de la Municipality de la ville de

Vienne pour lancer un etablissement quelconque de projec-

tion. Ces licences sont accordees en tenant compte de certaines

conditions qui, malheureusement, n'ont rien a voir avec Tart

proprement dit. Les personnes avantagees a cet egard se recru-

tent parmi les veuves ou les invalides de guerre. C'est la un

mobile charitable, evidemment, mais combien inopportun

dans le domaine de Tart !

La ville de Vienne compte environ 200 cinemas qui donnent

tous des representations d'une duree de 1 heure et demie, ce

qui necessite, vu que le film entier doit passer dans ce laps

de temps, d'importantes coupures. Tout ce qui n'est pas abso-

lument necessaire pour la comprehension d'une intrigue, fut-

ce meme de remarquables passages d'une reelle valeur artis-

tique, est laisse de cote. Les programmes se changent deux

fois par semaine. Six ou sept cinemas projettent simultanement

le dernier film du moment, bon au mauvais, pendant les trois

jours consacres, et puis, c'est le film suivant, et ainsi de suite
;

tout ceci mecaniquement, sans approfondir quoi que ce soit

et sans jamais reveler une directive intelligente.

Ce point est important car s'il existait a Vienne quelques

cinemas donnant un film en exclusivite, il est probable que

Teffet en serait heureux sur Teducation artistique du public,
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qui serait de la sorte contraint a se rendre a tel cinema pour

voir tel film qui ne manquerait pas de Tinteresser. Ce public

constaterait bientot qu'il y a une grande difference entre « le

film )> et la production ordinaire qui encombre le marche. L'in-

dolence qui faisait aller ces gens tous les trois soirs dans le plus

proche cinema pour qu'il soit dit de passer une soiree et non

de voir un film, ferait place a un reel interet. Cela signifierait

la naissance d'une branche artistique encore insoupgonnee

la-bas. Le choix serait alors possible, et les directeurs de cines

qui se reveleraient incapables d'initiatives interessantes ver-

raient bientot leur clientele abandonner leurs etablissements,

qui seraient boycottes et tomberaient tout naturellement. (A

ce propos, dans quelle profession voyons-nous une aussi vaste

possibility de corruption populaire que dans celle d'une entre-

prise cinematographique oil les dirigeants ne comprennent

et n'apprecient du nouvel Art, que la Caisse, et ne doivent qu'a

1'obtention d'une licence le droit d'ouvrir un cinema ?
)

Voici une petite anecdote authentique qui vous fera com-

prendre, mieux que tout autre discours, Tetat de choses exis-

tant dans le monde cinematographique de Yienne. J'etais

alle voir un film dans un cinema de la localite et constatais

avec ennui qu'entre chaque acte, (ou plutot chaque rouleau

de film) il y avait un petit arret. Ma supposition fut alors que

Tappareil de projection, probablement d'un vieux modele,

etait a enroulement simple, et ceci m'apparut bien a petite-

ville » et miserable. Quel ne fut pas mon etonnement cependant

lorsque j'appris de la bouche d'un membre du personnel que

ce n'etait pas la Tunique cause des arrets frequents. Le cinema
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en question louait le film en commun avec un etablissement

voisin. L'un des deux commencait la representation un peu

avant l'autre et lorsque la premiere pellicule de film avait

passe, vite on la portait au second cinema qui la projetait a

son tour. Ce systeme d'echange me parut effarant, car tout

l'effet artistique d'un film est detruit, de ce fait, lorsque la

continuite de la projection est si odieusement brisee.

Les films qui passent a Vienne sont pour la plupart d'ori-

gine allemande et ce sont presque toujours des bandes dont

aucun public des pays de l'ouest ne voudraient se contenter.

Ceci demontre bien que Ton englobe Vienne deja dans la pro-

vince balkanique. Vienne n'a qu'un privilege sur les autres

centres cinematographiques, c'est celui de pouvoir contempler

frequemment des films de production russe, mais la se borne

son privilege.

Mais, j'oublie de vous parler de la production viennoise.

Pendant toute la duree de mon sejour ici, un mois environ,

aucun film ne fut tourne. C'est heureux, car ce qui se fait ici

est encore plus mauvais que ce dont je viens de vous parler.

Et ce n'est pas peu dire !

Une seule tentative interessante est faite actuellement.

M. Jarno, Directeur du « Lustspieltheater » a transforme son

theatre en salle de projection d'exclusivites. Je crains toute-

fois que cette initiative n'obtienne pas le resultat merite, car

le cinema en question, situe dans le quartier renomme du Pra-

ter, est malheureusement assez eloigne du centre de la ville.

Mais rejouissons-nous cependant car voici enfin une idee lan-

cee, et souhaitons que Tindolence, cette ennemie de tout pro-
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gres, dont Vienne semble si particulierement atteinte, ne vienne

pas aneantir cette lueur dVspoir.

Jean Lenauer.

EDUCATIONAL SCHOOL FILMS

A question of the future, a question with much importance

for the future, but unfortunate])- of late, a question of inter-

national tendency,—which is to be attributed to developments

of the past months.

An international attempt began right after the war to

create an exchange of educational motion picture material

on a large scale, and to deal with the question of filming con-

ditions and possibilities in various countries, mainly with the

object of achieving lower expenses. The present valuable

and high class nature of which the educational film has par-

taken must be chiefly attributed to the energetic efforts made
by France, whose pioneers Maray, Bull and Omnius must not

be forgotten, since it was they who laid the foundations for

the making of educational films, and thus made its present

development possible. Unfortunately it. seems that the con-

ferencec held at the International League for educational and

exploration pictures, which took place in Hamburg on Octo-

ber ioth, 1922, and the International Cinema Congress in
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Paris on October ist, 1926, have not been crowned with suc-

cess. In spite of the ceaseless work, which has been done

for the European Educational Film Conference (at the Cham-

ber for European Educational Films at Basel on April- 4th,

1927) by the organising Council, the hoped-for international

solution of the problem has not been achieved. Let us hope

however, that the future will bring us this final solution !

Undoubtedly a problem which will tax the efforts of its

pioneers to the uttermost !

Germany !

Berlin !

Board of Review for motion pictures at the Central Insti-

tute for Education and Teaching !

Motion Picture League in Germany and—the question of

the film for children !
—

A high class organisation, no doubt,
i4
exact"', conscientious,

the ends and possibilities of educational and school-films ever

in view !

However (and there is no getting away from the fact) all

this is no more than a start, an experiment at best. Whose
fault is it ?

—

This is the great national question. (Without any politi-

cal sense.) There is a "contingent*' lawT in Germany to which

foreign import of educational films is subjected.

The Department of Education is located in Berlin and this

department controls all matters concerning school-film.

The Board of Review passes judgment over the artistic and

educational value of films adaptable for both school and the
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entire population while both producer and distributor receive

a written certificate from the Board. Such ceitificate deter-

mines the lightest possible taxation to which the film will be

subjected by the government.

The Motion Picture League in Germany has the task of

supplying schools with such school films as are passed by the

Board of Review.

Let us begin with the question of
;c Contingent" !

Is this manner of approval in the matter of Educational and

School films justified ?

No ! It would be better to make things less complicated

and to avoid sharp measures. Even though the Internation-

al Congresses and the Chamber for Educational Filme attach-

ed to the League of Nations, are doing their best to straight-

en out this question, there still remains the necessity to induce

the governments of various countries to endeavour to cieate

a reasonable inter-exchange of educational and school film

matter. There ought to be found a way to do away with

bureaucratic obstacles.

For every country in proportion to its industrial and labour-

ing conditions, and its geographical location, the school and

educational film industry meets with ever new and better

filming conditions. In no case do we need these contingen-

cies in the educational and school question, on the contrary,

they block the import and export of the films, for amusement

only.

Well, let this contingency useless as it is, remain for this

kind of film, but there is such a vast difference, on an indus-
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trial basis, between films for educational and amusement

purposes that it is impossible to deal with both kinds in the

same manner.

What attitude is our department for Education taking

toward the question of school- films ?

—

Well—a good many resolutions had been passed to the effect

that it would be a good thing to provide new school buildings,

or schools to be rebuilt, with special class-rooms for school-

film demonstration.

In general it was found to be quite sufficient simply to

recommend taking up the demonstration of school-films.

(This is to be found in the bill passed by the Department of

Science, Art and National Education on March ioth, 1920.

U. 4. 7844.)

School films are subjects to further education and the

necessary costs may be deducted from school expendi-

ture. As to the place of demonstrating such school

films, schools should as far as possible, be chosen for

that purpose.

Rubric III.

Where there are communities for the purpose of further-

ing school-film performances, they should be assisted

and given due help and co-operation.

(Bill of March 26th, 1922.)
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To make a long story short, the attitude taken toward this

matter is one of benevolence ; active measures, however, have

not been taken, neither has anything been done to realise

capital for this purpose.

With regard to the question of expenses, this is being left

to the state and counties, and such educational institutions

as bear the expenditure and whose financial ability and peda-

gogical position is decisive. With a few exceptions however

their financial efforts have neither helped nor accomplished

anything of moment.

The Board of Review, was organised by the central depart-

ment in co-operation with the entire film industry, in the

year 1919, and the task of this Board is to criticise and ap-

prove all films, which are voluntarily submitted by either

producer or distributor and its decision as to whether or not

such films can suitably be used for educational and school

purposes, to judge from the point of view of the Department

of Education, is final.

However—this organisation was finally approved by the

government only in recent years and thus enabled to draw

a line between films valuable as educational films and films

of a purely artistic value. Such approvals of this "Lampe"
Organisation, are, as already mentioned, governmental and

final, and either result in a tax reduction or as often happens,

in the complete remission of taxes on such films.

Because of the fact that almost all official organisations

and institutions have completely failed to further the school-

film question, producers have seen to it of their own initia-
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tive that most of their films are of such a character that mi-

nors are admitted to the performances at the theatre. Most

of these films are of historical character such as Napoleon-

Bonaparte, Friedericits Rex, Niebelungen-Saga, and many
more. As to social films such as Falsche Scham, (The Dangers

of Ignorance) a film about disease and cure (four episodes

taken from a physician's diary) these were also given free to

minors. For instance, Geisel der Menscheit, a film dealing

with venereal diseases, was, outside the regular programme,

being shown separately at schools for girls and at schools for

boys. This film is of educational value and therefore it was

given free for minors. (See comments in last month's issue

by Dr. Havelock Ellis. Editor.)

The domestic and foreign production of the past years has

been very rich, having put out an unlimited number of films

which minors were permitted to attend. Because of this we
come to the valuable conclusion, that even the young gener-

ation must not be denied the pleasure of an Educational Mo-

tion Picture performance, particularly so, since our educa-

tional authorities are not doing much to make the teaching

of any particular subject more clear and more interesting by

the use of educational films, even when excellent ones exist

that would perfectly fit in with the lesson.

The German Motion Picture League, was formed along

with the "Lampe" Organisation, whose task it was to organ-

ise a Central Motion Picture Registry and to take over all
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negotiations with the producers and distributors of the entire

film industry, in order to be able to put all matters concerning

school and educational films and their performances on the

cheapest possible basis. In the year igi 9 there were a good

many motion picture conce rns, which took up production of

Educational and Scientific films on a large scale. They soon

realised however that they could no+ continue in this way,

because schools and universities, for reasons already mentioned

were not sufficent alone to make these films financially suc-

cessful. The theatre-owner however, is only interested in

very big educational and scientific productions which will

make his business profitable, in spite of the huge expenses

with which he has to compete,— -such films as for instance

Der Wilderer (The Savage) Nanook, and Chang. As a result

of the above mentioned facts and reasons, it is safe to state,

that from 1927 on, the German Educational and Scientific

production has been at death's door. Thus it is that the Ger-

man Motion Picture League has now only more or less old

films, which technically are practically valueless.

There is another obstacle in the attitude of the present

body of teachers. To a greater or lesser extent being opposed

to the introduction of educational films into the programme

of teaching, at present it has absolutely no interest in the

question and completely ignores it. The Mass of narrow

minded and unapproachable teachers does not keep pace with

modern technical means and improvements and it is evident

that in the school-film question it foilows an " Ostrich-Policy".

The department of Education, together with the states
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and communities who bear the expenses of the school, should

make it their business to see that the introduction of school

films into the programme of teaching is accomplished. Mean-

time we find that the number of German Educational and

school-film pioneers is v^ry limited, consisting of a small

group of modern thinking pedagogues, the so-called school

communities, who partly through their own means, together

with the help of the parents of their pupi s, have insisted that

schools be provided with the equipment necessary for Motion

Picture performances. (The city of Chemmitz and the Free-

State of Sachsen.) It is therefore fortunate that Professor

Dr. Lampe, of the Central Institute, Berlin, has been sufficient-

ly successful to make the admission of minors possible to the

performances of films especially suitable for educational pur-

poses, because the educational and school-film problem which

is as yet unsolved is to a certain extent being counter-balanced

in the circles of theatre-owners. It has been mentioned al-

ready that a more or less widely expressed aversion exists

in connection with educational and scientific films, and that

the theatre owner is only really interested in big plays of real

and expressed educational and scientific value.

It is safe to say, that theatre owners are openly opposed

to putting scientific films as an additional attraction on their

programmes.

This attitude is quite reasonable and can easily be under-

stood because we have a very limited supply of films of real

scientific value,—yes, we have even been through a "film

inflation'', which has flooded the market with so called, "city
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films", and which has clearly shown how utterly impossible

and valueless such propaganda films are.

Here is an example :

X'bourg has churches and towers, a city-hall, a railway

station, a main street leading to or from the station with more

or less comfortable hotels.

B'dorf also has all those things. The unscrupulous indus-

try has made a mean attempt to derive as much benefit as

possible from this "city-propaganda film scheme", even the

smallest and most insignificant towns were filmed, towns

often as utterly uninteresting as they are presented to the

public !—It certainly is rewarding to see the ancient I3-I5th

century buildings of Goslar or Hildesheim on the screen, but

it is rather doubtful if late 19th century buildings of B-dorf

could make any impression on the public.

Isn't it quite reasonable to find that theatre owners are

antagonized as soon as the words "scientific films" are men-

tioned ? This "Manko" is solely to be attributed to the pro-

ducer. Were there better, real scientific-films the theatre

owner would not hesitate to put them on his programme.

In view of this, the Ufa a number of years ago made it their

task to show only scientific films of their own manufacture.

These were shown at the theatres, Kammerspiele, Potsdamer-

filatz, and Mozartsaal, with much success. One can easily

see that it is quite possible, as long as the matter is being

tackled with the required expert knowledge.

We in Germany, are at death's door concerning the ques-

tion of scientific and school-films.
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But how are things in other countries ?

There is no getting away from the fact, that much serious

international work will be required to secure the scientific

and school film its place in both school and theatre, where

being an educational factor, it undoubtedly belongs.

E. Hellmund-Waldow.

COMMENT AND REVIEW

WHY !

I was both pleased and sad when I saw in the January issue

of Close Up the reproductions of some actual "sets", side by
side with the original sketches.

T was pleased that you had published the photos and so

given some people an opportunity of realizing that there are

at least a few designers in the Kinema to-day who are capa-

ble of creating an artistic (that dreadfully hackneyed word)

set, but one which definitely gives very much to the atmos-

phere of the scene.

Then I was sad when I found that the sets when built bore

little or no resemblance to the artists sketches.

When I say that there was no resemblance, I do not mean
that the room or building was not of similar^ shape,—they
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may even have put the door in the same place ! But the ent-

ire atmosphere, which is after all the vital thing in the design-

had been lost.

I do not proles? to have a great knowledge oi the Kinema,

but I feel a great deal and have many thoughts (not all plea-

sant ones) about it.

What, one asks oneself, is the use of calling in an artist, a

man whose latent talent has been trained to think in terms

of atmosphere as related to design, and design as practicable

in every-day life :—v hat is the use of asking this highly trained

mind to create something for you which you will not use, 01

intend to distort ?

What is it that is wrong :

Is it that the Director thinks that he knows more of Design

than the Artist ; cr is it that knowing so very Jittle he fails to

give the man the necessary instructions, and facilities for

finding out the possibilities and limitations oi the space he is

designing for ?

The "still" which struck one most in your January number

was that of the mill bedroom in Am Rande der Welt.

I can find but one point oi real resemblance between the

sketch and the finished
44
set" :—the floor in both is of boards !

I can think of no conceivable reason why the entire design

and furnishing should have been altered. Often it is the dif-

ficulty of placing the lights, but here it can not be that, as the

light falls into the room at the same angJe in both versions.

Needless to say it does not look the same in both as there are

not the same objects for it to "light.
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I don't know the story of Am Rande der Well, but whether

one knows it or not, it is obvious that whereas the first sketch

gives one a definite feeling, the actual "set" conveys to one

just nothing at all.

We know that in all big concerns much effort is bound to be

wasted, but as long as the required end has been obtained these

losses do not matter
;
they are par* of the game. But if

through the loss of some of the small efforts, or through the

work of a more important worker being unrecognised, the

combination fail to get what they set oat for, then there is

something wrong—badly wrong, with the management.

In the case of the Kinema that management is most fre-

quently the producer. It is he who in most cases finally

decides the How, When, and Where of the picture.

So long as the Kinema is purely a business concern there

will remain this tendancy to mutilate Art : let us hope that

as the years pass this tendancy will be modified as it has been

already in the realm of commercial art and to a lesser degree

in the theatre.

Ruth Tonge.

(Photographer and Art Director for The Manchester Film

Society.)

HOLLYWOOD NOTES

The movies are more than living up to their sobriquet.

They are moving right along to a revolution in cinema tech-
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nique. Natural color is already achieved
; stereoscopic pro-

jection is on the way ; and now comes the audible photoplay.

Two recent inventions for the simultaneous projection of

sound and pictures—the Vitaphone and the Movietone—have

reached a point of development that has prompted two of the

big Hollywood producers to put on pictures in which all of

the titles, as well as much heretofore impossible dialog, will

be spoken from the screen by the actors themselves.

Warner Brothers, controlling Vitaphone, are now preparing

to put on in this new fashion The Lion and the Mouse and Ten-

derloin, with Dolores Costello.

William Fox, the owTner of Movietone, is going a step far-

ther and is getting ready to phono-film several operas and

musical comedies. As starters, these will include tabloid

versions of Pagliacci, with Al Jolson, and Blossom Time, with

Janet Gaynor, recently made famous by her work in Seventh

Heaven and Sunrise.

Charlie Chaplin, after a two-years absence from the screen

has now given the world his Circus, and is already at work on

his next opus, Nowhere. Immediately following that will be

an ambitious non-comedy photodrama of Napoleon. Chap-

lin has himself written the Napoleon scenario ana will direct

the picture, but report has it that he will not himself play the

title role !

Tom Mix, the Wild West hero is forming a picture company
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of his own ; and for the next two years, by way of change and

novelty, will make movies in the Argentine.

The South American gaucho is as romantic a figure in his

way as the Western cowboy ; and Mix, with his trained horse

and his skill with the lariat and the six-shooter, will no doubt

do much to popularize this dare-devil rider of the pampas, as

well as broaden the geography knowledge of millions of school

boys.

Viewed from the business angle, Tom Mix's venture will

be watched with interest. Other screen heroes and heroines

have attempted similar solo ventures—breaking away from

the big producing companies, and, on the strength of their

personal popularity, undertaking to make pictures on their

own.

The usual result is disaster, both financial and professional.

The average first-magnitude cinema stars, for all of their bril-

liance, are not brilliant enough to realize that their screen

success under the banner of an established company is not

wholly a matter of personality. Many other factors are invol-

ved, not the least of which are experienced supervision and

direction combined with a highly organized system of exploi-

tation with which no single individual can hope to compete.

Charles Ray, whose popularity a few years back rivaled

that of Douglas Fairbanks, brought his cinema career to a

tragic conclusion by becoming an independent and producing

The Courtship of Miles Standish.

Gloria Swanson is another who thru the ambition of inde-
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pendence has slipped from the top rung of the ladder of pop-

ularity. After two or three unsuccessful pictures of her own,

she is now struggling heroically, but with apparent hopeless-

ness, to save herself from going completely to the bottom.

Starting her cinema career as a bathing beaut}' in Mack
Sennett's comedy factory, she rose to stardom thru Cecil de

Mille's direction under the Lasky banner, and at the time she

ventured forth as a free lance she was commanding a salary

of something like half a million a year and enjoying a pop-

ularity that has never been exceeded by any woman star of the

screen.

C. H.

POINTS FROM LETTERS

Wow

!

I am going to ask it as a favour of you that you stop sending me "Cluse-

Up" Fact is, it doesn't interest rne at all. Awfully sorry, but you might

as well send it to some guy that likes the supercilious and chip on the shoul-

der articles that so delight your editors. Every time I get the magasine I

have a sinking feeling in the pit of my stomach. I say to myself , more

grouches, snobbishness and sly hittings at America and its MONEY. And
its ART, and its PEOPLE, and its general all round BIGNESS. I am quite

fed up on it and I do not read anything modern any more. I quite adore

the Victorian age and am proud of it. So that's that. VIOLA B. JOR-
DAN. Tenafly. NEW JERSEY.

And a kind word !

May I congratulate you on this month's (February) Close Up, which is

quite your best number to-date
;
not least among the improvements being
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the fact that the pages are already cut. I welcome your list of "films re-

commended by Close Up" and would suggest that you could double its val-

ue by inserting in each copy sold in England a short supplement giving the

most artistic releases of the month. So few really good films get press no-

tices, and an even greater number are so damned by Wardour Street titles

that unless one keeps a constant watch over a very wide area, one is liable

to miss many masterpieces. J. B. SOMERYILLE. Banstead, SURREY.
We welcome this suggestion, and will as far as possible act upon it. Many

thanks. Ed.)

Public Support

!

The Paris idea of groups of people who get a cinema for a special perfor-

mance sounds admirable. I wish it could be done here. But most people

I have met in E look on films as " the pictures", and leave it at that.

If you tell them that such or such a film is well directed , or well lit, or well

acted, or well anything, they regard you as a crank. A "picture" is a "pic-

ture", and it is nothing more. One goes to the pictures as one goes to church

(only with rather more certainty as to the result). H. G. M. SUSSEX.

Films of the Year.

An editorial note tells us that this book is designed "to supply film-lovers

with pictures that gave them pleasure on the screen
;
secondly, that students

may be able to appreciate fully the methods by which impressive effects

were secured
;
thirdly, that those who believe in the cinema may have exam-

ples at hand to illustrate their belief, and lastly to bring the possibilities of

the moving picture before those who have not yet realised what it can

achieve." —An aim which, in itself, would capture immediate sympathy,

even were the book far less handsome and distinguished than it is.

The first thing that strikes the attention on opening it is the beautiful

reproduction of the "stills"
;
depth of tone, fineness of detail, all is there as

in the original photographs. It may be that some will criticise the fact that

they are printed in dark sepia instead of black, but this will be purely a

question of personal taste, as there are definite points in favour of the sepia
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tone, notably a tendency,—curious as it may seem—to enhance the depth

of shadow or dark spaces with an almost velvet quality.

The "stills" are well chosen, and decidedly representative. The most
cursory examination makes evident their aesthetic as well as their kinetic

value, since each in itself suggests a before and after, a complete mobility.

This in itself is enough, surely, to at least persuade "those who have not yet

realised" the possibility of the cinema that there is indeed more there than

meets the eye, though the main value lies in the prefatory essay, and in the

summary and criticism of the "stills" themselves.

The educational (in the best sense of the word) significance of this book
should not be overlooked, for there can be no doubt that it will persuade

the suspicious and beguile the wary. It will be the eye that will see for them,

and teach them to see for themselves. In having achieved this, Mr. Herring

has rendered a real service to the screen. His observations that "the cinema

alone can answer our growing need to be fully articulate" and that the cine-

ma is an art "because it expresses a part of us that can be expressed in no
other way" are the cine to whatever the reader will be enriched by when
he has sufficiently studied the book.

Films of the Year, at the modest, price of five shillings, is certainly not to

be missed. It is good fare. We would like to suggest now that the Studio

will make a point of bringing it out annually, or, better still, semi-annually,

and by this means, establish a valuable record of artistic progress and achie-

vement that must otherwise be only a series of memories gradually overlaid

and lost by newer material. (ROBERT HERRING. The Studio. 44,

Leicester Square, LONDON. 5/- net)

.

FILMS RECOMMENDED BY CLOSE UP.

First Choice.

Die[Liebe der Jeanne Ney (Lusts of the Flesh) .

Ufa. Direction G. W. Pabst. Manuscript : Leonhardt. Cameraman :

F. A. Wagner. Edith Jehanne, Brigitte Helm, Fritz Raso. Uno Henring,

A. E. Licho, Vladimir Sokoloff. in exquisite, characteristic Pabst scenario.
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Superb technique, acting, photography. Set in Crimea and Montparnasse.

To be seen at all costs. (English release Dec. 31)

Dona Jliana.

Ufa in conjunction with Elizabeth Bergner's Poetic Film Company.
Direction Paul Czinner. Photography by Carl Freund. From the Spanish

of Tirzo da Molina. Elizabeth Bergner, Walter Rill a. Stills are elsewhere

in this issue.

Bed and Sofa (Trois dans tin Sous-sol).

Studhlm A. G. Ludmila Semenova, Woldemar Fogel and Nicolei Bata-

loff in new Russian him. The Potemkin method applied to domestic drama.

Amazing psychology. Uncompromising treatment. Directed by Alexander

Room.

The Mother.

From the story by Maxim Gorki. Meschrabom-Rus-Production. Direc-

tion W. Pudowkin. The mother : W. Baranowskajas. The father : Leinst-

jakoff. The son : Nicolei Bataloff.

The Black Sunday.

Production Goskino. Direction Wiskowski. A second Potemkin, con-

tinuing the story of the 1905 revolution. If possible more realistic in treat-

ment than Potemkin, though less masterly in appeal.

The Postmaster.

Meschrabom-Rus-Production. From the novel by Pouschkin. Directed

by Jeliaboujski and Moskvine, with Moskvine in the leading role, and Ta-
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marine and Mme
. Malinowskaja. Dynamic beauty with typical Russian

quality of realism. (This film will be trade shown in London on March
1 6th. at the Hippodrome by F. B. O. Release date will be announced later).

Geiger von Florenz (Impetuous Youth).

Ufa. Direction Paul Czinner. Elizabeth Bergner, Conrad Veidt, Wal-
ter Rilla. Photography by Freund. Not to be missed.

Voyage to the Congo.

Neofilm production. A photographic record by Marc Allegret of the

journey made by Andre Gide and himself to unknown regions of the Congo,

as told by Gide in his book of the same name. Vivid and unique .

Schinderhannes.

Prometheus-Film super-production. Direction Kurt Bernhardt. Scena-

rio by same with Carl Zuckmayer. Photography Gunther Krampf. Sets

by Heinrich Richter. Superb cast including Hans Stiiwe, Fritz Rasp, Lissi

Arna, Frieda Richard, Albert Steinruck, Kowal-Samborski.

Rten que les Heaves and En Rade.

Neofilm productions directed by A. Cavalcanti. Catherine Hessling

starred.

Second choice.

Kopf Hoch Charley (Bigamie) .

Ufa. Ellen Richter in marvellous role. Directed by Willi Wolff. Last

third of picture falls off

.
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Moral.

Matador-Film-Verleih. (Universal Pictures Corporation). Ellen Rieh-

ter and Harry Halm in bright and charming comedy. Directed by Willi

Wolff.

Out of the Mist (Hagar's Sohn).

Defu Production. Mady Christians, Werner Fuetterer, Vladimir Soko-

loff in drama of German mountains. Beautiful lighting. Directed by Fritz

Werdhausen.

A Iraune (Mandrake)

.

Ama-Film. From the book by Hanns Heinz Hwers, directed by Henrik

Galeen. Fantastic fare for those who like the improbable. Brigitte Helm
in title role. Paul Wegener, Ivan Petrovitch, Valeska Gert, Wolfgang

Zilzer.

Am Rande der Welt (The Edge of the World).

Ufa. Directed by Carl Grune. Sets by Neppach. Brigitte Helm. Al-

bert Steinriick. Plea for pacifism. Fails in this respect, but has beauti-

ful sets and lighting.
^

White Gold.

De Mille production, directed by William K. Howard. Jetta Goudal,

George Bancroft. Admirable restraint in tragic story. Bad comedy
touches.

Wolf's Clothing (La Folle Nuit).

A delightful Lubitsch comedy with Monty Blue and Pasty Ruth Miller.

More than meets the eye, being in every way as pathological and in the same
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vein as Secrets of the Soul. Only you don't know it unless you know some-

thing of psycho-analytical dream symbolism.

Natur tmd Liebe (Nature and Love).

"Kulturfilm" by Ufa. Made by Dr. Ulrich Schulz.

The King of Kings.

Cecil M. de Mille production. H. B. Warner, Jacqueline Logan, Ernest

Torrence, Rudolph and Joseph Schildkraut, Victor Varconi, Wm Boyd.

Queen Louise.

Terra Film. Carl Grune somewhat below par. Mady Christians in title

role. Arpad Viragh photographs.

Sunrise.

Fox Film. Directed by Murneau. See article elsewhere.

•
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Adrienne Monnier

LIBRAIRIE

SOCIETE DE LECTURE

« La Maison des Amis des Livres is indisputa-

bly the founder of the present bookshop move-
ment. It introduced two great principles which
have now been established : the first, of a moral
order, demands that the bookseller be not only
cultivated but that he or she undertake the task
of a veritable priesthood ; the second, of a mate-
rial order, reposes on the practice of the sale and
loan of books.
The Library of the Maison des Amis des Livres

is today the most complete and the richest libra-

ry in existence. It possesses a great number of

works that are out of print. There one finds all

the Moderns up to the most extreme, and all

the Classics. »

VALERY LARBAUD
(La Revue de France)
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(( I shall be doing a service in pointing-

out the most complete and modern Anglo-
American libraries that Paris possesses.

« It is Shakespeare and Company run by
Miss Sylvia Beach whose role as publisher and
propagandist in France of the most recent

English and American works assures her from
now on an enviable place in the literary history

of the United States, and who assembles the

elite among the young English, Irish and
Americans who are temporally in Paris. »

VALERY LARBAUD
(La Revue de France)
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Do not miss the

CIVILIANS
b v Bryher

j

"What part have civilians in war ?" It is this question asked by the author that makes one

realise here is not a searchlight merely, but an oxy-aceteline flame burning to the very heart of

Wartime England.

"So war began with cheering and ended with drunkenness. What about Berlin ? What of

the defeated ? What for all of to-morrow ? There was nothing to do for those not drunk but

to go to bed. As they had gone to bed on August the Fourth. There was a lot of ruin in be-

tween. Where did the old code lead ? Be a good wife, be a good mother, be a good citizen led

to this—drunken men cheering in a war, drunken women cheering out a war. Nobody caring,

nobody responsible. People dying, even civilians dj-ing". Or again :

"Your King and Country Need You, screamed the posters. Well they were learning now
what king and country was. "You bloody bastard. .

." the sergeant tegan, and the cane descend-

ed again, full between a horse's ears. The rest of the sentence was lost in the jingling of the reins.

Children in prams sat and watched "the soldiers"... "It's a shame," someone in the crowd

yelled... "Not so good for recruiting to do that in the open,' ' an officer was saying. . . . The

recruits galloped along the Row. On hoardings black robed mothers with v>hite bail r recced

their sons toward bayonets."

This is a vivid and remorseless book of the War, unique in every way. A great beck. Price
7 shillings and sixpence.

also

By E. L. Black
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o new POOL books

ISLAND
Macpherson

A tale of the outer Hebrides, a small island "where things happen." "Fear struck a note in

him,—a treble clang. It was easy to apprehend a hand_filling[the[dusk, stretched down to [him.

It is not joy that waits for you here.

Then he shook his throat from the upturned collar of his weatherproof and regained 'pride.

There was a club foot of rock and erosions had continued it in a leg. The' family stronghold

was set on the instep, wary with watchtowers. It was an attempt at shelter from Atlantic

gales, seen only obliquely from the sea, but the wind made arcs and tormented it with catcalls....*

Night set off across the sea like an expedition. Something would happen. Rising, he felt the

land shake under impact. Tide crashed against his feet "
. . .leads to an immense

climax :

"Get that woman out of here." said Mannering. "scrrecne take her avay and attend to her/'

Mrs. Mannering bowed down her head and wept terribly. She gained control at once. Aggie

Scott was screaming down the corridor, more and more faintly, "it was an accident, my finger

nail. My ringer nail. ..." A grim impassivity fell upon the room. The candles guttered

frenziedly in strong draughts." an absorbing and tragic tale, capturing the true island

sense of sea and weather and emotions "on this island [hybrid and unfeasible." Price

7 shillings and sixpence.

A hand. . . .eyes, .something,

By the same author
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HOW TO GET "CLOSE UP"

An extraordinary vagueness persists in England as to low books and

magazines not displayed in thousands upon railway bookstores may be

obtained. Well educated people come up to an author with the inevitable

question, « where can I get your book ? » A blow to pride when the

volume has been issued by one of the do%en best known publishing firms.

It never seems to occur to them that they have only to order a book or a

magazine at the nearest bookshop and that they will then receive it (should

it be out of stock ) at the latest in a couple of days.

In order to get Close Up in England order it personally , by post, or

through another bookshop from Messrs J and E Bumpus, 350 Oxford Street,

London, or send a cheque or postal order for fourteen shillings direct to the

Pool Publishing Co, Riant Chateau, Territet, Switzerland.

ArHerican readers are requested to send money order to the same

address. Twenty five cents for single copy or three dollars fifty cents per

year, including postage.

Subscribers in France should senddirect to Librairie Gallimard, boulevard

Raspail, 25, Paris, Librairie Flammarion, rue Racine, Paris, or Shake-

speare and Co, rue de VOdeon, 12, Paris. Five francs per single copy, or

seventy francs per year, including postage.

Manuscripts should be addressed to the Editor, Pool, Riant Chateau,

Territet, Switzerland. While all care will be taken with manuscripts

submitted no responsibility for them can be assumed. They will not be

returned unless accompanied with addressed envelope and must be type-

written.
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GREETINGS
TO CLOSE UP !

The FILM ARTS GUILD, inaugurators of the Little

Cinema Movement in America, extends its welcome to

another pioneer in the realm of screen art —CLOSE UP
—the first international periodical dedicated to the

higher interests of motion pictures.

In undertaking its editorial representation in New
York, the Film Arts Guild assumes the responsibility of

bringing to the European as well as the American readers

of CLOSE UP, the major screen achievements of Holly-

wood and also of various groups of experimentalists in

the United States.

The Film Arts Guild also invites inquiries and cor-

respondence from the readers of CLOSE UP on all as-

pects of American films, which will be answered either

direct 'or through the columns of this periodical.

The Guild also extends its co-operation to European

film producers in finding a market for its productions,

whether commercial or artistic, and solicits correspon-

dence along these lines.

Our hope is to establish through CLOSE UP a medium
of interchange which will provide a common basis for

those of keen faith in the inherent possibilities of this

new art form.

Symon Gould,

Director. Film Arts Guild.
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Vol. II - No 4 April 1928

AS IS

BY THE EDITOR

My first privilege this month is to make my bow before the

greeting opposite, and to give greeting in return. We wel-

come Mr. Symon Gould, the Executive Director of the Film

Arts Guild of Xew York, as Xew York Editor, and the Film

Arts Guild as American and Canadian distributors of Close Up.

This is an important move toward consolidation of the rapidly

increasing band of pioneer fighters for the art of the cinema.

We need more and more allies to fight at our side, and to

ally the whole army, so to speak, of a continent, is certainly

stimulus enough to make the faintest heart exult. Let me,

then, take this moment to greet, from myself and from our

European public, all new readers in America, who are allies,

and (to speak episcopally) friends in a great cause.
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Last month I discussed a letter from Pabst, in which he

suggested ways and means to improvement of the
%
film situa-

tion, offering a Napoleonic solution that a Universal Joint-

Stock-Company (to use his word Aktiengesellshaft) should

be formed of the one tenth of all the public which desires good

films, each paying ten shillings, or two dollars fifty per year

which would entitle them to see ten films during the year made
by ten director^ chosen by poll, in special theatres.

This Aktiengesellshaft was to be collected—sifted—from

all corners of the earth, where its members are scattered
' 'without voice or shelter". But how to reach this vast

public, lost and unsheltered in the swarming tens of millions

to whom the words "film-art" mean no more than the fact

that a handful of cranks are making ridiculous films of chim-

ney pots, rhythms and meaningless patterns.

To the casual observer it would appear that this segrega-

tion of the cranks would lead to a complete schism between

the two factors ; that the formation of a Company would

mean an ever widening chasm between the mass of the public

and the progressionists. That in catering tor and ministering

to their own aesthetic needs they would be instead of expand-

ing the scope and dynamic power of the film, limiting it to

the ultimate point of sterility, and therefore going backward

instead of forward. It would seem that the cranks would

defeat their own end not only by failure, but by antagonising

the cinema public in general, by and through whom their very

existence has been made possible.

This state of affairs clearly presupposes that the "handful
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of cranks" really are cranks whose aesthetic, needs, and final

ambitions mean vacantly wandering down a gentle Gada-

rene slope. Their film art is bunk, their eclectic distinctions

muddled and moribund.

Is it therefore not plain that it is urgent, if only to dissipate

this misconception, to form some sort of Aktiengesell shaft,

some sort of organised, argumentative, tub-thumping vehicle

to explain and show to all just what we all mean by film art,

and just where we are and where we are not cranks ?

The idea of a schism is the first mistake. Such a division

would not be in any sense a rejection, leaving the movie

industry at large to founder in a sea of oafishness. The mo-

vie industry wTould not be where it is if it were as helpless

and unseeing as that. The industrial side of the movies has

its eye very much open. That is plain from the fact that it

is where it is. And this wide open eye would be the first to

see that the way to continued industrial success would be to

keep a careful watch on any faction breaking away into new
methods ; in other words to remain neutral through the battle

and come in after the day's fray like a comfortable alderman

taking advantage of the spoils of war. No commercial enter-

prise with the slightest integrity would fail to borrow any

method, (tentatively at first, confiscating it afterwards freely

if it worked) which had made some reclame, and over which

there was no copyright.

This in itself has been evident enough in the case of the

Little Theatre movement of America, which has done so much
for the theatre there. By trying out entirely new methods its

7
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influence has extended into the realms of rankest commerce.

Equally this applies-—and it will apply more and more—in

the case of the Film Arts Guild, whose Cameo theatre in

New York is always full to overflowing, and the influence of

whose films has already been traceable in several recent Holly-

wood excursions.

Such institutions as this, and such a journal as Close Up
are not founded to minister to a handful of idle, selfish intel-

lectuals, to enclose them round and pamper them with gra-

tification of their idle, selfish whims, but to make their way
slowly and steadily into the public consciousness. They are,

in fact, educators in the best and widest sense. They are

not turning away from the masses (which are not to be thus

despised), but a means to slowly raise the standard of that

in which the masses still delight. Such benignity would be

as bad as the pious interference of illiterate missionaries

among competent and contented cannibals, except that we
are not trying to force our beliefs on the unwilling, and but

for the fact that whereas a missionary doesn't have to lead

savages to God in order to survive, we have to make some

sort of stand that decent film may do so.

For as I have said repeatedly, the fight to make good films

becomes harder and harder, and may become too hard for

the most determined protagonist if "something" (that vague

and comforting generalization) isn't done. "Something",

however, is being done. Much is being done. But we need

swift power, and a means to ensure good films being made

and shown. Sheer business, sheer commerce is hard headed
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and deals with established things. Therefore it will not expe-

riment. It will take a chance on investment. It has to.

It does that every time a film is made, every time a new star

rises, every time an old star is told "where to get off at".

But it manifestly wont, and shouldn't, plunge desperately

into uncharted seas. Some of us have money invested in it,

and we would be highly incensed if it did. Thus it is useless

to look to sheer "business" to supply artistic and experiment-

al progress. The creative function of business is business-

not creation. Business makes its money from the successful

exploitation of some commodity. Someone else has originally

had to think out the commodity. That is what our job boils

down to. We have to think out the commodity. If it is good

enough we can be sure some business will develop out of it.

In other words, if we create a lively interest in artistic, edu-

cational endeavour and development, if we stir things and

people up, set up a high-tension current, "Business will dev-

elop out of it" !

If the advanced cinema groups in Europe and America

were showing and advocating triste and barren examples of

freakishness, there would be every reason to deplore their

existence. But are they ? By no means. Turn to the list

of recommended films at the back of this issue, and see whe-

ther every one is not a logical, straightforward and easily

understandable story or document. Think of the kind of

films that are shown at the little movie theatres : Joyless

Street, Bett und Sofa, La Tragedie de la Rue, Caligari, Berlin,

Prince Achmed, Rien que les Heures, The Treasure. Such

9
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films as these form the major portion of their programmes.

There are, naturally, other excursions, five minute, ten mi-

nute, even twenty minute films of abstract and absolute pat-

tern, Ruttman's Absolute Operas, for example, Ernak Bakia,

Ballet Mechaniqiie. It is not supposed that these are for

the masses. But we are entitled to them for ourselves if we

want them without the necessity of apology, since we are

expected even to be grateful for the millions of feet of shock-

ing baltherdash which is the masses ' corresponding indiscre-

tion. Finally, in the little theatres, old fragments are revived

usually to our trained perceptions, indescribably funny. How
we enjoy them, how the masses would love them. We are

not so far apart when all is said.

In fact, the kind of film we advocate is the kind of film that

any normally intelligent person could understand. The

straight, clear intention of St. Petersburg, Jeanne Ney, Bett

unci Sofa is not stylised and excrescent . These films are

superb because they are true to life, because they say some-

thing we know, because the}' move us, because their beauty

is a beauty we recognise, and their greatness a greatness we

can comprehend. In a word they are concerned with prac-

tical problems in which you or I might be involved at any

time. They have been made to express something, to point

out something, not to go on exalting the smug complacence

and falsity with which all film goers are wearily familiar.

In forming a society which made its own films, every pos-

sible means would be taken to extend its scope to the widest

possible limits, and to draw into the fold more and more peo-

10
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pie daily. Would this mean countermanding, would this mean
destroying the democracy of films ? Certainly not. As I

say, commerce would be hot on our heels. Mr. Clifford Ho-

ward has pointed out in these pages that films like Sunrise

and White Gold bridge the two extremes. They bring per-

ception to a vast intermediate class to whom the stark un-

compromise of Mother or Joyless Street would still be alien and

not to be recognised. By such means as this perception can

be trained. That is where the commercial film catering for

the many million will form its link with the advanced film

catering for the few million. It will take its cue and follow

up. The commercial film will take from the advanced film,

and in return the advanced film will benefit by the technical

improvements and ways and means made possible by the

vast incomes and opulence of the commercial film. Xot mu-
tual contempt, in short, but mutual esteem, Xo Gadarene

slope but a house upon a rock.

In closing I will simply echo the invitation tendered in the

greeting sent by Mr. Gould to all American readers who would

care to have information concerning European films, or com-

ments to make, to write to Close Up, which is entirety at their

service, and anxious to give them what they want.

Kenneth Macpherson.
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AN INTERVIEW : ANITA LOOS

Many telephone calls, many explanations, an appointment.

We felt guilty as we waited in the hall (the London corres-

pondent of Close Up and myself) knowing well enough how
much we should resent ourselves having our few moments
of privacy disturbed at an hour when work for the day should

be over. But one does for the cinema wThat one will not do for

one's self so we held firmly to our need of seeing Miss Loos if

only for a few moments, partly because we wanted first hand

information as to modern conditions in Hollywood and partly

because Miss Loos being on the governing board of the Film

Arts Guild, wTe hoped she might tell us about its programme

and the trend of progress of the little cinema movement in the

States. We wTanted to meet Miss Loos herself but having

very firm ideas on the subject of an authors' right to be pri-

vate, we should not have ventured to insist upon an interview

for merely selfish reasons.

The hall of an hotel always suggests some casual sequence

in a movie. Boys passed with trays
;
people chatted in a

half dozen different languages. Outside the light was turn-

ing from dusk grey to deep blue. It wras raining and cold

gusts of wind broke into the room every time the door open-

ed. London and Hollywood seemed very widely separated.

I remembered the ceaseless shooting of movie scenes under

12
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stiff palms and children playing, only one path off, too accus-

tomed to seeing cameras to be interested in them any more.

And this "mixed" to the projection room at Neubabelsburg

and the lash of surprise when the two lovers in Jeanne Ney
walked through the rain toward each other. Cinematogra-

phy taking not a step but a whole aeroplane flight with a

single film. And now London and waiting. "Miss Loos,

you know, was one of the movie pioneers."

We tried to sort our questions out into as concise a form

as possible. And as we argued for the necessity of this or

that, Miss Loos came suddenly upon us.

Forgetting all text books on "how to begin an interview"

we both began if rather too quickly, with much eagerness.

"Won't you tell us, Miss Loos, something of the present

condition of the cinema in Hollywood ?"

"You cannot do anything in Hollywood now for if it costs

five thousand dollars an hour to make a picture, no single per-

son is going to take that responsibility.
"

Five thousand dollars is one thousand pounds. But

how can expenses have been run up so tremendously ?

"You see they have forced expenses up until nobody can

go on. Vast studios exist and often fifty thousand feet of

film are taken as a sort of rehearsal. They will photograph

enough to make three full length pictures and then say "why,

now we'll begin shooting." And that cannot go on. It is

not real experiment. It is just chaos, lack of definite plan

and wastage. There is only one hope for the movies as

AN ART AND THAT IS THE SMALL UNIT LEASING A CORNER

13
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OF A STUDIO AND MAKING INDIVIDUAL PICTURES. Pictures

that are properly planned before they are begun. But Holly-

wood as it is at present can do nothing else but flop."

"Are there many small companies working now in Ame-
rica ?

"The hope there is in the quickies. The American mean-

ing of the word, is, as it would indicate, a film rushed through

in a few days by an independent company. Now one quickie

called the Blood Ship has been remarkably successful be-

cause it was a marvellous melodrama. ]> was made indepen-

dently. But there is one thing that all my experience with

the cinema has taught me and that is, that you cannot keep a

good picture down. Not in the long run though it may have

to wait for recognition. But until Americans follow the con-

tinental method of renting out studio space and making indi-

vidual pictures we cannot expect to achieve much progress.

But this is coming. It has on a small scale begun already."

"And are you interested in the cinema experiments of

Europe, Miss Loos ?"

"The picture I have enjoyed most of recent months has

been Shooting Stars. But they would not have that in

Hollywood because the leading woman is not beautiful. But

it is a fine and interesting picture."

The telephone rang. We realised that we must not over

stay our time. (Is anything worse than landing in a foreign

country and being asked to give concise statements on ques-

tions that require profound study ?) Between more calls

we asked some necessary questions on the little cinema move-

14
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merit in the States and then as it was almost seven, rose

to go.

One had the impression all the time of great vitality and

wide interest and one wanted to ask a thousand questions...

not strictly cinematographic. About Xew York, American

literature, America's attitude to Europe. But these must

wTait for some other, less hurried opportunity. "May I tell

Close Up readers, Miss Loos, that you feel the future is with

the small film, made experimentally and individually."
44 You may certainly say that as far as my personal opinion

is concerned the only hope for the movies as an art is in the

small individual company."

Taking into consideration the fact that Miss Loos has had

a long and varied association with cinematography from its

early beginnings, having, in her own words, "grown up with

the movies'", her opinion cannot but be encouraging to all

workers for the art of films, whose efforts, so far, have tended

completely toward the line of advancement indicated by

Miss Loos. In addition to this, since, doubtless, most Close

Up readers have a clear conception of how pictures should be

made, or, more likely still, a picture in mind which they have

never dared to think might ever be made because of present

fabled costs of production, they will certainly find this final

sentence full of promise of achievement

Bryher.
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ERIC VON STROHEIM

Eric von Stroheim is the cinema's stormy petrel. Like

many another European genius cast amid the vagaries and

confusion of Hollywood, he has led a troublous existence in

movieland seeking to match artistic temperament against

commercial calculations.

But with no other director has the clashing between art

and business been so persistently pyrotechnic as in the case

of this tempestuous versatile Austrian. A one-time military

officer in the service of the imperial Franz Joseph, and sub-

sequent dish-washer, gardener, hostler, and general down -and-

outer in New York, he came to Hollywood some ten years ago

looking for a job as a movie extra. And from that time on,

as his irresistible dramatic talents bore him upward from

extra to ace-director, he has been an outstanding, colorful

figure in the cinema capital and the center of many a specta-

cular storm.

Individual temperament is no doubt responsible for much
of the disturbance. It usually is in any case of chronic per-

sonal troubles. But another and important factor in the

situation is Von Stroheim's type of wTork as an artist. All of

his canvasses are large, bold, compelling—heroic in concept

and execution. There is none of the genre quality in his

pictures ; none of the simplicity, the directness, the

x6
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quiet subtlety that characterize the work of a Lubitsch or a

Murnau.

And pictures of heroic size call for heroic drafts on a pro-

ducer's pocketbook. Which means from the very outset a

more than usual critical watchfulness and interference on the

part of the business office. And the friction thus engendered

between temperament and business comes inevitably to a

volcanic climax when the artist, losing himself in his work

extends his canvas to extravagant lengths beyond specifica-

tions and beyond all possibility of putting any but a fraction

of it within the limits of the frame designed for it.

If making pictures in this improvident manner is a failing

Von Stroheim possesses the failing in superlative measure.

Yet in spite of it producers continue to be lured by his genius

and by the glamor of his scenarios. Time and again, fully

sensible of the risks involved, they have ventured their money
on him, hoping for the best, but each time doomed to be drawn

into stormy squabbles and tortured with forebodings as they

have dug deeper and yet deeper into their pockets as the only

apparent means of retrieving what has gone before.

Only in one instance has a producer had the hardihood to

replace him in the midst of production. This was The Merry

Go-Round. After several weeks of shooting, with as many
weeks of trouble and the promise of man}- more to follow,

Von Stroheim and the producer parted company, and another

director (Rupert Julian) stepped in and completed the pic

ture. Thanks to the fact that he had for his guide Von Stro-

heim's own carefully prepared continuity, as well as his

17
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already established portrayal of the characters of the story,

Julian succeeded in completing the picture without any appre-

ciable departure from Von Stroheim's characteristic screen

technique.

His picture Greed is reported to have consisted originally

of a hundred reels. He contended in defense of this enormous

footage—and he has made the same defense with respect to

every one of his productions—that he used no more film than

was necessary for the proper and complete picturing of the

story.

But who wants a picture twenty miles long, however merit-

orious or marvelous ? A producer, interested only in profits,

can scarcely be blamed for emitting howls of grief at having

to foot the bills for a product so transcendently over size.

And cutting it down to marketable length means additional

tens of thousands of dollars in time and expert skill, to say no-

thing of the possibility of ruining the whole thing in the process.

Von Stroheim's latest creation, The Wedding March, which

he began in June, 1926, and completed in February, 1927,

has been more than a year in the cutting, with the task still

unfinished at the present writing. This picture in its origi-

nal form is fifty reels long. Von Stroheim himself admits

it ; and he states, moreover, that its production cost was

$ 1,125,000, which he claims is quite justifiable in view of the

greater cost of other less worthy pictures by less gifted direc-

tors. Also, in further self defense, he calls attention to the

fact that Wings was originally three hundred reels in length,

ana Uncle Toms Cabin two hundred.

18
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But cutting a Von Stroheim picture to commercial length

presents a far more intricate and harassing problem than that

involved in the cutting of other over-shot pictures. His scenes

are so artfully interwoven and each is so integral a part of the

story building, that they cannot be lifted in thousand-foot

sequences, as in other more loosely built photoplays, without

weakening or distorting the whole structure.

As a solution to the difficulty with the present photoplay,

Von Stroheim undertook to edit the film in such manner as to

make two distinct pictures of it ; one to be called The Wedding

March and the other The Honeymoon. This he declares could

have been accomplished with the shooting of only a few addi-

tional scenes, to round out the second picture. But before

he had proceeded far toward this end, the Paramount (Lasky)

Company, for whom the film was made, relieved him of the

work of cutting and editing and turned it over to someone

else, in the hope of hurrying it along.

This hope was not fulfilled, however, and the task was assi-

gned to still another editor, who discarded the two-picture

plan and who has thus far succeeded in condensing the origi-

nal picture to twelve reels. And that is its status at the pre-

sent time (February, 1928), with the possibility that it may
be thus released.

Von Stroheim, however, wants it clearly understood— and

he has published a statement to this effect—that he had abso-

lutely nothing to do with the cutting, titling and editing of

any version that may be shown to the public, and he positively

refuses to assume any responsibility for it.

*9
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And so has ended another chapter in the turbulent cinema

career of the man who first excited public attention in early

war pictures by his realistic portrayal of a German officer in

the most despicable and villainous roles, and who later leaped

into fame as a photodramatist and director with his Blind

Husbands, to be followed with increasing distinction by Foo-

lish Wives, The Merry-Go-Round, Greed, and his chef-d'oeuvre,

The Merry Widow, which, in its class, has never been equaled

in mastery of direction and artistic unity.

Clifford Howard.

" SOMETHING " MUST BE DONE !

A sinister influence behind every film that we are allowed

to see, but we are only conscious of its presence in an indirect

way through the failure of the film. The power of the cen-

sor, and how often we think it is the weakness of the director !

Not England alone, for we read of Mussolini's "Revisione*'

of the Luther controversy in Germany, while Clifford Howard
has told us of the dreadful State censorship in America. Just

at the present moment public attention is still focussed on

Dawn, banned on political grounds ! Storms of indignation,

and yet it is the soundest reason that can be found for any

film to be denied a general release.

2Q #
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Morality !

The usual attitude among more or less rational persons is

that the censor is the last man in the world to decide which

films shall be screened in our cinemas. He has, they argue, a

depraved mind. He passes films which gild vice and make
it appear a pleasant means of surrounding oneself with luxu-

rious comforts, although I am sure that I should never be

happy in one of those vast marble bathrooms. Whereas any

films that show vice in its natural sordid colours are promptly

suppressed. Indeed it has become a common jest to say,

"Oh, yes it was banned, it wasn't naughty enough for the

censor."

And howT far is this true ?

I will answer you with truth and you may judge for your-

self.

A perfectly harmless and pleasant film included a bedroom

scene, but the sort of bedroom scene that you expect in such a

picture. The legitimate daughter of a respectably married

couple is about to elope. Her father wakes up in the night,

hears suspicious noises and rouses his wife—That's all !

What could the censor object to ? A shot of the aged pa-

rents in bed ! We may see close-ups of keys being turned in

locks, which tell their own tale. We may have stories about

the misfortunes of beautiful mannequins. We may even see

Lya De Putti attempting to discover in seven reels which of

three men seduced her in a dark room. But we may not see

a picture of husband and wife sharing the same bed.

And why did the censor object ? Because he said that
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although the artists in this scene purported to be middle-

aged, the audience knew that they were really a young cou-

ple cleverly made up !

It took a censor to think of that ! If the characters had

not been married, or if it had been suggested in an unpleasant

manner, I have no doubt that it would have found official

favour. Think of some of the objectionable and vulgar things

you have seen in films !

First indictment ; that the censor is a gentleman who likes

highly seasoned American lubrications.

Second, that the censor is a gentleman who has a supreme

disrespect for the public intelligence.

Dramatic point was taken from The Fake because the cen-

sor feared that the public might be influenced to get rid of

a few superfluous relatives if it saw Henry Edwards calmly

turning the pages of a book while Miles blander, the drug-

taker and dipsomaniac, took poison. I suppose all England

w^ould turn red if it were allowed to see Potemkin !

I believe that the censor's complete contempt of our men-

tal development must be due to the fact that he is himself

childishly illogical.

A reliable story is going round the film world. A film

was being made in which a prostitute played a leading part.

She entices the hero to her rooms. (In the language of the

film world the poor man is "vamped"). There is no question

about the lady being a whore, no fuss. Various incidents

in the early part of the story make this quite clear. Definitely

the man goes to her rooms, definitely he stays the night.
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"Now we are on dangerous ground," says the producer, "we
will make two versions ; one for the Continent and one for

England."

The Continental audience are permitted to see the girl wake

up, drowsily pat the pillow by her side, and discover that her

client has left in a hurry without saying " good-bye. " England

sees the girl wake up and discover that the gentleman has

left in the early hours by looking at the arm-chair !

Now there has been no glossing over the girl's profession.

So the censor expects the nice English public to think that

the hero has gone to her rooms to snatch a quiet night's rest

in her arm-chair.

If we are allowed the prostitute, why not the bed ? If we
are not permitted the bed, why the prostitute ?

It really seems a fearful tangle, the only clear thing is that

something must be done about our system of censorship.

0. B.

COMBINAISON

LE FILM ET LA SCENE

« L'heure est venue d'un genre de drame nouveau. Le poete

est encore a trouver, mais nous avons la methode. Nouvelle

Dramaturgie ! Mai appliquee elle ne sera que Melo, mais si
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elle est comprise, alors ce sera de l'Art ! Poetes, debout ! i

Ainsi s'exprime le critique Bernhard Diebold, de ia Frank-

furter Zeitung, au debut de son « Essai critique » dans

i'edition du matin du journal mentionne, du 20 Nov.

1927.

II n'est pas du tout dans mes vues de me rallier aux hymnes
de louange adressees a la Resurrection de Piskator et je ne

critiquerai pas non plus dans ces lignes les drames de Piska-

tor ; mon objectif est bien plutot d'examiner de plus pres la

question (Tune combinaison possible entre le Film et la Scene,

cette tentative presentant un interet certain qui fait l'objet

actuellement de continuelles recherches. Lorsque le regisseur

Erwin Piskator inaugura, le 9 novembre 1927, la scene du

nouveau theatre Piskator, a la Xollendorf Platz a Berlin, dans

Tancien theatre Xollendorf, par « Hoppla wir leben » d'Ernest

Toller, on negligea d'inviter la presse cinematographique.

Toutefois I'apparition du film en scene suscita un interet tres

legitime dans les milieux du cinema. La presse du film passa

le fait plus ou moins sous silence et laissa aux joumalistes

ordinaires le soin de s'ebattre sur la question et de disputer

« pour )) ou « contre » Piskator.

Le Film et la Scene ! Deux modes d'expression separes de

tous temps par leurs proprietes caracteristiques particulieres

furent pour la premiere fois ingenieusement fondus en un seul

tout, \oi\k sans doute une idee qui ne manque pas d'origi-

nalite. Mais etait-ce la une intuition purement artistique ou

seulement de politique pratique ?

L'idee d'une combinaison entre le Film et la Scene n'est
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cependant pas nouvelle pour Piskator, car en 1925 deja, au

Grand Theatre, a la mise en scene de « Trotz alledem » il eut

recours au film en derniere ressource pour se soustraire a une

contrainte passagere et souligner les paroles de la scene. La
projection du film eut lieu sur une paroi blanche situee au-

dessous de la. scene. Lorsque, plus tard, Ton representa au

Theatre Populaire le « Drapeau » de Plaquet, on se dit alors :

Que fait done Piskator ? I] comble les lacunes du discours avec

Je film. Nous vimes a nouveau la paroi blanche a cote de la

scene ! II obtint, cette fois encore, un vif succes ! Cest ce suc-

ces sans doute qui Tinduisit a renouveler sa tentative sur un

plan plus grandiose, et voila pourquoi nous le retrouvons main-

tenant a la Nollendorf Platz !

A moins que ce ne soit aussi rimpotence des dramatistes

modernes qui aient favorise la poursuite de ses plans !

Voici « Hoppla wir leben » de Toller. L'ouvrier Thomas
attend, avec d'autres revolutionnaires, la sentence de mort

qui doit les condamner. Mais sa peine est commuee au dernier

moment en detention perpetuelle dans une maison d'alienes.

II ne passe que 8 ans cependant dans sa cellule et en sort pour

se retrouver, apres la revolution, dans un monde complete-

ment modifie. II reconnait, en la personne d'un Ministre, Tun

de ses anciens camarades juge avec lui. Condamne a nouveau,

il se pend dans sa prison.

8 ans, e'est long ! Guerre, Inflation, Occupation de la Ruhr,

tout cela est a decrire et passer en revue. Comment y parvenir ?

Voila, Piskator a recours au film. II projette cette fois les

episodes cinematographiques sur un mince voile de gaze dis-
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pose devant Ja scene. Lorsque le film est termine, Ton voit

reapparaitre l'acteur derriere le voile !

Inaction theatrale nous place dans un local de vote et tout

aussitot le film vient, fulgurant, nous montrer ^s mille batail-

les des elections et leurs extravagances ! Sur la scene, c'est

un bruyant flot de paroles et de demonstrations, et — entre

deux discours, apparaissent en grosses majuscules les dernieres

nouvelles du Berliner Zeitung. Et tout ceci est lie au texte

de la piece qui se joue sur la scene ! Quel affreux meli-melo

dadaiste ne provoquant rien moins que Tanarchie dans notre

esprit ! La scene represente une prison ! Les pas des prison-

niers resonnent comme une cadence funebre, tandis que Ton

voit, derriere ou devant la scene, quelques photographies de

fantomes personnifies par des sentinelles en patrouille deme-

surement grossies. En verite, notre oeil ne s'accoutume pas

du premier coup a ce chaos !

Piskator refiech.it instantanement sur Tecran les impressions

suggerees par les mots prononces sur la scene, il tient visible-

ment a epargner toute reflexion a notre cerveau, en projetant

la representation que nous nous faisons interieurement des

choses a Touie des mots, dans sa mise en scene. Voila comment
Piskator s'entend a harmoniser et a concilier les deux rivaux :

Scene et Cinema. II incorpore pour ainsi dire, sans hesiter, ie

film comme partie constituante importante du drame. Le

discours, le texte de la piece est rendu en quelque sorte, opti-

que. II parle a Tceil par la mimique, le son, et la mise en scene.

La parole, avec le texte du film, composent Tassociation opti-

que. Le mot meme devient optique. Le desir de Piskator
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semble etre de remplacer les scenes intermediates d'un dialo-

gue par le film. L'effet produit est toutefois Tinverse ! Le dia-

logue tourne a Tintermede. Le mot perd son essence, il n'est

plus la base de Lechafaudage des pensees, mais uniquement le

support technique T. de l'idee.

Dieboid se demande alors si Timage plate du film se concilie

avec Tespace de la scene. Ce a quoi il repond : « Oui, lorsque

le film est projete, comme le fait Piskator, et qu'il s'echappe

de cet espace en le remplissant. »

Certes, il a raison en cela ! Voyons maintenant la deuxieme

piece de Piskator : « Rasputin — les Romanows, la guerre et

le peuple en revolution. »

Ici le film joue un peu, par ses vastes visions populaires

le role d'un choeur moderne ! La scene est amenagee en demi-

globe geant sur lequel est elevee une plateforme. Ce demi-globe

peut subir un mouvement de rotation, telle une tour cuirassee.

Derriere le demi-globe, un arriere-plan tres clair. Sur celui-ci,

et au-dessus du demi-globe, le film laisse tomber ses flots

d'images precipitees. Cette projection sur le globe est d'un

effet fort curieux, d'une plastique tout a fait speciale ! Devant

la scene se trouve encore un voile de gaze transparent qui

sert pour la projection -des scenes importantes du film. Le

demi-globe regoit a son tour la projection de deux appareils,

cliacun braque sur une de ses moities. A ce but, la bande ima-

gee du film doit etre fermee d'un tiers a la fenetre de projec-

tion. Par ce procede, Piskator nous fait voir, dans « Raspu-

tin )> des acteurs personnifiant les directeurs de Krupp, de

Creusot et Armstrong, sur la plateforme et la scene. Et Ton
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peut aussi contempler simultanemtnt des episodes filmes de

guerre, de la fabrication des munitions, et de la detresse des

peuples, sur les deux moities du globe, et a Tarriere-plan de

la scene. Puis, enfin, on nous montre sur les deux faces du

globe, les commandants russes et frangais, et ceci en meme
temps que des visions de guerre, de cadavres, de combats

aeriens et d'assauts, sur les differentes surfaces oil le film peut

s'ebattre.

Une autre scene ! La tsarine est dans le Palais imperial avec

sa suite, elle entend la Revolution, mais n'y peut cependant

pas croire ! Tout a coup apparaissent sur Tecran de gaze des

matelots furieux... revolutionnaires ! La tsarine demeure

ferme cependant ! Mais le film veut suivre les faits. Void une

vision de Texecution du tsar... et maintenant le cinema a ter-

mine son role important d'exposant.

Retournons a la question d'une liaison purement artisti-

que entre le film et Tart theatral. Dans les essais d'utilisation

du film avec la scene,, par Piskator, la pensee devient appari-

tion et Tapparition se traduit en paroles ! C'est ainsi que la

liaison est possible. Mais ces tentatives de Piskator ne sont-

elles pas encore bien enfantines ? « Hoppla wir leben » et « Ras-

putin )) ne sont avant tout qu'une sensation criarde de style

moderne d'affiche !

Mais il parvient a ramener a une logique reelle les mille

dissonances et confusions de ce systeme hybride et a les faire

obeir a son idee maitresse ! Mais voila, une grosse question :

L'essai de Piskator est une arme a deux tranchants. Est-ce du

Melo ? Est-ce de TArt ? Tout ce qui existe entre les deux peut
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lui etre applique. Et le poete Piskator doit-il forcement rester

toujours un Bolchevik ? Non ! Car il doit chercher a donner

a son idee toute Tampleur qu'elle est susceptible de prendre
;

il doit construire le schema du drame moderne filme et joue,

en y apportant toutes les precisions techniques indispensa-

bles.

Sur tout ceci, Diebold s'exprime dans sa critique comme
suit : « C'est ainsi que cela doit etre. Mais ce n'est pas encore.

Aucun homme competent ne s'est encore preoccupe de cette

question. Car la qualite requise a cet effet est bien exactement

:

un esprit de creation poetique. En parlant de poesie, je ne

pense pas tout d'abord a Stegan Georg mais a Kleist. Je n'ai

pas en vue des sonnets, mais bien plutot un discours epigram-

mique, laconique, de la stenophonie ! Les parties de discours

sont encore beaucoup trop longues et s'attardent plus encore

dans les details que " l'Histoire du monde " de Plozen. Les

hommes parlent selon la pauvrete d'elocution de Toller, ou le

vocable trop fin de Tolstoi, conversation qui contraste forte-

ment avec la tournure technique des scenes actuelles. Ce que

la « Telegrammique » de Georg Kaiser veut obtenir en concen-

trant la langue, pourrait etre applique a TEcole de Piskator :

expressions sentencieuses, epigrammiques, dialectiques. Les

citations ne nous quittent plus ! Les scenes de « Rasputin »

n'ont pas a faire intervenir une narration de detail, neanmoins

chaque partie du discours y constitue un capital trop lourd

de mots. Le drame peut etre esquisse, simplement, a Tavenir,

mais il faudra que les traits de Tesquisse aient la portee pro-

pre de Tensemble. On pourra emprunter partout le materiel
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propre a ce but : Livres cThistoires — Memoires — Com-
muniques de journaux et accidents divers journaliers en

fourniront la matiere complexe. On obtiendra de la sorte

fantaisie et homogeneite des formes. Les drames de Moliere

eux-memes peuvent etre rendus avec art par le vivifiant

improvisateur italien. II faut des fictions optiques aux drames,

dans lesquels le poeme constituera Tidee maitresse et le film

la representation spirituelle visible. Regisseur et poete ne

feront qu'un. Le poeme doit servir puisqu'il ne peut regner.

Mais le poete aura toujours la possibility de surpasser le regis-

seur, dans la fantaisie et la technique.

E. Hellmund-Waldow.

THE END OF ST. PETERSBURG

Here is a new film by the Russian director Pudowkin, The

End of St. Petersburg. Pudowkin conducts us across his

country, the Russia of before the w^ar. Interminable- dis-

tances of countryside, vast fields, steppes and torrents car-

rying their loads of wood from the far off Ural near the sea :

all this unfolds before our eyes. But we are shown too the

wretchedness, the insupportable misery of the Russian peo-

ple ! St. Petersburg appears on the screen with its innume-

rable towers, its churches, the fortress of Peter Paul, and the
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Winter Palace. St. Petersburg, capital of commerce and Rus-

sian industry. The bridge of the Imperial Palace crossing

the Neva. Here too, stand the monuments of Peter the

Great, and of Alexander the Third. And here too, the direc-

tor shows us beside all this splendour and luxury, the wretch-

ed existence of the Russian working classes from the great

factories of the multi-millionaire Ledebeff . We are shown the

unhappy creatures hungry and defenceless.

The great magnate Ledebeff has received important orders

from the State in anticipation of the forthcoming war, and

these orders are to be executed with the utmost speed. It

is essential to prolong the hours of the workers. They refuse

and call a strike. The chief instigators are arrested. Lede-

beff has them seized by the Cossacks. Rebellion seethes in the

people. War !

Hostilities cause all at first to forget class difference. Each

rises to defend his country.

We see the Russian front, the dead, the grievously wounded,

and opposite, the German front, where the same ghastly

sights are repeated. Reinforcements arrive ceaselessly, more

and more condemned to death on both sides. A Russian

soldier throws out the question "Why have we been here being

murdered for three years ?"

Like a trail of gunpowder this question spreads down the

whole front line, repeated from mouth to mouth. At first it

was a simple question, it swiftly becomes an angry challenge.

There is muttering in the ranks.

Again we see Ledebeff. St. Petersburg. Ledebeff sets
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the fashion at the Exchange, where his activities in feeding

the war are slowly increasing. The Russian aristocracy makes
merry feasting.

And the people ? In long, miserable queues they wait

outside the provision shops, where there is not nearly enough

for them. Bread, flour. . .there is no more. The people are

starving.

The year 1917 ; with it the Revolution.

There is Kerenski in the salons of the Winter Palace !

The Russian intellectuals are supporting the revolution.

To reinforce his position Ledebeff unities with Kerenski.

The workers, however, press their demands.

But the temporary government will not concede, and the

soldiers returning to their lines are challenged "Comrades,

will you continue to shoot your brothers ?"

The troops take their place beside the workers. Kerenski,

however, refuses to hear them. The mob bombards the Win-

ter Palace, where the temporary government is sheltered, and

seizes the palace, crying "Long Live Leningrad !"

Pudowkin's film of the revolution is not in any way biassed,

and constitutes a document of quite impartial interest. The

force of the events exposed, and the tragic fall of Russian im-

perialism make a tremendous impression on all who see the

film. A film ! One almost forgets one is in a cinema, for

Pudowrkin is gifted with a race directorial talent. He achieves

without any difficulty the illusion of reality which completely

effaces all feeling of "representation".
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J. Tschuwileff, who plays the leading part Pudowkin prefers actors
who have never been before the camera. Tschuwileff is not an actor
normally, but an accountant. Everything depends, says Pudowkin, on

the perspicacity of the director.



An effect as of sculptured bronze. "Our ambition", says Pudowkin,

was to compel the spectator to recognise the hero in every Russian and

German soldier, to make each live," He has certainly succeeded.







Storming the Winter Palace. The overthrow of Imperialism.



A dramatic effect carrying a whole wealth of suggestion. It would be

interesting to know what readers who have not seen the film would
imagine, and what meaning they would read into this particular scene.
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Here we do not see scenes carefully prepared, or arrogant

actors determined to "play" something in front of us, preoc-

cupied with the notion of being pleasing to us ! This film has

the breath of life. It shows only fragments of sheer realism.

The following words of Pudowkin are illuminating :

"My film The End of St. Petersburg was conceived with a

view to illustrate an entire epoch, the whole of an historic

period of Russian development, namely the displacement of

the tzarist regime by the World War, and the events of that

significant October. It was clearly impossible to reproduce

within the limits of a film all the various happenings which

took place during this period of time. For this reason the

group to whom I entrusted the task of production (Zarchi, the

writer, Golownia the operator, the assistant Doller and myself)

proceeded along different lines. First, of all we were concerned

with concentrating the events into a sort of film chronicle.

But in taking into account the events we have not omitted

the people who were to some extent their instigators. Indeed

we were convinced it would be insufficient to show the acti-

vity of crowds, but that it was equally important to focus the

interest on some principal person, a leading man whom the

spectator would be at liberty to esteem or to abhor. On the

other hand, it would not do to keep the public attention fixed

on one personal fate, for then the course of outside events

would be neglected. The film, therefore, takes account of all

these considerations. Similar to the action of some such

great literary work as say War and Peace, by Tolstoi, the
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various episodes in The End of St. Petersburg show, step by

step, the widespread movements and the fate of heroes of

history. The beginning of the film deals with a broad con-

ception of the opening action, and a representation, as exact

as possible, of the various milieux where the events took place.

The immense countryside of Russia with its inhabitants,

peasants bent beneath their labour. Then an impression,

powerful and massive, of the Capital, where the noise of fac-

tories mixes with the clamour of the business centres ; this

tableau ends with the presentation of Ledebeff, central figure

of industrial power. Finally, through these vast conceptions,

appears the figure who plays the principal role : a young vil-

lager who comes to seek employment in the great town. The

development of the film continues this judicious balance, as,

for example, when in the fifth act are shown the war scenes

on the Russian and German fronts, the principal of the film

appears only twice. Our constant ambition was to compel

the spectator in some way to recognise this person in every

Russian and every German soldier, to make each live. Thanks

to the unusual vastness of the theme, it was possible to give

a new form to certain compositions which permitted us to

condense briefly and reinforce certain scenes of crowds, or

certain passages relating to some particular period. This is

how the scenes are presented : Declarations of war, with the

usual outburst of patriotism, morbid and violent
;
famine,

tumult, and an assault on the Winter Palace. Tremendous

attention was given to the presentation of these scenes. I

am always determined to obtain men who will convey the
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maximum of possible realism, scrapping no matter what scene

where the play of the actors seems to me theatrical. I demand
again and again, should not one in such films as this break

down the barriers which separate the man in the street from

the professional actor, when the former possesses the apti-

tude necessary to competently fill his role ? It depends only

on the perspicacity of a director to film a perfectly natural

scene. That is why I recruited, in order to turn this film,

men who had never before appeared in any film, and who had

no connection with any theatrical enterprise. For example,

the hero of the film, Tschuwileff , is an accountant by profession.

His first appearance before the camera was in my film Mutter

(The Mother). All the others, with the exception of Bara-

nowskaja are neither film nor stage actors. They are wor-

kers, soldiers, in fact no matter what, all of whom my assis-

tant Doller was occupied in collecting. I could talk at length

on the proper technical means to bring constant variety into

the manner of taking and showing a film. One of these me-

thods has permitted me to project a mingling vision of the

front and of the Exchange, and to each one the thing that

specially attracts him,—his own particular rhythms. To

determine an unique rhythm which is able to impress itself

upon the spectator will be, in my opinion, the greatest task

of the artistic film."

E. Hellmund-Waldow.
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SO BLUE

We nearly didn't go. La Folk Nuit did not sound appeal-

ing, it was called "a tingling thriller of the New York night

clubs", the photographs showed Monte Blue in tails and Patsy

Ruth Miller in a blonde wig. We very nearly didn't go.

It might be anything.

But there was nothing else on in the town. And Monte

Blue can be good. And we felt movie, so we went ; it might

be anything. It turned out to be Wolfs Clothing. It was

beautifully lit. There were some scenes on the Metro as

good in their way as the entry into the city in Berlin and Belt

und Sofa, and a New Year sequence that was right. The

photography was, again, beautiful, and over it all was the

deftness that America is trying to lose, or hide. Blue and the

Miller were the most delicate of surfaces. We realised we

were watching a mind, lithe and alert, a mind that started

where we started and gave form to what we hadn't given

form. Not a mind that started ba ck somewhere (that start-

ing back they are calling fundamental) and tried laboriously

to keep up, give us (though it didn't approve) every now and

again what .we wanted. We got Something. We went the

next night
;
something again. It is the story of a dream.

One of those. You may see it as a pirate story, as a bril-

liantly-done farce, as an illustration of what happens when a
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railway porter tries to be wirklich elegante in tails. But you

will get Something. I got. . .of course I get more than I

should, apparently, always. . .still, I got. . . .

Opening scenes on the Metro, leading to Blue as a porter.

He gets the night off to celebrate, New Year's Eve. Coming

up, dazzled by the lights, he is knocked down by a car. The

driver picks him up, puts him in, drives off. He changes clo-

thes and leaves him in the road. You are wondering what

will happen. Blue is discovered, taken to the hotel whose

key is found in his, the other man's, clothes. He comes to.

He finds a rich ring on his finger, rich clothes round him. Here

is his chance. He dresses and goes down to dance with Pat-

sy Ruth, jewelled and sequinned. They dance long after

every one else has stopped. Manifestation of inferiority, you

say. Perhaps, but don't see more than there is. They sup.

A detective enters. It would seem that the driver was an

escaped lunatic, and Blue, in his clothes, is mistaken for him.

The detective joins them as a friend of his father. Remem-
ber that word and note that from now on everything goes

wrong with Blue. To begin with, he can't be alone with

Patsy Ruth. Then the champagne is doped. Ambulance

men bear all three off. But they are really crooks. Blue and

the girl are flung, doped, onto a bed in a low sinister room,

glaringly lit. Underworld ,blackmail. The crooks take a

photo. Blue comes to. Everything is large and against him.

The bed is as big as a tennis court, the telephone like Nelson's

column. Blue ,a little figure, runs about, trying to get out.

Clever use of diminution and slow-motion brings out the feel-
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ing very well. And the director has an uncanny grip on

coming-to. I may be seeing more than was intended, but

surely I am justified, seeing as much as I can, when the dream

is treated psychologically ? You haye all drilled yourselves

into not seeing all that is there, because things are not usually

treated psychologically. The crooks show the compromising

photo, and give Blue till 4 a. m. tc find 40.000 dollars, to be

delivered at quay 72. The girl will be in hostage on a boat.

Off goes Blue. The detective is in a cellar of the house. He
smashes a window and follows.

Back in his room at the hotel, Blue finds the lunatic (John

Miljan) trying to rape a girl. In this extremity, Blue turns

to ringing up more detectives. Lunatic escapes and Blue has

to escape, too, pursued by more detectives. But he has seen

and you have seen that the lunatic has his old ring on. Sup-

posing the lunatic is an earlier self ? Supposing the lunatic is

identified with him ? The ring the symbol. And the detec-

tive the father. Remember, the detective is after the luna-

tic ; father wants charge of son. But Blue, the son, is on an

escapade with a girl.

Xow follow Blue down the fire-escape, chasing the man.

An umbrella is up in a doorway. Tear it down. Lunatic is

behind it. Lunatic says, let me off I will give you the money
you want. Blue is beginning to win. And he is on his own.

— He drags lunatic into a milk-cart, and drives fantastically,

wildly to the quay. Lunatic amuses himself by smashing

the milk-bottles, wantonly spilling the milk. First detective

following, is shot at by other detectives, who thus
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make him the culprit. More glass is smashed by these

shots.

Arrived, Blue is rushed on board. Air of triumph he is no

longer made to seem wrong. Produces the money lunatic

gave him. It is only bits of newspaper. Lunatic-self laughs.

It is useless. What he has given Blue is no good. No good

to help the girl. Still, he won't be thwarted. Reaching up,

he smashes the light, and runs on deck wi*h the girl. First

detective meanwhile arrives, falls into the hold, where is the

lunatic. Where, he says, is the man I want ? Out there, says

"•unatic, pointing through porthole. Detective-father opens

it. Before, he would have smashed the glass. Now, at his

son's intercession, he lets the water in. Above, Blue, the

real son, has persuaded the captain to marry the girl and him.

Simultaneously with the inrush of water. But the o+her

detectives arrive, just as he is married. Blue is handcuffed.

Yes, he is powerless. . . It is all his father's fault. And his

earlier self's. Supposing it is some fault of his earlier self,

inherited, shall we say, from his father ? You needn't accept

it, but just hold it on hand in your mind.

They are rushed olf by train. Blue is still handcuffed, Mil-

jan has his umbrella up. Put it down, says the detective.

No, cries lunatic, see he is 'handcuffed. He leaps up, seizes

the axe in case of fire, and rushes down the train. Hits the

driver on the head. Jealous of the man who can drive this

train through tunnels. Blue and all follow. They let Blue

loose. Train hurtles on. Whizz-whizz, the lights. Blue

climbs on roof , makes way against the wind. Detective breaks
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glass again, while Blue has terrific fight with lunatic. This is

thrilling ; one is by this time so fond of Blue. Finally, he

breaks wTindowT of driving coach, pitches lunatic out and steers

the train on. After a little more he wakes up wakes up fighting

three doctors in the hospital where he had been taken after

he was knocked down by the car. The nurse is Patsy Ruth
Miller, the light the same as in the low-life bedroom. It wTas

only a dream.

Say "it was only. . .", if you like. But it wasn't only an

"only a dream" film. // you dont take it as a farce or a thril-

ler, you will see it a piece of fine characterisation, expressed

by means of psychology. See it several times. Watch the

detective, remember the ring. Don't you see ? Your mind

was stimulated quite out of proporticn to the appan nt signi-

ficance of the story the first time. You don't like "only a

dream" endings, you don't care about blackmail, crooks,

farce. Why, then, why ? Because your sub-conscious got-

it the first time
;
you will see it all the second. Here is Some

thing. It isn't a psychological exposition, obviously built

and obscurely unfolded. It's American, and gay and swift

and sure.

I consider it quite an important film. I think it is better

than Jazz. It goes further, it gets through, and it can please

those who take it at its surface value, which Jazz couldn't do.

The point of Jazz was that the dream was like a dream ; the

point of Wolfs' Clothing was that the dream was like a life.

It was more dimensional. I am not saying that Jazz wasn't

good, but that it wasn't as good as Wolfs Clothing, which
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somehow hasn't got taken up. Jazz was a li ile amused by
itself—and it had Esther Ralston. But it toe as an Ameri-

can film. If, in Hollywood, they can make a f n that pleases

whoever you take to it, and underneath has all this to please

you and me, it is good. It is encouraging. Here is Some-

thing to praise. Something we want, something we wait for.

We had had inhibited Surrender, conscientious! m rime. There

is Sunrise, The Way Of All Flesh, this and that, heavy super-

productions. None of them gives us anything that hasn't

been answered before. And they are all elal orate. Wolfs

Clothing slipped out commercially, and it is a mmercial films

that are good that matter. Monte Blue has never had his

due. He was go'od, we knew in So This Is Paris, with the

Ruth Miller equally ; and he was good in The Marriage Circle

but it was Menjou who went ahead. So water: Wolfs Cloth-

ing. You may find other films like it. There is no know-

ing what will happen. We have heard a lot ; bout the dawn
of a new era in motion-picture entertaining. Well. . .here

is Something. It would be well if England took notice

But England is probably not inten sted psychologically. Still

here is one kind of film we want. WarnerV made it, last

year, and the director is Roy del Ruth : it bears Lubitsch

touches. And it is worth seeing for the handling of the diffe-

rent states of consciousness alone, besides being consistently

pleasant to look at.

Robert Herring.
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PUNCTUATION MARKS

There was a time when the iris was the latest vogue with

cameramen, when it was considered "advanced technique", to

prepare the mind of an audience for religious scenes by first

letting it glimpse them through the expanding arms of a cross.

An iris appeared on the market which coujd be adjusted for

twenty three, or possibly twenty six, different opening effects

There was a pyrotechnic display of bursting stars ; and of

course wedding bells which grew in a second, like the fabulous

fungus you see in the illustrations of fairy stories ; even an

inverted silhouette of a bridge was stretched across the screen

to symbolize a clandestine meeting. I often thought that a

complete scenario might be told only with opening effects !

The audience came out of its swaddling clothes before the

"industry" and to-day the iris lies on the shelf. So many
kindly gestures of over emphasis, it is hardly likely that any

friendly hand will ever take it down and reinstate it in its

honoured position before the camera ; for the plain circle, with

its hard edges, was mechanical, and the circle was the least

affected sleight in this too obvious box of tricks.

You remember the mechanical impression it produced in

Taras Bulba ? People do not think in elastic circles, although

thoughts do fade away and new ones gradually take shape

within our brain.
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The liberal use of an iris in a film gives the same sensation

to the picture goer as a reader would experience if all the punc-

tuation marks in a novel were printed in red ink ! But now
that we have said goodbye to the iris with its twenty-three, or

possibly twenty-six, different opening effects, we are left with

a poor fount of stops.

There are the 'cut' (the direct jump), the 'fade' (the jump
by stages) and the 'mix' (two overlapping 'fades'), together

with various substitutes for 'fades'. Such as when a charac-

ter on the screen becomes faint and dizzy and you see the

world through his, or her, eyes as it swims to oblivion. Drunk-

enness, passion, and other violent emotions are often express-

ed in this manner on the screen by shooting into cylindrical

mirrors which are twisted until the objects reflected in them

become tangled in a meaningless pattern of blurs. In other

words a pseudo 'fade-out'.

Some producers think that an adroit manipulation of these

punctuation mark form "the modern technique". There is

nothing clever in a series of mixes however long. Why, even

here they are so bound by convention that they will not fade

out without fading in on the next sequence ! I would suggest

a fade out and then a cut, a sort of semi-colon : but hands

raised in horror would wave it away, lips almost speechless

condemn it as "jerky".

Perhaps a few of the continuity devices are almost punctua-

tion marks.

That dreadful hour glass with the trickling sands ; that

bewitched calendar that jumps days with the brazen effrontry
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only comparable to that of the clock whose hands spin round

in the most wanton way, all of them I suppose perform some-

thing of the duty of stops. Truly they are no more stops

than subtitles are action, but still we use them because wTe

are waiting for our young men to discover something more

subtle than the 'cut', and more natural than the 'mix', which

is after all merely justifiable as a "time saver".

While we are waiting we continue to play with tinting

("the dawn of a new day")> and, when we are more than

usually perplexed, to insert futurist passages.

Producers, scenario writers, cameramen. . . .how long ?

OSWELL BlAKESTOX.

CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE

IX.

THE THOROUGHLY POPULAR FILM

t.

The moment those crudish, incessantly sparking, never-to

be-forgotten photographs, setting the world in movement

before our enchanted eyes, made way for the elaborate sim-

plicities of the aesthetically unsound film play, there descended

upon the cinema and all its works a blast of scorn so much
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more withering than any that has fallen to the lot of other

kinds of popular entertainment that its sheer extremity calls

to the disinterested observer—or, since it is claimed that such

is not to be found under the sun, let us say to the relatively

disinterested observer—for ampler justification than is sup-

plied in the ravings of the ebullient critics : the desire to nip

in the bud a virulently poisonous growth.

For this justification is acceptable only if we can bring

ourselves to believe that the prophetic critics whole-heart-

edly credited their vision of the cinema as embarked upon

an orgy of destruction that would demolish the theatre, leave

literature bankrupt and the public taste hopelessly debauched.

And, if we bring ourselves so to believe we land in the con-

clusion that these prophets are futility personified. A most

uncomfortable conclusion. For surely even an alarmist,

even the most wildly rocketting fanatical prophet of disaster

must, so long as he is sincere, be something more than a waste

product. He is usually a being of acute perceptions and ab-

normally long sight. A wise, superior person. And if they

are right w^ho define wisdom as the darker side of God he is

presumably the Devil, and far from futile. But is he ? For

with perfect unanimity, from age to age, mankind ignores

him and goes its way and none may know whether it is the

certainty of neglect that endowrs the prophet with his fury

or his fury that shocks humanity into the averted attitude.

What is he therefore ? Where, we are compelled to ask, does

he come in ?

Authentic fury is at best a regrettable spectacle. But per
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feet futility is an intolerable spectacle, a spectre at the feast

to be exorcised at any cost, even at the cost of snatching from
under the nose of the satirist a most succulent morsel. Can
it be done ? Can we perhaps transform the wrath of those

who fell tooth and nail upon the cinema by interpreting it as

a kind of paternal shock, a fury of desire for what was actually

in being before their eyes, the thing of beauty promised by
the hideous infant ? So to do is not to claim superioritv

of vision. It is indeed to leave vision in their hands who sen-

sitively shrieked the moment they were hurt —for we, the

general public, were not looking for beauty. We were knocked
silly by the new birth, were content to marvel at the miracle.

That babe is now a youth, a thing of beauty creating dis-

turbances, precipitating recantations right and left. And
though scorn still breathes its wTould-be withering blast, the

blast is directed now to concentrate upon the youth's ill favour-

ed twin, the movie in excelsis. Here at least say the critics

you will admit that we were right. And there is no sound
nor any that answers. But there is an epithet, a single word,

half awestruck and respectful, half hilariously mocking,

coined in the largest nursery of the new civilisation, by some
citizen of the lower world wandered by chance into alien ter-

ritory : highbrow.

These contrasted territories are not of course neatly sepa-

rated. They are linked by a wide dim region inhabited by
half-castes whose brows are neither out-size nor yet low. And
inhabiting both the upper and ihe nether aesthetic worlds

are the lost and strayed who would be happier elsewhere and
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everwhere are those who could be happy in either were tother

fair charmers away. Roughly nevertheless there are the

two main territories, the territory of the Films and the

territory of the Movies. The films climb, austere and pover-

ty-stricken while the Movies roll in wealth upon the lush

floor of the valley. And there is small reason to anticipate

any immediate relief for those so narrowly existing on the

heights. It is however interesting to speculate as to what

would happen if the economic security of the Movies were

suddenlv withdrawn, what would happen if films were made

only by those desiring to make them and ticketless audiences

trooped in at ever open doors. Cinemas would be packed,

but would the anaesthetic, a psychological immoral unwhole-

some popular film cease to exist ? Would anything cease

to exist but that which is at present to be laid to the account

of speculation as to what the public wants, what that is to say,

it will pay for ? Would there not still be the innocent enthu-

siastic artificer whole-heartedly producing the bad, beloved

films ? It may be urged that in such a world everyone would

be educated away from infantile tastes. But there are limits,

even to education. Much may be taken over by one person

from another, but there will be no likeness between them unless

they are one in spirit. And contemplation of these two worlds

the aesthetically adult and the others, reveals a something

that a never so generously contrived education is powerless to

change : a fundamental difference of approach. There is a

larky something behind the veil that offers, on behalf of every-

thing under the sun, a choice of interpretations. It is this
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lark, this s; of the journey that drives the truly dogmatic

dogmatist resent his dogma as something no intelligent

person can lv. But there is always an alternative inter-

pretation, erything is in pairs, though not everyone is

ready to e . the commis voyagtur's hoiirrah pour la petite

difference.

Let us b H means confess our faith. In this case faith

in Art as a *imate, a way of salvation opposed, though not

necessarily itradictory, to other ways of salvation, Reli-

gion, Ethic ience rather existing independently and though

aware of V n regarding them only as making for the same

bourne by rent routes. And if at once we have to remind

ourselves t life is an art, and the evangelist, moralist and

big man of sice all imaginative artists, well that is a plea-

sant holid yr our minds that so easily grow a shade too

departnien Art by all means. Let us live and die in and

for it. Bv len we condemn the inartistic let us beware of

assuming aesthetic excellence as tflways and everywhere and

for everve- le standard measure. If we feel we must con-

demn pop art let us know where we are, know that we are

refusing c iternative measure and interpretation of the

intercomr. ations we reject.

As a nil -e dogmatic, so rightly dogmatic, aesthete can-

not bring 1 elf to glance at the possibility of an alternative

measure. - igreat is his anger and dismay that he is fain to

curse and a cursing. It is however to be remarked of the

dogmatic hete that he is commonly rather a guardian

of the ten :han himself a creator. Is not one of the inci-

4s



The subway set from Wolf's Clothing (La Folle Nuit), Warner produc-
tion directed by Roy del Ruth. Cameramen, Byron Haskins and

Willard Van Bnger (see p. 36).

How that, state of mind was photographed. The trick was accomplish-

ed in another way in a Lubitsch film described by M. Silka in Les Tru-

quages for Close Up in February.





Werner Fuetterer in Die Abenteuer eines Zehnmarksctieines (The Adven-

tures of a Ten Mark Note) aFox-Europa Production, directed by Viertel

;

a film which has aroused considerable discussion among the followers

of avant garde films. Fuetterer's great ability is so evident in such films

as this, and Out of the Mist (Hagar's Sohn), that it is a great pity he is

often wasted on inferior comedy.



Anna Mieller as the mother in The Adventures of a Ten Mark Xoie. A
flawless performance. The cameramen were Helmar Larski and

Robert Babesske, with sets by Walter Reimann.

Imogen Robertson and Werner Fuetterei in the factory. Repairing

a broken machine. Note how the lighting is cleverly concentrated

on the leading characters. This device is very effective when rightly

used.



Walter Frank, as the son. A quite different lighting effect, sugges
ting a single table lamp in the centre of the room. Amateurs some-

times achieve this^efifect quite unintentionally 1

The mother, Anna Mieller, surrounded by her sympathetic fellow

workers. Good, dramatic grouping, carefully placed, yet with none of

that effect of facing one direction so often and so wrongly employed,



From the Meister von Hurnberg (The Meistersingers) that delightful

film by Imdwig Berger, made for Phoebus Film. Hans Sachs, the

cobbler with Maria Solveg. His performance as the middle-aged,

sweet natured citizen, caught suddenly in a love that shakes him to

his depths is beautiful beyond description. Hopes, inhibitions, sheer

wonder and joy, changing to majestic despair are portrayed with tl e

utmost subtlety and grace.

Maria vSolveg and "Gustav Frohlich. Both play charmingly in a

charming story. The Nordic beauty of Maria Solveg, a little remi-

niscent of the quality of Camilla Horn in Faust, is well balanced by



This film is superbly lit. Xiirnberg lives again in the fourteenth cen-

turv, made real by lovely sets and authentic atmosphere. Frohlich,

the nobleman, takes apprenticeship with Hans Sachs., the cobbler.

An example of the perfect "exterior" set. Restraint, perspective,

balance in light and shade, depth, and suggestion of streets and gossip

and quiet activity.
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dental delights of voyaging amongst the records left by the

creators the discovery of their quaint tastes in art, their psalms

in honour of contemporaries whose long-forgotten work, dis-

playing a perfect inanity, doubtless performed miracles in its

own day ?

Meanwhile the philistines go their way. They go on che-

rishing films whose characters, situations and sentiments are

said to stand condemned by every known test. And we
would like to claim on behalf of even the worst of them, even

those that would make a cat laugh and draw tears of agonised

protest from a stone, that the condemnation can never be

more than relative. We would like to suggest, for example,

that the judges live in a world where such characters and situa-

tions and sentiments do not exist, in a different dimension

of the spirit, and that they have therefore no experience that

can illuminate for them the deadly depths. The cause of

their horror lies not in what they see but in their way of

seeing. It is possible that they are immensely above and

beyond the world they condemn. It is certain that they are

too far removed from it to get behind its conventions.

Take any of the stock characters of whom it is said that

they never existed on land or sea. The poor dear sheik, for

example, the man who can kill, can magnificently adore the

beloved carried upon his shield high above his head, can domi-

nate, and kneel. Yet he exists. Even in Tooting under a

bowler hat. The heroine, the emotional lovely damsel guard-

ing the pearl of price that is but. once bestowed. She perhaps

is to be met only by those who can create her in her fulness.
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Then the good ending. In some respects the worst criminal

of all and most certainly a thing-in-itself. It is demanded,

absolutely. They won't we are told, stand anything else.

But there is good reason for their refusal, for their stern con-

vention. Is it or is it not, this good ending, the truth, per-

haps crudely and wrongly expressed, of life, and their refusal

to have it outraged based deeply in the consciousness of

mankind ? They .welcome' even the most preposterously

happy ending not because it is in contrast to the truth as

known in their own lives, but because it is true to life. The

wedding bells, the reconciled family, the reclaiming of the

waster, all these things are their artistic conventions and the

tribute of love paid to them by the many is a tribute to their

unconscious certainty that life is ultimately good.

Dorothy M. Richardson.

COMMENT AND REVIEW

IMPORTANT NOTICE

It has been brought to our notice that certain transactions

ha ve been made in which Close Up has been quoted by persons
acting without our authorisation. We therefore beg to announce
that under no circumstances can we accept responsibility for

any business negotiation nor can any reference be considered

valid nor any introduction safely accepted which does not bear
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full and sufficient evidence of our authorisation. In any case

of doubt kindly communicate at once with the editor direct. The
scope of Close Up does not extend beyond the common limits of

any topical journal and no special undertaking will at any time

be entered into which is not fully covered by the customary

formalities.

THE EDITOR

We are pleased to announce that next month's Close Uj>

will contain exclusive stills from the following films :

Bett und Sofa (Trois dans un Sous-sol), the amazing

film by Alexander Room, notices of which have

already appeared in our pages.

Star of the Sea, the forthcoming Man R&y film, on

which he is now working, together with explanatory

comments by Mr. Man Ray.

La Passion de Jeanne d'Arc, the almost completed

film of Carl Dreyer, on which he has been occupied

for more than a year. These unique stills will be

from Mons. Dreyer's own personal collection.

La Tragedie de la Rue, the film made by Bruno Rahn

just previous to his death, and which is now creating

a very great sensation at the Studio des Ursulines in

Paris.

UAuberge en Folie (Kleinstadtsiinder) , Bruno Rahn's

previous film.
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The Postmaster, a Meschrabpom-Russ Production,

directed by Jeliaboujski and Moskvine, with Mosk-

vine in the leading role. Recently trade shown in

London-

These may be subject to slight alteration and addition,

depending on the pressure of space. They will, needless to

say, be of the greatest interest, individually and together.

Those of Star of the Sea and Jeanne d 'Arc (not to be confused

with La Merveillease Vie de Jeanne d'Arc, the Natan produc-

tion of Marco de Gastyne) are specially fascinating, since

neither they nor the films themselves have yet been seen.

Their promise of future delight is very gratifying. We
would take this opportunity to call attention to the conti-

nued improvement of the illustrated section of Close Up, to

which the greatest care and attention is given. The high

leve] now reached will be maintained, and no effort will be

spared to make the stills given during the year a valuable

permanent record of the true representative quality of the

world's best films.

Geneva now adds itself to the growing number of places

where the small cinema upholds the art of the screen. Under

the name of the Cine-Club de Geneve, a new undertaking is

being launched, similar in principle to the New York Cameo
Theatre, and the Vieux Colombier, Studio des Ursulines, Stu-
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dio Vingt-huit etc. of Paris. To state so much explains the

whole project. Films will be given which present new method,

new ideas, departure from old formulas, and films which

mark a place in the history of screen development, in short,

such films and presentations as are given in any of the smal-

ler, intelligent cinema theatres. Special attention is to be

given to projection and the question of musical accompani-

ment. Eventually well known directors will arrange to show

their own works there.

This is a great encouragement to the so called "avant-

garde" workers for the film. More and more of these thea-

tres are appearing, and will eventually, without doubt, form

a chain around the wTorld. Let us wish the Cine-Club de

Geneve every success it deserves.

*

Moscow is at this moment the scene of a great Congress

of the Soviet cinema. The subjects under discussion are :

Organisation of the Russian cinema.

Foreign trade of soviet films.

The question of country cinemas and artistic films.

Recent links have been made with Germany and France, and

it is expected to make considerable progress in internal and

foreign development. As the average level of the Russian

film is so high it is to be hoped that anticipated extensions

will prove satisfactory.
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The great scandal of the moment is in connection with the

End of St. Petersburg, particulars of which are elsewhere in

this issue. It appears that sixteen persons in connection

with the making of this film have been arrested for fraudu-

lently charging to the Meschrabpom-Russ which made it,

all personal expenses
;
doctor's, dentists' bills, entertainment

expenses, etc., and putting these down to Production Costs.

Those arrested include nearly all the principal persons of the

firm. It is stated that Darewski, a director, pocketed for

himself no less than 11,000 roubles (£ 1,000).

The Soviet cinema will be well represented at the Interna-

tional Cinematographic Exhibition to be held at La Haye
from the 14 April to the 15 May. Among the films presented

will be Potemkin, The Mother, and The End of St. Petersburg.

HOLLYWOOD NOTES

Dorothy Arzner in her so-far brief career as a director has

already won an established reputation and a following of

discriminating admirers.

She is but the third of her sex in the history of Hollywood

to have achieved sustained sucess as a director. Lois Weber

is the first, and the pioneer
;
having entered the field sixteen

years ago. Elizabeth Pickett, noted for her successful pic-

tures featuring dogs and horses, is the second ; and now Miss

Arzner has won a place on this significantly limited list of
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feminine directors, and promises to become an increasingly

important factor in the evolution of cinema technique.

She began her apprenticeship by working as a scenario typist

for William de Mille. After that she became a "script hol-

der" for Xazimova—keeping tab on the continuity script

of the scenes of a picture as they were shot. The next step

in her ambition to become a director was a job as film cutter.

Her excellent work in this capacity on Valentino's Blood and

Sand attracted the attention of James Cruze, who drafted

her to edit the film of his masterpiece, The Covered Wagon.

Following this, she turned to scenario writing, in which her

abilities and her marked "picture sense" won further reco-

gnition, with the result that the Paramount Company signed

her as a director.

Already she has three success to her credit

—

Fashions for

Women, Ten Modern Commandments, and Get Your Man.

*

The record for economy in film production has been esta-

blished by a recent picture made in Hollywood. Its total

cost was but ninety-seven dollars. It is entitled The Rhap-

sody of Hollywood, and tells the story of the struggles of a

cinema extra.

The picture was photographed with an amateur camera in

the kitchen and bedroom of S. Vropakitch, a Siberian artist

,

who collaborated in the making of it with Robert Florey, its

director. The forty-five sets in the picture were made of

paper, cardboard, cigar boxes and other like inexpensive ma-
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terials. A forty-watt lamp served for the lighting. There

are but two characters in the photodrama, played by Jules

Raucor and Voya Georges.

The picture was previewed in Charlie Chaplin's home before

a group of prominent cinema folks. It proved so impressive

and so worthy of encouragement, that Douglas Fairbanks

turned over his studio cutting room to Florey, to edit the film

for exhibition.

Previous to this the record for economy in picture making

was held by Josef von Sternberg's Salvation Hunters, which

was made at a cost of about four thousand dollars. This film

was produced with more conventional means than those em-

ployed in The Rhapsody of Hollywood and had also a larger

cast of players. It was hailed by the cognoscente as a gem
of artistry, and tho it failed to reach the public because the

exhibitors could not recognize it as a money maker, it never-

theless established Von Sternberg as a director and later gave

him the opportunity to make his genius known to the world

thru his direction of Underworld, one of the outstanding films

of the past year.

Still another independant work of cinema art, notable alike

for its rare quality and its inexpensiveness, is The Last Mo-
ment by Paul Fejos. This cost but five thousand dollars to

produce. Much of its pictorial value lies in the uniqueness

of its sets, designed by Rochus Gliese, and in the camera

effects achieved by the young Russian cameraman of the pic-

ture, Leon Shamroy. It is in five reels and pictures the men-

tal reactions of a dying man in his last moment. Like The
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Last Laugh, it has no captions. The entire story is skilfully

told in action alone. Whether the public will have an oppor-

unity of seeing it is still in doubt. Its artistry is against it.

Incidentally it is of interest to note that all of the names

connected with the three unique films here described are dis-

tinctly non-American.

Each year Hollywood makes a poll of the cinema critics of

three hundred American newspapers and magazines, to ascer-

tain what in their opinion constitute the best ten pictures of

the preceding twelve months. Here is the result of the poll

relative to the films of 1927 : Beau Geste heads the list. It

received the highest number of votes. The other selections

follow in the order of the number of votes cast for them

—

The

Big Parade, What Price Glory, The Way of all Flesh, Ben Hur,

Seventh Heaven, Chang, Underworld, Resurrection, and Flesh

and the Devil.

A similar poll of the exhibitors of the United States gives

the following result, reflecting the judgment of the filmgoers

as contrasted with that of the critics : The Way of All Flesh,

What Price Glory, It, Tell it to the Marines, We're in the Navy
Now, Seventh Heaven, The Campus Flirt, Chang, Flesh and

the Devil, and Resurrection.

*

Emil Janning's The Last Command was the first picture in

which the new incandescent type of lighting was exclusively
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used on the sets. It marked the culmination of a long series

of tests with this new method of stage lighting., and promises

now to replace the Kliegs. It will not only mean a decided

saving in costs, but will also obviate the long-endured annoy-

ance and the ill effect son the eyes of the players occasioned

by the blinding arc lamps.

Cecil de Mille's latest picture, The Godless Girl, which at

this writing is still in production, promises to raise a storm

of controversy. Already, following the mere publication of

its theme, protests and denunciations are being directed

against it. i\mong the objectors is the Association for the

Advancement of Atheism.

C. H.

FILMS RECOMMENDED BY CLOSE UP

First Choice.

Die Liebe der Jeanne Ney (The Loves of Jeanne Ney).

Ufa. Direction : G. W. Pabst. ^Manuscript : Leonhardt. Cameraman:
F. A. Wagner. Edith Jehanne, Brigitte Helm, Fritz Rasp, Uno Henning,

A. B. Licho, Vladimir Sokoloft, in exquisite Pabst scenario. Superb tech-

nique, acting, photography. Set in Crimea and IMontparnasse. To be seen

at all costs. (English release Dec. 31).
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Dona Jnana.

Ufa in cinjunction with Elizabeth Bergner's ± oetic Film Company. Direc-

tion Paul Czinner. Photography by Carl Freund. From the Spanish

of Tirzo da Molina. Elizabeth Bergner. Walter Rilla.

Bed and Sofa (Trois dans un Sous-Sol).

Sud film A. G. I/udmila Semenova, Woldemar Fogel and Xicolei Bata-

loff in new Russian film. The Potemkin method applied to domestic drama.

Amazing psychology. Uncompromising treatment. Directed by Alexander

Room.

The End of St. Petersburg.

Another triumph for Pudowkin, maker of The Mother. Meschrabpom-
Russ. Film, for De-Ru-Fa. Mss. Xatan Zarchi. Photography : Anatolij

Golownia. Sets : Koslowski. Played by Baranowskaja, W. Oblensky, as

Lededbefl. J. Tschuwilefl and A. Tschistiakoff.

The Mother.

From the story by Maxim Gorki. Meschrabpom-Russ-Production. Direc-

tion W. Pudowkin. The mother : W. Baranowskajas. The father : Leinst-

jakofl. The son : Nicolei Bataloff.

The Black Sunday.

Production Goskino. Direction Wiskowski. A second Potemkin, con-

tinuing the story of the 1905 revolution. If possible more realistic in treat-

ment than Potemkin, though less masterly in appeal.

The Postmaster.

Meschrabpom-Russ-Production. From the novel by Pouschkin. Directed

by Jeliaboujski and Moskvine, with Moskvine in the leading role, and Ta-
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marine and Mme Malinowskaja. Dynamic beauty with typical Russian

quality of realism.

Geiger von Florenz (Impetuous Youth).

Ufa. Direction Paul Czinner. Elizabeth Bergner, Conrad Veidt, Wal-
ter Rilla. Photography by Freund. Not to be missed.

Voyage to the Congo.

Neonlm production. A photographic record by Marc Allegret of the

journey made by Andre Gide and himself to unknown regions of the Congo,

as told by Gide in his book of the same name. Vivid and unique.

Schinderhannes.

Prometheus-Film super-production. Direction Kurt Bernhardt. Scena-

rio by same with Carl Zuckmayer. Photography Gunther Krampf. Sets

by Heinrich Richter. Superb cast including Hans Stiiwe, Fritz Rasp, Lissi

Arna, Frieda Richard, Albert Steinruck, Kowal-Samborski.

Rien que les Heures and En Rade.

Neofilm productions directed by A. Cavalcanti. Catherine Hessling

starred.

La Tragedie de la Rue.

Pantomin-Film. Directed by Bruno Rahn. Photography : Guido Seeber.

Asta Nielsen in wonderful role. Oscar Homolka, Hilda Jennings, W. Pitt-

chaw. Marvellous psychological treatment, from the book by William Braun

.

Presented in France by M. B. Film.

L'Auberge en Folie (Kleinstadtsunder)

.

Bruno Rahn's film turned just previous to La Tragedie de la Rue. Asta
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Nielsen, Maria-Paudler, Hans Wassmann, Max Maximilian, Hermann Picha

Pantomim-Film, presented in France by M. B. Film.

Der Meister von Numberg.

Phoebus Film. Directed by I^udwig Berger. Beautiful scenes and light

ing. Frohlich gives charming performance. Maria Solveg brings new grace

to the screen.

Second choice.

Kopf Hoch Charley (Bigamie) .

Ufa. Bllen Richter in marvellous role. Directed by Willi Wolff. Last

third of picture falls off.

Moral.

Matador-Film-Verleih. (Universal Pictures Corporation). Ellen Rich-

ter and Harry Halm in bright and charming comedy. Directed by Willi

Wolf.

Out of the Mist (Hagar's Sohn).

Defu Production. Mady Christians. Werner Fuetterer, Vladimir Soko-

loff in drama of German mountains. Beautiful lighting. Directed by Fritz

Werdhausen.

Alraune (Mandrake) .

Ama Film. From the book by Hanns Heinz Bwers, directed by Henrik

Galeen. Fantastic fare for those who like the improbable. Brigitte Helm
in title role. Paul Wegener, Ivan Petrowitch, Valeska Gert, Wolfgang
Zilzer.
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Am Rande der Welt (The Edge of the World).

Ufa. Directed by Carl Grime. Sets by Neppach. Brigitte He'm. Al

bert Steinriick. Plea for pacifism. Fails in this respect, but has beauti-

ful sets and lighting.

White Gold.

De Mille production, directed by William K. Howard. Jetta Goudal,

George Bancroft. Admirable restraint in tragic story. Bad comedy tou-

ches.

Wolfs Clothing (La Folle Nuit).

A delightful Lubitsch comedy with Monty Blue and Pa^ty Ruth Miller.

More than meets the eye, being in every way as pathological and in the same
vein as Secrets of the Soul. Only you don't know it unless you know some-

thing of psycho-analytical dream symbolism.

Natur und Liebe (Nature and Love).

" Kulturfilm" by Ufa. Made by Dr. Ulrich Schulz.

The King of Kings.

Cecil M. de Mille production. H. B. Warner, Jacqueline Logan, Ernest

Torrence, Rudolph and Joseph Schildkraut, Victor Varconi, Wm Boyd.

Sunrise.

Fox Film. Directed by Murneau. Janet Gaynor, Bugene O'Brien.

Luther.

A Cob-Film Production made for the Lutheran Church by Hans Kyser.

Has created much dissent among the Roman Catholics. Eugen Klopfer as

Luther. Livio Pavanelli and Elsa Wagner.
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Der Weltkrieg 2 Teil (The War through German Spectacles) .

Ufa documentaire. Direction : Leo Lasko. Impersonal reconstruction

such as The Somme, but the War needs a rest.

. ENGLISH RELEASES

It would seem that the month of April is not going to be any more ex it-

ing in the English cinemas than was March. The following are among the

pictures that, one way and another are likely to prove most satisfactory
;

this does not include the pre-releases at the London cinemas, details of which

can always be found in The Times and Evening News.

Sons of the Sea.

Paramount. Directed by James Cruze. Excellent photography but

trying story. Cast includes Charles Farrell, George Bancroft, Wallace Beery,

and Esther Ralston.

Rough House Rosie.

Paramount. Directed by Franck Strayer. The adjective for this is brisk

as indicated by the title and the cast, which includes Clara Bow and John
Miljan (of Wolfs Clothing).

Ten Modern Commandments.

Paramount. Directed by Dorothy Arzner. Esther Ralston and Neil

Hamilton.

Matrimony.

Isepa. Swedish production, with Lil Dagover. Reviewed in January

issue. Distributed by Gaumont. Directed by Gustav Molander.
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The Tragic Hour.

Pittaugla. An Italian film, with Maria Jacobini in a story of Beatrice

Cenci that ends happily. For those in search of innocent bu^: sophistica-

ted amusement. Directed by Count Negroni, distributed by Gaumont.

The Isle of June.

Tiffaney. A documentaire of the Bahamas. Interesting and Jovely

shots of under the sea, taken through a glass bottomed boat.

The Way of All Flesh.

Paramount. Directed by Victor Fleming. Bmil Jannings, Belle Be-

nett, Phyllis Haver artistically wringing our hearts. Not what it thinks

it is.

The Student Prince.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Directed by Lubitsch Ramon Novarro becomes

an actor. Jean Hersholt. Lovely Camera work.
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" The best voice in the wilderness of Films

"
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AS IS

BY THE EDITOR

There has been a number of health films recently shown and

made, that is to say, films intended to warn against illness

(venereal disease, tuberculosis, etc.) and films of physical cul-

ture and physiology. Some of these have been of great value,

and will be so. Others, and among them the more generally

exhibited ones, are unfortunately unsatisfactory if not actual-

ly dangerous. Recently a film intended as a warning and

guide in respect of venereal diseases was shown in several coun-

tries in Europe. This film was mainly a collection of loath-

some examples of advanced forms of syphilis and gonorrhoea.

People were seen before and after infection. Diagrams and

close ups showed the disease taking its course through their

bodies with apparently irresistible and overwhelming rapid-

ity. A nurse, for instance, is seen to kiss a soldier on a
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bench in the park. The baby develops a sore on its mouth.

This sore is then made to go through a disgusting develop-

ment before us, representing a lapse of time. Within five

minutes the child's head is a distorted and hideous object.

This is one example and it will suffice. And it was to this sort

of thing that posters implored parents to take their children !

Xote that in the course of the film (and the treatment of this

one is very similar to that of most of the others) a few cases

out of the many presented were made to be cured, and the

final fade out is on two cured couples with healthy families.

The body of the film, however, was filled with indescribable

horrors, and no opportunity was lost to parade cases in close

up that obviously were due only to a neglect which not one

in five thousand would permit. A subtitle, again let us be

just, did mention casually that " of course there were neglected

cases.'
5 But the inference was purely and simply ;i

If I get

this thing that is what will happen to me.'*

A well known London specialist stated that on account of

such films he has had more patients running to him than at

any time before, every one of whom had imaginary symptoms.

He made the statement that such films should begin with the

clear intimation that commonly nothing is easier to cure than

venereal disease if taken in time, (that is to say within some

months of infection) and also remarked that nothing is more

difficult to cure, and no disease so bad as the obsessional neu-

rosis engendered by films of this type, where the only possible

cure can be a protracted course of psycho-analysis.

Instead of such messages of hope (assuming that one were
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completely ignorant on the point) seeing such films one would

instantly recoil in disgust and loathing ; and it is no exaggera-

tion to say that phobias might easily be set up which would

make sex life or the contemplation of sex a thing of nightmare

and horror, if not of impossibility.

A vision of horror can remain forever. It is never easy to

forget, and can even shadow a wThole life. To blatantly show

one horror on top of another can clearly achieve no construc-

tive end, and must do untold harm. "Many people may be

suffering now purely through having witnessed such films.

A census of psyches, so to speak, might show"obsessional neu-

roses" teeming and horribly growing, like the microbes in the

film. Fear of a thing does not expel that thing, but complete

knowledge of a thing can govern it. Xot one of these films

aims at giving knowledge. Xot one of them says fairly
44
this

thing is not half as bad and dangerous as it is made out to be,

and can be eradicated with comparative ease and certainty

if you don't let it go on." Xo one of them details the practi-

cal precautions which would help to stop infection where risk

was suspected. Then what is the use of thern ?

Adults know where they are in these matters ; that is to say

they do not need to be told that there are risks. What they

need is instruction, simple and to the point. Risk has been

taken, then take this and this and this precaution. If symp-

toms assert themselves go at once to the nearest reliable cli-

nic. Then show the process of the cure diagramatically not

the process of a neglected infection. The former would reas-

sure the mind, the latter shocks it.
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Adolescents need a different kind of presentation. They

need first to be disabused of the idea that with modern me-

thods the thing is as bad as is generally imagined, and that

cure is well nigh impossible. It has been argued that if the

trend of the film were made too optimistic precaution would

be flung to the winds and might result in a great increase in

the number of cases. The answer to this is that ignorance

is the most dangerous foundation on which to attempt to

build anything, and that complete knowledge of how great

and how small the danger the only way to achieve final con-

trol. You present a case illustrating advanced syphilis ; that

is to say, you present destruction to the mind, with its accom-

panying negative reflexes, despair, defeat. You present, on

the other hand, infected tissue and show how it is cured, and

you present construction, and therefore the idea of hope and

power.

Another unsatisfactory issue of such films is that they hint

in broad lines rather than give the whole fact. If instruction

of this nature, or if any health instruction is to be given, its

function should be instruction obviously. If delicate sub-

jects are to be dealt with, they can mean nothing, and achieve

no useful end unless they are dealt with competently and

without selfconsciousness or prudery. I am thinking at the

moment of a film for adolescents in which conception and the

ovary are illustrated by flowers, and in which no male appears

except in bathing drawers. It certainly took an original

mind to think that out ! No clear attempt at elucidation

is made, and the glossed over suggestions would only bewilder

8
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where there was ignorance and embarrass otherwise by falsi-

fying values, and by the insinuation that they were dealing

with slightly impious matters.

Let these things be done rightly or let well alone. Russia

has a number of excellent films of this description
;
straight-

forward, constructive and unsentimental. Most of the others

are apt to be slovenly in treatment, dangerous and generally

misrepresentative.

It is a great pity because here is undoubtedly a means to

present the principles of physiology, sex, hygiene, which right-

ly used could so easily break down the conspiracy of silence

with which these matters have been surrounded. It has

already been suggested in Close Up that with the use of film,

all vital matters of growth and development, of mind and body

could be taught in schools, beginning as any text book primer

wrould begin, with simple ABC facts for children, and advanc-

ing lesson by lesson to good, sound, level-headed knowledge.

Armed thus there would be no question of having to confront

people with latterday warnings of gruesome and destructive

import. They would have an ingrained, definite perspective,

and would not fail to perceive and discount exaggerations

and misrepresentations which in present conditions are highly

dangerous.

It is wholly a matter of approaching the subject from the

right angle and at the right time. With science, it stands to

reason you begin at the beginning. In matters of horticul-

ture, if you are going to grow special plants, you prepare every-

thing beforehand. The soil is treated, every precaution

9
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against blight, insects, frost etc. is taken. You do not wait

until the plant is almost full grown, and then begin to Spray

it with insect killer. The same applies in the matter of edu-

cational films. The idea that you need explain nothing to a

child until you drag if forth and sit it in front of a chronicle of

monstrosities in early adolescence is neither prevention nor

cure. You have not forearmed it with knowledge, and if it

goes away with only terror and loathing and shame it will have

escaped more lightIv than many others of the same age.

There is far too much muddled thinking in respect of what

is considered suitable for children. We agree that tripe in the

nature of Flesh and the Devil is not suitable for children, but

that is simply because it also is not suitable for grown ups.

No such silly; clammy tosh could exist if education in sex, hy-

giene, psychology, physiology and the relation of each of these

to sociology, were taught systematically and compulsorily in

every school, by the use of authentic film. At the moment
films suitable for children and films (apart from pseudo-sexy

drivel) not suitable for children are popularly considered to

be two quite different things. There is no point where they

merge. As though there were no point where the adult mind

merged with the child mind, the adult life with the child life.

The Province of Quebec carries this futility to its logical con-

clusion (if such a conclusion can possibly be logical) by for-

bidding all films to all children under sixteen except censored

ones in schools and convents only. This extreme measure

serves wT

eli to illustrate what I mean by the dividing line,

drawn, for no reason that can possibly be discovered, be-

10
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tween maturity and childhood. Childhood is stuffed with

myth, fantasy make believe and all round unreality. Such

influence is vaguely intended to develop the poetic and sen-

sitive faculties. Why nobody quite knows, since these are

no good to one in maturity, being more often than not scorned

and generally looked down upon. After a certain age " child-

hood" is considered to have reached, almost overnight, the

state of "growing up". Now is the time for facts to be faced.

That is to say, the child whose process of growing up has been

ignored more or less until now, is suddenly expected to no

longer believe in or desire those things round which its whole

life has been built, and is required to be interested m equip-

ping itself
;

' for the stern duties of life." With the result that

the stern duties of life assume in its mind an aspect of all

round undesirability. It feels itself being cut away from

freedom, and looks back wdiere the memory of myth and fan-

tasy and make-believe represents escape and therefore beauty.

This is the theory of development. In practice the change

is more gradual, although the theory is a condensation of what

actually happens. You have only to think of the kind of

subject supposed to appeal to a child of six, and to an adoles-

cent of sixteen to perceive the huge gulf conventionally sup-

posed to lie between the child mind and the adolescent and

adult mind.

The truth is that the child mind is very much what you

make of it. A child will more readily understand logic and

likely things than romantic humbug. It has sufficient ro-

manticism in its composition without the need of forcing it
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like a hot house flower. Indeed it is often necessary to curb

it somewhat. The child mind will readily respond to things

that are true, just as it will respond to being treated by grown

ups as an intelligent equal. Contempt of authority and diso-

bedience are not faults in the child, because naturally chil-

dren are not contemptuous and not disobedient. If you

treat them tactfully and with respect, they will respect you

too. Their supposedly inherent love of piracy, violence and

general bloodthirstiness is simply the natural reaction to an

authority which they resent. Authority is apt to represent

to them tyranny, and the human answer to tyranny, whether

adult or infantile, is revolt, That is why they love pictures

or stories in which school teachers, old men and old women
(symbols of an authority which they recognise as only too lia-

ble to be unjust) suffer. either at the hands of children or cir-

cumstance, but especially at the hands of children. Such a

vision will fill them with uproarious delight.

Mr. Mearns, perhaps the most significant educationalist

of the day, in his excellent article in this issue, makes the point

that bad films should be shown to children with full indica-

tion of just where and just how they are bad. By this means

only, he says, will the critical faculty be fully developed. A
brilliant idea ! Imagine the ribaldry with which Flesh and

the Devil, and others of the same ilk, would be greeted by an

audience of children duly instructed in the principles of sex

and sanitation. You don't—Province of Quebec please note

—improve the attitude of your public to films by keeping

children away from them, but by proving to them where the
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films considered dangerous are stupid, illiterate and funda-

mentally false.

Kenneth Macpherson.

CRITICAL YOUTH

i.

In America the moving picture machine is a part of the

equipment of all modern metropolitan schools ; and an indus-

try has arisen to supply films appropriate for instructions in

almost any school activity. The New York City school sys-

tem has a Director of Visual Instruction whose organization

supplies four hundred reels of film for use in thirteen courses

of instruction including physical training, biology, history,

physics, home economics and vocational guidance in elemen-

tary and high schools and in reading and nature study in the

primary schools.

Mr. Ernest L. Crandall, the Director of the New York school

system, has so coordinated the use of moving picture instruc-

tion with the regular work of the schools as to prevent the

moving picture lesson from becoming a mere show or a lecture

]eaving the pupil with a jumble of unrelated mental images.

The motion picture is education, he holds, and should be an

13
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extension of the camera and the microscope and a substitute

for direct sense experience.

In America then, the case has been made for the use of the

moving picture in child education
;
so, without the necessity

of further argument, we may look forward to the general

employment of this additional aid to the traditional machi-

nery of instruction.

My intesret, however, lies in the yet unthought of use of

the moving picture in the schools as a means of training in

criticism in dramatic judgment and taste.

II.

In spite of a most encouraging experimentation in the mak-

ing of good pictures, in spite even of the of the notable success

of certain superior pictures, the moving picture film as we
see it in America is levelled with colossal premeditation at the

thirteen year old child. Some say eleven year old ! The

hokum of tragico-melodrama ; the pathos of distressed fema-

les, the unfailing total depravity of bad men and the unholy

holiness of good men ; the dramatization of undramatic mat-

erial; the tedious elucidation of the obvious; the pointing of

every action toward conventional and outworn impasse and

denouement ; the comedy of easy distortion
;

these, plus

the neglect—if absence may be a plus !—of photography

as something additional to plot or characterization, are sim-

ply the huge demands of the untutored mind, and they are
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supplied with the standardized celerity of the manufacture

of chew-gum or cheap motor cars.

It is easy to blame the film maker, but the fault is not entire-

ly in that galley. For consider not only the expense of

production, but the outlay that must go nowaday- to the pic-

ture
4

'palaces" with their orchestras of sixty or more players,

the enormous rentals, leading to the necessity of a huge seat-

ing capacity, four thousand to six thousand in the more pre-

tentious places, which must be "turned oyer" several times

a day to keep up with costs. It is inevitable that pictures

in America must be aimed to meet the satisfaction of the vast

mass, which is represented by the thirteen-ye?r-old-minded

child and adult.

Xow any change for the better must come in a change in

the demand. My proposal, therefore, is to go directly to the

children in the schools and teach them to see the difference

between the good and the evil in pictures. This is to use the

school film not pimply as an instrument . of information to

supplement other school studies but, rather, to build up ex-

periences that make for better taste.

III.

One must start out with a disbelief in the theory that either

goodness or taste may be improyed by advice, statement

counsel, admonition, sermon or lecture. Good conduct

—
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and good taste is simply one of the rewards of good conduct

—

is an outcome of living with the best. The language we speak

is the one we have heard, not the one we have been taught
;

our manners, good or bad, are a reflection of our past life.

To prefer good cinema to bad cinema one must first have a

longish experience with the best.

I should go further with the young, however, and carry

the war into the enemy's possessions by showing bits of con-

ventional bunkum ; these I should recaption to bring them

into ridicule or to exhibit them as cheap substitutes for bet-

ter things or to sicken one of the facial contortions that pass

for characterization and of that hundredth told tale disguised

under a hundred different titles. The Japanese, we are told,

have cut all final "kiss-clutch" scenes from American films

on the ground that they offend Japanese mores wherein kiss-

ing is as private and not-to-be-mentioned as—well, one could

easily think of a similar taboo on physical habits among our-

selves. We are also told that in order to deepen the disgust

for that sort of thing the Japanese have at times shown pri-

vately a film made up of all these discarded "kiss-clutches",

and that the result has been such an association with the silly

and the degraded that no similar happy ending could be "put

over" in Japan.

On our own urban stage no hero nowadays may say seriously

"Stand back, villain ! Take one dastardly step toward that

pure maiden and my trusty rifle will send your soul to perdi-

tion !" That sort of thing has been laughed off the boards.

Something like it, however, still exists in the rural theatre,
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and for the simple reason that in those regions where it flou-

rishes., persistent satire has not plied its lash.

The important thing, of course, is a deliberately planned

experience with good films. They must be graded ; and the

highest must be led up to, for we must reckon with the psy-

chology of disgust-for-the-best, when that best is too far

above capacity to enjoy. Our sad experience in forcing clas-

sical literature upon children prematurely should warn us

here. And we must have faith that experience with the best

will drive out a love for the worst.

Will it work ? Will a graduated experience with better

and better pictures, under watchful guidance of course, lead

to better standards of criticism in the growing generation

and so eventualize in a higher national taste ? To answer

a question with a question. Isn't that the only way that per-

sonal or national taste has ever taken a step upward ?

IV.

My own faith in this matter is fortified by a five-year exper-

iment with children in one of the schools of Columbia Univer-

sity. The results of that experiment I published in "Crea-

tive Youth" brought out in 1925 by the Doubleday Doran

Company. The proof is there in abundance that, under

watchful guidance, a long experience with the better literary

art, which is always made imperceptibly better and better

—

imperceptibly , I emphasize, for the process is a. slow as growth
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and keeps step, pace by pace., with growth—will bring even

children to a summit where the low and vulgar will be rated

and appreciated as such, where the cheap catch penny will

no longer catch either interest or attention, where the

preposterous forgeries of art are exposed amid laughter.

For years visitors sat in our classrooms and watched the

astonishing maturity of children when really free of the fears

generally induced .by the presence of adults, an achievement,

of course, that had already taken much time. Professor

Abbott reports one of his graduate teachers as saying, after

an observation of the work of the children, "I thought I knew

Amy Lowell, but those pupils taught me something new in the

sincerity of their approach and in the richness of feeling they

extract from her poetry/* Henry James Forman, after lis-

tening to a hilarious discussion of a fanciful scheme for rating

all authors, ancient and modern, remarked, "They speak with

such sure good sense
;
they have a standard that is both high

and genuine ; and yet they are not at all snobbishly literary.

It is a marvelously healthy atmosphere for a young person to

be in."

Let me give a picture from Creative Youth that will establish

my case at once for a similar educational treatment of the

cinema :

I could rejoice recently when the eleventh grade—the fifteen year olds

—

broke into laughter over what they conceived to be the puerilities of certain

late poems of Alfred Noyes. A storm of derision swept them
;
they read

and broke down with laughter, affected exactly as we all were by the un-

intended comedy in the revival of the 1S45 serious play Fashion.
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The effect of these honest gustos was bewildering to one teacher-visitor.

Her face remained grimly disapproving. "I should think/' she told me in

parting, "that they might have shown more respect to Mr. Xoyes. Surely

he is a better judge of poetry than any of us."

Well, is he ? The eleventh grade felt that they had caught one of their

favorite poets nodding and they had never been taught to conceal their

thinking. " Would you have them show respect if they did not feel respect ?"

I asked her. She hesitated but answered firmly., "Yes, I would," but added

"certainly in the schoolroom."

Now isn't that just what has been the matter with the

schoolroom for these many years ! But let us examine the

facts of the case in question. Two committees of children had

elected to report on Alfred Xoyes, a poet with whom they

had been familiar from the early years when they read Drake

and Tales of the Mermaid Tavern and Sherwood. The first

group had given us the well-known Forty Singing Seamen,

The Highwayman and several of the serious short poems like

In the Cool of the Evening. The second committee had dis-

tributed typed copies of its selections to readers previously

chosen and was about to begin when a strange thing

happened.

One of the most able readers rose timidly and be.ean to

read in an inaudible voice, but she sat down after a line or

two. obviously confused. It was a new experience for us
;

and as stage fright in the classroom was really unknown, I

hastened to her, fearing illness. But all she said was, "I'm

ashamed to read it—it is so bad."

"No worse than this one/* came a calm, assuring voice from

another reader. She waved her typed paper.

*9
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"It can't be as bad as this," remarked another reader, exhi-

biting the copy.

Of course we read the poems to see what there could be in

them to bring out such adverse opinions where we had expec-

ted nothing of the sort. Well, their commonplace character

was so patent as to be amusing. "Moon" was rhymed with

"June" amid amazingly trite sentiment ; there was the child-

like discovery of the "heart of a rose" and other cliches that

had already been laughed out of the young poets in that class.

To see a veteran seriously falling into errors that they had-

discarded was, I suppose, the meat of the comedy.

I preserved one comment. A boy remarked, as we gathe-

red for a moment at the close of the period (to straighten out

our faces) "How could a man write stuff like that, a man who
had done such fine things as Forty Singing Seamen and The

Coiner of Angels and Our Lady of Twilight /" HowT

, indeed
j

That is the puzzle of the artist ; but my own delight, I must

confess, was that he did do them, for it gave me an excellent

test of the literary taste of that group. Now I knew it could

not be stampeded by a wTell-known name. Their judgment

of art values had its unshakable basis in a rich experience

with the best.

The next day I was able to bring them a partial confirma-

tion of their right to question the literary judgment of their

superior. Two critics whose authority is not easily disputed,

John Erskine and William Rose Benet, had that very month

censored the English poet for the same qualities that this

class had discovered unassisted. Professor Erskine had head-
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ed his critique,
44 Arrested Development", while Mr. Benet in

his title had asked ironically,
44 What Kind of a Noyes— ?"

V.

For hundred of years we have been thinking of education

as instruction ; I present here the newer conception of educa-

tion as experience. And that instruction of the past has been

largely, if not wholly, a teaching of information, or of skills

that depend upon information ; I am proposing to give a part

of the time of education to living, to an adventure in appro-

vals, to a tasting of pleasures ; and I am presupposing that

such adventure shall not be haphazard or fortuituous merely,

but that it shall be so adroitly directed that, as experience

follows experience, the better shall be given its emphatic

position and that it shall be persistently but discretely woven

into young life.

One must presume that the guides will be those who know
the goo'd from the bad. Further they must have a burning

disbelief in all the snobbish machinery of nagging, sermonizing

or moralizing as means to elevate the taste of youth
;
they

must have a clear and calm faith that, in the long run, the

better experience will laugh out the worse experience, that it

carries with it its own powerful argument and excuse for being.

Hughes Mearns.

Author of "Creative Youth".
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.THE WANING OF THE STARS

Hollywood's stars are on the wane. Their extravagantly

false importance has at last become evident in the light of a

sober-minded reckoning. The dawn of a new day—a day of

recovered senses emerging from a revelous night of star wor-

ship—is fast dimming the glitter of these cinema luminaries

and foretokening the end of their all-too-long fantastic sov-

ereignty.

For the past decade or more the world's cinema destinies

have been ruled by the stars of the screen. The}/ have not

only dominated the films, but they have also cast their spell

over the whole movie business. Competing for their fickle

favors has been one of the chief pursuits of every big studio
;

producer bidding against producer with preposterous salary

offerings, each of them zealously determined to hitch his pic-

ture wagon to a star.

The ambition may have been worthy enough, but the stars

themselves as an institution have proven signally unworthy.

And the producers are at last waking up to the fact. They

are realizing that their stars have been running away with

them and are chargeable with the smash of many a costly

wagon. Instead of proving the beneficent deities they were

supposed to be ,the casting up of accounts reveals them as

veritable genii of mischief and disaster.
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And the producers, now that that these discoveries have

jolted them into sober consciousness, are still further coming

to their senses in that they are ready to agree with Cassius in

his remark to Brutus, that the fault lies not in their stars but

in themselves. It is they who are responsible for the false

glorification of the movie stars ; it is they themselves who en-

throned them as gods and goddesses
;
they who exalted them,

exploited them, pampered them, swelled their heads, gave

them free rein, and altogether encouraged them to wreck the

business with their extravagance and wilfulness and all-round

baneful influence.

To a certain extent, of course, the public must share the

responsibility for this fatuous star worship and its resultant

penalties.

The crowd (and it is the crowd that supports the movies)

cannot appreciate entertainment in the abstract, any more
than it can thus appreciate art or religion. Only thru person-

ality can the multitude be satisfied. That is why every good

theatre showman keeps his orchestra in full view—so that

his audience can personalize the drum-sticks and can watch

the puffings and the blowings of the fat party who gives voice

to the trombone.

And because of this elemental peculiarity of human nature,

the public from the very beginning of the photodrama has

centered its interest on the personalities of the screen. The
worth of a picture has been gauged by the personal qualities

of the hero or the heroine. The more entertaining the film,

the greater the credit given to this or that individual who
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gives it distinction, and the more insistent the demand for

further pictures with the same actor.

It will be recalled that in the early days of the cinema the

names of the actors did not appear on the screen. This was

not due to any violent modesty on the part of the players, but

to the low rank accorded this upstart, plebeian form of enter-

tainment. Before the advent of the movie theatre, picture

shows were given in abandoned store-rooms and cheap halls,

at the popular price of five cents—and no self-respecting actor

cared to have his name associated with a five-cent show.

In time, however, in response to the public's inquisitive-

ness, the names of these screen players became known, and the

interested patrons of the nickelodeons were able to identify

their favorites in person—Mary Pickford, Mae [Marsh, Mabel

Normand, Ford Sterling, Henry Walthall, Owen Moore, and

a score of other screen pioneers who eventually emerged from

anonymity to become famous personages in the cinema world.

Even at the time of Charlie Chaplin's entrance into pictures

screen credit was a rarity, and Charlie's advent was unheralded

and unannounced. Only thru the newspapers did we first

learn the identity of this immediately appealing clown, after

he had appeared in several of Mack Sennett's one-reel comedies.

Sarah Bernhardt was the first of the established stage play-

ers to condescend to perform before a movie camera. Her
appearance in a film version of La Tosca established a prece-

dent which was shortly followed in the United States by Xat

Goodwin and a little later by Richard Bennett in a screen

presentation of Brieux's Damaged Goods. And from that
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time forward the cinema took on a new importance, a new
dignity, and the reign of the stars began.

But while the public because of its worship of personality

is primarily responsible for the calling of the cinema stars into

being, it is the producers who are to be held to account for the

spectacular and prodigal lengths to which this natural weak-

ness of the crowd has been fostered.

Ever on the alert to cater to popular fancy, they focussed

their efforts on exploiting the public's screen favorites. More

than that, they deliberately set about creating favorites and

boosting them to stellar heights, until they reached the point

where they were drawing the crowds to the theatres to see a

Sally Jones or a Hector Smith rather than a picture-play.

Quite naturally the stars themselves, brought thus into sud-

den blazing notoriety from the depths of obscurity, took full

advantage of the golden opportunity. The competition

among the producers, as well as the popular acclaim that fol-

lowed their extravagant publicizing, inflated them with a

sense of superlative importance. And as their salaries rose

to fairy-tale proportions and they found themselves grown

suddenly rich as well as famous, they became corresponding-

ly exacting and autocratic.

With increasing popularity under the stimulus of studio

publicity departments, they took unto themselves all of the

traditional arrogance and capriciousness of fortune's darlings.

They demanded ever bigger and more glittering tribute. Not

content with mere salaries, the more exalted among them

insisted upon so much a picture—fifty thousand, seventy-
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five thousand, a hundred thousand dollars. Others, extend-

ing their dominion, demanded the right to choose their own
stories, their own directors, their own continuity writers, with

the incidental privilege of passing on the personnel of their

pictures' casts.

In short, these novae of the cinema firmament assumed to

rule the films ; and the producers meekly submitted, fearful

of losing the shekels that the stars' popularity was supposed

to be worth to them, and obsessed with the stupid belief that

only a star-adorned picture could prove popular or profitable.

Several years ago D. W. Griffith produced The Battle of the

Sexes. The making of it at that time cost about twelve thou-

sand dollars. Griffith is now remaking this picture, and it

is estimated that it will require more than a quarter of a mil-

lion. This illustrates in fair measure—aside from the natu-

ral increase in mechanical and technical costs—what the star

obsession has done to multiply the expenses of picture mak-

ing.

A five-thousand-dollar-a-week star, engaged for ten weeks

on a picture, constitutes at the very outset a fixed cost of

fifty thousand dollars. And if it should happen that the star

is under studio contract and has been idle for the preceding

ten weeks, another fifty thousand must be checked up against

the picture, to account for his or her time.

But this is not the only item to be charged to the pernicious

system of star exploitation. Indirectly it is chargeable with

a host of other exaggerated expenses. The influence of the

stars' extravagant salaries affects every other department of
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the movie industry. The false standards of value established

by these highpriced players have been applied to studio exe-

cutives, directors, scenarists, title writers, film editors, and the

like, with the result that these various individuals have all

become tremendously expensive adjuncts to the producing

of a photoplay.

It is little wonder, therefore, that big pictures have run into

big money, when, besides the stars with their three to ten-

thousand-dollar-a-week levies, scenarists command as high as

two and three thousand dollars a week ; directors of big stars,

from three to seven thousand
;
production managers, three

thousand
;
production supervisors, two to three thousand

;

title writers, a thousand and more ; and cameramen five hun-

dred ; to say nothing of featured players at two thousand,

publicity directors at three and four hundred, costume direc-

tors at five hundred, and film editors at six hundred, besides

an initial outlay in many cases of from twenty to seventy-

five thousand for the film rights to some popular novel or

stage play.

Xo gift of prophecy has been necessary to foresee the day of

reckoning for this outlandish extravagance. And tha f day

is now at hand. The giddy producers, prodded to their senses

by the hard-headed Wall-street interests behind most of the

big companies, have been excitedly busy for the past few

months recanting their exuberant faith in Hollywood's flicker-

ing constellations. And common business sense, imported

irom New York, has begun a systematic tearing down of the

golden altars dedicated to star worship.
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Clear-minded observation might long ago have brought

about the needed reform and with far less trouble. With

scarcely an exception the outstanding pictures of cinema his-

tory have not depended upon exploited players for their suc-

cess. The Birth of a Nation, Broken Blossoms, Deception,

Passion, Dr. Caligavi, The Miracle Man, The Four Horsemen

of the Apocalypse, Hearts of the World, The Ten Commandments,

A Woman of Paris, Wild Oranges, The Big Parade, The Merry-

Widow, The Road to Yesterday, Gigolo, The Volga Boatman,

Seventh Heaven, Sunrise, Four Sons—these and others of like

general type contained no blazoned names, and needed none,

to draw the crowds and add lustre to the screen, as well as

big money profits to the producers.

Moreover, they patently exemplify a very simple truth

—

that it is the pictures that make stars, and not stars the pic-

tures. A whole galaxy of screen luminaries sprang from the

particular photoplays I have here mentioned—Lillian Gish,

Richard Barthelmas, Pola Negri, Emil Jannings, Thomas
Meighan, Lon Chaney, Rudolph Valentino, Adolphe Menjou,

Ernest Torrence, Victor Varconi, Leatrice Joy, Rod La Roc-

que, Vilma Banky, Mae Murray, John Gilbert, Renee Adoree,

Rudolph Schildkraut, William Boyd, Jetta Goudal, Janet

Gaynor, Margaret Mann.

Master directors create notable film characters ; while

producers, following the lead of the crowd, acclaim and adopt

the impersonators of these characters as heaven-born some-

bodies, blindly believing that the success of the pictures in

which they have appeared is due personally to them.
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It is no answer to cite the notable exceptions of a Douglas

Fairbanks, a Norma Talmadge, a Charlie Chaplin. Actors

such as these are truly exceptional, and full worthily deserve

their unique distinction. But the general run of those who
have been elevated to screen fame and fortune are not of un-

common mold either in personality or dramatic talent. For

every one of them, there are scores of unknowns who merely

need the opportunity to prove their equal worthiness, and

anyone of whom would hail a two-hundred-dollar-a-week

contract as a gift from the gods.

Also, time and again some actor, wTho, under the guidance

of directorial genius, has achieved an outstanding characteri-

zation, has proven a distinct failure in the hands of subse-

quent directors. Von Stroheim, in his Merry- Go-Round,

evoked from a then unknown girl, Mary Philbin, a remark-

able portrayal of character. She was at once seized upon,

advertised, exploited, and starred by an ambitious producer
;

but like Trilby without Svengali, her subsequent performances

proved negative or inconsequential, and not until Griffith

employed her in his recent Drums of Love did she again reveal

her latent possibilities.

Thus the awakened producers are now discovering what

every analytical observer has known from the beginning, that

no picture is better than its director ; that it is the director

who creates the picture and its characters. The players are

merely the material with which he works ; and whatever may
be the intrinsic value of the material, it is its treatment by the

director that determines ultimately the fate of the production.
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The oft-repeated accidental discovery of prime screen mat-

erial in the ranks of the lowly extras, is further opening the

eyes of the producers to the senselessness as well as the waste-

fulness of longterm star contracts. Besides the thirty

thousand availables permanently registered with the Central

Casting Bureau of Hollywood, there are eager and worthy

aspirants all over the land—potential talent of the highest

quality,—against whom the door of opportunity has here-

tofore been barred because of an infatuated adherence to a

belief in the magic of high-priced stars already established.

Accordingly, forced into intelligent action by the threat

of financial chaos, the Hollywood film magnates, as part of

their concerted efforts at reform, have inaugurated a system-

atic scouting for new faces and talent. They propose not only

to free themselves from their self-imposed bondage to the

exacting star system—the over-glorification of an elect few,

—but also to scale down wages to the level of business sanify.

Many present contracts are not being renewed as they ex-

pire. If the services of the affected players are wanted at

any time, it will be at so much a picture—and a good deal less

than heretofore. Such contracts as are being renewed carry

reduced salaries, as well as reduced privileges ; while contracts

with new players have little of the old-time glitter.

And these conditions are being applied also to writers and

directors and the many others who have been expensively

trailing along in the golden wake of the exalted stars. Those

already entrenched in these enviable high-priced positions

have no more of a monopoly on their particular talents than
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have the pampered actors. Independent companies have

for years been availing themselves of the superabundant out-

side supply of all classes of specialized skill, and have been

turning out pictures—and excellent pictures—at from one-

tenth to one-fiftieth the cost of those produced by the amal-

gamated big studios.

. The patrons of the higher-class popular theatres know little

or nothing of this class of pictures, for the reason that the big

producers control the theatres, and these independent pro-

ductions are relegated to the cheaper and less attractive

houses. The United States Government, however, has had

under way for some time a thoro investigation of this situation

as to the question of its constituting an unlawful restraint of

trade on the part of the cinema overlords, and the outcome

may mean the breaking of their present monopolistic hold on

the movie theatres.

It is a combination of several circumstances, therefore,

that has brought about the present situation calling for radi-

cal changes in the business methods of Hollywood picture

making, and which promises decided betterment in all of its

essential features, But of paramount popular interest in

this turn of affairs is the destined passing of the giJded glory

and sovereignty of the stars.

Clifford Howard.
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WHAT CAN I DO !

ii

No article I have written has provoked so much response

as my few suggestions in What Can I Do in the March issue of

Close Up. Letters have come to me from all over England.

Telling me of difficulties, desires, enthusiasms. And in nearly

every one of them occurs the following sentence.

"Why cannot we have a cinema in London that will give

us daily an intelligent programme ? Film societies are good

enough in their way but we do not want one show a month

(with the obvious risk that we might not be able to attend on

that particular day) but a cinema that will show us even-7

evening a couple of good films ?"

And to think that there are four or five cinemas in Paris

that fulfil that wish ! Only a few weeks ago when I was there

I had the choice of going to La Rue, Bett und Sofa, or a revival

of Dr. Caligari.

In Berlin the general level of films shown is so much higher

that without going to a special cinema there are at least two

films shown weekly worth consideration-

Even in this little Swiss town we can choose most weeks

a film from three different nationalities, French, German or
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The crowd watches the bishop (Cauchon) passing. Jeanne has
been taken to the cemetary where the judges are trying for the
last time to make her recant. The bishop looks at Jeanne, and

the crowd watches the bishop, on whom her fate depends.

Pressed by the crowd hemming her in, dazed and broken by the-

forces round her, Jeanne has yielded, she has recanted. Unable to-

sign her name she has traced a cross beneath the form of recant-

ation. A clerk signs for her.



During Jeanne's torture, the citizens of

Tiouen watch the pyre. Observe that

all the details in this film are taken

against a white background. Wails

(prison, chapel, cemetary) or sky.

During the burning, the people mutter and are touched with

pity. Arms are distributed to the English soldiers with which
to disperse the mob.





A basin bi hair dye and a toothbrush. The coifture of Asta

Nielsen. Sordid and unpleasant, some say. It is, with the

sordidness and unpleasantness of actual tragedy. Whatever you

feel, it is unquestionably great

The cafe where the "filles" congregate. The photography is-

magnificent, almost a little too elaborate. La Rue was accorded

public release in Switzerland.

Photos : AT. B. Film. Paris.



Hilda Jennings and Oscar Homolka. Both are excel
1

ent in their

parts, he as the brutal waster and murderer, she as the ambitious

"nlle" with visions of escape from the life she is forced to lead.

Asta Nielsen has taken her savings and bought a confectionary

shop. She too, on the wings of love for the young man she has

rescued, sees a brighter future.

Photos : M. B. Film. Paris.



From L'Aaberge en Folie, Bruno Rahn's previous film. Asta

Nielsen again and Maria Paudler, as the innkeeper's wife and

.

the neighbour's daughter respectively.



Samba dev Held dcs Utwalds. A new film made for Emelka by
A. Bruckner. A story of love and rivalty with native actors. This

is the first actual "scenario" with negros as players, and therefore

differs from the more documentary Chang and Moana.

Samba fights with his rival. The acting is excellent, again

illustrating Pudowkin's theory that realism is best achieved with

persons who have never played before.

Photos : Courtesy of Emelka,
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American and we can always count upon seeing several

excellent films each month.

But in London there are whole weeks when there is not a

single picture I want to go and see.

Yet I refuse to believe, particularly after all the letters

which have just reached me, that we are lower in intelligence

and enthusiasm than the French, the German or the Swiss.

But we shall have to take the matter into our own hands (as

those nations did) for it is useless sitting down and expecting

somebody to present us with a perfectly equipped avant garde

cinema, a library of uncensored Russian films and all the latest

experimental developments. Such a thing simply isn't going

to happen unless we work for it. But I see no reason why we
should not reach the standard of Paris cinemas, such as the

Ursulines, in a couple of years if we do the thing ourselves.

How is this going to happen ?

Chiefly through co-operation and enthusiasm.

We cannot run Close Up and run a cinema. At the mo-

ment we are doing more for the development of cinematogra-

phy by collecting photographs from new films all over the

world, publishing articles upon experimental questions and

making the information collected from specialists in a dozen

countries, available to everyone who will spend on it fourteen

shillings a year, the price say of four cinema tickets.

The bigger our circui ?±ion the more we can accomplish.

This is another thing Close Up readers can do to help. They

can get for us other readers, other subscribers. We want a

circulation of ten thousand in England alone. You can help
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us to achieve this. We collect impartial accounts of the pro-

gress of films from Germany, Russia, England, France, Swe-

den, America and other countries. We 1 ve published stills

for instance from new Russian films that have not been printed

elsewhere in England or America. We recognise alike the

good qualities in such a film as Wolfs Cloi:. which was made
for commercial showing and those in abstract films such as

Star of the Sea. But having done this won't you do your

share ? Won't you not only read Close I
r
j> yourself but per-

suade your friends to buy it ? For a c
- our circulation increa-

ses so we can help films in more and in \ tder ways.

Another point
;
people suppose that for a film society they

must hire a cinema and this naturally >sts money. Also

there is then the question of censorship, Sunday license, etc.

to be considered. For a small society wo J I it not be far wiser

to buy a small projector and have the shows in private, free

of all interference ? Then the money available could be con-

centrated upon the hiring of new films.

A small projector. People laugh or see a vision of one

blowing up (they used to) or sticking or refusing to work.

Actualfy however since the schools abroad took to using

films as part of the school programme there are plenty of

good and cheap machines on the mark*

You can get an excellent projector si owing standard film

for thirty pounds in France. The Pathe for instance is almost

"fool proof" and has been used successfully by elderly school-

mistresses without mechanical knowledge in rural districts.
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So it ought not to present any difficulties to a small film

society that will probably number amongst its members one

at least with a mechanical turn of mind. Its advantages are

that there will be no outside interference, it is cheap, thereby

releasing money for the hire of films, and it will project slowly

any particular portion of film that the society wishes to study.

It is also available for any experiments they may make them-

selves on small cameras. The cost of upkeep is small. It can

be worked by hand or by electricity (either no or 220 volts).

The ''throw" is from ten to twelve metres (about thirty to

thirty-six feet) and the size of the screen is one metre fifty

by two metres (about six feet). It suffices roughly speaking

for an audience up to one hundred people, has been licensed

by the police abroad as safe for use without a projection box,

and has been extensively adopted for use in schools, for lec-

tures, and for showing films to small audiences in rural dis-

tricts where there are no cinemas. The disadvantages are

that there must be a pause between the reels while these are

changed and that the detail will not come up quite so clearly

as in an ordinary cinema. Debrie's are putting a new small

projector on the market which is said to give results equal

to anv obtained in the smaller cinemas but this will cost

sixty pounds. There are cheaper makes but experts inform

me that one cannot expect to get satisfactory results from

projectors costing less than thirty pounds. Remember again

that as demand increases so prices will come down. There

is no reason why every small town and village throughout

England should not have its society with their own projector
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and that as these societies increase so will the costs decrease

of hiring films.

But remember it is quite safe to say that two thirds of those

connected commercially with films will pour discouragement

on any of these projects. There are several independant

companies making good pictures in America but we do not

hear their names because they put their available money in to

pictures rather than publicity and they cannot afford as a rule

to send copies into England which might not sell. But they

are in America, within strictly small limits, successful. All

these things can happen in England but only when the English

get up and do the things themselves. Therefore don't allow

yourself to get discouraged, don't ask too much advice and

don't spend money that you need for necessities upon your

projects. But if you really want a film society ail you need

is a few enthusiasts, a room, and a thirty pound projector.

And the money to hire a film for the day.

It is enthusiasm rather than money that matters. The

French are far poorer than we are and they have at least ten

cinemas in France that show regularly only experimental

and psychological films. The Germans and the Russians often

had no money at all and look what they have accomplished.

But they both had enthusiasm and they also had, what is

alas so rare in England, the determination to master their

trade. In England of recent years throughout commerce or

education or life or even amusement there has crept an atti-

tude that mastery of anything is discreditable, that the ama-

teur blundering through, "of course I don't really know any-
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thing about this so you must excuse all my mistakes" is the

one desirable aim. And this in cinematography will get us

nowhere. The men in France and Germany who have made
great films or started the little cinema movement have done

so because they knew more about electricity, camera work,

acting, psychology and literature than the men turning out

commercial films.

Master your trade. Try in everything you do to excel the

commercial companies. Understand your projector and try

to increase its efficiency even if it is only a school one. If you

cannot afford to take moving pictures (there is a quite good

camera taking standard size film to be had for about ten pounds)

study every possibility there is in the cheapest still camera

made. If you have or know children take them regularly to

suitable films ; if they get a standard of criticism now they will

insist on good films when they grow up. And remember

that in Germany, Russia and France, films were made and

cinemas were started by a few people who had almost no mo-

ney but plenty of vision, enthusiasm and endurance.

Bryher.

Next Month :

How I would start a film club
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EXPIATION

I was precipitated suddenly, after the sinuous run along the

edge of Lake Geneva, unto the cobbles of the formal irregu-

larities of the Square of Saint Francis at Lausanne. Thence,

informed that the car couldn't take the little steep down-

drop of the street of Saint Francis, I was tumbled out dazed

and exulted at the head of a sort of dimensional dream-tun-

nel. I was precipitated between so to speak, built-up and

somewhat over-done little shops with windows and wares
;

oranges, boxes of leeks, lettuces on the pavement
;
bright

green shutters. Dazed and re-vitalized by the run, I plunged

down this little street somewhat reeling, making jig-jag to

find just how those shadows cut just that block (and that

block) into perfect design of cobbled square and square little

doorway till I found myself at the entrance of a slice of a thea-

tre, the Palace of Lausanne. I couldn't go in, must climb

the little street again like a fanatic bob-sleigh runner in order

again to run down. I so poignantly wanted to re-visualize

those squares of doors and shutters and another and another

bit of detail that of necessity was lost at first that I did illo-

gically (I was already late) climb back. A boy ran obliging-

ly across with a baker's flat tray-basket and someone else

urged a cat to climb off the topmost row of a row of something

that looked like the Concord grape-baskets we used to have
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in Philadelphia. I an up and down the scale, so to speak of

visual emotion, 01 memory, of visual sensation making that

street and every one of its little graduations a sort of intellec-

tual accordion from which to draw tunes, the sort of things

one tries to put down sometimes (but never quite succeeds

in doing) after a particularly poignant dream. It was of

course too the sudden Hood of mid-March sunlight that was

responsible for my eady intoxication and a bunch of some-

how over-done (the whole street was preposterous) bundles

of daubed-in spring dowers
;
yellow and blue made the grey

and yellow of the street come back at one, back-fire again at

one in its hectic over-done insistence on the raw reality of

beauty.

Well, it was hard v fair that after climbing up the narrow-

est of cinema theatre stairs, I should find myself seated beside

the "others" who didn't have a breath left to gasp "you're

late, you fool, you've been missing it" but one of them whis-

pered like someone before the high altar explaining to a neo-

phyte "it's Russian—it's Alaska".

Someone had apparently killed someone. I had arrived

^hen Silhne (Exfiation) was about one third over. Someone

was heaving a weight of something and against an upright

ledge of mud, the rain poured and soaked and ran and gorged

runnels in the already over-soaked bit of bed earth. Bad
lands, something wasted, wasteful, overdone and done with.

Rain poured over a slab of earth and I felt all my preparation

of the extravagantly contrasting out of doors gay little street,

was almost an ironical intention, someone, something "intend-
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ed" that I should grasp this, get this, that some mind should

receive this series of uncanny and almost psychic sensations

in order to transmute them elsewhere ; in order to translate

them. Rains soaked across a slab of mud, runnels bored and

jabbed and pockmarked and gusseted it. There was never

an earth that could be ever again so drab, so unproductive.

"It's Russian—it's Alaska."

Apparently there had been death in this bad land, how
could there be other ? But death and all its drab significance

rose in its starkness to some almost Elusinian note of parity.

So abstract the land, so remote and symbolical the two figu-

res of the living that dragged the two sacks or canvas sails

that had been wrapped about the two long bodies of the slain,

so heavy and dreary the rain, so slippery the mud, so terrible

the lowering of the sky above the rain (which one sensed was

there simply for the re-harrowing of these living figures) that

the spirit as in the Aescuylean drama rose above it, shouted

almost audibly with the elements, the soul, the soul survives.

The soul was embodied in two figures, man and woman, if

that long ungainly creature with the hair whipped about

lean, gargoyle face was a woman or some intransient slip of

fibrous girlhood. A girl, a child with incredibly thin legs,

hurled herself on the ice and snowT crusted bad earth, clung to

it, like some wan and exquisite Perserphone, crying to be

buried, dragged in, taken back and back away from human
consciousness, like those two others, above whom the man
had already set those sort of crude identification boards that

we have grown accustomed to in trenches. One realized ins-
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tinctively that this was no

'

'

grave", but some 44 trench" holding

victims, slain why and how one couldn't grasp till afterwards.

But the intention of the story, greater than its mere plot, could

not possibly be misread ; death and death and death and bad

lands and waste and the Aescuylean lowering of blank skies.

The two return to find the murderer half slipped out of his

bonds, lying physically exhausted, practically frozen to death,

beside the steps of the woodshed or cabin. They probe him

back, lunge with him as they had lunged lately with those

two bodies indoors. The half-dead is propped up against the

log-wall, the girl guards him with a gun, the man buries him-

self with clearing up the remains of the interrupted dinner.

Sympathy knows no dividing line, we feel alike for the dead

under the mud, gone violently, in haste ; the murdered, the

criminal worse than dead, bound hand and foot ; the slip of

gargoyle of a girl who sits with gun propped across rigid

almost cataleptic knees ; the man himself, the one survivor

of the "company" with this care and responsibility toward

this girl (his wife) the murderer, (his former servant) and the

elements. Rain soaks and pours and pours and soaks and the

elements have these at their mercy. The ice breaks, the river

rises, the hut is flooded and here in an heroic series of se-

quences we find the girl and the man waaing about, knee-

deep, in icy water while great chunks of rock-like edges of

icebergs bump and grind against the frail sides of the little

cabin. On and on and on. Till the Aescuylean bleak terror

wears even itself out . . .the tide subsides, the little house

stands firm, one branch wavers outside against the grey flood
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and a bird from somewhere announces (as is customary)

spring.

To say that spring comes is to put it mildly. The gestures

of this woman are angular, bird-like, claw-like, skeleton-like

and hideous. She has a way of standing against a sky line

that makes a heiroglyph, that spells almost visibly some mes-

sage of cryptic symbolism. Her gestures are magnificent.

If this is Russian, then I am Russian. Beauty is too facile

a word to describe this ; this woman is a sort of bleak young

sorceress, vibrant, febrile, neurotic, as I say, almost catalep-

tic. She has one authentic mad scene, her mind breaks

after hours of watching the prisoner with the gun placed edge-

wise like some iron bar across numbed and frozen knees. She

is skeleton-like and death-like. Her face when the bird sings

outside the window can hardly be called beautiful.

Her teeth protrude, her cheek bones are hollow, her skull

is picked, so to speak, of its meat by misery and waiting.

Her mind is on the raw edge of breaking, her eyes roll in terror

and madness and numbness of misery. . .a bird sings. Her

face can be termed beautiful in the same way that dawn can

be termed beautiful rising across stench and fever of battle. . .

there is no word for such things. Her mind, her soul, her

body, her spirit, her being, all vibrate, as I say, almost audi-

bly. One is be}/ond personal discernment. This is psychic,

compelling, in a way destructive. I could not see many of

these Russian films if there are others like this. This is my
first. It is as poignant an experience almost as my first " real"

5
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German film, the exquisite and now world known and discuss-

ed Joyless Street of G. W. Pabst. Pabst, the Austrian is the

greater constructive artist, the Russian (L. Kuleschow) uses

the screen almost as a psychic medium, art on the high almost

un-natural level of the Aescuylean (I find I can only repeat)

trilogies.

Is Art religion ? Is religion art ? That is where the point

comes. But all discussions of Art, Religion and Life are febrile

and old-fashioned really. All I can know is that I, personally,

am attuned to certain vibration, that there comes a moment
when I can "witness" almost fanatically the "truth". I

knew as regards the Germans that G. W. Pabst is an artist,

an intellectual, a being, a giant of realism. Yet realism for

all its devastating sincerity in Joyless Street maintains a sort

of sanity, a meaning that applies to everybody. In other

words it is a work of art as we are accustomed to understand

the term in all its implication. This Silhne (Expiation) goes

as one of our party said " too far". Perhaps it does do. Per-

haps the human mind is not yet ready to receive the" message"

the Russian has to give us though I personally must, frankly

acclaim this profoundly as moving and touching a drama as

I have seen on the stage or screen.

But is that enough ? I have said that this is my first Rus-

sian film and I have said that it is perhaps destructive. Beau-

ty is that. This sort of raw picked beauty must of necessity

destroy the wax and candy-box, "realism" of the so much so-

called film art. It must destroy in fact so much that perhaps

it does "go" as one of our party said "too far".
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How far can one "go" ? G. W. Pabst the realist, takes the

human mind, the human spirit acting and re-acting against

the elemental human terrors of famine and erotic-neurotic

impulse, as far as it can go. The Russian takes the human
spirit acting and re-acting against human sub-strata of ani-

mal instinct, further that it can go. The spirit goes as far as

the spirit can go and then it goes a little further. That is the

poignant realism of Expiation. Rain and flood have done

their worst as the three, the girl, the threatened husband (who

has just escaped death in the mad frenzy of the Irish servant)

and the servant. About " Jack" formidable black Aescuylean

wings are forever beating, beating toward some incohate ex-

pression of justice, brotherhood, manhood, human Tightness

due to every human spirit. The material gold that he had

found on the (up to that moment) worthless property of his

masters, the group of gold diggers, headed by the English-

man Nelson and his wife Edith, is only a symbol. Fraternity,

confraternity the old eqation is here set out with a freshness

that no mere republican American, no mere pseudo-republi-

can Frenchman can appreciate. The old coinage has been

debased of its spiritual value. The modern Russian says no,

no to the old but fresh coin, standardized and poignant, spiri-

tual coinage, here it is. . .three men "masters," one man-ser-

vant" and one woman, a sort of winged sprite, an angel and

a sort of devil of remorseless justice. Fling them down in the

mud, in the ice, in the water, in the fire. Every element must

be drawn upon, death, decomposition, cold and heat, clouds

and rain and rain and rain. Fling down your stamped coi-
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nage and weight it beside unstamped gold. Jack digs out

gold fr <:n a furrow in the mud after the Russian and the Ger-

man (the two other members of the
;i company") have decided

thai thev must pull up stakes, that the soil along the river

is unpn itable. Jack having been sent to make ready the

luggage pauses beside a sort of wooden funnel-like trough :

(Since bediming this article I have been back to the little

Palace. Saint Francis Street, Lausanne to see Silhne for a

second ;ime). Jack in pulling up literally stakes ( a sort

of wooden trough or runnel for conveying,, one judges, water

to wash oed-silt) bungles on a little gleaming strata. He fills

his mining basin with the mud and water turning, turning

this roil id basin in his hands, he is turning, turning worlds
;

Jack is Atlas with a world of new discovery, new possibility,

the new, so to speak. Russia,—the new so to speak spirit and

ideal wherever and however it may be found. Jack the Irish-

man, the servant finds gold. There is one thing to do, faith-

ful servant, he mshed back to his "masters'* to find them in

short lime so overwhelmed with the weight of their discovery

that they forget, if ever they remotely realized, that it is this

Jack, this loutish and uncouth camp-servant who has put

them on the track of miraculous possession.

Jac±v one evening is a little late for dinner. The other four

are in jovial spirits, spring may come soon, it must do, they

will mdke off in separate directions (England, Russia, Germa-
ny) and forget the old trail of penury, of heart sickness and

homesickness, in a new blaze of civilization and of wealth.

O but won't we be gay, won't we be recklessly happy, chants
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the Russian to his ikon, grunts the German to his muddy
boots, as beside the fire, they each think of the months of

labour, of the profit of their isolation, and of this lessening

period of sheer physical discomfort. "A-ee Jack" shouts the

Russian as the servant lumbers in "don't you wish you were

hi our shoes, don't you wish you had just such a gold mine,

just such possibility of power as we have ?" The words are

hardly spoken. Jack raises his gun and fires. The Russian

is neatly punctured in the back, the German is instantly killed.

The girl, the inhuman gargoyle of a woman seeing the weapon

aimed at her husband, springs, wild-cat at the servant. Jack

and she struggle until Nelson, half stunned for the moment
leaps forward. Nelson pounds and beats the murderer, blind,

himself about to expiate murder with more murder. The girl

in an agony of neurotic almost epileptic strength drags off

her husband. Now the story continues (where I first began

it) with the uncanny icy burial.

So watching Jack through the flood months, spring comes. . .

but how can we, how can we bear this any longer ? Twice

Nelson has been about to fire on Jack, get him out of the way
as Jack himself suggests, bring the thing to an end somehow.

Justice, human justice, this odd gargoyle of a Pallas Athene,

Edith, Nelson's wife, as often intercepts him. That would

be murder she insists, we must have justice. Justice, justice

cries Edith and again pity, pity. But justice is stronger than

pity in Edith, she is a blighted uncouth being, a tree riven by
lightning for all that lightning has somehow7 entered her odd

spirit. Justice, justice she cries and after the pathos of the
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birthday incident, the candles, the little cake, the exquiste

lyrical*' confession " of Jack (I did this thing, because. . .well,

because I wanted to be like the rest of you and because I

couldn't stand you making fun of me all the time and because

I wanted to take presents to my people at home) none of them,

thev all confess severally can stand it any longer. Will you,

says Edith, submit to our judgment in the name of. . .in the

name of the Queen of England ? Jack says yes. A sort of

old-fashioned cheap colour print of the Queen of England is

pinned up on the wTall above the seat of justice. The Queen

of England smiles above the heads of Edith and of Xelson.

The Queen of England smiles over and through it all as smug,

as remote, as untouched, as relentless as a piece of pink frost-

ing on a wedding cake. The image of the Queen of England,

Victoria in her youth, is the sort of ikon of justice that Edith

had to re-invoke to aid her, to fill in her heart her angelic

poignant pity. Tears stream down Edith's face but in the

name of the Queen of England the court of high appeal decides

that Jack is guilty. In all right and form, formal indictment,

Jack accepts it. The Queen of England tacked on the log

wall of the little cabin, smiles over Jack's head " he shall hang

by the neck till he dies".

Reversing the process of the Elizabethan "let mercy sea-

son justice" says Edith, beyond mercy is justice and she

stalks out to fulfil the bidding of justice
; Joan of Arc, all the

women from Pallas Athene to Charlotte Corday that have

personified some grave principal is in her fanatic gesture, in

her set gargoyle posture, in her lean attenuated determina-
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tion. Edith herself lunges with thin steel-like shoulder at

the box upon which Jack is standing. Nelson must run to

aid her, together they push the high box out from under

Jack's boots. The boots are left swinging, struggling hardly

at all, heavy pendant, swinging a pendulum stroke in the

empty arctic air. Swing, swing, justice is greater than mercy

cries Edith, her face twisted in an effort of unbelievably poig-

nant acting. Edith is an angel who has lost faith in the

angelic hierarchy.

Nelson drags her from the other side of the great tree, Nel-

son literally drags her back to the little cabin. Edith is a

great locust, all legs, hardly any flesh, a sort of Flemish saint,

a worn-down, sea-wind battered statue that has been rubbed

raw by weather, hardly any personal significance in the figure
;

it certainly has gone too far. Beauty stalks, a skeleton, in

Edith, in Edith rightness ;
s robbed of all extenuating comfort.

Rightness is pure undiluted suffering. Justice is sheer pain

and pain and pain. Even her prayer book valiantly held

against the storm clouds didn't help her. The little cross

marked so forcefully on the dark surface of her prayer book

is power against all evil. We know that the little cress will

take Jack straight, like the dying thief, to eternity. But a

voice somehow, somewhere seems to whisper, is it enough ?

Is religion of prayer book all so valiantly upheld, is Joan

d'Arc determination toward nobility enough ? Is Charlotte

Corday justice enough or is smug Victorian beauty dressed in

wide lace sleeve? enough ? Is anything enough anywhere ?

Here or in Alaska or in S aintPetersburg or in Mudville, South
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Dakota, is anything 4

4

enough" ? The Russian, in that, has

the word after the last word. Too much is enough only for

him, the wora after the last word is spoken, the unreliability

of everything, justice, injustice, beauty, ugliness. All, all,

are as in the Aescuylean trilogy, subject to something greater

than God even, that is Fate. Jack stalks back, standing in

the rain smitten door-way to say the word beyond the last

word.

The Russian, as I have said, takes the human mind and

spirit, further than it can go. "It wasn't meant to be" says

Jack, "your rope was rotten, it broke." He stalks in ana

scrapes up a handful of gold nuggets from the table. Then

he disappears into the muddy blackness.

But before going, he flings his hangman's rope upon the

table. "Take it" he says "they say a hangman's noose

brings good luck."

H. D.

A LETTER FROM LONDON

A man at the Vingt-Huit waving a chair about because he

disapproved of the Gance triptych, a film taken off from the

Studio des Ursuiines because protests were made, a cinema

that exists to give reprises of historical value, and, above all,
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La Tragedie de la Rue Let us leave Paris, enough of this

gallivanting in foreign parts. After all, I am your London
correspondent. Let us return to London, and see it with the

interest that only a visitor can sustain, and also with the cri-

tical eye that only a visitor can, gracefully, bring to bear.

You see, I am protecting myself .

For, I live in London. And I write on the cinema. The
combination is odd and hazardous, but it appears to have some

interest. They are always asking me, " abroad", about Lon-

don, about the quota, and about British films, so let me return

and look around.

Naturally I went dow7n to Wardour Street. One firm had

the same photographs in its windows it had a year ago. What's

doing in London ? Better not generalise, better go to the cine-

mas.

Swanson's Sadie Thompson was on at the Capitol. In

panchromatic. Very grand, obviously a big work, quite

unreal. The usual Hollywood monkey with its lead showing.

And Raoul Walsh still manifesting that curious by-play with

behinds that he has had in his other films. Someone ought

to tell him about it. But I am always interested by GJoria

Swanson. She struts her stuff, she can fill the screen, she is

historical. But she is not Asta Nielsen. Compare the two,

the reality (despite Scober's over-luscious photography) of

La Tragedie with the repetition of effects in Sadie Thompson.

You get'x' and you get 'y', and your job is to show how, in

certain circumstances 4

x' must equal 'y\ But in La Tragedie

the whole point, and the great part of the force, is that in cer-
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tain circumstances, f

x' not only does not equal 'y', but does

not even equal 'x\ London, however, does not know Asta

Nielsen, so the comparison is unfair. Rule one, never talk

above your parents' heads.

Then came The Circus and The Last Command. These two

pictures or rather, Chaplin and Jannings, these two actors,

desperately trying to be tragedians, draw people to the movies

who never, usually "care for pictures". This is as well for it

leaves us free to go elsewhere. We who go any and every

day cannot be expected to pay the higher prices which, con-

trary to the unwritten laws of the cinema as an entertainment

for the many, are in operation as soon as these are seen to be

successes—to pay for the outlay expended on the first showing,

of course. So the fiveandnines become eightandsixes and the

twandfours are moved up to threeandsixes as the afternoon

progresses. Even supposing that these two are good pictures,

it is defeating the cinema's own ends to raise the prices lilce

this. If a good picture costs more to see, people will be con-

tent to put up with the usual stuff for the usual prices, and

bad movies will remain the easiest movies to see. However,

The Last Command has been a great success, and except that

it does not realty touch one at all, it is not pernicious. It is

only harmful in that it deals superficially with emotions that

to have any vitality must reach very deep. It gives Jannings

his familiar opportunity to be spruce in the first part, and

then go all to pieces in the second, and there is a well-done

train smash. The crowd work is, however, puerile ; one is

surprised at it in so elaborate a picture, especially as it is direct-
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ed by von Sternberg. I should add that, though it is concern-

ed with the Russian revolution, not once does it get any spirit

of that Revolution across. It is quite astonishing to think of

it in connection with a crude, small Russian film, which des-

pite the most awful faults of technique and continuity always,

it seems, has an awful reality. The American papers, I see,

have lost their heads over this new film of Jannings. One is

sorry to see them airing their ignorance of what has been

done in Europe so lamentably. As this and the Chaplin

stayed on so long, duty (and boredom) dragged me, protest-

ing, to The Student Prince. And I am glad. Despite Lubitsch

I should never have gone had there been anything that sound-

ed one degree less banal. I don't, didn't, like Ramon Xovarro.

Especially in a student's cap drinking beer. Especially after

others in a student's cap drinking beer. But The Student

Prince is a good film. It is light and artificial, but it preser-

ves its lightness, and it never tries to be any thing else but arti-

ficial. It leaves the emotions absolutely and exceedingly

gracefully (I stress that point) out of it. It is gay, at times it

is wistful —it does not try to be tragic. And its artificiality

holds a reality far realer than the insistent slice-of-life-iness

of The Circus. Metaphors are slovenly, but the impression

of this and a border of flowers is much the same. And it is a

border where Ophelia or Professor Housman would find few

flowers.

The camera is important in it. There is a good deal of

trick-work, but it is justified. Tricks exist to achieve the

visualisation of moods more neatly than could otherwise be
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done, and the whole freshness of this film is due to the way
in which those responsible have allowed us so many moods,

not just one or two. Moods are roughly (though I hate meta-

phors) the colours on the screen's palette, and we get bored

with this insistence on the primary colours only. Here the

moods are varied and charmingly blended, and as I have said

before, it is this blending in the images which they evoke,

rather than the actual story that matters. There is a moment
when Xovarro is being urged by someone who represents au-

thority to return home, to his duty. He leans his head against

a window and tries to see some way out. Whichever way he

turns he sees the person who has come. Whichever way he

turns, the camera (that is) mixes to his head in its new posi-

tion with the person coming round to the other, the new, side.

And this impossiblity of escape is repeated in another way
when he has returned, and a dying king is ordering him to

make a dynastic marriage. Xovarro won't, he walks up and

down, ministers pour in on him from every, side wherever

he walks, the black coats come. Subtitle,
" 4

Surely you

won't argue now ?. . .Some other time. . and he is

caught.

The photography, the lighting, the grouping, are such that

when he is changing from his student's coat to morning dress,

the replacing of the creased, soft velvet by the hard lines and

cut of the tailor's chef d'oeuvre spread a change to the whole

screen. And Norma Shearer, as she walks away, in a flowered,

flowing dress to get that coat, leaving him in the foreground

packing, means something. I may be wrong, it depends how
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you see it ; I saw it twice, in different circumstance, and each

time it made me see it the way it wanted to.

There was trade-shown shortly afterwards another student

film, The Enemy, with Lilian Gish. This may be taken as

Gish's reply to Gaynor. It is another of these 'marriages on

the day the lover must leave for the front. But the film has a

slight quality becausse it is surprisingly anti-war. Gish has

a baby, and when (being a Gish baby) it dies, she screams out

that she is glad, her child at least will not be food for the guns. .

.

I thought this surprising in a London cinema. War, "lega-

lised murder," is the real enemy, and the film deals with the

overthrowing of values it causes. Some of it is shatteringly

crude, and much of it is the old stuff re-hashed but it is to be

hoped that the small exhibitors will book it as it should cause

popular audiences to think of war in rather a new light. They

probably will book it, on "star value" (and Lilian Gish looks

and moves in it with her accustomed grace indeed I thought

with a little more) and a happy ending has been tacked on

to it which completely destroys all that has previously been

said about war, but which will deceive no one. The main

excitement in British films during my return was the presen-

tation of Moulin-Rouge. This is the British International

picture made by Dupont, with the co-operation of the Casino

de Paris. I found by the press next day that I had been watch-

ing an "unpleasant film". This was because a young man
in it falls in love with the mother of the girl to whom he is en-

gaged ! It is not a masterpiece, it is too long drawn out and

it presents the usual tourists' view of Paris as consisting of
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the Moulin Rouge, the Eiffel Tower and one or two rich shops

and apartments in the Champs Elysees all of them with a sug-

gestion of vice, or gaiety (how broad-minded we are !) misun-

derstood- But it was a little surprising to find, next morning,

that that was how the film had struck the press. Also, they

said, it was doubtful if the British public would like a hero

who had hysterics and wore his hair as Jean Bradin did.

Truly, Britannia rules the waves and I suppose they must
have something to break on. But the young man had even'

reason to faint, seeing that his fiancee was insisting on going

out in a car he had tampered with in order to ensure his own
suicide. What no one commented on was the hopelessness of

the young girl, Eve Grey, whom, through lack of English

actresses with personality, they are trying to make into a

star. Olga Tschechowa as the mother acted well, in a diffi-

cult part, and it was extremely brave both of her and of the

director, even of the company, to make the central woman in

the film one whose physical attractiveness was on the wane.

There is plenty of activity in the studios, and even Parlia-

ment now knows films are being made, doubtless as much be-

cause a company exists to film the works of that favourite

author of M. Ps, Edgar Wallace, as for that other succes de

scandale. But an art must arise from the industry, and are

the works of that friend of princes the most hopeful founda-

tion ? And can we long go on priding ourselves that the

intellectual side of the cinema (if there must be one) is well

looked after by a young man who has made one film about

which opinions differ ? There is plenty of activity. The
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London Pavilion found it profitable to run a movie during

the winter and up till the Coward revue. A theatre built

only last year ("what a pity" !) has found it worth while to

lapse from musical comedy, that key to the bourgeois bourse,

to Wings, A music hall has also become a cinema (they say

this as if "becoming a cinema" were just a question of show-

ing films) and three new super-palaces are being built.

The thing to note is that all these are huge. There is pre-

sumably the public to fill the seats, there is Mr. Fox to supply

masterpieces for the screen. This is all very well. At least,

it is partly very well. These organ-throbbing palaces cater

for the type of people who shop in Oxford Street and belong

to circulating libraries. It is as well they should be made to

like the movies by having a lot of attendant comforts thrown

in. But there is, there surely must be, a lesser but impor-

tant number who do not get what is suited to them, people

who not like the movies, because they do not get what is

worth their liking. When the day of the small film is dawning,

it is onesided to go on erecting these large Lyons-movie-hou-

ses when this other section is given nothing, no small cinema

at all.

But I am not entirely sure about this section. If it is there

why does it not do something to show it Is there ? Berlin,

several provincial French towns, have little cinemas where

films appealing to not enough to pay the rent of a big place on

an expensive site can be shown. When I was in Switzerland

this winter, Epstein's Glace a Trois Faces was got hold of by

the saile d'avant garde in Lausanne. London has no salle
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cTavant garde. There is no place in London where good pic-

tures can be regularly seen. There is no small, unpretentious

place where people can be sure of seeing quietly, in the ordi-

nary course of events, the kind of film they would like to see.

Pans has the Vieux Colombier, the Cine Pavilion, the Cine

Latin, the new Studio Vingt-huit (where Bett und Sofa has run

for five weeks), the Studio des Ursulines, which is always full

and where La Tragedie de la Rue has been on for eight weeks.

Paris has, in the Semaine a Paris, a list of what films are on,

and, most importantly, a list of which works by which direc-

tors can be seen. London is content with a list in The Times,

and even that has been discontinued. There are, apparently

not enough people interested enough, seriously enough, in

London to get together and run a little place, to subscribe

and get over some of the excellent films being made abroad.

It need not be a large place, and it should not be smart. The

money would not have to be very much. It would be infin-

itely better spent than the sums collected for preserving old

churches whose continual restoration is preventing us evolving

any architectures of our own in that line. For it is absurd and

maddening to go on cooing over the cinema when, in England,

one is ignorant of Dulac, Dreyer, Epstein, Gance even, Schin-

derhannes ; when Seastrom is known only by The Scarlet Let-

ter and not by Les Proscvits ; when we can only produce Nel-

son and Dawn to France's Napoleon and Passion de Jeanne

d'Arc. You who ask me about the British cinema have only

got to look at our film journalism. Compare most of our trade

and fan papers with those of any other country. They are
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a very bad joke. And where is our Photocine ? And what

English paper has written such a sane account of a film as

did Colliers d'Art of The Way of All Flesh

I suggested to a London editor that I should write him an

article on new French films. He said they had had an arti-

cle on German ones only a year ago. Then with a smile, he

asked me why I believed in the cinema. And I had already

told him I was leaving London !

Robert Herring

CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE

x

THE CINEMA IN THE SLUMS

At the moment of reaching perfection as territory sacred

to horror, slumdom produced a novelist who featured with

all his mind and all his heart and all his soul the lives of its

inhabitants, awakening official expediency and unofficial

solicitude and driving the oblivion of the general public into

a timely grave, And^the day that saw compulsary education

snatching the children for a while from the wrorst, saw also
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philanthropy grown fashionable, slumming adding meaning

to the lives of the charitable unemployed and bands of devot-

ed people weaving a network of settlements, missions, and

institutions of all kinds over those areas of the larger cities

that hitherto had been left undisturbed, save for an occasion-

al forced raid, even by the police, and unproductive save for

their disproportionate contribution of disease and crime ana

the endless procession of half-starvea labourers of all ages and

both sexes available for exploitation in the basements sup-

porting the British empire.

But slumdom, though not quite what it was, continues to

flourish and will continue, however rehoused and state-aided

and general!}' disciplined, if they are right wTho see its problem

as a biological problem, its habitants as a recruited army, an

-army ceaseless!}' recruited from above and to disappear only

when we make up our minds to weed out undesirable types.

And though wonders have been worked, as all may see who
can remember the children haunting the by-ways even twenty

years ago, there is still a vast army living, except for the all-

too-short school years, in a state of mental and moral constric-

tion, pressed upon and paralysed by circumstance and there

is its off-shoot, the battalion of half-crazed intelligentsia dream-

ing of salvation to be reached one by a banding together

for destruction.

All these people like al 1 the rest of us are preached at by

•doctrinaires of all kinds and mostly by heavily interested

doctrinaires who from the midst of ease—though many of

them are hard workers, at jobs chosen and beloved—rate
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these state-pampered idlers for their thriftlessness, quote the

perilous budgets of exceptionally heroic family chancellors

—

oh those budgets detailed from margarine to skimmed milk

—

upon which appears no single one of the necessary superfluities

whose role in creating the cheerfulness of the complacent jud-

ges is ignored by them because it is permanent.

And almost everything that comes to this segregated army

from without, teaching, preaching, state-aid, welfare-work,

art-galleries and suchlike cultural largesse is tainted more or

less, not always hopelessly but always tainted, by the motive

of interest. Is not, cannot be, entirely above suspicion.

Even the most devoted resident missioners are there with an

aim, the confessed aim of betterment, of bringing light into

darkness and comfort wThere no comfort wT
as. It would be

monstrous to attempt to decry the motives and the labours

of these noble people and absurd to deny their great fruitful-

ness. And though there may be amongst them numbers of

pitying souls who would be left at a loss if there were no one

to rescue, there are also those wThose labours are carried on in

the spirit of an invitation to the dance of life. These bring

charm. But their power is akin to that of the kindly host.

Contact with them may be for the lost a tour of paradise ; but

it is a conducted tour.

And now, as it were over-night, there has materialised a

presence subsuming all these others ana, by reason of its free-

dom from any ulterior motive beyond that of its own neea

to survive, immeasurably more powerful as a civilising agent

than any one of them. It says of course aloud for all to hear
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as it opens its doors conveniently in the manner of the gin-

palace at every corner : it's your money we want. It does

not say we want to help you. Yet it offers as many kinds

of salvation as all previous enterprises combined and offers

them impersonally, more impersonally than even the printed

page. It illustrates. And its illustrations are encountered

innocently, unguardedly, in silence and alone.

It is said that the cinema offers nothing to nobody save

spiritual degradation. There are clamourings too, and secret

whisperings of the enormous power of the film rightly used,

used that is to say according to the speaker's idea of what is

right. But both these claims ignore what is inherent in pic-

tures, ignore that which exerts its influence apart from the

intention of what is portrayed. Mankind's demand for pic-

tures, like the child's demand, is much more than a childlike

love for representation. There is in the picture that which

emerges and captures him before details are registered and

remains long after they are forgotten. And this influence,

particularly in the case of the contemplators we are consider-

ing, is exercised as potently by a photograph as by a" work of

art" and by a moving photograph, if it be the work of an artist,

much more potently. Imagination fails in attempting to

realise all that is implied for cramped lives in the mere com-

ing into communication with the general life, all that results

from the extension of cramped consciousness. But it is not

merely that those who are condemned with no prospect of

change to a living death, are lifted for a while into a sort of life

as are said to be on the great festivals the souls in hell. It is
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that insensibly they are living new lives. Growing. Gather-

ed spontaneously and unsuspecting before even the poorest

pictures, even those that play deliberately upon the passions

of the jungle, the onlookers are unawares in an effectual envi-

ronment. While thay follow events they are being played

upon in a thousand ways. And all pictures are not bad or

base or foolish. But even the irreducible minimum of what-

ever kind of goodness there is in any kind of picture not deli-

berately vicious, is civilisation working unawares.

Dorothy M. Richardson

LE VIEUX COLOMBIER A GENEVE

Dans son numero d'octobre 1927, Close Up publiait une

lettre de Marc -Mlegret, concernant le studio du Yieux-Colom-

bier a Paris. II y etait deja question du film : La Petite fdle

aux allumettes ( appele actuellement : La Petite marchande

d'allumettes)
,
que Jean Renoir et Jean Tedesco ont tourne

ensemble. Ce dernier est venu presenter lui-meme, a Geneve,

la Petite Marchande d'allumettes a TAlhambra. Felicitons

M. Lansac, Directeur de cet Etablissement d'avoir bien voulu
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mettre a disposition du Yieux Colombier une salle et un ecran

digues d'un spectacle de cet ordre.

M. Jean Tedesco a commente brievement le but poursuivi

par le Vieux-Colombier, en une causerie intitulee : Cinema,

Poesie moderne. Introduire le cinema au Vieux-Colombier,

avoue-t-il, cela n'a pas ete sans provoquer quelques railleries,

car la scene de Copeau semblait ne devoir jamais accueillir

ce nouveau frere un peu tapageur. Mais nous avons neanmoins

tenu bon ; il nous paraissait en effet inadmissible qu'il exis-

tat une litterature pour le public cultive et une autre pour la

foule, alors qu'il n'y avait qu'une seule categorie de films... les

films commerciaux. Xous avons pense pouvoir remedier a cet

etat de choses en produisant nous-memes, en montrant com-

ment on pourrait produire des films de cinema pur et inde-

pendant avec des moyens tout a fait simples et dans un espace

tres exigu, nous avons realise La Petite marchande d'allu-

mettes en 9 mois de travail continu... je vous laisse juges de

penser si notre ideal est une folic.

HL Jean Tedesco, tres applaudi, laissa tres vite la parole

au film... et celui-ci fut eloquent. Cest en realite une merveil-

leuse petite bande dont r assistance se regala, si je puis m'ex-

primer ainsi. L'action s'y deroule avec harmonie et sans effort,

tout y parait aise, naturel. De temps a autre un texte discret,

toujours simple. Une intensite dramatique dont F effet ne de-

coule jamais d'une situation particulierement poignante ou

d'un appel violent a notre impressionnabilite. Tout le film
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respire pour ainsi dire une atmosphere de serenite vibrante

de par sa seule essence infiniment poetique. Petite marchande

d'allumettes qui erre, misereuse, dans les rues d'une grande

ville, un soir d'hiver, qui done peut bien ainsi te forcer a cou-

rir dans la neige, avec tes babouches trouees. On ne sait, mais

toi, tu le sais mieux que nous, tu te resignes, tu as 1'habitude,

et ton visage n'exprime pas de surprises, ni de haine. Xous

t'aurions tous achete ton plateau d'allumettes, crois-le bien,

pauvre chose perdue. Et pourtant tu as tes instants de bon-

heur, comme tous les miserables. La contemplation d'une

Txmtique de jouets te permettra, tout a l'heure, de meubler

ton reve, et tu reserveras au jeune homme qui t'a paru si bon,

le role de bel officier des soldats de bois. Tu pourras meme le

sentir te prendre dans ses bras. Petite marchande d'allumettes,

nous ne t'oublions plus et nous croirons toujours te voir, au

coin de cette rue sombre, tendant d'une main febrile... tes

allumettes aux passant s.

Deux films furent projetes avant la Petite Marchande d'al-

lumettes, le premier montrant la germination des plantes et le

second, la trajectoire d'une balle de revolver et Teclatement

d'une bulle de savon. L'un et Tautre constituent des revela-

tions en permettant a nos yeux de voir certaines choses qui

ne leur seraient jamais perceptibles sans le secours du cinema.

Void qui nous permet enfin de faire face sans temerite aux

.attaques dechamees contre le nouvel Art auquel nous avons

foi. En voyant de tels films nous sentons que toute la legiti-
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me confiance que nous accordons au Cinema n'est point de-

placee. Puissions-nous nous retremper souvent a ces sources

de courage et d'optimisme.

Freddy Chevalley

THE RUSSIAN FILM INDUSTRY

Little by little, the Russian film industry is securing an

international market for its films.

Russian films ! Propagandistic films ?

It is difficult to answer this question.

Perhaps they are, but if so it is with a view to culture.

A social tendency should not be hidden in a film, that is

why this art is a film in itself, and suppose the Russian Union

of Soviets is hidden behind this production ?

It cannot be denied that there were national tendencies in

films such as Napoleon Bonaparte, or Friedericus Rex. And
who would wish to deny it ?

For without it, the success of these films would have been

certainly far less than it was.

In these last instances, the Press, only too willingly, hides

the propaganda by calling it "historical fact." This same

excuse is not accepted, it appears, in Russian films or with

regard to recent history.
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The superficial observer cannot fait to observe that the

Russian film productions, that is, those films shown abroad,

do seem somewhat one-sided. This defect if such it can be

called, is very apparent in the Meschrabpom-Russ film. The

End of St-Petersburg, and in the Sovkino Production" Ten

Days that Staggered the World. Particularly the latter be-

cause it represents a part of the End of St Petersburg, and

therefore the repetition of the idea could not be avoided in so

short a time. This is a big fault which must lead to the mis-

conception that Russian productions desire to be only propa-

ganda for the Soviet Union.

I must state here that I neither wish to praise nor to break

a lance for any Russian propaganda films : In only wish to

state my impressions and my owm viewpoint on the organisa-

tion of the Russian film industry. The film is art for the big

masses of the populace. What is there to prevent a state such

as Russia from employing this art of the masses for Russian

political propaganda ? Have we not ourselves a like epoch

behind us, an epoch when only the censor might speak,, the

War ?

But besides the political party in Russia, Russia has given

us, solely from the artistic viewpoint, films such as PotemRin,

Bett und Sofa }
The End of St Petursberg, etc. which leave us

stupified.

But these successes must nearly always be ascribed to the

artistic gifts of the director and the young Russian directors

have not disappointed the public. Pudowkin said, for exam-

ple, speaking of one of his productions : "Up to now I have put
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much work, into my films, so have my actors. It has always

been my object to draw out of a person the utmost of his natu-

ral possibilities. I have avoided anything theatrical as much
as possible ; I have maintained always that with such a con-

ception of directing, a boundary must be fixed between pro-

fessional actors and amateurs who possess natural gifts to

present themselves as they are to the recording eye of the

camera. It depends on the director only to reproduce a real

image on the screen ; the creation of a single rhythm which

persuades the onlooker and keeps him breathless is, to me,

the highest attainment of the art of the film. (See in the pre-

vious issue of Close Up : The End of St. Petersburg) . He has

realised his idea with most brilliant success in this film and

in Mother. For this reason the Russian film industry is in the

first rank of those who oppose the "star" system. The Ger-

man director Briickmer and the English director Jean de

Kuharsky have both taken as leading actors for their latest

films, natives who have proved by their success the wisdom

of Pudowkin's idea, that a man who has never been before

the camera, obtains the most natural effects, provided he is

artistically and intellectually directed. Unhappily the inter-

national cinema industry is as yet, farfrom liberating itself from

the eternal theroy that only the 44 stars" may be allowed to

shine, and from realising that in the long run these become

annoying.

The film should render in the scope of its art, nature better

than any other dramatic form, and to accomplish this is the

director's highest goal.
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Thus the Russian industry under the direction of its best

directors, produces 200 comedies and 200 educational films a

year, which unhappily are not nearly widely enough circulat-

ed abroad. It is an astonishing factor of the struggle and

competition in the film market that preference is not given

to that which is really good, but to make business instead out

of a well known name.

This is surely a clear proof that the press should insist more

than they do, that films which have no real value should cease

to be presented to a paying public, and that in their place,

they should be given films of real artistic merit. The Russian

industry has also films which have no particular value. This

happens in the production of any country but it must be noted

that Russia has made immense progress of late in its new

films. Thus I am assured from a reliable source that the

Sovkino alone, at Moscow, has made more than five million

roubles during the last year.

Besides the films already mentioned, there is The Waiter of

the Palace Hotel. This is a film which depicts the life of an

old waitor at a big hotel. (Directed by J. A. Prosotanow,

Meschrabpom-Russ.) This is absolutely not a propaganda

film, but a film taken out of the very heart of the life of a man
who because of his wife's death and for love of his daughter,

takes everything up to his last garment to the pawnshop, in

order not to become a thief. In spite of the solicitude of the

father, his pretty daughter has to submit to all manner of

misery and insulting offers, until at last everything comes

out for the best, thanks to a former lodger with the family.
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Another film based on essentially historical facts, and which

describes the life of the Tzar, Ivan the Terrible, has been made
by Sowkino-Moscow (Directed by W. R. Gardin).

Ci
Veils that Fall" is the fate of a woman in the Orient, that

brings before us life there and the feminist movement, parti-

cular!}' in Tiflis. Then there is the new record, "Moscow,

that Weeps and Laughs, directed by Barnet. This is a co-

medy that of its kind and originality must be considered very

fine. And there are many other titles which might be

quoted that are far removed from any thought of propa-

ganda.

Of the 200 comedies and 200 educational films made annu-

ally, only about 40 are sent abroad. Of the film producing

companies, the following must be noted :

Sovkino, Moscow.

Meschrabpom-Russ, Moscow.

Wuvku-Kino, Ukraine.

Belgus-Kino Minsk.

Gos Woj en-Kino, Moscow. (Armee-Kino).

Grus-Kino, Tiflis.

Baschkir-Kino, Orenburg.

Tschuwas-Kino, Tschuwaschin.

And there are also in Moscow 4, studios, in Leningrad 3,

Kiev, 1, Jalta, 1, Tiflis 1.

During the last few years these studios have been reorganis-

ed according to the latest developments. Each firm is pos-

sessed of a considerable capital as well as of its own work-

shops for developing and printing. So that a director's work
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becomes as simplified as possible. One might ask what all

this immense equipment is used for until one remembers that

Russia has 2500 theatres without counting village cinemas and

those moving from place to place : then one understands that

it is only just sufficient.

All of these are under the administration of the communal

theatres, which in their turn are under the peoples' commissa-

riat for art. The final appeal in all instances goes to Moscow.

The names of the foremost directors are : Eisenstein, Pu-

dowkin, Room, Prosotanoff, Ermler, Kusnizoff, Trauberg,

Dobjenko and Grietscher (Ukraine).

Among the operators are :

Golownia, Tisset, Eiser, Grieber, Michailovitch, and Le-

witzki. Among these are also photographic technicians of

great talent able to produce astonishing results. As proof

of this we have only to mention the productions and very

interesting photographs printed in the preceeding issues, of

Potemkin, The End of St Petersburg, and others.

Russia has shown us that modern artistic films are not to

be underestimated ; she has traced out new paths that have

made her industry valuable and she has found approbation

and esteem far beyond her own frontiers.

If some of the Russian films have a more or less political

tendency, one can expect that the competent leaders of the

industry, will exercice in the future their own will and their

own artistic tastes and be able to exclude all political theories

from their films.

E. Hellmund-Waldow
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VOLKSVERBAND FUR FILMKUNST

Our Goal and Our Way

The Peoples' Association for Film Art has been founded to

fight reactionary trash on the one hand and, on the other, to

develop artistically progressive films. It has therefore a dou-

ble goal. The struggle against stupidity and reaction, and

the furtherance of progressive films. It is a matter of indif-

ference whether we are fighting films that are reactionary

on account of their political outlook or reactionary from an

ethical or an artistic point of view. Usually they are all of

these things together, and it is not accidental that reaction-

ary material and meaning are often found in the same rut

together, for are they not often an expression of identical

things ?

All too long has the film been given up to its own devices.

It has been treated by the press with much too little serious-

ness and has been accorded far too little space. They give

more space, and have incomparably better critiques for any

sporting events. The technical papers are, with a few excep-

tions, merely the organs of manufacturers. In fact there are

scarcely more than five really expert critics in the whole of

Europe.
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And yet the cultural film to-day is infinitely more impor-

tant than the theatre or any other form of art, because its

public is bigger and its influence is therefore stronger. In

Germany alone sixty millions of cinemagoers sit in front of

the screen each year. And the possibilities of harm which

a bad film might do are appalling to contemplate.

Unhappily the immense possibilities of the cinema are

only too often cramped by an alarming artistic and intellec-

tual poverty. As yet not half the millions of cinemagoers

are in accord with what they see. What the worth-while

film of to-day demands of them is real comprehension and

real pleasure. Yet there is no lack of talented and able writers

directors, actors, architects, cameramen and composers. But

their talents and their ideas can but seldom come to fruition

in the present condition of the film industry.

On account of this the Peoples' Association for Film Art

has the mission of collecting together these wide masses of

cinemagoers and to educate them into critical perceptions.

It can and it will convert the already uneasy cinema public

to a state of positive criticism and furnish them with the in-

fluence that is necessary, if instead of ineffectual rubbish,

living work is to be made. So any too aspiring experiments

are hereby debarred. We know that the cinema will always

be foremost a means of escape and amusement, but wre believe

that amusement is not synonymous with trash and that escape

has not the same significance as intellectual poverty.

The Peoples' Association for Film Art does not limit its

sphere to Berlin but is equally active in all the big and small
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cities of Germany. As far as is possible, in Berlin particu-

larly, and in others centres, pioneer cinema theatres will be

inaugurated. Members will be able to visit these theatres at

least ten times a year. Entrance prices will be reckoned

strictly according to the actual costs and were possible, the

monthly subscription fee will not be over fifty pfenning.

Besides the pioneer theatres there will be repetory theatres,

partly rum on their own management and partly leased by

us. In these theatres old films of artistic value will be shown

at cheap prices, whereas in the pioneer cinemas the newest

films both of German and foreign production will be seen,

provided they are artistic and of worth.

Until the autumn we must content ourselves with moving

from event to event as things happen, for until then we are

occupied with the structure of our organization. Then only

can we approach the consideration of our own film-produc-

tion. Intellectually and artistically we can command the

greatest forces that are at hand. The great poet Heinrich

Mann, stands at the head of our organisation. G. \Y. Pabst

the director, and Karl Freund, the well known cameraman,

belong to our artistic committee. These three names are

quoted only as an example. You can increase these with

many others of a like importance : Erwin Piscator, Kathe

Kollwitz, Leonhard Frank, Alfred Kerr, Bruno Walter, Ar-

nold Zweig, Carl Zuckmayr etc., etc.

In order to be really independant, we have rejected from

the start, any dependency upon banks or industrial concerns.

Our opinion is that 100.000 marks collected from man to man
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is not less and may be more than 100.000 marks loaned by

interest-exacting banks or industrial capital.

Our first arrangements were in connection with the showing

of the big Russian film, The End of St Petersburg. The choice

of this film has been used by our opponents to denounce the

Peoples Association for Film Art as a Communistic organisa-

tion. In Germany and probably also in other European

countries this sort of statement always makes an impression.

But actually in our ranks we have three times as many non-

communists as communists. In our Committee the commu-
nistic element is even more weakly represented. Moreover

it is absolutely immaterial to us to what political party any-

body belongs. We ask only that he can do something and

that he is not a reactionary, by which we mean nobody of

yesterday, but someone who is of to-day and of to-morrowT

.

All sincere democrats are therefore on our side. We name
only Georg Bernhard, Helmuth von Gerlach and Theodor

Wolff who have all joined and wTith whom we shall be affi-

liated in near future.

To make our ideas better known, we are issuing a magazine,

called Film und volk. This title covers our programme.

We want to win the people for the good films, and the films

for the people. That we must therefore fight against artis-

tic trash, intellectual poverty and, not least, against politi-

cal and social reaction, is understandable. But our fight

will be successful and then the Film will become what it could

have and should have become long ago ; a medium for the

broadening of knowledge, enlightenment and imagination,
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a medium of international understanding and reconciliation

—

a living practical factor of the every-day as of the intellectual

and artistic life.

Outside Germany similiar movements are afoot. With

most of them we are in rapport, both with their organization

and ideas. We hope that in the near future it will be possible,

to unite together the different national movements ; for the

film being silent, speaks all languages of the world. Only

when our movement becomes completely international, can

it realise to the full the goals that have been set before it.

Rudolf Schwartzkopf

Managing Director of the Peoples*

Association for Film Art

COMMENT AND REVIEW

I. T. F.

On April 14, the International Cinematographic Exhibition

opened at The Hague. This is the first venture of its kind,

and has drawn to Holland tremendous numbers of people

from every country. At the time of writing the Exhibition

has not been long enough open to give full reports, but one
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thing is certain, and that is the widespread interest and enthu-

siasm which has been roused ; an interest which will mean
much for the furtherance of the cinema in every one of its

many branches.

The purpose of the exhibition is to present as varied a view

as possible of cinematography in every one of its phases, and

to make propaganda in favour of the cinema.

Its committee of honour numbers nearly every well known
name in Dutch diplomatic circles, and it has been decided that

any profits shall be handed over to the Dutch Red Cross. The

Exhibition is divided into eight sections, which embrace the

following :

Dramatic Section. This includes exhibits consist-

ing of properties, maquettes and other miniatures,

costumes, wigs, dummies, weapons, implements and

accessories of all kinds.

Educational Section . Every modern use of the edu-

cational film together with apparatus, materials,

practical demonstrations and lectures.

Historic Section. A review of the development

of cinematography during the thirty odd years of

its existence, including a series of films produced in

the course of this period together with the technical

and artistic accessories used.

Technical Section. Two divisions. Appliances

pertaining to the film trade : manufacturing; and app-

liances pertaining to the cinema trade : projection.
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A complete review of latest inventions, including

newest lighting methods and practical demonstra-

tions of every kind.

Cinematograph Section. A picture hall is attached

where permanent shows are given. Films of every

country. Special care with projection.

A dvertising Section.

Amusement Section.

There is much to learn here, much to admire. This is a

praiseworthy enterprise and should not be missed. To any-

body interested in the cinema the whole excellent display

will be of the greatest fascination as showing the enormous

strides the cinema has made since its beginning, and as pro-

mising the enormous strides it will make toward artistic per-

fection. Warmest congratulations to all who have united

in making this one of the most successfully significant steps

in the progress of the cinema.

*

All information in connection with the above can be obtain-

ed from

The Secretary's Office of the I. T. F.

82 Zeestraat, The Hague, Holland.

The Exhibition closes on May 15th, and is open every week-

day from nine to six.
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*

We would draw our readers' attention to the advertisment

and article on the Volksverband fur Filmkunst, the new Ger-

man movement for the art and progress of films. This will

make its own appeal; and we recommend that all who are

interested write direct to the administrative offices at Fried-

richstrasse 235, Berlin, SW 48. The sensational debut of

this praiseworthy movement clearly indicates the trend of

popular taste in Germany. We predicted that a movement

was forthcoming to break the stranglehold of the worthless

film on the film market, and here it is. We nowT predict a

sensational future. Greeting and good wishes.

*

The Cine Club de Geneve has made a successful start. The
first presentation was on the 14 th March, and among the

films shown were Emak Bakia and La Glace a Trois Faces of

Paul Morand, and made by Jean Epstein. The second per-

formance, held in mid April, was devoted to the work of Al-

berto Cavalcanti, whose films En Rade, Rien que les Heures

and La P'tite Lilie were presented by M. Cavalcanti in person.

The Cine Club is strictly non commercial and confined to

members only. As we stated last month, the appearance of

these movements in various countries is most helpful to the

cause of the cinema, and most gratifying to a public which has
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no chance to see the new experimental work of smaller com-

panies or individuals. With the growth and extension of

these small cinema movements, a chain will soon stretch right

round the earth. By this means their power will be great

enough to command public attention throughout the world,

and their function recognised at its true value
;
namely that

of leading the way artistically, technically and educationally

in the whole realm of the cinema.

The Emelka Film Der Fremdenlegionar (Wenn die Schwal-

ben heimwarts zieh'n) (direction James Bauer) has been part

exempted from taxation in Germany since it has been ranked

as a work of art. Would that other countries would see their

way to as charming an appreciation !

Karl Grune is making for Emelka Marquis d'Eon, a film in

Rococo setting, written by Max Fermer. Xot in the lifetime

of the Marquis d'Eon, nor even to-day has the riddle been

solved which once confounded the courts of several continents :

Is the favourite of the king and of the queen a man or awoman ?

A superfilm, and a task worthy of Karl Grune
;

s skill

!

International Film Distribution

By Dr. Werner Klette.

Until recently only firm Utopians and incorrigible optimists

believed in the possibility of "The United States of Europe' 5
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but the spirit of Haute Politique makes rapid progress, and

only a short while ago Paris went to see Moissi for the first

time, and Berlin the Henry Bernstein presentations at the

Theatre du Gymnase. But, earlier than this, the film had

thrown a bridge between the two peoples for mutual alliance

and understanding. Before the invasion of the all powerful

American film industry, the Europeans joined hands to uni-

tedly resist the invader. The German film industry needed

allies to take up a defensive position. It was unable to find

them in Sweden or Italy, where the film is almost done away
with by American importations, and there remained in the

whole of Europe only two countries able to lend a hand : Rus-

sia and France. For the rest, that enterprise which realises

the danger of such a foreign invasion and which sets out to

fight this exterior influence so as not to become itself a type

of it, is really following a clear sighted policy in producing

films of which it can truthfully be said that they may be inter-

national. And it gives these films the chance of a place in

foreign cinemas and thereby permits its artists to be known

abroad.

The new Emelka film, The Domino Player of Montmartre,

has collected in the cast, German, Austrian, French and Swe-

dish names. This film does not show us a slowly decaying

Montmartre full of American or Russian, rather than French

names, but we are taken to the solitary house of an old and

rich eccentric ; the name of the principal actor, Maurice de

Feraudy, guarantees a deep and poignantly humane interpre-
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JBett und Sofa (Trots dans un Sous-Sol), A very suggestive close up of

I/udmila Semenowa, who gives an unforgettable performance as the

wife in this astounding film of Alexander Room. This is near the end

of the film where she is deciding to leave husband and lover. A close

up of the cat's head reveals her tears falling on it.

Photo : courtesy of Ste. SOFAR. Paris.











Star of the Sea. Immobilised image from the forthcoming

Man Ray film.

Star of the Sea. Andre de la Riviere plays the part of the man. Most

of the acting is optically deformed as well as the close ups.



Star of the Sea. Immobilised image.



Susi Vernon (in centre) who plays the iead in the new Emelka film,

Dev Dominospieler von Montmartre. See particulars of this in Comm-
ent and Review. A study in effective lighting.

Maurice de Feraudy and Susi Vernon. Much of this film was taken

in the actual streets of Paris.

Photos : courtesy of Emelka
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tation. Having played for a long time in the company of the

Comedie Francaise where he interpreted characters from Mo-

liere's plays and other classics, with a remarkable sense of the

adaptation of these to modern ideas, de Feraudy was filmed

by the director Rene Hervil in Blanchette and Secret de Poli-

chinelle. Besides these two films which were also shown in

Germany, he created the famous itinerant vendor in Crainque-

bille (hero of the immortal work of Anatole France) with such

truth of expression that this film might well be considered

one of the most powerful made till now in France. In it one

sees Feraudy-Crainquebille, pushing his vegetable cart amongst

the turbulent early morning market crowds, only to get into

trouble with a too strict policeman and appear in the police

expressing a childlike confidence that will be speedily disillu-

sioned. And yet it is said that this marvellous cinema actor

went up to his director, Jacques Feyder and said : "Feyder,

you know, I do not know much about this. You will have

to tell me what you want me to do."

I reminded Mr. de Feraudy of these words when I wTas in-

troduced to him in the Emelka studios at Geiselgasteig, just as

they were filming a strip where he played the part of a grey

haired little man, whose fortune (that must soon be left to

someone) excites violent disputes. An interpreter translated

the instructions of Seitz and Reiber. When we returned

together that evening. I was amazed to find that this very

active artist is almost seventy for he was born at Joinville-le-

Pont in 1859. Seeing Feraudy one can hardly believe this
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possible,he is so alert in his movements and lively in his con-

versation. He certainly justifies the opinion of Suzy Vernon

who said of him " even when he is not acting, he is marvellous."

Suzy Vernon has been seen in " The Last Waltz", Secret

Power, and Guilty. She plays in this Montrnartre film the

part of a young working girl who is suddenly left eight hund-

red thousand francs. But a determined woman has decided

to prevent her happiness. This woman is played by Carmen
Cartellieri, the well known artist from The Mystery of Geneva.

She was born at Milan but was taken when a year old to Vien-

na. She dances beautifully although we shall not have a

chance of seeing this in the film. The film actors are complet-

ed by Eric Barclay, a Swede, who was once an officer and who
has already made for himself a universal reputation in the

film world.

Scenes succeed each with constant variety. Here is the

old eccentric telling his little twelve year old nephew that the

young working girl is to inherit his fortune. The young ne-

phew is Hermi Lutz, one of the most interesting of the Ger-

man child stars. The way in which Feraudy plays this dif-

ficult scene with the child, depicts excellently the simplicity

and depth of sentiment which are the chief characteristics of

this actor. Seeing him one is reminded of our own Picha,

for both show the same expression of sincere humanity in

their films and both share with a number of other actors, the

rare and precious gift of sympathy which cannot be acquired

and which is reflected only by a good and ardent nature.
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Ludwig Berger has left Hollywood and returns to Germany.

His contract with Paramount was cancelled by mutual con-

sent, since two scenarios proposed by him were turned down,

and Paramount apparently does not wish to make any more

pictures in the " Germanic'' (???) style. It will be remember-

ed that Berger left Fox for much the same reason, as the

nature of the material suggested did not fit in with his ideas

of film production. It is to be hoped that upon his return

to Germany this talented director of Cinderella and the Meister

von Xwiiburg will find something more amenable to his spe-

cial gifts. •

Special editions of films for England seem to be the order

of the day. It really is something in the nature of an insult

to the film going public that their intelligence should be so

flagrantly underrated. 44 Make two endings, one for abroad,

one for England" is quite an understood part of foreign pro-

duction. A recent article in the Cinematographic Francatse

shows howT this is partly due to misunderstanding, and partly

due to the national prejudices of the majority of the British

public. "It will be almost useless to try and sell a French

production on showing copy of the original edition, which

would include scenes and little incidents that, entirely unsus-

pected by the French producer (who invariably thinks that
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his production is perfect !) could considerably lower the value

of the film in the eyes of British buyers." An example is

quoted. "Another good film, curiously interesting, and in

" cubist" style, has not found a buyer in England, by reason

of the crude close ups showing the head of an old artiste, and

of a young male lead who is far too effeminate to please the

spectators of the land of pale ale and football. It would have

been easy to cut out these close ups, to have shortened the

parts which drag, and to have reduced those scenes which

were too fantastic." Directors please note ! Pale ale and

football is palpably deserved, but England is a country in

curious layers, and it is useless to deny that the greater per cent

of it is as intelligent, open minded and appreciative as the people

of any other country. Must these suffer because of the others?

The writer of this article points out that it is almost use-

less for the seller of French (or any other) films to try to can-

vass for himself in London, that there must be somebody who
knows the intricate market and how to conduct the sale pro-

perly, and that an agent is essential for this purpose "a com-

patriot who perfectly understands the business of film impor-

tation", otherwise he may only too easily lose himself in the

intricacies of the market. He again quotes a "beautiful film"

which in default of an agent in London, who would have been

able to safeguard the presentation of the film to possible

buyers, and afterwards prepare the terms of sale, "was haw-

ked round the market for two years, and was finally sold, at a

ridiculously low price to a small renting house. The film

was eventually presented to London exhibitors and critics,
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and it was a grand success." It does seem that much of the

misunderstanding in respect of the exploitation and sale of

foreign films in London is due to faulty negotiation, and the

wrong manipulation of market conditions. Jeanne Ney, for

instance, has enjoyed a great success at the Avenue Pavilion.

Handled by the wrong people it might never have been seen.

It might easily have been dubbed "unsuitable for the British

public". That the unfortunate British public doesn't have

an opportunity to decide for itself is the initial error in a

whole chain of mismanagement.

FILMS RECOMMENDED BY CLOSE UP

First Choice.

Die Liebe der Jeanne Ney (The Loves of Jeanne Ney).

Ufa. Direction : G. W. Pabst. Manuscript : Leonhardt. Cameraman :

F. A. Wagner. Edith Jehanne, Brigitte Helm, Fritz Rasp. Uno Henning,

A. E. Iacho, Vladimir Sokoloff, in exquisite Pabst scenario. Superb tech-

nique, acting, photography. Set in Crimea and Montparnasse. To be seen

at all costs. (English release Dec. 31). Recently at the Avenue Pavilion,

London

.

Silhne (Expiation) .

Early Sovkino Film by It. Kuleschow (see article by H. D.) from Jack
L,ondon, story. A. Chochlowa as Edith has almost terrible genius. Fred
Forell as Jack. S. Komarow, P. Podabed, P. Goladschew.
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Dona Jnana.

Ufa in conjunction with Elizabeth Bergner's Poetic Film Company. Direc-

tion Paul Czinner. Photography by Carl Freund. From the Spanish of

Tirzo da Molina. Elizabeth Bergner. Walter Rilla.

Bed and Sofa (Trots dans un Sons-Sol).

Sud film A. G. IyUdmila Semenova, Woldemar Fogel and Nicolei Bata-

loff . The Potemkin method applied to domestic drama. Amazing psychology.

Uncompromising treatment. Directed by Alexander Room.

The End of St. Petersburg.

Another triumph for Pudowkin, maker of The Mother. Meschrabpom-

Russ. Film, for Derussa. Mss. Natan Zarchi. Photography : Anatoli

i

Golownia. Sets : Koslowski. Played by Baranowskaia, W. Oblensky, as

L,edebeff. J. Tschuwileff and A. Tschistiakoff.

The Mother.

From the story by Maxim Gorki. Meschrabpom-Russ-Production. Direc-

tion W. Pudowkin. The mother : W. Baranowskaias. The father : Leinst-

iakoff. The son : Nicolei Bataloff. No reason for censorship as its lesson

is far greater than merely political.

The Black Sunday.

Production Goskino. Direction Wiskowski. A second Potemkin, con-

tinuing the story of the 1905 revolution. If possible more realistic in treat-

ment than Potemkin, though less masterly in appeal.

The Postmaster.

Meschrabpom-Russ-Production. From the novelby Pouschkin. Directed

by Jeliaboujski and Moskvine, vith Moskvine in the leadmg role and, Ta-
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marine and Mmc Malintfwskaia. Dynamic beauty with typical Russian

quality of realism.

Geiger von Florenz (Impetuous Youth).

Ufa. Direction Paul Czinner. Elizabeth Bergner, Conrad Veidt, Walter

Rilla. Photography by Frennd. Xot to be missed.

Voyage to the Congo.

Xeofilm production. A photographic record by Marc Allegret of the

Journey made by Andre Gide and himself to unknown regions of the Congo,

as told by Gide in his book of the same name. Vivid and unique.

Schinderhannes.

Prometheus-Film super-production. Direction Kurt Bernhardt. Scena-

rio by same with Carl Zuckmayer. Photography Gunther Krampf. Sets

by Heinrich Richter. Superb cast including Hans Stiiwe, Fritz Rasp, Lissi

Arna, Frieda Richard, Albert Steinruck, Kowal-Samborski.

Rien que les Heaves and En Rode.

Neofilm productions directed by A. Cavalcanti. Catherine Hessling

starred.

La Tragedie de la Rue.

Pantomin-Film. Directed by Bruno Rahn. Photography : Guido Seeber.

Asta Nielsen in wonderful role. Oscar Homolka, Hilda Jennings, W. Pitt-

chaw. ^Marvellous psychological treatment, from the book by William

Braun. Presented in France by M. B. Film.

L'Au berge en Folie ( Kleinsiadisihider

)

.

Bruno Rahn's film turned iust previous to La Tragedie de la Rue. Asta

go
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Nielsen, Maria Paudler, Hans Wassmann, Max Maximilian, Hermann Picha

Pantomin-Film, presented in France by M. B. Film.

Der Meister von Numberg.

Phoebus Film, Directed by Ludwig Berger. Beautiful scenes and light-

ing. Frohlich gives charming performance. Maria Solveg brings new grace

to the screen.

io Tage die die Welt Erschiitterten (Ten Days that Staggered

the World).

New Film by S. M. Eisenstein, maker of Potemkin. Production : Sovkino

Distributed by Prometheus Film in Germany. Said to have been much cut

at last minute. Marvellous treatment, but disappointed many critics.

Samba.

Emelka Film by A. Bruckner (See Stills). With native actors of S. Africa

only.

Berlin (A City Symphony)

.

By Walter Ruttmann. A day in Berlin, without actors or sets. To be

generally released.

Die Abenteuer eines Zehnmarkscheines (Adventures of a Ten-

mark Note

)

.

Fox-Buropa Production.

Directed by Viertel. With Werner Fuetterer, Anna Meiller, Imogen Ro-
bertson and Walter Frank.
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Second choice..

Kofif Hoch Charley (Bigamie )

.

Ufa. Ellen Richter in marvellous role. Directed by Willi Wolff. Last

third of picture falls off.

Moral.

Matador-Film-Verleih. (Universal Pictures Corporation). Ellen Rich-

ter and Harry Halm in bright and charming comedy. Directed b}' Willi

Wolf.

Out of the Mist (Hagar's Sohn ).

Defu Production. Mady Christians. Werner Fuetterer, Vladimir Soko

loff in drama of German mountains. Beautiful lighting. Directed by Fritz

Werdhausen.

Alraune (Mandrake)

.

Ama Film. From the book by Hanns Heinz Ewers, directed by Henrik

Galeen. Fantastic fare for those who tike the improbable. Brigitte Helm
in title role. Paul Wegener, Ivan Petrovitch, Valeska Gert, Wolfgang

Zilzer.

Am Rande der Welt (The Edge of the World).

Ufa. Directed by Carl Grune. Sets by Neppach. Brigitte Helm. Al

bert Steinriick. Plea for pacifism. Fails in this respect, but has beauti-

ful sets and lighting.

White Gold.

De Mille production, directed by William K. Howard. Jetta Goudal,
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Admirable restraint in tragic stor}r . Bad comedy tou-

Wolfs Clothing (La Folle Nutt).

A -delightful Lubitsch comedy with Monty Blue and Patsy Ruth Miller.

Directed by Roy del Ruth.

So This is Paris !

Lubitsch again, with Monte Blue, Patsy Ruth Miller, and Andre Beranger.

The Kin° of Kings.

Cecil M. de Mille production. H. B. Warner, Jacqueline Logan. Ernest

Torrence, Rudolph and Joseph Schildkraut, Victor Varconi, Wm Boyd.

Sunrise.

Fox Film, Directed by Murneau. Janet Gaynor, Eugene O'Brien.

Luther.

A Cob-Film Production made for the Lutheran Church by Hans Kyser.

Has created much dissent among the Roman Catholics. Eugen Klopfer as

Luther. Livio Pavanelli and Elsa Wagner.
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" The best voice in the wilderness of Films

"

That is what a New York motion picture man has said about The Film
Spectator, edited by Weiford Beaton and published in Hollywood.
Two years ago Weiford Beaton conceived the idea of a new magazine devot-

ed to the production and criticism of motion pictures. It was to be a publi-

cation that was different from others—one that did not fear facts—one that
might not always be right, but one that would be courageous and honest.

Now The Spectator is acclaimed by public and press and Mr. Beaton is

referred to as "America's most discerning motion picture critic'
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. He tells

the truth about pictures and the people who make them with rare ability.

Hundreds of heartening letters of commendation have been received.

HERE ARE SOME OF THE COMMENTS :

Read The Spectator ? Of course ! Where else could I find the same
spirit of courage, conviction, and joyous contempt for consequences ? Samuel
Hopkins Adams.

I read The Film Spectator with increasing interest. There is vigorous

and excellent writing in it. H. L. Mencken.
The Film Spectator reveals its editor as a writer of practically perfect

English, and as a man with an analytical mind, a sense of humor and a pro-

found knowledge of the screen. Arthur D. Hew den Smith.
I naturally receive many magazines—all deadhead, by the way, except

The Film Spectator !—but the latter is the only one of the lot I read, or have
read, from cover to cover. And that is not because. I pay for it, ei-

ther. Stewart Edward white.
The numbers sent me confirm Mr. Ralph Flint's suggestions to me that

your magazine, is truly the best voice in the wilderness of films. Not only

do I find your judgements honest, but they are penetratingly just. Symon
Gould. Executive Director, Film Arts Guild, New York.

I find more sound sense in what you write about the present situation

than in anything that has e said verbeen or written about it. John W. Rum-
sey. President American Play Co. Inc. New York.
Weiford Beaton is America's most discerning motion picture ciitic. Lon-

don (england) Express.
Weiford Beaton. . . .a literate writer of motion picture criticism. . . .his

opinion has been uniformly sound. New York World.

Subscription for one year $ 5.00, foreign $ 6.00. Single copies 20 c.

THE FILM SPECTATOR, 7213 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

Please find enclosed $ for yearly subscription to The Film Spectator.
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CIVILIANS
by Bryher

"What part have civilians in war ?" It is this question asked by the author that makes on

realise here is not a searchlight merely, but an oxy-aceteline flame burning to the very heart o

Wartime England.

"So war began with cheering and ended with drunkenness. What about Berlin ? What o

the defeated ? What for all of to-morrow ? There was nothing to do for those not drunk bu

to go to bed. As they had gone to bed on August the Fourth. There was a lot of ruin in be

tween. Where did the old code lead ? Be a good wife, be a good mother, be a good citkenled

to this—drunken men cheering in a war, drunken women cheering out a war. Nobody caring

nobody responsible. People dying, even civilians dying". Or again :

"Your King and Country Need You, screamed the posters. Well they were learning noi

what king and country was. "You bloody bastard.. ." the sergeant began, and the cane descend

ed again, full between a horse's ears. The rest of the sentence was lost in the jingling of the reins

Children in prams sat and watched "the soldiers"... "It's a shame," someone in the crow.

yelled... "Not so good for recruiting to do that in the open,' ' an officer was saying Th

recruits galloped along the Row. On hoardings black robed mothers with v>hite hair prcddti

their sons toward bayonets."

This is a vivid and remorseless book of the War, unique in every way. A great book
.
Prid

7 shillings and sixpence.
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ISLAND
Macpherson

A tale of the outer Hebrides, a small island "where things happen." "Fear struck a note in

him,—a treble clang. It was easy to apprehend a hand filling the dusk, stretched down to him.

It is not joy that waits for you here.

Then he shook his throat from the upturned collar of his weatherproof and regained pride,

There was a club foot of rock and erosions had continued it in a teg. The family stronghold

was set on the instep, wary with watchtowers. It was an attempt at shelter from Atlantic

gales, seen only obliquely from the sea, but the wind made arcs and tormented it with catcalls

Night set off across the sea like an expedition. Something would happen. Rising, he feJt the

land shake under impact. Tide crashed against his feet M
. . .leads to an Immense

climax :

"Get that woman out of here," said Maunering, "someone take her away and attend to her."

Mrs. Mannering bowed down her head and wept terribly. She gained control at once. Aggie

Scott was screaming down the corridor, more and more faintly, "it was an accident, my finger

nail. My finger nail. ..." A grim impassivity fell upon the room. The candles guttered

frenziedly in strong draughts." an absorbing and tragic tale, capturing the true island

sense of sea and weather and emotions "on this island hybrid and unfeasible.' Price

7 shillings and sixpence.

A hand. . . .eyes. .something,

By the same author
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JULY
Next month is the first anniversary of Close Up. The com-

pletion of a year's work has shown generous response from

the public, who have proved by reading Close Up in all parts

of the world, that such a journal, independant of bias, was

urgently needed. We have accomplished much in our first

year. Our second will almost certainly see definite and last-

ing movements, already in course of formation, toward conso-

lidating the position of the film as a medium for true artistic

expression, not only among the few, but in the whole public

consciousness.

Embarking on a second year's campaigning, we will print a

special supplement of illustrations of the best films current

throughout the world. These will contain stills from Russian,

German, French, British, American and Swedish films. In

addition we are trying to arrange a representative selection

of stills from the earliest films, which will give a fascinating

contrast to those of modern productions. Note however, that

in spite of this, the price of Close Up will not be raised. You

are advised to order your copies early.



CLOSE UP
Vol. II - No 6 June 1928

AS IS

BY THE EDITOR

In this number of Close Up are photographs and notes on

two films and mention of several others by individual wor-

kers : Mr. Florey and Mr Joris Ivens. You will see that Mr
Ivens has created a remarkable "absolute" using an lea

Kinamo, and that Mr Florey has made a film, The Life and

Death of 9413 (formerly named the Hollywood Rhapsody)

which cost him ninety seven dollars (roughtly £20) and which

has elicited so much interest and discussion that F B O has

contracted to release it through the exchanges of that com-

pany, and already seven hundred theatres have booked it.

European showing has also been arranged.

vSo you see it can be done. Production costs at last be-

comes a term permitting discussion on reasonable levels. x\
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short survey of this subject will probably be of interest, as

there exists a most extraordinary superstition that film pro-

duction must run into hundreds if not thousands of pounds.

It is important that this idea be done away with if small film

producing units are to be formed. The tendency already in

this direction is marked, and there are many people sincerely

ready to take up film work in this way, but whose attitude is

cramped by misunderstanding of costs.

It is not difficult to perceive immediately the disadvantages

of pushing up your production costs. It nearly landed Holly-

wood "in the soup". Of thirty super-productions seven only

even paid for themselves over prolonged Broadway showings.

The publicity tang of "the film that cost % 5,000,000" doesn't

even register any more. The new gasp will be "the film that

only costs $ 100".

Firstly the small unit will not have to pa)/ its staff. It will

be more or less honorary wrork all round, with profits put aside

for future production, or in some instances, part laid aside and

part divided in bonuses. Secondly it will not have to build

elaborate exterior sets. Locations that already exist are

better, look better, and cost no more than the expense of get-

ting to them. Crowds, I have always found, are very ame-

nable, and only too anxious to help, to stand aside, to wait.

And respectful even through what slight friendly heckling

may syncopate a kiss-clutch. People will as a rule lend you

their windows either gratis or for small coin. A few of the
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company can keep small boys from lining up in front of the

camera. Usually it is important to have completely effi-

cient lighting. For miniature sets—such as those used in the

in the Rhapsody of Hollywood—one or two lamps can yield

excellent results. Bruguiere used—I believe—two only in

The Way and believes that far too many are used normally

Except, however, in specific instances, it is wise to consider

lighting as one of the most important matters of technique.

Ultra sensitive stock and 1.8 lenses can be used to a great

extent it is true for poorly lighted interiors, and both or ei-

ther of these is much to be preferred to artificial lighting by a

couple of lamps, for in the latter uncouth and misplaced sha-

dow will fall in the oddest places when people begin to move
in the set. It does not cost very much however to equip a

small studio.

And there again is an important point. Studio implies to

most a vast place with endless floor space. A room thirty

feet by twenty is quite large enough for usual purposes, un-

less "dancing" or palatial interiors are desired, and it is to be

doubted if the experimentalist will desire these very over-

feted milieux. For such a studio it is as well to have some

instrument like the brachyscope, which fits in front of the

lens, and magnifies the field two and a half times. For a stu-

dio of this description incandescent lighting is warmly to be

recommended. This would necessitate the use of panchro-

matic film, which is a little more expensive, but the advart-

7
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tages are that besides being "the film of the future", panchro-

matic lighting is absurdly simple to control. A whole set

can be lighted by making a connection—very much like

switching on the light when you go into a room. Additionally

there is complete absence of flicker. We have all seen the

oscillating effect on walls due to arcs, and it is not to be

overlooked that arcs are petulant objects needing constant

coaxing and attention. Whereas one person can control the

lighting of a whole studio equipped with incandescent lamps,

a staff of electricians is necessary to look after arcs.

The expensive item is likely to be the camera. True Mr
Ivens has made his film on a Kinamo (I don't know the cost

in other parts, but here it is less than ten pounds without the

clockwork driving attachment and less than eighteen with it)-.

Nearly all producers use some sort of automatic hand camera

for some of their shots. The Eyemo (Bell and Howell) is

excellent for this purpose. But the disadvantages of these

cameras for constant work is that they take only one hundred

feet of film at a time, and mixes and fades are impossible.

The chemical mix and chemical fade, made in the developing

and printing room can sometimes be used, but the process is

more difficult for workers along experimental lines, where the

full equipment of the professional developing rooms is, even

if obtainable, difficult to control from outside. A camera that

can fade in and fade out is therefore really necessary, and this

device is expensive. Decreasing the exposure and turning

faster will give a quite passable fade out, or increasing the

8
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exposure and turning more and more slowly will give the

effect of a white fade out, Or passing a jagged piece of board

slowly before the lens can, with care, achieve the desired ef-

fect. I might even mention a device I used which worked

like a window blind, formed of gauze, first one layer, then two

then three, and so on, until the scene was obliterated. Passed

immediately in front of the lens the effect was of a thicken-

ing mist. One then reversed the process so that the mist

cleared on the next sequence. This, obviously, is suitable

only for certain effects, and too "stunted" for ordinary use

as a fade out. However these instances show how a small

camera can be made to perform the functions demanded of a

bigger and more expensive one. "Mixes" are ruled out, but

"mixes" are not by any means an essential feature of cine-

matographic art.

One point that might be made for the cheap camera is that

it is free from those means whereby one achieves "effects"

thus delivering one from temptation.

So then you may pay anything from a thousand pounds for

your camera down to ten. Having your camera everything

as Pudowkin said, depends on the perspicacity of the direc-

tor. After initial outlay, your only cost need be for film, for

printing and developing, and small incidental expenses, tra-

velling, material for building sets, if necessary, palm-oil, etc.

etc.

A full length picture, naturally cannot be made for any-
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thing like £20. Panchromatic stock costs roughly £1 per

hundred feet, therefore £10 per reel. Five reels cost £50.

This is the cost of your raw stock alone, and makes no

allowances for re-shooting, or double shooting. One top of

this are cost of positive stock, of developing and printing.

And the cost of the Great Unforseen—the most important of

all costs, and one which evades the most careful pre-estimate.

Be it noted however that full length hlms are not advised

for the small group. They are harder to sell. A twenty mi-

nute or half hour film is far more likely to be crowned with

success. Do not even despise the ten minute film. That

is about the length of time taken by La P'tite Lilie, which

some say is Cavalcanti's best.

Mr. Le Xeve Forster, of the Manchester Film Society wrote

me a letter, parts of which I take the liberty of quoting

here.

"As you probably know, efforts are being made in this country to get

Amateur Dramatic Clubs and Amateur Photographic Societies to take up

amateur film making, which I feel sure you will agree, is all to the good.

"And with reference to these facts perhaps the following incident (which

is quite true) will interest you. The Secretary of an Amateur Dramatic

Club was asked recently whether his society was going to change over to films

in the summer. This was his reply. Well., this niming seems very interesting

but of course it is quite impossible for us to do it because it costs about ^'500

to make an amateur film."
;, This makes one wonder how many potential amateur film makers are

labouring under this absurd delusion as to costs. It will perhaps interest

you to learn that the Manchester Film Society's income last year amounted
to about thirty five pounds, out of which we ran our winter programme as

well as making a short film. And we ended the year with a balance in hand
(about £3)

,?
.
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This letter states the case pretty accurately. There are

far too many unexploded fallacies still going the round. Five

hundred pounds could make a superfiim. That is working

on the new principle. Pudowkin has shown us both with

Mother and the End of Si Petersburg that the amateur actor

can be more realistic than any but the best professional ones,

and even as good as these. It will be argued that is takes a

Pudowkin to achieve this. But to assume that there are no

other geniuses waiting their turn is to deny the very reason

for the forming of small film groups. Florey's Hollywood Rhap-

sody, and his Sad Love of Zero and his forthcoming Johann
the Coffin Maker, the first of which, has already made a big

success, and the latter two stated to be even more striking

and likely to win him recognition, have each cost round about

one hundred dollars or twenty pounds. Sternberg's remakable

venture The Salvation Seekers cost one thousand pounds. I

am not aware of the cost of the Man Ray films Emak Bakia

and Star of the Sea, but I am convinced it is very low, probably

not much over twenty pounds each picture. The Way and

Knight's Rachmaninov film, as well as such abstracts as the

Ruttman Operas or Eggeling's work are among those whose

costs are more impressive for their lowness than their bulk.

Prince A chined cost far more in energy than £ s d, and in

short, twenty people banding together and paying £i per head

can make a film that may set a standard. I won't state what

the chances are that they wont succeed, but even if I did they

would be poor in spirit if they paid any attention to me.

Small groups will presently band together, embracing also
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the small film clubs, discussed most ably in the article by

Bryher in this issue. It may as*well be recognised that these

charming and enthusiastic people have come to stay, and

damping facts that aren't facts at all will affect then not one

whit. They have realised that there are no facts but the

ones you make yourself, and they are busy making them.

Kenneth Macpherson.

JEAN HERSHOLT

Motions pictures have caught up with Jean Hersholt. They

have been a long time doing it—but aU's well that ends well.

To the superficial observer it might appear that this Danish

actor has at last made good in Hollywood,, after many years of

trial and probation. But in truth it is the other way round.

It is the movies that have made good in having now recogniz-

ed and rewarded Hersholt for the great artiste he truly is and

always has been.

This is a heartening sign of the times. It demonstrates

that the movies are moving—moving forward. They have

arrived at the point where real genius, cultured artistry, and

dramatic intelligence, versatility and finesse are recognized

for what they are, and worthily appreciated ; where these qua-
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lities are differentiated from mere personality or physical at-

tributes and are now cordially acknowledged as essential to

the development of the photodrama.

And it is this enlightenment, this sensible advancement,

that is now giving rightful rank to Jean Hersolt, along with a

few others of his same caste who were at one time either ignor-

ed or neglected by Hollywood or unbe fittingly appraised—such

fellow actors, for example, as H. B. Warner, Emil Jannings,

Joseph Schildkraut, Victor Yarconi and Give Brook.

Of all players at present appearing on the screen, Her-

sholt's cinema record probably runs the farthest back into his-

tory. It was nearly a quarter of a century ago—in 1904

—

that he made his debut before the camera, in the first motion

picture produced in his native Denmark. This was many
years before the camera had invaded Hollywood—in fact, be-

fore Hollywood had even so much as ever seen a motion pic-

ture ; for in those early days the now glittering cinema metrop-

olis was but a tiny community of bungalows scattered amid

orange and lemon groves and with no prophet in its midst to

foresee the time when it would be represented by a large dot on

the map of the world.

This initial picture of Hersholt's was sizable enough for its

day —two hundred feet. Its novelty compensated for its

brevity ; and while it brought Hersholt neither fame nor mate-

rial gain, it did inspire him with a vision of things to be and a

keen professional interest in this new medium of expression.

Circumstances at the time, however offeredlittle or no oppor-

tunity for a young man of Hersholt's talents in this primitive
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and uncertain field. Accordingly, for the following eleven

years be continued with his work on the stage in Copenhagen,

but with increasingly numerous excursions into picture stu-

dios as the European cinema developed. Then, in 1915, he

came to the United States with a company of actors to take

part in presentation of the Danish National Play, Elverhoy, at

the Worlds' Fair in San Francisco.

There he met Thomas Ince, at that time one of the leading

Hollywood movie producers. Ince was one of those rare ge-

niuses, of whom Griffith and De Mille are likewise striking

examples, who can discern screen personality ana ability at

first sight and can create outstanding cinema characters from

raw material. He was at once impressed with Hersholt's

work in the Danish play and induced him to come to Holly-

wood and cast his lot with the Ince picture company. And
from that time, thirteen years ago, Hersholt has been iden-

tified with Hollywood pictures.

Besides his varied experience in front of the camera he has

had an almost equally varied experience behind it in the role

of director. For three years he worked with the megaphone

for Benjamin Hampton, a producer who specialized in screen-

ing the books of popular American novelists, and Hersholt was

called upon to exercise his skill in making pictures ranging in

subject from the Wild West of Zane Grey to the political satire

of William Allen White. And to his particular credit let it

be recorded, that each of his pictures proved a box-office suc-

cess—a truly noteworthy achievement for a foreign director

dealing with subjects distinctly and peculiarly American.

14
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But it is of course as an actor that Hersholt has achieved

his real success. Differing from the great majority of screen

celebrities, who are distinguished by certain fixed types of

characterization in all their work, Hersholt has won recogni-

tion by his versatility of characterization. And it might be

remarked in passing, that this very versatility has so far barred

him from becoming a so-called star. The highest rank yet

accorded him in the anomalous peerage of Hollywood, is Lead-

ing Man or Featured Player.

However, as many of the best pictures today are no long-

er built about stars with their standardized roles, but are

being intelligently cast with a view to emphasizing the story

rather than some stellar personality, Hersholt's place as the

lead in such pictures is equivalent in effect to that of a star, in

that it is he who gives them distinction—by his finished im-

personations and delightful artistry.

This you will find exemplified in Abbie's Irish Rose, Alias

The Deacon, The Sacred Hour (They Knew What They Want-

ed), The Old Soak, and The Wrong Mr. Wright, ail of them more

or less recent productions and in each of which Hersholt plays

the chief character. And even in those pictures wherein he

appears merely as a supporting character—as in The Student

Prince (Old Heidelberg), directed by Lubitsch, and with Nor-

ma Shearer and Ramon Navarro as stars—his performance is

so notably skilful and delectable, that one goes away from

the theatre remembering him above all the other persons of the

drama.

13 Washington Square and Give and Take are two of his la-
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test pictures. These with two or three of the others already

mentioned were produced by the Universal Film Company,
with whom he is a present under contract—and has been for

the past eighteen months or more. It was the first few films

in which he appeared under this contract that hastened his

popular and commercial recognition. These pictures, because

of him, proved unusually successful, and as a result other com-

panies are now eagerly bidding for his services—some of the

same companies before whose studio gates a few years

back he often knocked in vain as an applicant for work.

Were he of a different stamp he might have been tempted

to follow the example of others who have found themselves in

a like situation, and manoeuvred thru some legal technicality

to break his present contract, in order to accept the offer of a

far higher salary from some competing producer. But this

is not Jean Hersholt. To him a contract is a contract, in

spirit as well as letter.

In view of this honorable attitude, his friends and admirers

are volubly outspoken in criticism of the Universal.Company
for availing itself of its legal right under the contract to loan

Hersholt to other companies at a salary in excess of what it is

paying him, and pocketing the difference. His contract calls

for four pictures a year with Universal. This enables the com-

pany to spare him for weeks at a time, to work in the produc-

tions of other studios ; and it appears from the records that

during the past year the income derived by Universal for his

services with other producers has been seven thousand dollars

over and above what the company has itself paid him under
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Fay Wray, Zazu Pitts and Erich von Stroheim. The cutting of

the Wedding March is now almost completed. For the public pro-

bably a ten reel film. What will become of the remaining ninety ?

Prince Nicki, sobered by the death of his wife, is shocked to find

his mother (Maude George) takes the situation lightly, and is int-

erested only in its financial aspect.



Spione (The Spy) Fritz Lang's new film, with a scenario by Thea

von Harbou, who wrote Metropolis, was trade shown in England

on May 31st. In treatment it is reminiscent of his earlier Dr.

Mabuse. Here Fritz Lang (right) is seen instructing Rudolph

Klein-Rogge.

A close-up Lupu of Pick and Lien Deyers. The cameraman is

Fritz Arno Wagner, who photographed Jeanne Ney and Warning

Shadows. Fritz Lang kneels in the foreground.

Photos : Courtesy of UFA
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the terms of his contract. In other words, it has got his. ser-

vices for nothing for four pictures and has secured besides a

neat little dividend on the personal popularity created by these

pictures. ; .

'

While this may be typical of Hollywood methods, it must
nevertheless be said in defense of Hollywood that there are

one or two of the big producers who do not subscribe to this

Shylock sort of business, but who turn over without question to

any of their loaned players whatever excess salaries may be

obtained for them from borrowing companies.

Hersholt himself admits that offers from other producers

would give him a hundred thousand dollars greater income

during the next twelve months than what he will receive under

his contract with Universal. Howeverhe, accepts the situa-

tion smilingly and philosophically. Fame and the lure of

riches have not disturbed his peace of mind nor distorted his

vision. True genius has its compensations. Hersholt's joy

is in his work, and he finds a fully satisfying gratification in the

present opportunity to appear at his best in worthwhile pic-

tures, under the direction of Hollywood's greatest directors

and under the auspices of the greatest producers. He is con-

tent with his money bargain with Universal, which is by no

means insignificant, and if fhat company in farming him out

cares to profit by him financially—why, that's business, and

not art. And it is art that alone gives meaning and zest

to his life.

The ambition of every Ho^ywood actor is to appear in a

picture by that veteran director and producer, D. W. Grif-
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fith. Hersholt has now gained that ambition in full meacure.

Griffith has chosen him to play the leading character part in his

Battle of the Sexes, which at this writing is in course of production

at the United Artists studio.

Clifford Howard.

MOVING ON

i.

THE NEW SCENARIO

After all these 3^ears Pabst had to show us what we should

have discovered for ourselves at the beginning, but we were

dazzled by the Murnaus and the Lupu Picks who were expe-

rimenting with overhead cameras and slow emphasis on things.

No wonder we were led astray for the idea was so right. Get

away from stage sets and use things to establish atmosphere.

Yes, but moving shots are so long and if they are dul] they

remain dull, you cannot cut them. All very well in their

place, in character studies, in The Last Laugh, when the direc-

tor wanted you to follow every movement of the old man
because he wanted you to know him ; and how could he have

better fostered the illusion of intimacy than by keeping you
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continually in the company of Jannings and allowing you to

become a little bored with him ?

How long they took to do anything in those early Teutonic

dramas. The camera followed the actors upstairs and down-

stairs, round corners, out into the street

You see you must not think of three flats and a camera.

I agree, but Pabst does it with brisk cutting. That is the

art of the screen. The feeling of space and freedom and the

interest held.

This means no+ only a new technique of direction but a new
technique of scenario writing. To-day the scenario is but a

poor indication of the finished film because it is not split into

its proper scenes. A modern scenario contains about four

hundred scenes, a totally inadequate number even for the old-

fashioned picture. Cross cutting is ignored or else the gentle-

men who write the scripts are completely in the dark as to

how a film is edited. The scenario of to-morrow will contain

every cut. There are, we are told, two thousand cuts in The

Loves of Jeanne Ney. Very well, the new scenario must have

two thousand scenes. It will not be so pleasant to read as

the scenario of four hundred scenes, but it will be a scenario.

All this is important because the director must now write

his own scenario and cut his own picture. In the past there

has been a definite school who held that the director should

not cut his own film
;
as, quite naturally, he is loth to part

with what has cost so much time and care and he leaves the

film in an unmanageable length. Look at Greed or for that

matter almost any Stroheim picture. Moulin Rouge lasted
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nearly three hours when it was first presented at the Tivoli.

It seems ungracious not to allow a director to show as much
of his work as he desires after such travail. The fault lies

with the inadequate four hundred scene treatment. The

director finds that he cannot "got over" the full import of a

situation and devises improvised scenes, but not if the pic-

ture is cut in the scenario, and then how much of the picture

will be the director's if he does not write the scenario ?

The atmosphere conveyed so laboriously by the Lupu Picks

is not eliminated by brisk cutting. One has only to mention

The Loves of Jeanne Ney.

Dj yoj. remember how many feet of New Year's Eve was

taken up by close-ups of clocks ? Close-ups of inanimate

things are rarely interesting and close-ups of clocks are into-

lerable.

In The Postmaster, Ivan Moskvin plays the part of a minor

government official. . . . Ivan is blowing on his tea. See

how prim his room is. One aspidistra (or rather its Russian

equivalent) on either side of the window. Hullo, Ivan has

stopped blowing on his tea. The villain is running off with

his beautiful daughter ! Ivan's hair goes grey and he grows

a beard and moustache. Now there is only one aspidistra. . . .

Excuse this digression. What I wanted to show was that

atmosphere can be conveyed by "things" in the background

without bringing them into close-up. The bottom' had fal-

len out of the old man's life, and the broken symmetry of the

aspidistras. Lupu Pick might have rhythmically approach-

ed the aspidistras from different angles on a trolley, and
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then shown the broken fragments of the fallen pot covered

with cobwebs. Some hundred feet of aspidistras ! How
many films could be reduced to reasonable proportions if

scenes —as unnecessary if hardly as obviously so—were de-

leted ? How ridiculous to see a carriage draw up outside a

door, or somebody step out of a train, how boring to know
just how everybody "gets there" ! Every visitor is not greet-

ed, in real life, with 4

4

Tell me at once my dear, did you come

by bus, taxi, tube or private car ?" Yet film directors ima-

gine that the public has an unquenchable curiosity in this

direction. By the way I would like to know how Moskvin

in The Postmaster ever got to the city with that feeble totter.

I cannot make up my mind what position the mix will

occupy in the new scenario. I am certain of one thing that

the mix will not be mace on the camera. In England where

films are turned out to the measurements of Wardour Street,

mixes are scarcely ever made in the dark rccm. Like the

moving shot, a series of mixes made on the camera cannot

be cut, therefore it must go. Mixes, if they are to sta}-, must

be "chemical mixes", that is mixes made wifh chemical fades

in the printer. In Germany the "chemical mix" is largely

employed, but for the less praiseworthy motives. The Ger-

man director likes to alter, regroup and add to his mixes.

I realise that I have given the impression that I am very

bitter about moving shots and mixes, and it is because so

many people are still being deceived by them. Some of the

critics have treated The Last Command as if it was "the Last

Word", but the technique is really anything but modern*
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The story is told by the sub-titles 'General D. Loves Russia'.

A close-up of General D. loving Russia. In the old days it

was : 'And the roseate fingers of dawn were brushed

across the sky/ A long shot of the roseate fingers doing

their stuff. Having set the table with sub-titles anyone can

show a long string of mixes revealing anxious gentlemen

fingering glasses and nervous ladies tearing up handkerchiefs.

Pabst and Sternberg—compare the two !

II.

WHERE ARE THE OTHERS GOING ?

It has been said and said and said that Pabst has shown

the way. Foolish optimism to hope that others will follow

willingly, will be grateful to understand. No, they will go

on developing along their own lines. Nevertheless we must

go on saying and saying because development in that direc-

tion is frightening. Just when they turn round and tell us,

"All this is too tiresome, we can answer : "But we have been

saying and saying and saying."

Dupont was justified. A circus did look interesting and

unusual upside down. Sometimes it may be stimulating to

show scenes from the view point of one of the characters, but

the others want so much more. The camera must be a spec-

tator, an eye. They hope to get deeper and deeper into the
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inner lives of the characters through dogging their footsteps,

through spying on them, living with them, all through the

camera. As I saia before something ma}^ be found but at

the expense of boredom, and Pabst loses nothing and keeps
our interest.

Where are they going ?

Those moving shots that are the backbone of their method,

will develop from a smooth follow on a trolley into a faint

jog. In other words the camera will acquire a walk, a dis-

tinctive gait. If the camera is to be a spectator it must come

off its trolley and run and walk. When the pursuit becomes

difficult and the road rough it might trip over. Why not ?

Further development becomes still moie fantastical. Per-

haps some courageous amateur might care to make a little

film extravaganza based on this principle which I offer him

freely. Certainly it might make rather an interesting high-

brow film for the next step is for the camera to clothe itself

with sinews and flesh. Again why not :)

If the camera is

to be an eye it should have a body. " /hat strange blood

would run in its veins ?" you ask ; but quite easily the effect

could be suggested, there is no need to imagine a weird robot

stalking round the studio. An extra cc Id sit between the

legs of the camera, and every now and then raise a cigarette

in front of the lens, just as if it was being , aced in the mouth,

to be followed by the inevitable puff of loke. The camera

could yawn, turn its back on the scene, or .unter about (ano-

ther easy effect suggested by a hand c ra). For variety

the camera might look down at its legs to see if the crease was
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nicely preserved in the trousers, or stoop to do up a bootlace.

Again being a spectator and acquiring a body the camera

would incur obligations. I look forward to the day when an

infuriated camera will dash into the scene and rescue the

heroine from the villain's evil clutches.

What will the public say of a jigging camera whose hands

obscure the picture at the critical moments and who gets

mixed up with the actors ? The most joyous thought of the

whole business, the rout of the great G. P.

Enough of this facetiousness, but don't we come back to

the fact that the cut is the natural means of expression in

the medium of the film ? So that I do not disapprove of

moving shots which are introduced with some purpose and

not merely to save a cut, what I object to is this endless follow-

ing from one room to another. Neither can I object to shots

taken on a gyroscopic tripod, for does not Pabst employ them

in The Loves of Jeanne Ney, and is not Pabst my creed ?

Parenthetically have you noticed how often cameramen use

vignettes for such shots, and the vignette seems to stand

still while the picture moves ?

In conclusion, how are film producing centres going to be

influenced by modern developments epitomized in Pabst ?

America has already discovered the value of brisk cutting for

brightening a poor story, but approaches more serious efforts

with reverential pace. Russia will completely ignore any-

thing that might lighten the unhappy task of the English edi-

tor of a Russian film. Germany is the battleground of both

parties. While England is going to get into a mess. Quick
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cutting means thoughtful continuity, and English continuity

is slovenly to say the least. An artist told me a typical tale

of costly oversights. The first day's take on the » Aquitania"

set, for Champagne was spoilt because the wind was forgotten.

It was supplied on the second day by an aeroplane propellor,

but nobody remembered to soak the rope-ladder presumably

drawn up over the side of the ship. Three days' work for

avoidable slips. Godfrey Winn in Blighty goes upstairs to

his bedroom and night changes to day, unless it was a terri-

fically violent moon that night

A certain British studio solved the continuity question a

few years ago in rather a novel manner. In between produc-

tions the director posed his star in front of a black background

for every emotion in the spectrum of the commercial scena-

rio. He would take hundreds of feet of close-ups and keep

it in stock. Then when the continuity failed, when the

heroine left a room carrying an umbrella and emerged to

the street with a walking stick, the wily director would divert

the attention of the public by cutting in a close-up. The reels

would be lifted down from the shelf and an appropriate close-

up selected. She is laughing in the long shot, then here is a

smiling close-up !

Yes, for quite a long time we must go on saying and saying*

OSWELL BlAKESTON.
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IMPRESSIONS DE BELGIQUE

ET HOLLANDE

Anvers est un centre actif d'exploitation cinematographi-

que, mais, helas, on n'y tourne aucun film et, constatation

affligeante s'il en est, ]e cinema se borne la-bas a son role ordi-

naire de divertissement et ne s'embarrasse pas d'eclectisme.

La presse qui s'interesse aux films ne leur accorde encore

qu'une importance secondaire et la critique est exercee, soit

par des services d'information ou par des journalistes, comme
branche auxiliaire, tout simplement. U rt'y existe aucune

association de cinephiles, ni aucun etablissement projetant

des bandes « non commerciales » ; tout ce qui passe sur les

ecrans de Tendroit n'est que de la grosse production moyenne

de valeur uniforme.

Par contre, il en est autrement en Hollande.

On ne peut dire que ce dernier pays fournisse reellement

une production de films, mais on y constate un interet reel et

profond pour Tart muet. Toutes les questions ayant trait au

domaine du film y font Tobjet d'une serieuse attention. C'est

ainsi que la cite de Haag abrite actue]lement une vaste expo-

sition internationale du cinema. Cette exposition, ou je me
suis rendu le jour d'ouverture (alors qu'on y attendait encore
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de nombreuses contributions) m'est apparue tout a fait inte-

ressante.

On s'y preoccupe tout d'abord des questions artistiques,

mais aussi de creer, si possible, de nouveaux debouches aux

films.

Du 22 au 25 avril, un Congres catholique du cinema y tien-

dra seance et Ton prevoit egalement que deux conferences de

rAssociation de TEnseignement par le film auront lieu a

Haag, du i er au 4 mai. Les membres de cette association y
discuteront divers projets de culture et d'enseignement cine-

matographique, de celebres vedettes de l'ecran sont invitees,

Ton y pourra voir de meme la recente invention (allemande)

de Heinrich Kuechenmeister, realisant le film parle. En par-

courant ] 'exposition on est frappe par la recherche d'idees

et de procedes nouveaux et originaux qui se revele un peu

partout.

On remarquera aussi que Taffiche officielle est illustree d'un

passage du film En Rade de Cavalcanti. En outre, un choix

tres riche de photographies tirees des meilleures bandes de

production russe, ainsi que de maquettes des films frangais

et allemands les plus interessants nous prouve que tout est

bien inspire ici d'un gout tres sur.

Les dernieres inventions techniques dans le domaine des

appareils, de Teclairage et de Taccompagnement musical,

font l'objet d'une exposition tres reussie. (On y remarque

entr'autres de nombreux gramophones et orgues reprodui-

sant tous les bruits imaginables, donnant ainsi a la musique

du film une orientation nouvelle, plus mecanique, tendant
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a ce qui me semble, a supplanter l'orchestre d'aujourd'hui.)

Le cadre meme dans lequel est situe Texposition souligne

heureusement son essence moderne. Close Up est la seule

revue de cinema qui soit en montre a Haag.

Mais Texposition de Haag ne saurait pourtant justifier a

elle seule Lopinion satisfaisante que nous avons exprimee au

sujet de la vie du cinema en Hollande. II y a plus encore.

Une « Ligue du Film » existe dans ce pays.

Cette Ligue qui a son siege a Amsterdam, fut fondee en

septembre 1927, par quelques jeunes cinephiles ; elle a pour

but de lutter pratiquement contre la mediocrite du film ordi-

naire, de la production dite normale et de se mettre a Tabri

des prejuges qui consistent, de la part des directeurs de salles,

a ne louer que des films, a succes, des films commerciaux. (Je

n'insisterai pas sur cette facheuse constatation, dont la verite

est, helas, trop connue).

La censure avait interdit la projection, en Hollande, du

film "Mutter" de Pudowkin
;
or, cette mesure eut pour heu-

reux effet de rapprocher les cinephiles qui fonderent alors la

« Ligue du Film ». Celle-ci compte actuellement 1.500 socie-

taires-abonnes a Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Utrecht, *Haag,

Delft et Grooningen, acquittant une cotisation annuelle de

8 florins hollandais qui leur donne droit d'entree a 12 repre-

sentations privees.

La preuve la meilleure, a mon sens, que ce club puisse four-

nir de son activite artistique est encore le choix intelligent

des films auxquels il accorda son attention jusqu'ici et que,

sans sa courageuse initiative, aucun public hollandais n'eut
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jamais eu le privilege de voir. Ces films sont : les oeuvres de

Cavalcanti : Rien que les Henres, La petite Lilie, Yvette, des

fragments du Train sans Yenx (donnes dans une seance de

gala que Cavalcanti lui-meme honora de sa presence), En-

tr'acte, de Rene Clair, Emak Bakia, de Man Ray, Faits Divers,

de Claude Autant Lara, Berlin, de Walther Ruttmann, un

film absolu de Richter et un autre du Suedois Eggeling, Jazz,

de James Cruze, Nosferatu, de Murnau, Streik (Greve) de

Eisenstein, et enfin le film Mutter de Pudowkin, deja men-

tionne. On peut voir par la que les programmes sont toujours

interessants et ne comportent que des bandes de reelle valeur

dont le choix n'est limite par aucune fausse tendance.

La « Ligue du Film », qui possede un bureau central a Paris,

est maintenue par son intermediaire en contact etroit avec

les associations analogues de Tetranger et les Regisseurs mc-

dernes, pour acquerir si possible un caractere d'internatio-

nalite qui faciiite d'autre part grandement la tache aux regis-

seurs et leur offre des garanties financieres et des relations

qui leur permettent de se consacrer avec plus de liberie au

perfectionnement constant du film. Les regisseurs du monde
entier seraient bien inspires en s'interessant a cette associa-

tion de cinephiles, qui ne peut que leur etre utile.

J'eus egalement Toccasion de voir un film hollandais tourne

a temps perdu par un mernbre de la Ligue, Joris Ivens, au

moyen d'un appareil automatique : Kinamo.

Evidemment, les difficultes qu'ont a surmonter les regisseurs

disposant de moyens reduits ne retiennent guere Tattention

du public, et si je parle de ce film c'est uniquement pour en
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feliciter Tauteur qui a reellement obtenu une bande tres ori-

ginale.

Le theme du film de Joris Ivens n'est autre qu'un pont de

chemin de fer, aux environs de Rotterdam, qui s'eleve de

temps a au+re pour permettre aux bateaux de continuer leur

traversee.

En realite, c'est une pure symphonie visuelle, realisee avec

une technique superieure et une surete etonnante. On se sent

autorise en voyant cette rare beaute de composition, a lui

decerner Tepithete la plus flatteuse. Elle nous revele le talent

nouveau de Joris Ivens qui ne s'aide d'aucun true, ni subter-

fuge, et dont nous pouvons attendre certainement, dans un

avenir prochain, des jouissances visuelles insoupconnees.

En quittant la Hollande, ce pays moderne a tous les points

de vue, pour rentrer a Paris, je songe avec joie a Tavancement

progressif et irresistible du veritable film artistique, qui gagnera

tot ou tard le monde tout entier.

Jean Lenauer.

HOW I WOULD START A FILM CLUB

A film club will be of no real service to cinematography

unless based upon the following principles.
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No censorship.

Films to be shown in the original version as cut by their directors.

Two thirds of the films shown each season should be new, for six months

in the cinema may mean revolution of lighting or photographic method.

Abroad it is usually easy to hire a local cinema cheaply

at a convenient time but this is difficult in England for the

following reasons : a Film Club will be obliged to arrange its

meetings chiefly in the evenings or on Sundays. Evenings

are out of the question as the local cinema will have its ordi-

nary programme. Most country cinemas have no Sunday li-

cense. And I must confess that to date I have been able to

obtain no reliable information as to exactly how the censorship

rules apply to private film shows. Many of the films showTn

at the London Film society are cut. Whether this has been

done at the request of members or of the L.C.G. I do not

know. But to avoid all risks it will probably be better for

English Film clubs to buy their own projectors.

It is possible that there are films wrhich it may be unwise

to show a general audience, though it is doubtful whether

any film can do the harm that people say, but still it is reaso-

nable to bar certain films from universal showing. But if an

adult is not intelligent enough to see Potemkin, La Tragedie

de la Rue, or The End of St Petersburg, in their original

uncut form, then he is not intelligent enough to be on a film

society. His want can be catered to by any cinema showing

the ordinary Hollywood films. Therefore the first essential

of a film club is no censorship.

It is possible to buy a good projector in France for thirty
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pounds and one that will give results equal to any in a small

local cinema for sixty. The prices may be higher in England

on account of the duty. Or there may be English projectors

on the market that will give satisfactory results. But as I

have had no personal experience of them (whereas I have seen

the French ones used constantly), I will not attempt to deal

with the English makes.

From thirty to sixty pounds is a large item at the start

though it would probably be cheaper spread across several

seasons, than hiring the local picture house. It is hard to say

what the electrical cost would be in England. Here in Switzer-

land, it works out at about sixpence to a shilling for an even-

ing. Probably an arrangement could be made in England to

have the projector working "on power" in the same way that

an electrical fire or cleaner is worked. And this is a much
cheaper rate than lighting.

There is another point. The Ursulines advertises that it

will send out a man, projector and film to any house on pay-

ment of costs and a moderate fee. It might be worth while

for several small Film Clubs in the same district to unite and

buy one projector and employ one man, between them.

Then with regard to choice of films. The Ursulines have

arranged to send their programme to Belgium and Switzerland

as well as to towns in France. By this means small Film

Clubs can afford to see new films. Naturally it costs more to

hire a new film than an old one but if a central cinema can

take it for an initial run and then pass it on to a number of

smaller clubs the expense being divided among so many will
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amount to the same as if each one had hired separately some

old films. By this means in time a circle of small cinemas will

evolve which will guarantee a showing to new intelligent films,

with fair profit on both sides. But for the moment practically

the only way in which a good programme will be financially

possible will be some sort of amalgamation of clubs who will

share together the expense of one complete and good programme.

Of course there are a number of foreign films in London that

were excellent in their original form. But the foreign trade

papers quite cynically print warnings that in England only a

"happy ending" is possible and the versions sent to Wadour
Street usually arrive with their continuity destroyed. One

good point made by the French quota was that films must be

submitted in the form shown in the country of their origin . It is

a pity that this rule is not enforced in London for friends who
have seen both English and German versions tell me that

Jeanne Ney and Am Rande der Welt have been cut so badly

that continuity and balance are broken. And it is useless

stating that a film is of value to students of cinematography

and then showing it in a mutilated form. Therefore the ideal

must be direct importation from abroad.

But where in this discussion, is the place of English films?

Are there no English films to fill the programme ? I do not

think there are. Not to come up to the standard of Pabst,

Pudowkin, Bruno Rahn, Czinner and half a dozen others

And if we are to evolve standards of criticism in England and

the capacity to make films as great, we have got to see the best

And the best at the moment means foreign films.
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But then, someone will say, is there not a danger that the

film club will become as exclusively foreign as, it was alleged

the commercial world was exclusively Hollywood? If it did

for a few years it would not matter. Directly the English

make similarly good films, these will get shown. (At pre-

sent it would probably mean that if someone did make a true

and psychological film, in England, the only chance for that

film wTould be to show it abroad.) As matters stand it is

doubtful if anyone compelled to remain in England can more

then surmise and grope after the real developments of modern

cinematography. Mother, Potemkm, The End of St Peters-

burg, Bett und sofa, Tragedie de la Rue, and others as great

have never been shown publicly in England. Joyless Street

and Nju were shown by the Film Society for one performance,

Joyless Street in a mutilated form. Jeanne Ney and the Vio-

linist of Florence to choose at randon have been horribly cut.

In Paris, in Berlin, in even the smaller towns in Switzerland

it is possible to see a programme almost weekly including such

a film. In England they are never seen at all. Yet until

we know what cinematography has already achieved how
can we hope to evolve standards of comparison and criticism ?

I have noticed in connection with this point that several

educated English people who go occasionally to the cinema

come abroad and are frankly baffled by such a film say as Mo-
ther or Siihne. But the people here as they sell one potatoes

or newspapers wil quite often discuss the same film quite

intelligently. They have been trained by several }^ears of

good among bad films (for there are bad films shown here as
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well as elsewhere). But frequently the English are so accus-

tomed to a Western or to sob-stuff that directly they are faced

with straight psychology they are uncomfortable. The same

applies to America.

It is the duty therefore of the small Film Clubs to build

up an audience of intelligent spectators. And here for a

start are a few suggestions.

1. Collect as many people as possible who will be intelligently interested

but don't for the sake of numbers include those whose presence will prevent

the showing of films not in accordance with their convention of morality.

2. Decide upon the relative advantages and disadvantages of buying a pro-

jector or hiring the local cinema.

3. Take in a trade paper from England, Fiance and Germany and borrow

a corner of a room from some member where it may be read. It is valuable

to have a trade paper for the following reasons. It will give the commercial

viewpoint in the terms of "tie-ups" with groceries zoos, aeroplanes, silk

stockings, and other commodities. It lists films to be trade shown or re-

leased so that people will know what films to look for or demand. It will

often include a good technical article on photography, projection etc. Their

reviews of films are based naturally on whether the said films are suitable

for "family halls", "safe booking for sophisticated patrons", "useful booking

for uncritical patrons "or" sound entertainment on popular lines". But this

straight negation of all artistic merit is perhaps preierable to the half heart-

ed literary criticisms one too often reads which try to fit films into outworn

dramatic formulas with which cinematography has no concern.

4. Keep the costs as low as possible as the people who are usually inte-

rested in films are young and have little spare money.
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5. Get in touch with Film Clubs abroad who will help you to keep up to

date with programmes and with other small Film Clubs in England with a

view to co-operation. Providing space permits, Close Up will be pleased to

print names and addresses of any Film Clubs formed.

In time perhaps some kind of central distributing trade show

might be arranged for film clubs only. In France there is said

to be an excellent system applicable to all films. Copies of a

foreign film are sent "en douane"'. That is they are kept

at a customs depot provided with projection room. Pros-

pective buyers may view the films there and if they like them,

the duty is paid and until the establishment of the quota, the

films were allowed to enter. If on the other hand they have

not been bought within a reasonable time they are returned

to their owners in their country of origin with no duty other

than a small fee. Some such system should be arranged in

England so that the best foreign films could be seen by

representatives of Film Clubs who might buy copies for pri-

vate showing.

Bryher.

PUBLICITY

There is the thing business, and the thing advertising, and

the one grows out of the other, and that is all right. But then

there is a thing publicity which is neither of these, but a para-
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site, a funny kind of growth. A misletoe which grows on and

over the perfectly good, legitimate sign you have put out to

advertise your goods. It hides both the sign and the goods,

till in time these are noticed chiefly in proportion to the

amount of misteletoe that can be fostered over them. We
are started now, you know what I am at, so here are some

instances.

When Sunrise was trade-shown in London, professional

critics were invited to a handsome lunch (hors d'oeuvres and

all) so that they might enjoy it the more. And if their duties

prevented them from answering the kind invitation more than

once, they were Got At. By the publicity department. A
telegram was sent out.

The same firm gave another lunch to attract cne to Four

Sons, and having made cne look forward to the event (that

was their idea) because of the lunch, they gave one, in the thea-

tre, a two-shilling copy of the waltz, so that one could look

forward to the event being over, when one could play Little

Mother in what privacy the weekly news sheets, telegrams

and aids to ads. leave one of one's home But the gentleman

who made the speech at the lunch forgot the name of the star,

and raved instead of a Mary Mann because fhat was publicity.

Another firm sent me "chatty pars'* about an actress who
had arrived in London. Reading them in my zeal , I discovered

that I had been sent a ready-made interview. "Speaking in

a crisp, well-modulated voice, Miss X.told the representative of

Close Up that she would not advise girls to go on the screen,

'Although my own rise has been rapid' she said. ..."
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Here it was, all ready-made. Only it was not the actre

name that was blank, but that of the paper. The hard-worked

journalist just filled in the name of his paper, and there it

was. The hungry public had an interview with their star. The

personal touch was given, and the journalist need no longer see

the actress, the actress need no longer receive the journalist

in a room set apart for the purpose, but disguised as the in-

most sanctum ("And is THIS where you wear your tiara, Miss

Negri ?"). It is all done ready for them, sent out with the

weekly news sheet. Janet Gaynor is a charming actress. She

can do, or be made to do, good things with intrinsically bad

stuff, and I have said so. But I was extremely surprised to

receive last week a large, personally signed photograph of

Janet Gaynor. In the size and style known as a Camera Stu-

dy. I looked at the cover. It was emblazened in red letters

"The Silent Bernhardt". Publicity, with which I do not

expect the Gaynor had much to do, beyond signing according

to the list sent to her. But there you have it. Bernhardt was

famed for her golden voice, the screen is silent. What can

a Bernhardt without a voice be supposed to be ? What is

this publicity which does this, works in this way ? What does

it do ? It is not good advertising, not good business. It is

simply a bad habit, grown up out of the exuberance of a

class whose means are beyond their need. I bear no malice,

or very little. It is not only that I am sick of Dorothy Sebas-

^ianin shopping ensembles, of
4 4Buddy"spending a well-dressed

day, of hearing what Joby said to Murnau on the telephone.

I am so sick that I want the cure, and since it is easier to cure
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a bad habit by altering than dropping it, I am kind enough to

make a few suggestions to the various gentlemen who spend

so much time thinking of these curious things. It is too easy

to make fun of Dorothy Sebastian, one does not wrant to

knock her off the double pages. One wants to put something

there instead, that will do better what she overdoes. That

is, to interest.

We, you, they, whoever it is that is reached by this stuff,

should have attention drawn, not diverted. That is the first

rule. So in the film magazines, whose contributors seem main-

ly, if anonymously, the publicity departments, the chief fea-

tures should be reviews of films, photographs (there are not

nearly enough) of scenes, and detailed information. And
this examination should be from other than the showman's

point of view. In England, Cinema, The Kinematograph

Weekly, The Bioscope do, it is true, give a fair amount of space

to films themselves, but it is all from this point of view.

Whether they are acceptable for family halls, howr much star

value they have. It is clearly letting the filmgoer into too

many secrets, and so bad business, if he is driven to these

trade papers for information. But the only English paper for

him limits its reviews of films to a few pages at the end, giving

casts and some rough label, such as "another German melo-

drama", which may, as it is meant, mean anything. The rest

of the seventy-four pages is taken up with gossip, articles on

the momentary colour of Clara Bow's hair and what Swanson

thinks of Haver.

This is the first thing. There is not enough attention drawn
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to the Film as wholes, as the things we are interested. The

next is that it is exceedingly difficult to find out when any

certain picture is to be shown. Firms w7
ill send out sheets

and sheets of gossip, but only a few of them throwT in the re-

lease dates of their pictures, and the fact that a picture is releas-

ed does not mean that it will be shown. And no onek nows

where. Also, of course, these news sheets are not available

to the general public. One or two of the larger London cine-

mas publish a monthly list of their bookings. But they do not

often say at what time the3^ will be shown, nor are the larger

cinemas invariably the most interesting. The Times used to

publish a list of London cinemas which was fairly full and most

useful, but for some reason thay have stopped this. The

Evening News and a few others publish slightly longer lists

than those now7 given in the Times, but these do not give the

movies of North London, of Chelsea or Paddington. If one

wants to be sure one is not missing anything, one has to rush

round at the beginning of each week, and get hectically on

the phone. One has do to this, because while lots of the more

central cinemas often, with remarkable enterprise, show7 the

same film, some odd little house in Tottenham Court Road
or Kensal Rise may slip out some Russian picture. And the

smaller places are the only ones we have where we may see

what amount to revivals.

So that is the next bit of bad business ; we cannot find the

films. Then, having found where, it is usually hard to find

when we can see them. The time of showing is not sufficiently

announced. And as in many cinemas one cannot reserve
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seats, one has to sit through some perfectly dreadful

production that makes one wonder why one ever goes into a

cinema, to make sure of seeing the movie one has come to see.

There is an extraordinary view taken by cinema managers

of how one may treat those who come for seats. If you

have a big picture, you may raise the prices, and if you

are like the Plaza, and have Speedy, you may placard up

''Stalls, 3/6" and let people say "Stalls, please, 3/6." and then

make them stand in rows along the wall or "oblige" them

with a 2/4, nice and near the screen, and probably at the

end.

Stills, too, though this is professional. There are not

enough interesting stills made. The time has come when

they are wanted for other purposes than advertising. Usually

when I go, I am told that, there are not very many because

The Taller has had the best. Then I suggest that it is odd,

that the best stills ahould be available for a gossipy social pa-

per, at the expense of papers like Close Up or The Studio.

The answer is, but it is so unusual for a paper like The Tatter,

which isn't a movie paper, to want stills, that of course

we give them the most striking. Of course ; it is good

publicity.

But it is odd business.

Why, too, have stills, if you don't know who was responsi-

ble for them or what they show ?It is all flashed on the screen,

I know, together with a heap of other facts. Plenty of infor-

mation is given at the beginning, but what is the use of giving

it, if there isn't time to receive ? Lists of director, assistant
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director, original writer, scenario writer, set designer, dress de

signer, cameramen, cutting and continuity experts are flung

at you till out of sheer conservation of visual energy you dis-

count them all. They mean nothing till you have seen the

picture. Till you have seen the film, how can you tell whether

you want to rememer the name of the man who did the conti-

nuity ? How can you pick out the name of the architect un-

til you know that the sets interested you, and that is was not

the lighting that was responsible ? This creative film busi-

ness, by which many live, in one sense, and some live, in ano-

ther, is not taken seriously enough. We want to know all

about the makers, not a lot of nothing about the dolls and

dollars that were used in it. We want to know who thought

of, and then who designed and then, perhaps who made, those

huge deserted halls in Heimweh, the street in La Tragedie and

againin The Student, the photographers who were in and under

the aeroplanes in Wings, and the photographers of all sorts of

quite ordinary American films, such as Fine Manners. And
who can remember these by the time the film is over, when the

only time they were announced, they were just so many names

whose work had not been seen ? Who can remember them

after one showing ? The list ought to be flashed on the sceen

again at the end, to give us a second chance, when we know

what we liked, to see who gave us what we liked. Some of

the bigger cinemas provide programmes, but only rarely do

you get the name of even the cameraman on them, and unless

the director is so well known that everybody can recognise

his work, you often don't get the director's name. Even the
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programmes and souvenirs issued at trade shows overlook

these things far too often. One wonders what kind of an

idea the stunt men, the ad. men, the tie-up men have of their

job. The films are made and then they are shown. The
job ought to be to tell us who made the films and where

we can see them. This is sheer commonsense, not frothy

idealism.

It is true that one can readily understand why many direc-

tors and so on should wish to keep quiet about some of their

productions ; but wT
e, we who pay, have a right to know wTho

inflicted such and such a movie on us. And if we can't find out,

rather than suffer again (say, Surrender) we shall keep away.

And if we don't know, and aren't allowed to know who made
the good films, there is not inducement enough to go again.

If the producers don't care, why should the public ? Why
should it do their work for them ? There are a great many peo-

ple just beginning, rather late, but still, beginning, to go to

movies, and they want taking care of. All this talk about

the next ten years in the history of the movies would be un-

necessary if the advertising had been done on a decent busi-

nesslike basis for the last ten years, if this film business

were taken more seriously.

There has been a film exhibition at the Hague, but who can

pretend that it was sufficiently advertised ? Where were the

posters, the coloured slides at movies, the advertisments and

articles in magazines, the tie-ups with railways concerned.

Who knew anything about it ?

That is what is wrong. There is too much publicity and
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not enough advertising. There is too much of a lopsided view

and slack methods that have sprung up because some years ago

it was said that people wanted to know about the "Shadow-

folk". Frills were all right when people didn't know why they

liked films, but now they do and they want the facts. Facts

that they can use to build up their own knowledge with. And
the only thing that can give this is a more efficient organisa-

tion. Less vagueness, some idea of what is wanted. There

have been two instances. When France began meaning

business about its quota, shoals ana shoals of stars were sent

over to Paris on spectacular honeymoons. The personal touch

became a combined assault. But it was all rather vague,

and didn't get anywhere. It was publicity. Then Uncle

Doug came over, and he, whatever you think of his shoulders

has a good business head. He brought Mary over on a Voyage

of Solace. But they hadn't been over very long before they

were briskly, if quietly, at Nice, in the vacant studios. Yes,

they are going to make films there. It will get over the quo-

ta nicely, it will distract Mary. . . .and there is a bit of a young

star ramp in Hollywood. You may not like the methods, but

you must admit he got there. . . .Because he knew what he

was at. The publicity firms don't, and that's the difference.

So here are a few suggestions, because I bear no malice. Who
could, when Norma Shearer doesn't mind being tied upwTith

Kellogg's product ?

Robert Herring.
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THE FUTURE OF THE AMERICAN

CINEMA

The yellow dogs of the movie industry have yelped their

way to safe retreats, a pack of preachers at their heels. They

have surrendered their bones, and they have even dug up

unsuspected bones and trotted cravenly forth with them,

waving peaceful tails. Harrassed by the reverend brethren,

the movie monarchs agreed to omit profanity, all ridicule of

the clergy and religion and all sneers at the 18th Amendment.

However, this is only one of many signed statements wrung

from the movies by the church, the censors and the Anti-

Saloon League. Frank discussion of sex, the infrequent

beauty of the human body (unless draped suggestively) and

all hints at the radical in government or sociology disappear-

ed long ago from the screens of America, impelled by the out-

raged toes of an emasculated minority. Not content with

offering up sacrifices under threats of force, the movie mo-

narchs descended another step from their thrones and volun-

tarily erased the Sacco-Vanzetti case from the screen, burning

all news-reel shots of the murdered men. More, they leaped

willingly down a whole flight of steps and promised, in preci-
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sely these words, never to produce anything that might have

the slightest ill effect upon a moron !*

It is a sad thing to relate ; but after 20 years of existence

the motion picture is, in the large, far more driveling and a

great deal less honest than it was in the early days when

Griffith ground out stark one-reelers at the old Biograph

studio at 11 East 14th street, in New York. Only the long

strides in technique—the technicians are the best men on

most movie lots—and occasional happy accidents like Wil-

liam K. Howard's White Gold, preserve American movies

from futility.

The original experiments came from Germany, France and

Russia ; and even our first American pioneer, Robert J. Fla-

herty, started his career with an expedition sent to the Eski-

mos as an advertising venture by Revillon Freres, Paris fur-

riers. But in all three countries, the experimental films were

a natural outgrowth of the regular industry ; while in America

the}' are anachronisms. It will be enough, then, merely to

mention some of the foreign pictures and their bearing on the

birth of experimentation in America. The Cabinet of Dr.

Caligari has not been emulated here, but its scenic structure

has crept into a few pictures. Metropolis, a vision of the ma
chine age, has encouraged no one to make anything similar

;

yet the lesson it carries in the use of miniature sets has not

*To the movie people, as to newspaper reporters, Moron means one of

abnormal sexual tendencies. However, its true meaning—one whose intel-

ligence is arrested at 8 and never goes beyond that of a 12 year old child

—

has always been carefully remembered by our manufacturers of hokum.
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been utterly lost, since the cost of a scale model is obviously

much smaller than the cost of erecting the actual set in full

dimensions. The impressionistic work of Man Ray and Count

de Beaumont is being followed up in this country by Dudley

Murphy, whose Ballet Mecanique must have puzzled the inha-

bitants of the hinterland, if they ever saw it. Murphy has

now completed Skyscrapers, a story of Xew York in which

he utilizes the technique of his earlier film. The Golem is

not likely to find its counterpart in America for some time,

because of the acute feeling against the Jews—who, curiously

enough, own the cinema. Secrets of the Soul, an experiment

in Freud, is concerned with one of our moral taboos, and will

scarce!}" be imitated. Potemkin, the Russian drama of the

mutiny aboard the cruiser Potemkin, uses a technique that

has not yet been adapted to American films ; and its subject

matter is naturally not a thing for our milk-white democracy.

Nanook of the North, Flaherty's fur advertisement that turned

out to be so much more than that, resulted in the production

of Grass, Chang, and Stark Love, three dramas of life with

native actors. To Robert J. Flaherty, therefor, goes the cre-

dit for producing or inspiring the most important experimen-

tal films to come out of this country. I am not overlooking

the great advances in corned}" and drama achieved by Ernst

Lubitsch and Erich Yon Stroheim ; I am simply narrowing

the field down to work that is purely experimental.
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Flaherty is a humorous, sandy-haired, somewhat portly

Irishman. He has the air of a harrassed papa dumped un-

ceremoniously down in a nest of madmen. By the time this

is published, he may be in the South Seas, or in the Canadian

Rockies, or in the insane asylum ; but at the moment he is

tearing his hair out by the roots on the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

lot at Culver City, a dreadful suburb of Los Angeles. Moana
was his last independent venture. In order to continue

making pictures, he was forced to accept a contract that would

assure him money enough to go on with his experimental ideas.

But he soon discovered that movie producers experiment

with money, not writh ideas.

Each in its own way, Nanook and the South Sea Moana are

perfect gems of visual drama. From the first quiet scene,

placing the characters in their element without unnecessary

explanatory titles, to the last enthralling fadeout, there is not

a wasted shot; not a solitary bit of hokum; not a scene with-

out realism or beauty or realistic beauty. They are cu-

riously alike, the one in a cold, bitter, northern sense, relieved

by a humour we had not suspected in the Eskimo ; the other

in a warm, passionate, southern wray. The final fadeout on

Nanook showT
s the title igloo being swept by a snow storm,

the whitened wind blowing over a waste land of ice and snow
;

the spectator can fairly hear the sad moan of the wind, min-

gled with the mournful howls of the dogs as they lie under
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increasing drifts of snow. The last scene of Moana is shot

against the setting sun, the light fading as Moana and his

betrothed dance their wedding dance, their naked, greased

bodies swaying toward each other symbolically. . .

%

A parenthesis for the educational side. . . . Many grave

professors have written treatises on the future use of the cine-

ma in education ; some of them have even predicted that the

motion picture will eventually supplant the printed page in

our schools. I can find no patience for people who are eager

to discard the old for the new, disregarding all the value in

the old and overlooking every drawback in the new. It is

absurd to look forward to such a state of things, for there are

many facts that can be described better by words than by

pictures. And there are references, dates, quotations and a

multitude of other matters that must be in a form easily acces-

sible, and it does not seem likely that a film is going to be haul-

ed forth from storage—perhaps from the other end of the

continent—and unreeled merely to discover that Colombus

sailed across the Atlantic in 1492.

Beyond that, the professorial mind itself is an immovable

stumbling block in the path of adequate education by pictures.

The films will be selected by college presidents, boards of edu-

cation and professors ; and when you reflect on the school-

teacher taste in history and literature, you will see that they
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cannot fail to set before the students just such false and un

palatable messages in celluloid as they are now offering them

in book form. The average educator has no sense of drama,

no feeling for comedy, and no imagination. Professors prefer

accurate and uninspired translations of the classics for their

dramatic films—witness the popularity of that faithful but

insipid rendering of Romola among the teaching fraternity

—

and their taste in educational films runs to the cataloguing

kind. Moana will never be generally used in high schools

and colleges—principally because of the Samoan girl's naked

body ; but not a little since it has beauty, imagination and truth.

Yet it is just this sort of film that would do the growing boy

and girl the most good, teaching them the unvarnished and

unmoralized truth about strange countries, from the point

of view of the native rather than of the superior-posing white

commentator, and making no mawkish passes at putting

veils upon the beauty of the native folk.

The matter of selection also offers many difficulties. Just

now, there are three sources of films for education : those

produced and distributed by the large companies ; those made
by the smaller companies or by independent cameramen

>

which seldom get a wide distribution ; and those manufactured

by colleges, such as the Yale Chronicles of America and the

amateur films made by drama and photoplay departments.

Distribution of all these pictures is irregular and spasmodic,

and there are not exchanges near all the colleges and schools

where the films may be viewed. Some of the schools are even

taking old pictures made long before the War by the Essanay
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and Biograph companies and hawked about the country by
state-rights exchanges, either because the schools cannot

afford anything else or because they don't know any better.

The remedy seems to be a system of exchanges scattered about

the country in sufficient numbers to afford all schools and col-

leges reasonably easy access to the projection rooms, these

exchanges to draw upon all the producers in the world, of

whatever nature. Such a venture—even if the educators

could get the films on consignment, to be paid for only when
used—would probably prove too costly to be practical. But,

admitting that it is put into effect, we are faced again by the

incompetency of educators to choose the right material, even

from so large an offering.

Sfc i{C *

Made compulsory in schools, the movies would soon be quite

as tiresome, and therefor as ineffectual, as the ordinary text-

books are now. The possiblity presents itself that afternoon

performances could be arranged at the local theatres, for

school children only. Since this would open a definite paying

market for educational films and would stimulate the trade

of the producer's only real customer, the exhibitor, the pro-

ducers would be quick to take advantage of it by turning out

travel films, fairy tales, short dramas of life, historic episodes

scientific reels, etc.

Some years ago, William Fox made a series of films with
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clever children, among them Jack and the Beanstalk, quite

excellent things for their day and delightful for children.

But they were unsuccessful, since the exhibitors showed them

to mixed audiences, or to adults only. The movie audience

is not made up of children but of adult children who sniff at

charming fairy tales but flock to fairy tales of grownups in a

travesty of life. Even where children's matinees were given,

they were not patronized. That is a thing we can safely

blame on the parents, who made no effort to point out the

right pictures for their children to see, or refused to bore them-

selves by accompanying them to screenings of The Wizard

of Oz or Alice in Wonderland. But these same parents made
no bones about dragging the children to pictures of adult

"life", equally tiresome to the puzzled, sleepy kids. That is,

they were willing enough to bring them to these pictures
;

but if ai^thing untoward happened, they raised a violent

protest and closed the local cinema house for debauching the

morals of youngsters, who probably saw little and understood

less of what passed across the screen.

:£ 4» $

Permit us an imaginary flight to that period of the future

when the cinema shall have men of courage and ideals in posi-

tions of power ; when there will be theatres for these men to

exhibit their products ; when there will be a decent percentage

of good films to offer the minority whose gorge rises at the
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hollow falsity, impossible and tiresome melodrama, laugh! ess

comedy, and maudlin sentiment that is shoveled out to us in

these days. . . .

It seems to me that the future of the dramatic cinema lies

along paths indicated by Nanook of the North and Moana, and

by Potemkin and The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari. Into the tra-

valogue-story method used by Flaherty, the dramatic episode

reality of Potemkin, and the impressionistic setting of The

Cabinet of Dr. Caligari there will be infused a touch of the

grotesque and yet alive and natural handling of the camera

that makes a city live, as in Ballet Mecanique and Metropolis,

and that relieves human beings and sets of a photographic

appearance, as in The Last Laugh and Variety. Individual

methods will remain for their proper use in different pictures.

Whatever happens, the foreign pictures and Nanook will be

the starting point. Flaherty's picture proved that a film can

be made without a plot . Life contains few plots—only themes,

disjointed stories, isolated gestures, and unrelated episodes

that build a layer of what we call character about a man as

the years roll down the hill. The dramatic cinema of the

future must put life on the screen above all things, and it must

do that fearlessly or it will have no excuse for existence.

The lighter form of motion picture has developed beyond

the straight drama, and it is not necessary to look too far ahead

for its ultimate perfection. Ernst Lubitsch and his followers

have already brought it to an exquisitely finished state. Un-

like the heavier drama it does not demand honesty in its sta-

tement of life ; but curiously, because of its supposedly less
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harmful nature, it has actually managed to reach a far greater

fearlessness under cover of a levity that deceives the censors.

I do not refer to the common type of comedy such as We're

in the Navy Now—the gods forbid !—but to subtle, pointed

and sometimes satirical pieces like Lubitsch's The Marriage

Circle and James Cruze's gorgeous mockery, Hollywood. These

gay affairs are the nearest approach to satire that the movies

have produced in America ; and that the approach has been

no closer may be more justly blamed upon the public and the

censors than on the producers. Satire goes over the public's

head, and below the censor's belt.

Wilbur Needham.

CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE

SLOW MOTION

XI

No one who heard the hysterical laughter that greeted the

first slow-motion pictures can fail to be struck by the quiet bear-

ing of the average audience of today when confronted by
these strange transformations. And were it not for a haunt-

ing suspicion of the part played by mere familiarity with the
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spectacle, it would be possible to claim this change of attitude

as the surest direct evidence of the educative power of the

film. But if familiarity alone is responsible for the change,

then that dreadful laughter, coming after years of experience

of what the film can do, must stand, a mocking mark of in-

terrogation over against the articles of our faith. Yet since

there is other evidence, and particularly the mass of evidence

accumulated in the minds of those who have experience of

the evolution of single local audiences in regard to "the pic-

tures", to confirm that faith, we may take courage to assume

that from the first, behind the laughter, recognition was there

and has grown. If now it is present, it was there from the

first, for without its work there would be no second seeing.

Each seeing would have been a first and the laughter would

have continued.

And yet, recalling that first revelation, doubt creeps in on

behalf of just this one of the many offerings of the film. Can

anyone forget the revelation, the two revelations, of beauty

upon the screen and the beast confronting it ? Has that par-

ticular beauty conquered the beast, become a joy forever, or

just passed into nothingness ? Indeed it is difficult to say.

For there must have been incidents. Indignant people must

have hushed the gigglers. Sensitive people must have cried

out in ecstatic appreciation and produced wonder that upon

the next opportunity turned to attention hopeful of discover-

ing the hidden charm.

Experience gathered in one small local cinema would hope-

fully suggest that the first laughter for the first slow-motion
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picture is partly to be credited to the nature of the movement

and the manner in which it was offered. For it was a picture

of runners at close quarters to each other upon the last lap of

a mile race. The three figures, first shown moving at normal

pace were in desperate competition, agonised heads thrown

back, open mouths agasp at the last effort for supremacy ;

not a pleasing exhibition. It flashed away and a caption

spoke : "Now see what our slow-motion camera can do", an

invitation to watch a conjuring trick, preparation for something

that was to impress by its cleverness. And it is possible that

if we had been shown stills of these men caught in the various

attitudes born of their movement, beauty might clearly have

emerged. But though it was there in the balanced move
ment of the athletes advancing as if though resistant air, there

was also a sharp touch of the grotesque as these figures with

arms arched, and rigid, air-clutching fingers, slowly, goose-

steppingly lifted leaden limbs in shorts. The anxious faces,

the air of infinite caution, were legitimately funny and the ava-

lanche of laughter may be interpreted as joyous welcome for

yet another revelation of the comic possibilities of the film.

The next slow-motion exhibition was of horses clearing a

hedge and ditch in a steeple-chase, and throughout the majestic

spectacle, from the moment the great beasts slowly rearing

left the earth until again they lightly, as if weightlessly, touch-

ed it in descent, there was nothing that could even remotely

appeal to the eye on the look-out for pretexts for mirth. But

the laughter came, for the slowness, the anomaly. There

were those no doubt who held breath in wonder and delight.
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But the result, regarding the audience as one person, was, as

before, registration of a freakish incidental of the new enter-

tainment.

The first slow of these early days that failed to precipitate

either the avalanche of derision or the chorus of sniggers was
of a man taking a high jump. And here perhaps all lesser

emotions were submerged in that of stupefaction at the sheer

marvel of the levitation. It was offered simply for what
it was, Mr. Jones winning the high jump, without prepara-

tive suggestion. We was Mr. Jones run and lightly leap and
clear, and reach the ground in an athletic sprawl. And then

again there were the high posts and the bar and the relatively

small man held to earth by a pointed tee, who rose as if dream-

ing, slowly through the air upon which as he cleared the bar

he lay sideways in repose, on his face the look of blissful con-

centration given in religious art to saints whose battles are won,

indolently stretching one limb to slant downwards beyond

the bar and bring its fellow following and the whole elastic

body to move poised in the air upon the outstretched toe that

sought and lightly found the earth. Perfect silence greeted this

revelation of the miraculous commonplace. It won. Was
bound to win. Its beauty and its wonder were imperious

demands, overwhelming.

And the revelation bestowed by the ecstatic face, of the

spirit withdrawn, within the body it was operating, to the

point of perfect concentration, showing this business of athle-

tic achievement as one with every kind of human achieve-

ment, with that of the thinker, the artist and the saint, is one
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of the most priceless offerings to date of the film considered as

a vehicle for revealing to mankind that in man which is

unbounded. If tomorrow every vestige of this new art were

swept away save just one slow of a human body hoisting itself

over a high bar; the film would not have existed in vain.

Dorothy M. Richardson.

CINE-CLUB DE GENEVE RECOIT

CAVALCANTI ET GERM AINE DULAC

Gavalcanti, d'abord, vint a Geneve le 18 avril, et les mem-
bres de Cine-Club, en nombre rejouissant, assisterent a la pro-

jection de ses trois chefs-d'oeuvre : Rien que les heures, En Rade,

La petite Lilie.

Comme Jean Tedesco, Cavalcanti commenta brievement,

tres brievement meme, le but qu'il s'est assigne, en insistant

sur la necessite qui s'imposait de sauver le public de Tintoxica-

tion lente produite par les films commerciaux, ajoutant de

plus qu'une action vraiment efficace ne peut etre entreprise

sans Taide de tous les cinephiies. Cavalcanti ayant horreur des

conferences, s'abstint d'en dire davantage et confia au film le

soin d'exposer plus en detail ce que le Cinema peut exprimer

lorsqu'il est con9u par une ame d'artiste.
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Rien que les heures ! « Rien que », voila qui nous etonne car

nous ne sommes pas accoutumes a voir les films s'entourerd/une

modestie semblable. Ce titre nous repose deja des mots gran-

diloquents dont s'etiquette la production commune. Rien que

les heures ! eh oui, ce n'est que cela, des heures qui defilent

sur Fecran, des heures qui passerent et passeront encore. Ver-

rons-nous Thabituel salon oil deambulent quelques beautes

plastiques preoccupees avant tout de Tunique soin de paraitre ?

Cavalcanti se plait a nous rassurer sans retard. Non ! ce n'est

pas la qu'il marquera le temps, et, febrilement, une main de-

chire l'album de mode oil nos mannequins ont repris leur place.

La rutilante voiture disparait a son tour, faisant place au char-

riot de pauvre... c'estbiendans le monde declasse des humbles

que nous irons chercher Tessence meme de la vie. Des yeux,

rien que des yeux, mais curieux, eveilles, et les aspects divers

de la ville telle que les peintres Font vue. . . nous la verrons aussi,

notre oeil sera Tobjectif, froid, impitoyable. Nous surpren-

drons le chat noir rodant sur une poutre, les rats grignotant

on ne sait quoi dans un coin de cour obscure... et le pauvre

dans son taudis. L'apache, la fille, les agents de police, le mate-

lot courant a la recherche du plaisir, rien ne nous echappe,

notre presence ne gene personne, et, chose plus rare encore,

personne ne « joue » semble-t-il, devant nous. Notre champ
visuel varie sans cesse, nous serons tout a Theure au haut d'une

maison dominant une etroite ruelle oil trebuche une forme inde-

cise que nous reverrons encore, cherchant en plein midi, un

coin d'ombre pour se garantir des ardeurs du soleil. . . une pe-

tite vieille, ce n'est que ga, une petite vieille ! Son visage n'ex-
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prime rien, c'est a nous de sentir,quel privilege. Jusqu'ici on ne

nous l'accordait guere et dans la plupart des films on nous mene
gentiment par la main de peur que nous ne nous egarions et

nous meprenions quant aux intentions des personnages. Mais

Cavalcanti a compris qu'il faut reserver a ]a vie un petite part

et tenir compte un peu des realites. L'art ne dicte pas de loi.

Si Rien que les heures n'est qu'une succession de tableaux

animes d'ou toute intrigue est theoriquement bannie, En
Rade laisse soupgonner une histoire sans toutefois que celle-ci

en impose aux evenementr et les presse de traduire. En Kade,-

c'est le port, les hautes cheminees d'usine dans la fumee des-

quelles le jour a peine a naitre. C'est aussi et surtout la nostal-

gic du marin retenu au rivage, d'oii il assiste avec amertume

au depart des bateaux.

Voici "la petite Lilie
yi

veritable fresque, toute de finesse et

de grace. Catherine Hessling sera la petite Lilie comme elle fut

la petite Marchande d'allumettes, c'est a dire que le rythme en-

tier du film sautille de jeunesse, ae fraicheur et d'esprit. Inac-

tion se mele intimement a la chanson et, celle-ci, toute banale,

se poetise a nos yeux. Les images se succedent, fugitives, em-

pressees et tout n'est ici que legerete delicieuse.

Mr. Poulin a montre, une fois de plus, qu'il comprenait a

merveille 1'art de souligner melodieusement le film.

*

Le 2 mai, les cinephiles genevois se reunirent a nouveau au

Cinema fitoile, et, cette fois, c'est Germaine Dulac qui expo-
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sera sa conception personnelle du cinema en une conference

intitulee « Visualisation. . . et souvenirs ». En voici quelques pas-

sages :

k Le scalp tear, le peintre, I'ecrivain peuvent exprimer libre-

ment ce qu'ils sentent, mais le regisseur de cinema est, lui,

esclave de la loi qui veut que tout soit subordonne au desir

de plaire au public. Le regisseur n'a qu'une liberte, celle de

choisir, entre plusieurs scenarios, celui qui lui plait le mieux.

Nous ne pouvons parler jusqu'ici, d'un art independant, spon-

tanea et tant que durera cet etat de choses il sera impossible

de produire un film veritablement personnel et artistique.

L'evolution de Tart muet nous permet cependant d'esperer une

orientation nouvelle et un affranchissement prochain de ces

contingences... et c'est alors que nous pourrons recreer le

film, en faire une ceuvre visuelle, dont la valeur residera uni-

quement dans Limpression optique obtenue par Limage, ou

la succession damages. Un bon film ne se raconte pas, raconte-

t-on un tableau, une statue ? Evidemment non, et il doit bien

en etre de meme du film, qui est avant photographic de la vie.

Les images ne doivent pas se preter a une interpretation Jit-

teraire et le choc artistique qu'elles peuvent produire en nous

ne devra etre le fait que de leurs qualites visuelles.

La sincerite est peut-etre la pierre de touche unique d'un

bon film. Cette sincerite fait defaut a la production commune,

qui flatte rinstinct populaire, evite tout ce qui pourrait le cho-

quer un tant soit peu. Elle est remarquable, cette sincerite

dans les films russes, car ces gens sentent fortement et ont des

aspirations definies qui creent une atmosphere franche et nette
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de toutes superfluites. II en etait de meme des films suedois.

Aussi nous demandons-nous s'il ne serait par indique de cher-

cher a developper avant tout le film national, le film ou la race

se manifeste intacte et independante. »

Voici le curieux essai de Germaine Dulac : La coqinlle et le

Clergyman qui vient illustrer de fagon toute speciale les aspi-

rations de son auteur. Ce ne sont que photographies et aucun

texte ne vient briser la succession des images, toutes sugges-

tives en elles-memes d'une idee qui ne trouve, malheureuse-

ment, qu'un appui ephemere. II y a certainement des choses

remarquables et ce film est un album richement illustre de

possibilites interessantes, de moyens cinematographiques, ou

il serait aise de re] ever maintes visions geniales. Mais au point

de vue purement spectaculaire, il ne saurait constituer un
modele a imiter car il faut un sens aux choses pour que nous y
prenions de Tinteret. II s'agit d'une sorte de reve, a dit Germaine

Dulac. C'est bien cela, mais les elements de ce reve appartien-

nent trop en propre a celle qui les a disposes sur Tecran et,

tels qu'ils nous sont communiques, ils « cuisinent » trop notre

esprit et le mettent a une veritable petite torture, qu'il subira

avec une patience plus ou moins prolongee car il espere tou-

jours saisir un fil conducteur, une trame visible, quelque in-

dice qui lui explique enfin rincoherence de ce clergyman qui

passe son temps a remplir de petites fioles de liquide au moyen
d'une coquille, puis a briser une a une ces fioles. Nous suivons

ce personnage dans ses deplacements hysteriques et le voyons

tantot courir dans la campagne a la poursuite d'une femme...

trangler un officier dont la tete va s'ouvrir comme une porte
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a deux battants, tenter inutilement d'apprivoiser la compagne
de cet officier puis la traiter peu « clergymanlike » et enfin er-

rer dans d'interminables couloirs oil il ouvre d mnombrables
portes.

Un reve de clergyman ? Possible, apres tout, et Freud trou-

verait la une illustration interessante de sa theorie des re-

foulements.

Mais j'ai l'impression toutefois que le film envisage sous cet

aspect depasse quelque peu son role artistiqueet s'isole dans une

conception trop personnelle et par la incommunicable. Xous

sommes trop Occidentaux pour nous complaire acesrevespure-

ment visuels;notre esprit ne veut pas abdiquer completement,

d'oii son irritation en percevant la debauche de sensations que

Tceil lui apporte pele-mele et qiTil ne parvient pas a ordonner.

L'art a Muet » ne saurait viser a justifier entierement cette pro-

priete, qui n'a trait du reste qu'au jeu silencieux des person-

nages et si Ton ecarte de Taction toute idee reelle on tombe

fatalement dans un impressionnisme curieux, cela va sans dire,

mais en somme il est peu probable qu'en orientant le cinema

vers une telle immaterialite on lui assure jamais un avenir

heureux aupres des foules. On se rebute a Taspect d'un film

qui ne veut rien livrer et qui se joue de notre curiosite. Tot ou

tard, rindifference, sinon Tironie, se vengent de telles preten-

tions. Mais, malgre tout, que de merveilles dans La Coqidlle

et le Clergyman.

Les membres de Cine-Club, encore abasourdis pour la plu-

part, par cette mysterieuse coquille et cet enigmatique clergy-

man, ont le privilege d'assister ensuite a la projection du film
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russe : Dura Lex (Suhne) que Germaine Dulac a eu la charmante

idee de nous apporter, Dura Lex, d'apres la nouvelle de Jack

London, joue par des acteurs russes, voila qui est evidemment

reunir un maximum de sincerite et de naturel. L'action se

passe sur ]es rives du Yukon, entre cinq personnages typiques.

L'Or a attire ces humains dans ces solitudes oil tout se passe

normalement jusqu'au jour ou deux des aventuriers sont tues

par le souffre-douleur de la bande, Denny. II ne reste qu'un

couple et rassassin, ce n'en sera que plus emouvant. La femme,

une Anglaise, attachee fermement aux moeurs et a la religion

de son pays, defend Tassassin centre la fureur de son epoux.

EJle le defendra avec l'energie que seule peut donner une foi

inebranlable, et la vie se poursuit, intolerable, dans la petite

cabane que la debacle des glaces a isolee du monde. Puis un

jour il faut juger Denny, et les deux survivants condamnent

]e troisieme a la pendaison, selon la loi. L^n tableau de la Reine

d'Angleterre est accroche a la paroi...tout est done bien...

Les jambes du pendu oscillent dans Tair, la femme et Thomme
regagnent, effondres, la cabane que ]a tempete environne de

toutes parts. Mais, dans la nuit, la porte s'ouvre ]entement et

Denny reapparait, ironique, la corde fixee encore au cou :

Tenez, si elle peut vous porter bonheur ! II leur jette au pied

la corde qui s'etait brisee, prend Tor qui se trouve sur la table

et disparait au lointain.

Ce film est traite toujours sobrement, ce qui ajoute a la gran-

deur-morale des personnages. Xous ne sommes pas habitues,

avouons-le, a un jeu pareillement naturel et sensible et ne

pouvons que regretter des lors de n'etre plus souvent a meme
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Maldone a new French film by Charles Dullin, remarkable for its techni-

que. Charles Duliin as Maldone, now rich and formerly poor, finds

himself crushed by the impositions of his new life, and muses on the stair-

way to the garret.



Having found his old clothes in the garret, he dons them, only to

see in the mirror always the rich Maldone — Maldone prisoner oi

his wealth He fires at this mocking re fleet on and is about to flee

Marcelle Dullin and Annabeila in Maldone. They are still poor

and Maldone steers his barge down the carals.



The Godless Girl, Cecil de Milk's forthcom-

ing picture, which is going to create a furore,

being an indictment of the reformatory

school system in America. Lina Basquette

as the aspotle of atheism.

Whe nwe were kids, being caught at something like this

meant a licking. But possibly Lina Basquette can get away

with it, being the featured player in her" teacher's" latest pro-

duction "The Godless Girl". Lina is a high school girl in this

C. B. De Mille production.



One of the most unusual "shots" ever filned for a motion picture was
taken during camera-work on "The Godless Girl", Cecil B. De Mille's

current production. A four-story building, cut down the centre, pro-

vided the set, the dramatic action on all four floors at once, as well as

on each floor, being photographed through the use of a moving camera-

carriage, capable of moving forward or backward, up or down. Cecil D.

De Mille, with the microphone of the load speaker through which he gives

directions, and the members of his camera-crew are seen on the camera
carriage during the filming of a scene.



Two of the many interesting set drawings by Larrinaga for the

Godless Girl, Cecil B. De Mille's next personally directed picture

for Pathe release.



The tragic ending of the riot among the high school students

attending an atheist meeting. De Mille has sworn statements of

the truth of most of the scenes depicted in his film, in order to

forstall those who might take legal exception.

From the Postmaster, a Meschrabpom-Russ film starring Moskvine
(not to be confused with Mosjoukine). The story is taken from the

novel by Poushkin.



From 10 Tage die ate Welt Erschutterten (Ten Days thai Stunned

the World) S. M. Eisenstein's new picture, made for Sovkino. It

is to be feared that the general public will have no more chance to

see this than they did Potemkin his previous him, although it had
much success in Berlin

The overthrow of Tzardom. and its symbols. Much was cut

from the him at the last minute-—a real loss to the student of

him progress. These are the first stills to be printed abroad and

will therefore be of great interest to our readers. There will be

many more in our supplement in next month s anniversary issue.



io Tage die die Well Erschutterten (Ten Days that Stunned the World).

This film was forbidden in Zurich after its first shewing. It has been

bought for America.
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d'apprecier r effort des cineastes de la grande Russie, car ce

sont eux, n'en doutons pas, qui rajeuniront et vivifieront le

film en apportant au cinema leur ardeur et Wr energie r ou-

velle.

Freddy Ckevalley.

THE SPY

The Great War once it was over, gave place to complete

chaos not only in the government of nations but in the

mentality of men themselves. And there was one who
profited from this breakdown of principles and ideas. But

no one knew who it was. No one knew where he assembled

his accomplices to send them off to accomplish their two-

sided missions. But no one could doubt that such a man
existed and the crimes committed in his name multiplied day

after day. Thefts, exactions, betrayals of all kinds, includ-

ing a necessary murder, these were the terrible programme of

his universal politics. But nobody would suspect that the

director of this witches sabbath was any other than a man of

innoffensive appearance, the director of the Haghy Bank,

whose monumental forehead constituted for him an immova-

ble mask. This man had secret relations with a Centre of

espionage which possessed an information bureau in every
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country, fitted up with modern appliances ; wireless stations

for sending and receiving messages, wireless photography,

telephones, etc.

A new Fritz Lang film. The Snv.

Again this director has inovatea ^ methods of

cinematographic technique.

It was neccessary to display much ingenuity to transpose sce-

nario and action (taken from a novel by Thea von Harbou)

with as much fidelity as possible to the screen, for the scena-

rio included several passages which depended for their effect

entirety upon the director. But it is precisely in these, that

Fritz Lang triumphs.

A certain number of criticisms might be made about this

film but it is certain that it will meet with an enthusiastic re-

ception from the public on account of the story and the new
aspects with which it is worked out.

The manner in which Fritz Lang has arranged the different

shots gives an extraordinary rhythm of life, to the whole film,

which is neither always logical nor regular, but which darts

off in a positive tangle of events and then suddenly slackens in

pace ; this must produce a bizarre effect upon the spectator

whose nerves are continually played upon by an uncreasing"

flow of impressions.

But Fritz Lang knows his public. He goes on without hesi-

tating in his own way. Neither groping nor evasive yet all

the same it is not always apossible to discern the eventual goal

at which he would arrive.

In spite however of some faults which this film reveals and
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which distinguish it, from an artistic point of view/ from the

preceding ones, it is undeniable that the talent of the director

Fritz Lang be recognized.

It is easy to guess from bis films that Fritz Lang loves Go-
thic. Even his style is. . . .Gothic !

Lang was born in Vienna and his father who was an architect

there wanted to make him an engineer, but Lang was not attrac-

ted by such a prospect. He preferred to make his own way
and follow his instincts. His existence from that moment was
that of the artist.

He studied drawing first, then painting, was an actor on the

stage, then lecturer and diseur at the Varieties, travelled in

Italy, in northern Africa, to arrive finally in Paris, where he

came in contact for the first time with the cinematographic

world.

The war at an end, he became more and more interested in

cinematography, studied its principles and said one day him-

self :

;

'that is my path, I must follow it." He produced first

of alL'Muden Tod !" and this film drew attention to his na-

me. Then came the Nibelungen and at last Metropolis. And
people realised that there wTas behind these a director of intel-

ligence and breath.

Spies. Here is his latest film.

He show us in it several actors as yet unknown, apart from

Willy Fritsch, whose acting seems to have improved, if this is

possible, from the expert direction of Lang. Klein-Rogge ap-

pears in demoniacial disguise, really at times a little too fan-

tastic. Lupu Pick acts with realism and success the part of
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the Japanese attache. Gerda Maurus brings an interesting

talent to her part but does not yet seem quite at ease in her

technique, whereas the little Lien Deyers shows great apti-

tude and promise.

Hellmund-Waldow.

NOTES SUR QUELQUES FILMS

MALDONE

Apres le succes personnel qu'il remporta dans Le Miracle

des Loups et dans Le joueur d'Echecs, Monsieur Charles Dullin

a fonde une Societe de Production : « Les Films Charles Dullin ».

Cette societe a presente son premier film : Maldone.

J'aimerais bien faire entendre avant de parler de ce film que,

malgre tous ses defauts, Maldone est un film interessant, qui

fait honneur a la Societe qui en a entrepris la realisation. Les

auteurs sont, par leur culture et leur intelligence, bien supe-

rieurs a la plupart des realisateurs, dont 1 'esprit primaire et

pretentieux rend tant de films insupportables. C'est pourquoi

nous attendons plus d'eux que des autres, et que nous les

critiquons plus severement.

Quand les metteurs en scene se persuaderont-ils qu'un bon
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scenario est aussi important qu'une bonne realisation ? M. Dul-

lin semble Lavoir compris. Au lieu de s'adresser a un scena-

riste quelconque ila demande un scenario a un jeune ecrivain

fort estime : M. Alexandre Arnoux. Est-ce le premier contact

de M. Arnoux avec le cinema ? ou est-ce vraiment ainsi qu'il

con£oit le cinema ? Le scenario qu'il a donne me semble fort

peu « cinema ». C'est de Ja litterature, et pas de la meilleure. A
voir le film on a peine a croire qu'il a ete fait d'apres un scena-

rio « original » et que ce n'est pas Ja une adaptation trop fidele

d'un roman.

A la suite d'un coup de tete, un fils de famille, Olivier

Maldone, a quitte la maison paternelle, ils' est fait roulier. Les

jours se suivent, les jours se ressemblent : Maldone, insouciant,

conduit ses chevaux, qui tirent les lourds chalands sur les ca-

naux. Le soir, dans les auberges, il aime a boire, a danser, a

courtiser les filles. II est heureux. Le jeune frere de Maldone,

le dernier descendant de la famille, est tue dans un accident.

Le domaine va-t-il rester sans heritiers ? Un vieux serviteur

part a la recherche du fils prodigue, le retrouve, le ramene.

Cinq annees passent... Nous retrouvons Maldone riche, marie,

pere d'un enfant. Mais Maldone s'ennuie. II est prisonnier de

sa richesse. La vie paisible et monotone d'un petit chateau de

province lui esf insupportable. II songe a la belle bohemienne

qu'il a rencontree autrefois, pres d'une ecluse, a sa vie errante...

II reprend ses habits et abandonne la maison pour la seconde

fois.

L'idee centrale du sujet est belle et interessante. Mes criti-

ques vont a la facon dont elle a ete traduite a Tecran. Je n'aime
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pas- nan plus beaucoup cette division de Taction en deux par-

ties que separe un intervalle de cinq annees pendant les-

quelles nous perdons de vue le heros. II aurait ete interessant

de voir, d'entrevoir la transition, la readaptation. Du moment
que nous retrouvons Maldone cinq ans plus tard, nous devi-

nons sans grand effort que, comme il etait pauvre et heureux
dans la premiere partie, il va etre malheureux maintenant qu'il

est riche, dans la seconde. Presentee ainsi, cette seconde par-

tie est bien banale et conventionne.He. Pourquoi Maldone s'est-

il Iaisse enchainer ? Comment, peu a peu a-t-il lui-meme forge

ses chaines ?

Le realisateur, Monsieur Jean Gremillon, est un jeune met-

teur en scene, dont nousavionsdeja vu Tour an Large, un petit

film d'etude sur la mer, qui a passe au Yieux Colombier. Gre-

miJlon est un technicien de premier ordre. Mais comment n'a-

t-il pas compris que pour un sujet de ce genre, tout a fait d'e-

motion et de poesie, un peu de coeur remplacait souvent avan-

tageusement Thabilete ? II nous a donne une eblouissante de-

monstration de sa virtuosite, mais qui fait le plus grand tort

a T ensemble du film. Maldone est une carte d'echantillon de

tout ce que Ton peut faire avec un appareil. Rien ne nous a

ete epargne. Un film de virtuosite pure serait fort interessant,

a condition qu'il ne dure pas plus d'une demi-heure ; mais au

cours d'un film la recherche de Tangle pour Tangle devient

horripilante. Et quelle erreur, au point de vue « art », comme au

point de vue commercial, d'avoir presente un film de 3.SC0

metres. Ler spectateurs qui avaient bien « tenu » jusqu'a T en-

tr'acte, dont le moral et Topinion etaient a ce moment assez
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bons, sont sortis, a la fin, excedes, abrutis, soules. II faut sa-

voir choisir. Que de choses inutiles a elaguer; des choses qui,

je le sais, sont excellentes en elles-memes, mais qui font poids

mort, qui entravent Je developpement du film. Si jmsiste un

peu sur ce point c'est que nous attendions beaucoup du film de

cette societe, la premiere qui ait a la fois des directeurs de va-

leur et les capitaux suffisants pour mener a bien une oeuvre im-

portant e. Nous avons ete un peu decus de voir un film dont Te-

motion vraie est a peu pres absente, un film de demonstra-

tion technique qu'une autre societe aurait sans doute pu faire

aussi bien.

Je dis : « sans doute », il est vrai, car jamais encore je n'ai

vu une photographie plus belle que dans Maldone. C'est une

eclatante demonstration des qualites de la pellicule panchroma-

tique et il faut feliciter sans reserves les techniciens qui ont

assure les prises de vues et ont su realiser une bande d'une aussi

remarquable egalite dans sa qualite. Parmi les exterieurs,

tous tres beaux, je voudrais citer cette etonnante vue du debut

i

la grande route blanche, interminable, sous un ciel d'orage, et

qui montre bien quels effets pathetiques on peut tirer d'un

simple paysage. C'est un film qui sera pour beaucoup une reve-

lation de ce que Ton peut obtenir dans le domaine de la photo-

graphie pure ; dans Tinterpretation photographique d'un pay-

sage, d'une nature morte ou d'un visage.

Je saisis cette occasion pour repondre a Mr. O. B. qui dans
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son article Vision d'histoire paru dans Close Up de fevrier,

critique Leon Poirier,la pellicule panchromatique et l'appareil

Debrie. Je n'ai pas a defendre M. Poirier, qui a toute une ceu-

vre derriere lui, et dont La Brieve, tournee en 1924, a ete une

sorte de chef d'oeuvre photographique.

Apprenons cependant a Mr. O. B. que la pellicule panchro-

matique exige l'emploi, dans de frequentes circonstances, de

filtres de couleur. Ce n'est pas seulement pour avoir l'air sa-

vant devant les curieux qui viennent assister aux prises de

vues (et qui empoisonnent les metteurs en scene) que les ope-

rateurs s'en encombrent. II peut lire a ce sujet un petit livre

eriite par la maison Kodak et qui est fort bien fait.

Quant a ce que dit Mr. O. B. de l'appareil Debrie, c'est tout

simplement ridicule. Le Parvo n'est sans doute pas parfait,

mais c'est deja un miracle d'avoir pu reunir tant de precision

et tant de solidite. Mon Parvo s'est promene pendant 10 mois

Sur la tete d'un porteur, au centre de l'Afiique, expose a tou-

tes les intemperies
;
et il n'a pas ((bouge». Je n'ai pas euunmetre

de raye. Les rayures, quand il y en a, proviennent d'une negli-

gence ou d'un manque de soin de la part de Toperateur ? Elles

sont dues, non aux velours, mais a ce que les glissieres de la

fenetre sont en mauvais etat.

*

Carl Th. Dreyer, a termine le montage du film auquel il

travaille depuis plus d'un an : La Passion de Jeanne d'Arc.

Dreyer a travaille a son film dans le plus grand secret. Non pas
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Verdun, Vision d'Histoire, the recently completed film of Leon Poirier,

which is now being assembled in the cutting room. This still is worth

studying as a clue to the general treatment. Note the lighting detail and

composition. Verdun is taken on panchromatic film.



Fluchi a us der Hohe, one of the new Derussa films, directed by

Georg Asagaroff. A dramatic shot used for the escape of Louis

Ralph (back).

Fluchi aus der HoIIe, a Phoenix-Film production, deals with the

Cayenne convict settlment. Here Louis Ralph has protested

against the food supplied. This film had a great success at the Ufa

Palast am Zoo, in Berlin.
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le secret des gens qui veulent faire du mystere pour intriguer,

le secret « d'echos de publicite ». Mais le secret des gens qui sa-

vent ce qu'ils veulent faire et qui se soucient pen de se lais-

ser deranger par les importuns. II n'est pas dans mon habitude

de louer des films avant de les avoir vus, mais le serieux, Ta-

mour que Dreyer a apporte a son travail, lent et methodique

me portent a esperer beaucoup de ce film. Le scenario retrace

la derniere journee de la vie de Jeanne d'Arc, et sa mort. II

se passe tout entier en 24 heures, commence par le dernier in-

terrogatoire que les juges font passer a Jeanne dans la chapelle

et se termine par la mort sur le bucher. II n'y aura pas de grands

decors, de grandes reconstitutions. Dreyer a voulu faire une

chose directement humaine dans laquelle le coeur soit pris et

broye, comme si Ton assistait, par indiscretion, a une chose a

laquelle on n'a pas le droit d'assister.

Marc Allegret.

COMMENT AND REVIEW

An interesting point in connection with last month's edito-

rial, which, it will be remembered, dealt with the dangerous

and destructive manner in which health films are nearly al-

ways made, and their harmful effect upon the mind, occurred
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recently at Leeds, where the Ufa him Dangers of Ignorance

was shown. The Kinematograph Weekly reports *A full

nursing staff is on duty and was kept busy. At one evening

show 37 men fainted.'"

This would be bad enough if the film were accurate, ana one

might reasonably expect it to be scrapped immediately. But

not only is the film inaccurate and misrepresentative, but

when the realisation of its shocking effect upon the mind and

spirit is so far recognised as to equip the theatre with a full

nursing staff, one is left speechless before the awful sub-nor-

mality which can possibly suppose that such treatment can

possibly do any good anywhere. Let it again be suggested

that the idea of a health film is excellent, but that the way to

do it is not to show the destructive course of the disease, but

the constructive cure ; not to show diagramatically, photogra-

phically and with ghastly human examples the breaking down
of tissue, and the horrible progress of the disease germs, but

the routing of the disease, and the general cleansing wrought

by cure. Meanwhile this pernicious film is attracting thou-

sands, and where its harm will end, goodness only knows.

Potemkin was shown private!}" in London in May to the Lon-

don and Middlessex County Councils. .Although none of the

members would make any statement alter having seen it, i:

was announced that they would report to their committees at

the Council meetings. Up to the time of writing there has
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been no mention of it. Why was Potemkin shown ? It

it the beginning of a movement to negotiate with Russia, and
to recognise its films ? We have already had the somewhat
innocuous Postmaster. Potemkin might be shown, or shorn,

but it is certain England will not see it in its original form.

*

On the other hand, Arthur Hammerstein has taken back to

New York Eisenstein's later picture Ten Days that Shook the

World. In addition to this he has Pudowkin's Mother and the

End of St. Petersburg. Mr. Hammerstein plans to show these

and even in case of controversy he can show them in his own
New York theatre.

Ten Days was recently forbidden in Zurich, after its first

public showing, on the grounds of being too favourable to

Bolshevist regime !

Robert Florey, whose remarkable hundred-dollar films are

discussed elsewhere in this issue, is not a newT-comer to the

screen. His first cinema work was in Switzerland, making two

reel comedies of the Charlie Chaplin type. In Europe he also

directed pictures for Gaumont (Louis Feuillade Pictures)

—

in Nice—and for Pathe (L. Boudrioz Co.) in Paris. He met

Douglas Fairbanks in Switzerland, and came to Hollywood,

where he directed in pictures for several of the minor companies,
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and worked as an assistant director with some of the larger

companies, under King Vidor, Henry King, von Stroheim, and

others. He is now assisting King in the filming of The Woman
Disputed, starring Norma Talmadge. For two years, also, he

was technical director for theMetro-Goldwyn-Mayer Company,

where he designed sets and costumes for La Boheme, Bardelys

the Magnificent, and other big productions. He has also writ-

ten several books on motion pictures.

He is, of course, the author of hic unique experimental films,

as well as the director of them. The stories are extremely

slight, insubstantial and fantastic. Their importance and dis-

tinguishing quality lie in the manner in which they have been

taken. For the Hollywood Rhapsody only one lamp was used.

Last month it was stated that this was a forty watt lamp.

This was a typographical error, and should have been four

hundred watt. This, however, in no way affects the marvel

of what he has accomplished with this single light. The film

was inspired by Gerschwin's musical composition The Rhapsody

in Blue, and as elsewhere stated, was produced at a cost of nine

ty-seven dollars. His second, The Sad Love of Zero (a fantas-

tic portrayal of a chemist's romance) involved a cash expendi-

ture of one hundred and twenty five dollars. And his third

Johann the Coffin Maker a graveyard fantasy, will be made
for approximately the same sum. All of the work on his pic-

tures is done at night, after he is finished with his daily duties

at the United Artists stuaio.
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*

Hollywood now has its equivalent of the Studio des Ursulines,

the Filmarte, designed for the showing of unusual and experi-

mental films. Miss Regge Doran is the promoter and mana-
ger of it, backed by an organisation representing a group of

high-class Hollywood movie theatres. It is devoted to the

showing of European as well as Hollywood films that are dis-

tinguished by novelty or exceptional artistry. Its programmes
will include the reviving of old films. Further notice of this

theatre and its policy will appear in the June issue.

*

The following letter has just been received from Mr Le Neve

Foster, and will be of great interest in its bearing upon the ar-

ticles by Mr Macpherson and Bryher in this issue.

There has been such a lot in the last two issues of Close Up
which I would like to write to you about that I hardly know
where to begin.

In your April issue one writer says that he thinks producers

would be afraid to fade out and then cut to the next scene. I

did this very thing in The Wizard of Alderley Edge which we
made here last summer. The effect was. contrary to expecta-

tions, practically no different from a fade out and then a fade

in. The converse of this proceedure (i. e. a sudden blackout

and then a fade in) is rather effective in certain circumstances.
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Miss Tonge and I tried another effect (which I have not seen

done) a short time ago. It is rather like a mix, but instead of

fading out, we circled out and circled in, overlapping the two

"circles" instead of the fades. I have only just finished the

developing of this bit of film and have not had time to run off

print yet, so I can't say how it will look on the screen, which is

of course, the real test (*).

I am very interested in Bryher's remarks on film societies

Id suggest that promoters of these schemes take a look

-oiector market. A few months ago

h motor, spool-boxes and

.akers at £45. So far, the

.0 renew the brushes of the

d be film society has to face

seexx_ ectors or films, but finding

a home. Rooii^, _
+

There one can put up a pri-

vate theatre, are jolly difficuiL _ id—and the rent and rates

are a big liability for a small new unit to undertake.

I do feel very strongly that every film society should try

to produce one film a year. Xo matter if it is only a few hund-

red feet, it will make its producers far more intelligently criti-

cal than they were before. And such a film should really be

produced by the film society. Not by a few members helped

out by an ;i imported" professional cameraman. It is not of-

ten possible (on the score of expense) for amateurs to under-

(*) This was ako effectively employed in Siihne.
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take their own laboratory work, but everything else and even

this when possible ought to be undertaken by the Society.

Though gm.m. and 16 m.m. films are better experience than

none at all, for obvious reasons it is desirable that all serious

work should be done with standard 35 m.m. film.

Yours sincerely,

Peter A., le Neve Foster.

170, Hope Street, Glasgow. C. 2.

May I permit myself the benefit of your pages to suggest that

if any readers are interested in forming a Film Club in Glasgow

that I will be pleased to hear from them and arrange a meeting,

whereby the matter might be discussed. Myself and another

friend would be pleased to form the nuclues, and perhaps

Bryher, will offer the practical suggestions via the editorial pa-

ges.

Yours very truly.

A. McLeod Bisset.

Engineer.

Dr. Fritz Wenhausen, director of the very lovely Out of the

Mist (Hagar's Sohn) is now directing a new Terra Film, Eine
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Frau von Format, of which the manuscript was written by

himself and Heinz Goldberg, from an Operette by Schanzer and

Wehlisch, with music by Michael Krauzs. Mady Christians

is in the leading role. Diana Karenne recently in Casanova

is in the role of Princess Petra. Other players include Hedwig

Wangel, Petef C. Leska, Hans Thimig, Emil Heyse and Robert

Garrison. Sets by Hans Jacoby, costumes by Theatrekunst

Kaufmann, and photography by Arpad Yiragh.

Ludwig Berger will direct Mady Christians in a film writ-

ten by Hans Miiller, entitled Das brennende Herz, which will

be started in the summer. Terra will distribute this film in

Germany. A further item of interest concerning Terra Films

is the making of RevoltUionshochzeit, from the stage success

by Sophus Michaelis, directed by A. W. Sandberg, with Suzy

Vernon and Gosta Erkmann.

*

Max. Glass Productions will film Unfitg der Liebe, from the

hook by Alexander Gastell. Robert Wiene will direct. Two
of his best known films to date are Rosenkavalier and the Hands

of Orlac.

The Marqius d'Eon, Carl Grune's new film now being made
for Emelka, is being photographed by that great artist of the

camera, Fritz Arno Wagner, who has to his credit Warning

Shadows, Jeanne Ney, and Spione (The Spy) . This, apart from
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anything else, will ensure our interest from the start. Liane

Haid will play the title role. Agnes Esterhazy will play Ma-
dame Pompadour, and Mona Maris the Russian Czarina.

Der Negerspielfilm " Samba" volksbildend jugendfrei.

In Senegambien, im Siidafrikanischen Urwald, hat die be-

kannte Grothe-Briickner-Expedition der Emelka einen Film

gedreht der sich durch seine absolute Neuartigkeit von allem

unterscheidet, was wir bisher auf der Leinwand gesehen ha-

ben. Samba ist ein Spielfilm, kein Kulturfilmund seine Schau-

pieler sind die schongewachsenenBambaraneger Senegambiens,

die selbst noch nie einen Film gesehen haben und doch durch

die naturliche Anmut ihrer Bewegungen und ihre mimische

Ausdrucksfahigkeit den Film fur uns Europaer zu einen Er-

lebnis machen. Die Hauptgestalten sind Samba, der grosste

Jager des Urwalds und Fatu seine Liebste.

Und um di Liebe dieser Beiden spielt sich das Drama ei-

nes ganzen Negerdorfes ab, das uns in Spannung halt. Und
ganz wie bei uns spielen Reichtum und Macht ihre gewichtige

und besondere Rolle dabei. Der Film wurde fur das ganze

Reich fur die Jugend freigegeben und als volksbildend erklart.
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HOLLYWOOD NOTES

Hollywood is again abuzz with activity. After a protract-

ed period of depression, during which several of the larger stu-

dios were closed, the business of picture making has been re-

sumed in full measure and with increased fervor and optimism.

No large proportion of Hollywood's twenty-five studios and

sixty or more producing companies could ever long remain idle

or mark time. The world-wide demand for Hollywood films

continues to multiply, notwithstanding foreign quota laws and

increasing European competition.

The popularity of the phono-film has proven so emphat-

ic, that every producer is preparing to use thisnew sound device

with its feature pictures. Warner Brothers and the Fox Com-
pany, as the pioneers in this field, already have several speak-

ing and singing films on the market. FBO has entered into

an arrangement with the General Electric Company and the

Radio Corporation of America for the use of photo-phone inven-

tions in the making and exhibiting of its pictures. Paramount

Lask\^ is experimenting in the same field, and has already equip-

ped two of its special films, Wings and The Legion of The

Condemned, with realistic sound effects in connection with the

whirring of airplanes and the roaring of their motors.

However, it will probably be some time before any but the
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largest cinemas will be in a position to exhibit this novel and
impressive innovation, as special theatre equipment is necess-
ary for its use, and this is both intricate and expensive.

Another new devices in connection with picture showing,
is the magnascope. By means of this invention the size of
the screen and the projected scenes can be increased four-fold

at any desired point in the running of the film. It is especially

effective in such scenes as embrace an extended sweep of land-

scape or sea veiw. It was first used in the exhibiting of Old

Ironsides, and is now being employed in 'the showing of Wings
and one or two other recent pictures of like character in which

certain wide-ranging camera shots admit of a larger canvas

and thereby attain a heightened effect of realism.

Still another newT cinema invention has recently been per-

fected and put into operation. This, howTever, is purely a

professional one and has no connection with the mechanics of

making or exhibiting a picture. It is a laugh-recording device.,

employing certain principles of the radio, and is used by direc-

tors and film editors of comedier for the purpose of recording

the laugh reactions of an audience when a comedy film before

being released is given a try-out preview at some local theatre.

Heretofore the best that could be done by personal observation

at such a preview, was to keep account of the number of laughs

provoked by the picture, without being definitely able, however,

to record all of the particular points at which the audience

laughed or were expected to laugh and failed to do so ; nor was
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it" possible to keep accurate account of the various degrees of

the audience's response to the different "gags" and smart titles.

Now however, by means of this electro-mechanical device,

all of these audience reactions—from dull silence or individual

giggles to uproarious outbursts of mirth—can be accurately

recorded, together with the specific points in the film at which

they occur, and thus be made to serve as a guide for such fur-

ther editing or for such changes in the film as they may indi-

cate as necessary before the picture is released for general dis-

tribution.

C. H.

ENGLISH RELEASES

Several movies to be shown in June are worth seeing
;
there are also a

number of good films which could be seen, if people would have the energy

to demand them with insistence. The names of these have been included so

that people can ask for them.

At the Edge of the World.

Ufa film, directed by Karl Grune. The sort of not quite first-rate pic-

ture that is hailed as a masterpiece by the press Brigitte Helm is excellent,

and the film is decidedly to be seen. See stills in Close Up for February.

Distributed by Gaumont.

The Fugitive Lover.

Hans Steuwe (Schinderamies, Feme) in his first film to be shown in England.

Directed by Richard Oswald. Distributed by New Era.
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Berlin.

' Ruttmann's "symphony of a modern city" was shown at the Capitol in

April, so it must be in England, and therefore available.

Love and Thieves.

Ufa film, directed by Karl Froehlich. Henny Porten in a dual role. This

should be enough. Distributed by Gaumont.

Movietone.

The latest programmes at the Xew Gallery include Beatrice Lillie and Camp-
bell breaking the world's speed record. Fox.

Shiraz.

A film acted entirly by Indians, around the Taj Mahal. Directed by Vic-

tor Peers, distributed by British International. Just arrived.

The Unsleeping Eye.

A film made in Xew Guinea by Alexander Macdonald, explorer. Bri-

tish Screen Productions.

Verdun.

This French war film, though stressing "realism", shows a care for compo-

sition not usually evident in pictures of this type. To be released during the

summer by Gaumont.

La passion de Jeanne d'Arc.

Dreyer's work, stills of which appeared last month in Close Up has been

bought for England by Whitehall Films.
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Speedy.

Harold Lloyd's newest, and excellent Lloyd. Photography would make
it be called a work of art were it slower and more pretentious.

Wings.

Has points, which are not its story, its sentiment, its horrors nor its cast,

which is frail on the feminine (Clara Bow and Jobyna Ralston) and overstocked
on the adolescent (Richard Arlen and Charles Rogers). Photography of aerial

fights, and "how was it done ?" its interest. Also, as showing the kind of

thing that runs a year in New York. Paramount.

Shooting Stars.

Of which everyone knows. British Instructional film.

FILMS RECOMMENDED BY CLOSE UP

First choice.

Die Liebe der Jeanne Ney (The Love of Jeanne Ney).

Ufa. Direction : G. W. Pabst. Manuscript : Leonhardt. Cameraman :

P. A. Wagner. Edith Jehanne, Brigitte Helm, Fritz Rasp. Uno Henning,

A. E. Licho, Vladimir Sokoloff, in exquisite Pabst scenario. Superb tech-

nique acting, photography. Set in Crimea and Montparnasse. To be seen

at all costs. (English release Dec. 31). Recently at the Avenue Pavilion,

London.
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Siihne (Expiation) Dura Lex.

Early Sovkino Film by L. Kuleschow (see articles by H. D.) from Jack

London story. A Chochlowa as Edith has almost terrible genius. Fred

Forell as Jack. S. Komarow, P. Podabed, P. Goladschew.

Abwege (Crise).

Erde Film, distributed by Deutsche-Universal. New Film by G. W . Pabst,

with Brigitte Helm, and Herta v. Walter, Jack Trevor, Gustav Diessl, Fritz

Odemar. Further laurels to this great director. Paris premiere shortly

under management of Ste. Sofar.

Dona Juana.

Ufa in coniunction with Elizabeth Bergner's Poectic Film Company.
Direction Paul Czinner. Photography by Carl Freund. From the Spanish

of Tirzo da Molina. Elizabeth Bergner. Walter Rilla.

Bed and Sofa (Trois dans un Sous-Sol).

Sud film A. G. Eudmila Semenova, WToldemar Fogel and Nicolei Bata-

loff . The Potemkin method applied to domestic drama. Amazing psycholo-

gy. Uncompromising treatment. Directed by Alexander Room

The End of St. Petersburg.

Another triumph for Pudowkin, maker of The Mother. Meschrabpom-
Russ. Film, for Derussa. Mss. Natan Zarchi. Photography : Anatolij

Golownia. Sets : Koslowski. Played by Baranowskaia, WT
. Oblensky, as

EedebefT. J. Tschuwileff and Tschistiakoff.

The Mother.

From the story Maxim Gorki. Meschrabpom-Russ-Production. Direc-
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lion W. Pudowkin. The mother : W. Baranowskajas. The father : Leinst-

iakoff. The son : Nicolei BatalofT. No reason for censorship as its lesson

is far greater than merely political.

The Black Sunday.

Production Goskino. Direction Wiskowski. A second Potemkin, con-

tinuing the story of the 1905 revolution. If possible more realistic in treat-

ment than Potemkin, though less masterly in appeal.

The Postmaster.

Meschrabpom-Russ-Production. From the novel by Pouschkin. Directed

by Jeliabouiski and Moskvine, with Moskvine in the leading role and, Ta-

marine and Mme Malinowskaja. Dynamic beauty with typical Russian

quality of realism.

Geiger von Florenz (Impetuous Youth).

Ufa. Direction Paul Czinner. Elizabeth Bergner, Conrad Veidt, Walter

Rilla. Photography by Freund. Not to be missed.

Voyage to the Congo.

Neofilm production. A photographic record by Marc Allegret of the

journey made by Andre Gide and himself to unknown regions of the Congo,

as told by Gide in his book of the same name. Vivid and unique.

Schinderhannes.

Prometheus-Film-super-production. Direction Kurt Bernhardt. Scena-

rio by same with Carl Zuckmayer. Photography Gunther Krampf . Sets

by Heinrich Richter. Superb cast including Hans Stiiwe, Fritz Rasp, Lissi

Arna, Frieda Richard, Albert Steinruck, Kowal-Samborski.
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ERNST LUBITSCH

" Danton
"

"Madame du Barry"

"Forbidden Paradise"

*' Lady Windemere's Fan"

"The Marriage Circle"

" So This is Paris"



CLOSE UP

Rien que les Heures and En Rade.

Neofilm productions directed by A. Cavalcanti. Catherine Hessling starred.

La Tragedie de la Rue.

Pantomin-Film. Directed by Bruno-Rahn. Photography : Guido Seeber

Asta Nielsen in wonderful role. Oscar Homolka, Hilda Jennings ,\V. Pitt-

chaw. Marvellous psychological treatment, from the book by William

Braun. Presented in France by M. B. Film.

UAuberge en Folie (Kleinstadtsunder)

.

Bruno Rahn's film turned iust previous to La Tragedie de la Rue. Asta

Nielsen, Maria-Paudler, Hans Wassmann, Max Maximilian, Hermann Picha

Pantomin-Film, presented in France by M. B. Film.

Der Meister von Numberg.

Phcebus-Film Directed by L,udwig Berger. Beautiful scenes and light-

ing. Frohlich gives charming performance. Maria Solveg brings new grace

to the screen.

io Tage die die Welt Erschulterten (Ten Days that Staggered

the World).

New Film by S. M. Eisenstein, maker of Potemkin. Production : Sovkino

Distributed by Prometheus Film in Germany, Said to have been much cut

as last minute. Marvellous treatment, but disappointed many critic^.

Samba.

Emelka Film by A. Bruckner. With native actors of So Africa only.
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HAVE THE WORLDS ONLY
MOTION PICTURE NEWSPAPER

HOLLYWOOD

FILMOGRAPH
. . . Sent to You or Your

Friends, Weekly

Name

Address

State

Price—84.00 $2.00 $1 .00

Per Year 6 Months 3 Months

ADDRESS HOLLYWOOD FILMOGRAPH
5507 Santa Monica Boulevard

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA



CLOSE UP

Berlin (A City Symphony).

By Walter Ruttmann. A day in Berlin without actors or sets. To be

generally released.

Die Abenteuer eines Zehnmarkscheines (Adventures of a Ten-

mark Note).

t

Fox-Kuropa Production. Directed by Viertel. With Werner Fuetterer,.

Anna Meiller, Imogen Roberston and Walter Frank.

La Passion de Jeanne dJArc.

Soc. Generale de Films Production. Dist. A. C. B. Carl Dreyer's astound-

ing masterpiece. Scenario, Dreyer and Joseph Delteil. Cameraman, Ru-
dolph Mate, Mlle Falconetti as Jehanne. Silvain as Cauchon.

Moscow that laughs and Weeps (Moscow wte es wient und lacht)

.

Meschrabpom-Russ for Derussa. Direction Barnett. Anna Sten, J .

Kowal-Sambourski. Woldemar Fogel.

Second choice.

Kopf Hoch Charley (Bigamie).

Ufa. Ellen Richter in marvellous role. Directed by Willi Wolff. Last
third of picture falls off.

Moral.

Matador-Film-Verlieh . (Universa1 Pictures Corporation). Ellen Rich-
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WHATS HAPPENING= IN AMERICA=
along the line of visual

instruction in schools,

and in the general field of public

education, is presented in

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

The only magazine in the united States specifically devoted to

the serious side of pictures.

New thought on the subject

New productions in educational films

Current opinion on the Hollywood product

The Educational Screen is known around the zuorld

Foreign subscription price :

3.00 for one year

4.00 for two years

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN, 5, S. WABASH AVENUE. CH1CACO, L .S.A.



CLOSE UP

ter and Harry Halm in bright and charming comedy. Directed by Willi

Wolf.

Out of the Mist (Hagar's Sohn).

Defu Production. Mady Christians. Werner Fuetterer, Vladimir Soko-

loff in drama of German mountains. Beautiful lighting. Directed by Fritz

Wendhausen.

Alraune (Mandrake) .

Ama Film. From the book by Harms Heinz Ewers, directed by Henrik

Galeen. Fantastic fare for those who like the improbable. Brigitte Helm in

title role. Paul Wegener, Ivan Petrovitch, Valeska Gert, Wolfgang Zilzer.

Am Rande der Welt (The Edge of the World).

Ufa. Directed by Carl Grune. Sets by Neppach. Brigitte Helm. Al-

bert Steinruck. Plea for pacifism. Fails in this respect, but has beauti-

ful sets and lighting.

White Gold.

De Mille production, directed by William K. Howard. Jetta Goudal,

Gerorge Bancroft. Admirable restraint in tragic story. Bad comedy tou-

ches.

Wolfs Clothing (La Folle Nuit).

A delightful Imbitsch comedy with Monty Blue and Patsy Ruth Miller

Directed by Roy del Ruth.

So This is Paris !

Ivubitsch again, with Monte Blue, Patsy Ruth Miller, and Andre Beranger.
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RENfiE ADORfiE

The Immortal Melisande

of

"THE BIG PARADE"



CLOSE UP

The Student Prince.

Lubitsch again reveals his deft and charming power. Ramon Xovarro and
Norma Shearer.

The King of Kings.

Cecil M. de Mille production. W. B. Warner, Jacqueline Logan. Ernest
Torrence, Rudolph and Joseph Schildkraut, Victor Varconi, Wm Boyd.

Sunrise.

Fox Film. Directed by Murnau. Janet Gaynor, Eugene O'Brien.

Luther.

A Cob- Film Production made for the Lutheran Church by Hans Kyser.

Has created much dissent among the Roman Catholics. Eugen Klopfer as.

Luther. Livio Pavanelli and Elsa "Wagner.



VOLKS- 1
FILM-VERBAND

(Volksverband fur Filmkunst) E. V.

For only 50 Pfennig all may join the
membership of the Volks-Film-Ver-
band (Peoples' Film Association).
Entrance Fee: 50 pf. Monthly subscription 50pfg.

Board of Directors

:

Heinrich Mann. Kathe Kollwitz. Prof. Alfons
Goldschmid. Erwin Piscator, Leonhardt Frank.
Dr. .Max Deri. Dr. Franz Hollering. Rudolf
Schwarzkopf.

Artistic Committee

:

Bela Balazs. Arthur Holitscher. Karl Freund.
Edmund Meisel. G. W. Pabst. Leo Lanis. Ernst
Angel, Andor Kraszna-Kraus. Franze Dyck-
Schnitzer. Viktor Blum. I. A. Hubler-Kahla.

Join the Volks-Film-Verband.
All information and prospectuses from the
offices of the Association. Berlin SW. 48.

Friedrichstrasse 235, or from any of the branch
offices.

cut here — write clearly

NOTICE OF MEMBERSHIP
To the Volksverband fur Filmkunst. Berlin

SW. 48. Friedrichstrasse 235.

I herewith declare my entrance into the
Volksverband fur Filmkunst E. V.

Enclosed is my entrance fee of 50 Pfg. and the
monthly fee of not more than 50 Pfg for ....
months making a total of. . . . Marks, for which
postal order (cheque or stamps) is enclosed.
Orders and cheques pavable to the Workers '

Bank at S 14, Wallstrasse 65, for a c, N u 6210
(Volks-Film-Verband).

Name _ -

All filmgoers who are

tired of the reaction-

ary tendencies, art-

istically, socially and
politically of the bad
German films belong
with us. Against the
mass of capital invest-

ed in reactionary films

we must set the stren-

gth and enthusiasm
of our energetic organ-
isation.

What the Volks-Film-

Verband has to offer:

1. Free admittance to

at least ten good
films per year. If the

costs of the Assoc-
iation are in excess

of this, the member
has only the difference

to pay.

2. Reports and est-

imates to promote
understanding of the

problems of the film.

3. The illustrated mon-
thly film Magazine,

Film und Volk at

the reduced price of

20 Pfg. (instead of

40 Pfg.).

Occupation

Adress



Every Student of the Silent Drama

Should read

THE FILM MERCURY
"Published in Hollywood"

FILMLAND'S FOREMOST WEEKLY

Edited by TAMAR LANE

Contains analytical and critical comment on the latest developments
in the film industry

The most fearless and feared film

paper published in ^America

10 cents weekly

$ 3. 00 per year

THE FILM MERCURY
7524 Cahuenga Ave

HOLLYWOOD - CALIF. - U.S.A.



JOIN THE FILM BUREAU
LOCATE AND SEE ONLY THE
BETTER MOTION PICTURES
DO N T WASTE TIME AND MONEY SEEING THE
INFERIOR UNINTERESTING STUPID PICTURE WHEN
THERE ARE REALLY GOOD PICTURES TO BE SEEN

DISINTERESTED ADVICE FROM A DISCRIMINATING SOURCE

THE FILM BUREAU OFFERS ITS SUBSCRIBERS

A YEAR'S SUBSCRIPTION (SIX ISSUES) TO THE

FILM BULLETIN
(A MONTHLY GUIDE TO THE BEST PICTURES)NOVEMBER TO APRIL INCLUSIVE
COMPLIMENTARY AND SPECIALLY PRICED TICKETS
FOR SOME OF THE BEST PICTURES
PRIVATELY SCREENED PICTURES
SERVICE IN ARRANGING ENTERTAINMENTS
IN CONNECTION WITH MOTION PICTURES

A FIFTY PER CENT DISCOUNT IN RENTING THE BUREAU'S

PORTABLE MOTION PICTURE MACHINES
(FOR PRIVATE SCREENINGS)
AN OFFICE INFORMATION SERVICE AND
SPECIAL ADVANTAGES WHEN IT OPENS ITS OWN

LITTLE PICTURE HOUSE
THE SUBSCRIPTION IS TEN DOLLARS A YEAR

JOIN NOW - APPLICATION CARDS AND OTHER DATA
(INCLUDING A COMPLIMENTARY COPY OF THE FILM BULLETIN) MAILED ON REQUEST

FILM BUREAU — 4 WEST 40 th STREET — NEW YORK - N. Y.



" The best voice in the wilderness of Films

"

That is what a New York motion picture man has said about The Film
Spectator, edited by Welford Beaton and published in Hollywood.
Two years ago \Yelford Beaton conceived the idea of a new magazine devot-

ed to the production and criticism of motion pictures. It was to be a publi-

cation that was different from others—one that did not fear facts—one that

might not always be right, but one that would be courageous and honest.

Now The Spectator is acclaimed by public and press and Mr. Beaton is

referred to as ''America's, most discerning motion picture critic". He tells

the truth about pictures and the people make who them with rare ability

.

Hundreds of heartening ] etters of commendation have been received.

HERE ARE SOME OF THE COMMENTS :

Read The Spectator ? Of Course ! Where else could I find the same
spirit of courage, conviction, and joyous contempt for consequences ? Samuel
Hopkins Adams.

I read the Film Spectator with increasing interest. There is vigorous

and excellent writting in it. H. L. Mencken.
The film Spectator reveals its editor as a writer of practically perfect

English, and as a man with an analytical mind, a sense of humor and a pro-

found knowledge of the screen. Arthur D. How den Smith.
I naturally receive many magazines—all deadhead, bye the way. except

The Film Spectator !—but the latter is the only one of the lot I read, or have
read, from cover to cover. And that is not because I pay for it, ei-

ther. Stewart Edward Whita.
The numbers sent me confirm, Mr. Ralph Flint's suggestions to me that

your magazine is truly the best voice in the wilderness of films. Not only
do I find 3^our judgments honest, but they are penetratingly just. Symon
Groula. Executive Director, Film Arts Guild. New York.

I find more sound sense in what you write about the present situation

than in anything that has ever been said or written about it. JohnW . Ram-
sey. President American Play Co. Inc. Xew Yors.
Welford Beaton is America's most discerning motion picture critic. Lron-

don (England) Express.
Welford Beaton. . . .a literate writer of motion picture crticism. . . .his

opinion has been uniformly sound. New York World.

Subscription for one year $ 5.00, foreign 5 6.00. Single copies free on request.

THE FILM SPECTATOR, 7213 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood.. Calif.

Please find enclosed $ for yearly subscription to The Film Spectator.

Name

Address



SUBSCRIPTION BLANK
Readers are reminded that in many instances

subscriptions expire with this issue. They are

cautioned to fill in this blank immediately and either

hand it to their bookseller or send direct to :

POOL
RIANT CHATEAU

TERRITET

SWITZERLAND

Kindly enter my subcription to Close Up for one year

(which six months indicate).

commencing I enclose (cheque foff

(postal order

Subscription rate (14 shillings) per year by pos*

(3 dollars 50J

Name - -



LES EDITIONS

PIERRE RRAIINRERGER
v e n d e n t

dans

le

monde
entier

les

meilleurs

films

Avez-vous besoin d'un conseil

artistique ? technique ?

commercial ? financier ?

Nous vous mettrons en relation avec les meilleurs

specialistes du monde cinematographique

15 avenue M atignon 15

PARIS VHP
Telephone : Elysee 86-84



THE DIAL
A M|ONTHLY MAGAZINE
OF ART AND LITERATURE
FOUNDED i8?8o BY FRANCIS F. BROWNE
Editor : Marianne Moore Adviser : Scofield Thayer

AMONG RECENTlCONTRIBUTORS ARE :

W. C. BLUM
KENNETH BURKE
E. E. CUMMINGS
H. D.
FRANK DOBSON
RALPH CHEEVER DUNNING
ROGER FRY
ALYSE GREGORY
GASTON LACHAISE
MARIE LAURENCIN

D. H. LAWRENCE
THOMAS MANN
PAUL MORAND
RAYMOND MORTIMER
PABLO PICASSO
PAUL ROSENFELD
GERTRUDE STEIN
PAUL VALfiRY
WILLIAM CARLOS WILLIAMS
WILLIAM BUTLER YEATS

often full of very interesting things, and is so well printed,

and makes for good all round.
33 The Mask. July 1925.

O
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION FIVE DOLLARS

(Foreign postage 60 cents additional)

ADDRESS :

152 |WEST 13th STREET NEW YORK



a young society

NEOFILM
groups young producers

under the artistic and technical direction of

ALBERTO CAVALCANTI
who directed

THE
3 first NEOFILM productions

RIEN QUE LES HEURES
EN RADE

YVETTE
ANDRE GIDE and MARC ALLEGRET'S Travel Picture

VOYAGE AU CONGO
is

A NEOFILM PRODUCTION



La plus importante revue francaise

de Cinema

LA CI N EMATOGRAPHI

E

FRANCAISE=
Chaque semaine toutes les nouvelles du Cinema

FILMS EN PREPARATION

ANALYSES DES NOUVEAUX FILMS

CHRONIQUE DE SEXPLOITATION

CHRONIQUE FINANCIERE

LES PROGRES DE LA TECHNIQUE

LES NOUVELLES INVENTIONS

Nouvelles d'Angleterre, Amerique, Allemagne, Espagne, Italie

Directeur Redacteur en Chef '. P.-A. HARLfi

5, rue Saulnier, PARIS (9
e
)

T616phone : PROVENCE 02. 13



SENSATIONAL BOOKS
ANATOMY OF MOTION PICTURE ART
By Eric Elliott, Price 6 shillings.

"A sound piece of reasoning fully informed, coolly measured,
and based upon a knowledge of aesthetics that extends con-
siderably farther than that of the ordinary critic of the screen."

Manchester Guardian.

"One would willingly pay a guinea for Anatomy of Motion
Picture Art. Mr. Elliott avoids any of the emotional rhetoric

which mediocrity seems to bring to a consideration of the mo-
vies Nearly everything he says makes one pause to think."

The London Mercury.

Anatomy of Motion Picture Art should be read by all cine-

ma-goers. It is a true contribution toward the artistic pro-

gress of the film.

CIVILIANS
By Bryher. Price 7 shillings and 6 pence.

Being an indictment of war and the people who make it,

the preface gives food for thought :

" The characters and inci-

dents in this book are not fictitious." "She is earnest to re-

cord, not to create. . .it switches swiftly and informingly from
one incident or episode to another." Manchester Guardian.

GAUNT ISLAND
By Kenneth Macpherson. Price 7 shillings and 6 pence.

Only a few copies of this book remain.

Order Form

Please supply the following book (s) :

Name (Mr. Miss Mrs)

AdrESS _

TO POOL
RIANT CHATEAU

TBRR1TBT
SWITZERLAND

Postal order for

Cheque
Postage on all books 6d extra

is enclosed.



Bound Volumes of Close Up
"REFERENCE BOOKS FOR THE FUTURE"

Volume two, bound in vellum or boards, will be ready from

June 15th. This is a convenient form in which to have Close

Up, as it will be a reference book for the future, and single co-

pies are apt to be mislaid, lost or torn.

Close Up, bound in white vellum, is the ideal book for a gift

or for collectors. It will be priced at 12 shillings and 6 pence.

Orange cloth-back board volumes are priced at 10 shillings.

Close Up Vol 2 will be invaluable in a few years time, con-

taining a fund of information, and details which would other-

wise be forgotten, as well as beautiful and exclusive photographs

from the best current films. In twenty years time these will

be as unique and rare as are stills from films produced twenty

years ago. Buy Close Up now for the future !

Order Form

Please supply Close Up, Vol. 2 bound in )

^ G Um
^ y

' I board (cloth back)

Name

Adress

Postal Order (Vellum 12 /6)

Cheque is enclosed for (Boards 10/-)

Postage on all volumes 6d, extra

Hand this form to your bookseller, or send direct to

POOL, Riant Chateau, Territet, Switzerland.



7, Rue de l'Odeon

PARIS VP

LA MAISON
DES AMIS
DES LIVRES

Adrienne Monnier

LIBRAIRIE

SOCIETE DE LECTURE

« La Maison des Amis des Livres is indisputa-

bly the founder of the present bookshop move-
ment. It introduced two great principles which
have now been established : the first, of a moral
order, demands that the bookseller be not only
cultivated but that he or she undertake the task

of a veritable priesthood ; the second, of a mate-
rial order, reposes on the practice of the sale and
loan of books.
The Library of the Maison des Amis des Livres

is today the most complete and the richest libra-

ry in existence. It possesses a great number of
works that are out of print. There one finds all

the Moderns up to the most extreme, and all

the Classics. »

VALERY LARBAUD
(La Revue de France)



12, Rue de lOdeon

PARIS VP

SHAKESPEARE
AND COMPANY

Sylvia Beach

BOOKSHOP
LENDING LIBRARY

PUBLISHERS OF c< ULYSSES

« I shall be doing a service in pointing

out the most complete and modern Anglo-
American libraries that Paris possesses.

« It is Shakespeare and Company run by
Miss Sylvia Beach whose role as publisher and
propagandist in France of the most recent

English and American works assures her from

now on an enviable place in the literary history

of the United States, and who assembles the

elite among the young English, Irish and

Americans who are temporally in Paris. »

VALERY LARBAUD
(La Revue de France)



REGISTER !

What the Camera is to the Film, that

the firm of John and Edward Bumpus, Ltd.

is to the reader : a means of delight. The

wants, the tastes of each client are studied ;

suggestions are made, lists of new books

are sent, successful " shots ^ are recorded.

Register your preferences by postcard
;
our

catalogues and special lists will be sent free.

John and Edward BUMPUS, Ltd.,

Booksellers By Appointment To His Majesty The King

3^0, Oxford Street,

LONDON, W. 1. Telephone r-Mayfair 1223.

DIJON — DARANTIERK





Sole American and Canadian distributors :

THE FILM ARTS GUILD
500 Fifth Avenue. . . New York

Through whom all enquiries in America and Canada
with reference to Close Up should be made.














